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PREFACE.

Moolla Fieoz had made, during his life-time, a large collection

chiefly of Persian and Arabic works, his connection with the

Kabeesa controversy having brought to his notice many rare and

valuable ones on Astronomy, Chronology, History, &c, and these

he was enabled to purchase at enormous prices.

On his death this large collection of valuable manuscripts

was left as a gift in the charge of the Elders of the Kudmi

Zoroastrians, to be taken care of by themand rendered available

for perusal to the learned of all castes and creeds.

It remained in their hands from the date of his death, which

event occurred in A.O. 1830, to the year 1854, when the com-

munity, with a view to commemorate the name of the deceased,

founded a Madressa bearing his name, for the instruction and

improvement of the Zoroastrians in their sacred lore. Whilst

thus founding the Madressa, which still exists and is called

Moolla Firoz Madressa, an endowment fund was raised, and it was

resolved that the Library be called Moolla Firoz Ket&bkhana, and

maintained from the funds subscribed. The management of the

Madressa as well as the Library was confided to a Committee

elected from amongst the subscribers. In 1857 the Library

was detached from the Madressa, and it.came under a separate

Committee.

New additions are constantly made to the original gift of the

Moolla, chiefly by presents from the generous members of the

community. Donations in money are also made to the fund

from time to time by the charitably-disposed Zoroastrians. It
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is the only Library in Bombay which is open gratis to the public

perusal; a separate class of subscribers has been instituted to

entitle them to have printed works carried home for perusal, but

on no account are the manuscripts permitted to be removed

from the rooms.

This collection, being of a particular literature which is not

much cultivated in Bombay, however intrinsically valuable, is

comparatively neglected. To bring its contents within the reach

of those devoted to Oriental studies, who but have at present no

means oftaking advantage of them, the Committee resolved upon

getting a Catalogue Raisonnl prepared, printed, and published.

They were successful in meeting with Mr* E. Kehatsek, who

was in every way well qualified to carry out their design, and

the preparation of this Catalogue was consequently entrusted to

him. He has performed his work to the satisfaction of the

Committee.

The Committee will consider the double outlay incurred, in

getting this Catalogue prepared as well as printed, well spent

if Oriental scholars will find therein new and useful information.

They will be happy to receive applications from appreciating

scholars, for getting copies made for them of such works or

parts of works as they may desire to possess.

At present the Library possesses in all, manuscripts as well

as printed, 1896 works in 1729 volumes, as below :

—

113 volumes in English.
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NOTE BY THE COMPILER.

As there are but few Arabic MSS. in this library, and still

fewer in Hindustani and Turkish, and only one in Punjaby, it

is to be understood that when a MS. is not specially designated

as Arabic, Turkish, or Hindustani, it must be Persian. The

length, breadth, and thickness of every MS. are given in inches

and decimals, without the covers.

This catalogue is a double one, i.e. descriptive and alphabeti-

cal ; the former is divided into the following sections :

—

I.

Astronomy, Astrology, Mathematics, Chronology, 93 numbers.

II.

Dictionaries, Grammars^ 44.

III.

Ensha, Le. Letter-writing and Composition, 21.

IV.

History, Biography, Travels, Geography, 61.

V.

Medicine, Chemistry, Pharmacy, 22.

VI.

Philosophy, Logic, Law, 20 vols.

VII.

Poetry, Versification, Style, 155.

VIII.

Keligious Works, 87.

IX.

Tales in Prose, Moral Maxims, Music, 57 vols.
'

Sometimes several books treating on different subjects happen

to be bound in one volume ; in such cases the MS. has been

inserted in the section 4o which the first portion of it belongs,
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and is in £he alphabetical index catalogue marked with a dag-

ger ; there such books as are very well known, or to be had

in print also (and have therefore been noticed very briefly in

the descriptive catalogue), have been marked by a star; to all,

the Boman numbers of the section, and also the so-called Arabic

number under which they are described, is attached.

It is a mistake to suppose that this catalogue was compiled

for the benefit of Europeans only ; it is intended to be useful to

all who are able to appreciate Oriental learning- Free access is

granted to this library, which contains, besides the MSS. here

described, also many others in the sacred languages of the Zo-

roastrians, and some valuable books printed in Europe and

in Asia, e.g. Mohl's splendid edition and translation of the ShaTi-

namah in four volumes folio, with the Persian classics litho-

graphed by the Honourable E. I. Company) and a few works in

French, German, and Latin treating on various subjects, but

especially on Zoroastrian literature.

A library like this, confined chiefly to special languages, and

subjects not bearing on every-day life, will, although gratui-

tously accessible to all, never be much frequented. It is never-

theless proper to take great care of MSS. some of which are

several centuries old, and not to allow them to be taken or lent

out of the library on any account, as they are not like printed

books, which can be replaced in cases of accident, but have the

special character of venerable antiquity and scarceness attached

to them. Printing will soon make an end of the writing and

preservation of new MSS., and therefore the old ones are to be

preserved religiously. Should this library be absorbed by a

larger one, it is almost certain that its MSS. will not be taken

care of as hitherto, and that in a few years they will be entirely

destroyed by insects and damp ; whereas if it remains independ-

ent, and occasionally receives judicious gifts of Oriental books

from patriotic Zoroastrians, it will continue to exist as the first

and the only gratuitous library in Bombay, where students of

Oriental languages will find a quiet retreat for pursuing their

investigations.
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It was the intention of the compiler of this catalogue to pre-

fix to it a short biography of the founder, or rather collector, of

this library, Mulld Firuz Bin Kawus, Chief Priest of the Parsi

Kadmis of Bombay ; his life, however, like that of the majority

of studious men and authors all over the world, having been

void of striking incidents, and entirely confined to literary and

religious occupations, could afford but scanty materials ; accord-

ingly no attempts to describe it have been made. Nevertheless,

as the best monument an author can leave to posterity to re-

member him by, consists in his works, there is not much reason

to fear that Mulla Firuz will soon be forgotten. He was at the

early age of ten years carried by his father from Broach, his

birthplace, to Erin, where he spent twelve years and obtained

his education, as he himself narrates in the *j*> &* (VIII. 87),

besides which he composed many other books, mostly in verse,

and all in Persian, as may be seen from this catalogue. He also

carried on a little controversy, chiefly about the intercalary

days of the Yazdegerdi year, and wrote several pamphlets on

the subject. He also brought the " Desdtir " to the notice of

the public, and published it ; but his principal work is the

" George-Namah," which originated as follows :—The Honour-

able Jonathan Duncan, Governor oftheBombay Presidency, being

in the habit of familiarly associating with learned and intelligent

Native gentlemen, and aware of the high attainments as well

as of the poetical talent of Mulld Firuz, mentioned at one of

these conversaziones the great pleasure he had derived from the

perusal of Firdousi's Sh£hnamah, which is even in our times still

admired by everybody, and expressed a desire that he would

compose a similar work, giving the history of the British power

in this country from its commencement down to the time of His

Majesty George III. The Mulla at first modestly refused as-

sent, but afterwards, when he gave it, the Governor manifested

the greatest pleasure, and assured him that by writing a book

of this kind he would not only gain fame, but do a great service

to the British Government. On that occasion, which happened

to be in 1807 (A.H. 1221, A.T. 1176), the Governor presented

the Mull& with several English books, to be used by him as
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sources of information ; accordingly he set about his task in

earnest and commenced it. During the progress of the work

he had the pleasure from time to time to give readings, which

were continued during the incumbency of Governor Elphinstone

and of Sir John Malcolm, and were much approved by them.

Meanwhile the work progressed gradually, and was, after a

labour of many years, brought down to the events of 1817 and

the capture of Poonah by the English. As each book of this

work contains nearly 40,000 distichs, it has, for the sake of con-

venience, been divided into three volumes, and has been called

"George-Namah"; when the author had finished this work he was

more than seventy years old, and did not live to see it in print,

but died in 1830 (A.H. 1242, A.Y. 1200); his nephew, however,

and heir, Mulla Rustum Bin Kaikob£d, got it lithographed in

1837. The compiler need give no opinion of his own (whatever

that may be worth) about the literary productions of the Mulla :

they are at the service of all who are able to appreciate them :

he was a ma.n who landed in Bombay poor and unprotected, a

stranger who had almost forgotten his mother-tongue ; but his

industry, learningj and upright character combined, effected

his rise to the highest ecclesiastical dignity attainable, and he

died honoured ; loved by many, and respected by all.

EDWARD REHATSEK.

Bombay, 1st May 1873.
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(I.)

ASTRONOMY, CHRONOLOGY, MATHEMATICS,
AND ASTROLOGY.

1. JU*U I *lj&> Tashryh-ull&mal. In tolerably good con-

dition, bound in hard leather covers, not paged, with numerous
diagrams in red and in black ink, L. 6*4 in., br. 3*6 in., th.

0*525 in. This MS. contains various practical instructions on
mathematical subjects of astronomy, mensuration, and stereo-

metry. The beginning consists of the description of the scale

of chords and others well known to Europeans and sold in

cases of mathematical instruments ; they are of ivory or wood
and are opened out like dividers. To find the 1st inclination

of the ecliptic. To find the 2nd inclination of the ecliptic.

The distance of a star from the equinoctial line. To find the
rising of the degrees of the Zodiac. On the Equinox. East
declination. The knowledge of the degree-passage of a star,

latitude, ascension, declination. All these problems are solved

by the above-mentioned instrument here named Purkar [com-
passes] and also proportional numbers are found by it. The
method how to use the scale of chords in plotting a figure with
certain angles, and how to lay them out, is explained by several

examples. In this manner the construction and solution of
triangles, in fact the science of graphical trigonometry

without calculations, is taught. The Bliding scale explained.

The solution of quadratic equations by graphical construction.

To find the 3rd proportional line, Ac, and a few examples of

altimetry terminate this mathematical treatise ; but the last 30

pp. of the MS. are occupied by a grammatical discussion in

Persian on various Arabic sentences.

2. *~*iA u«ju»l3 J&*| £j~ Shark ashhil tisys hindiseh.

Arabic MS., hard covers, L. 10*2 in., br. 5*6 in., th. 0*3 in.

This is a geometrical treatise beginning with the definition of

various triangles and ending with some theorems of B. II.

Euclid, whom it follows, and whose figures can be easily

recognized, but especially I. 47 near the end. The author's

name is Shams-al-dyn al-Samarqandy, and this MS. was fin-

ished on the 20th Muharram, A. H. 1093, in Aurangab£d.

3. fl^ifl <•&»»! AhJcam-ull&w&m. Hard covers, in good
condition. L. 9*4 in., br. 6*6 in., th. 0*6 in. This is an astro-

logical work without any diagrams except two horoscopes on
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the last page of the old portion of the MS- The table of

contents is as follows. Preface, the various kinds of passages ;

to ascertain a passage which is unknown by one that is known

;

concerning hours ; parts of hours
; passage, the greatest, the

middle. The ill-boding degrees and cutting stars ; omina of

death, the greatest passage according to the degree of the

division and the divider ; laws of the divider concerning the

spot of the passage and the degree of the rise, &c. Concerning
the laws about the seasons of nativity; the lord of the cycle;

the mansions of the horoscope, laws of the 1st, 2nd 12th
mansion. Laws of the dominion of Jupiter, Saturn, the Sun,

Venus, &c, Place of Jupiter, of Saturn, &c. Orbit of Jupiter,

of Saturn, &c. Laws of the lord of the horoscope, laws of

Mercury, of the Moon, &c. Aspect of Saturn, of Jupiter, &c.

The last eight leaves of the MS. are a new addition, contain-

ing the fortunate and the unfortunate aspects in a tabular

form, also the prognostications from the daily rising of the

Sun, Venus, Mercury, Moon, Saturn, Jupiter, and Mars, as

well as the effects they have in conjunction, sextile, quartan,

trian, and opposition aspect. These tables end the work, whose
author was Muhammad Qasum Alkhowarzamy, known by the

name of Bokharian astronomer, and it was written A. H. 655.

4. **^j^» 9j*?j J*H> y^i Selection from Bayhaqy and
others ; four Tracts. Good white thick country paper ; not
paged ; pleasing writing in black ink ; uninjured by insects ;

somewhat loose but in hard leather covers.. L. 7*6 in., br. 5*4,

th. 0*3 in. This is an astrological treatise beginning without
the usual invocation and other signs from which Muhammadan
writings are usually ascertained ; there is no date :—To fix the
degrees of the horoscope

;
prognostics of defects and maladies.

Fixing of conjunctions, of Saturn and Jupiter, of Saturn and
Mars, &c. On the 5th leaf the customary Bismillah is prefixed

to some practical rules and explanations, e. g. the motion of the

stars, their propitious and unpropitious aspect, mansion of the

Sun. On the prognostications drawn from the planets Saturn,

Jupiter, Sun, Mercury, &c. On the luckiness and unluckiness

of opposition and the quartan aspect ; Aries and Scorpio, Aries
and Leo, 6 male and 6 female signs of the Zodiac, &c.
Division of the sky into one-half, one-third, one-fourth, or one-
sixth, and of each sign into 12 parts. Verses about fortunate

and unfortunate omina, and the prognostications drawn from
the motion of planets in various directions. " Various chapters

how to ascertain prosperous times for doing various things.

—

Time of a planet for being stationary or for returning. In this
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part of the MS. the statement occurs that " A. H. 970,
corresponding to A. Yazdajardy 933, when the heart of Leo
will have passed over the limit of one degree of Leo, and will

have arrived at the limits of Mars, the majority of sages have
prophesied that the world will be entirely destroyed."

Selection from the Kitdb-ul-tafahym of Abu-Raylin Albay-
runy. This consists merely of six pages, and explains some
phenomena in two towns of opposite latitudes ; something
about conjunctions, the moon, and solar eclipses ; the diame-
ters of the earth, of the moon, sun, &c. are given, and the

extract terminates with a definition of the Indian hours,

[Albayrdny is well known as having spent nine or ten years in

India when Mahmud the Gaznavide invaded it ; but his most
celebrated work is the history of India which the late Woepcke
had begun to translate in Paris, but died at his work.] Then
comes a new Bismillah with a description of the various

spheres, i. e. of the sun, of the moon, the orbit of Mercury, &c.
The equator, various kinds of eclipses, of years.

Then comes an extract from the Kitfib Tafahhass-uLfalak,

Book of celestial research. Names of the planets according to

the Zoroastrian system, and a few short tables for prognostica-

tion by the planets. Names of the signs of the Zodiac. The
remainder of the MS. contains analogous matter and many
repetitions of the same things.

6. **>.>i* ^1p JL jj-^aUi Jj*\ Euclid's Elements of Geo-

metry. Arabic MS. in good condition, hard leather covers,

L. 6*9, br. 4*8, th. 0*4 in. This MS. consists of 101 leaves and
is actually an abridged copy of six books of Euclid with all the

figures required. The whole text runs from beginning to end
without any stops whatever to indicate the various subjects

;

but all the references to the figures, which are incessant, have

their letters marked in red ink.

6. <j»*Atfl Euclid. Arabic MS. good, hard covers, 81

leaves. L. 8 in., br. 3*8 in., th. 0-5 in. Superior in every re-

spect to No. 5. Moreover each book commences with a Bis-

millah and a short introduction. The figures are morenumerous
and more carefully drawn. -The text also is more copious and
clear than in No. 5, the author of which himself states that he

extracted his Euclid, and as much of it as he deemed useful,

from the Almagest of Ptolemy. The wording of No. 6 is quite

different from No. 5, although most of the figures must natu-

rally be the same.
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7. jt*> **tja» wV/^l w^ <^~# ^jm Explanation of the

20 Chapters on the Astrolabium by Khajah Nassyr. In hard
leather covers, but loose and sadly damaged by worms, chiefly

on account of the old age of the writing, which is good, black,

and legible. L. 6*4 in., br. 3*4 in., th. 0*2 in. The writer of this

commentary states that he composed it at the request of some
friends who wished the obscurities of the text of the author of
the 20 chapters, Nassyr-ul-Haqq wa Al-dyn Muhammad Altttisy,

to be elucidated. The MS. contains but few diagrams, and
begins with a few preliminaries on the simplest definitions of

geometry, such as the point, the line, &c. Of the text generally

one line is given, and then the commentator's explanation

follows, thus, e. g. " Text. Two perpendicular lines with right

angles. Explanation. When two lines meet each other, the

space contained between them is named an angle. Those two
lines are either perpendicular to each other or not ; in this place

however a right angle formed by such two lines is meant

;

accordingly if two angles be formed by the meeting of two
lines, and these two angles be equal, each of them is called a
right angle, and each of the two lines is perpendicular to the
other; if such however be not the case, one angle must be acute

and the other obtuse." Then come various definitions, such as

altitudes of stars, and how to take observations. Even the

equation of time is treated, but to study this little book pro-

perly it would be necessary to possess also the text of Khajah
Nassyr, of which but a scanty glimpse can be caught in this

Explanation, which is precious in other respects and ought to

be immediately copied, or printed, because some portions are

already eaten out by worms.

This MS. was written A. H. 897 and is approaching the

venerable age of 400 years. (Compare this with VII. 40, whose
author was Sheyhh Nassyr Ttusy.)

Description of the 12 signs of the Zodiac. The Alcbary experi-

ments and Marginal notes to the abridgment of the Taklilyss.

Strongly bound in leather, three kinds of handwriting, of which
that of the second part of the MS. is inferior, as also the

paper of it. L. 6*2 in., br. 4 in., th. 0*2 in. After each sign of

the Zodiac merely that which is good to do under it is stated,

thus under Aries

:

—" To see kings and governors, to begin
works, to go to the bathing-house, to pare nails, to launch
ships, to work in silver or gold, to engage in alchemy, to lend

money, to eat, especially what i3 cooked, &c. The Akbary
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experiences begin only with the 19th Chapter and break off

suddenly ; this is a Medical treatise, on the properties of drags,

on the manner of becoming acquainted with them, &c, but as

it can be had in the Bazar in a complete state, lithographed,

there is no need to say anything more. The H£shyah or mar-
ginal annotation to the abridgment of the Takhlyss, occupies

the last 26 pp. and is in Arabic, in which various expressions

having red lines over them are explained. The last of these is,

" The words mean the heart, and verily words are considered to

point to the heart." This little tract was finished on the 14th
Jomddy anterior A. H. 1014, but the two first bear no dates.

Some doctrines of the Ssofys are discussed.

9. ji&° ^° u>^ ^^^ c-r* Explanation ofthe twenty Chapters

of Mulla Mutzaffar. Leather covers, one torn off, writing toler-

ably distinct and good, black. L. 8*1 in., br. 5*8, th. 0*35 in.

The whole number of leaves of this MS. is 118, and as it was
written A.H. 985 its state of preservation is surprisingly good,
considering its age, besides the slight injuries to the margin the

borings through the text are not of a kind to mar the significa-

tion even of a single word ; it is a book on astronomy and
astrology and contains tables as well as diagrams. Even bef6re

the first Bismillah there is a table by means of which the name
of the first day in every month can be found. The author,

Mutzaffar Munajjum Jan^bedy, states in the preface that he had
composed this book from ancient sources. The beginning
consists of simple definitions of the line, the triangle, quadran-

gle and circle. Oh. I. Notation used by astronomers called

Jamal, where particular values are assigned to the letters of the

alphabet, and which is nothing more than the well-known Abu-
jad arrangement ; there are however other observations also in

this chapter, which must be thoroughly understood to follow any
book of this kind. Oh. II. Various eras of note, and first of

all the Hejrah; this is lunar, and to its explanation a diagram is

added with the calendar of the Muhummadans. The Greek
era attributed to Alexander the Great, which is solar of 365
days. Bra of the ancient Persians, anterior to all others, but
called by the name of Tazdajard ; also solar, each month con-

sisting of 30 days, but five intercalary days are added either at

the end of Aban or the end of Asfandarmad, to be afterwards

explained in detail. The Jall&ly Era, also called Tarykh Malaky
or Malakshahy ; this is a true solar era. Oh. III. Science of tho

signs of the Zodiac, the stars, &c. Here also the planets are

enumerated and the various spheres described according to the

old system ; the principal constellations and the number of
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stars they contain are also given. After that various concentric
circles are given to show the various spheres beginning with
the earth and terminating with the sphere of spheres, and also

four other diagrams. Oh. IV. Progress, retrogress, and station

of stars. The period of the sun is one year, of the moon is 28
days, of Saturn 30 years, of Jupiter 12 years. Ch. V. Decli-
nation of the Sun and latitudes of stars, ecliptic ; figure of the
two equinoctial points, Ac. Ch. VI. The time, altitude of the
Sun and its shadow at noon. Ch. VII. Conjunction, opposi-
tion, and other aspects. Ch. VIII. The rising and setting of
stars with their peculiarities. Ch. IX. Ascension, connection v

Ch. X. The orbits of stars, with au astronomical prognosticat-
ing table on fol. 54 vso., and another of fol. 55 recto. Ch. XI.
Explanatory of the two just mentioned tables, and the motion
from station to station of the moon, Ch. XII. Mansions of the
moon and hours. Ch. XIII. To ascertain the times for prayer
and the direction of the Qiblah by astronomy. Ch. XIV. The
chronology of the Chinese by means of cycles. Ch. XV*. On
the intercalations added in the calendars and the various Muham-
madan holidays ; Christian holidays; Zoroastrian holidays. Solar
and lunar eclipses explained with diagrams. The seven ill-boding
stars. Prognostications of weather explained from the mansi-
ons of the moon. Tables of prognostications, 82 vso., 83 recto,

vso., 83 bis, recto. Ch. XVI. The Zodiacal signs and other stars

with reference to the weather. Ch. XVII. The lines of the stars

and what is connected with them (i. e. division of each sign of the

Zodiac into three parts and thus assigning, e. g. the 1st part of
Aries to Mercury, the 2nd to the Sun, and the 3rd to Venus).

Table fol. 91, vso. Ch. XVIII. The 12 Zodiacal signs with
reference to their ' propitious or unpropitious meanings. Ch.
XIX. The same with reference to other stars. Ch. XX. Same
subject. The remainder of the MS. from fol. 110 recto to fol.

118 vso. is filled with tables.

10. ji&A iU fcH^as** f ol$£*tf Admonitions of tlie Astronomers
by Mulla Mutzaffar. Recently bound in strong hard leather

covers ; writing good ; black ; somewhat injured by worms,
and containing 165 leaves. L. 7*6 in., br. 5*3 in., th. 06 in.

This book cannot be called an astronomy, because it merely
applies all its phenomena to astrological prognostications of bad
or good omen. One specimen will be quite sufficient to show
of what sort the contents of the whole book are : The occulta-

tion of Jupiter in the Zodiacal sign of Virgo. This points to

great winds and to enmity between kings and the death of one
of the Vezyrs, grandees, nobles, or judges; to the rising of
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prices and to the departure of some ecclesiastical dignitaries

from their stations and localities ; to the good circumstances of
the inhabitants of Syria and Persia; to the decline of
female maladies : but if Saturn be with it, or be looking at it,

great dearth will arise and affairs will stagnate ; but if Mars
be with it, or be looking at it, there will be sickness among
boys and infants, aversion and hatred of servants towards their

masters, and they will flee. If Venus be with it, the year will

be of a middling kind, and the air temperate, and religious

persons will be injured ; but if Mercury be with him, it means
grief and melancholy to writers, Ullemmas, and excellent men

;

but if the Moon be with it, or be looking at it, there will be
joy and gladness among men, and a great traffic with caravans
and a great deal of business." Prognostications of this kind
are given for every position of every planet and the Moon in

various mansions, and the author terminates the book with the
information that he has composed it from the books and sayings

of Hermes, Aristoteles, Ptolemy, Zoroaster, Democritus, Berze-
chumlhr, Aristotle, Khajah Nassyr-ul-Dyn Tussy, Abu Kayh&n
Beyrfiny, and some others, 36 in all.

11. j&» &c e^s^l o^ij. Another MS. of No. 10,

but inferior to it in every respect. Well bound in hard leather

covers. L. 8 in., br. 4*5 in., th. 0*5 in. The whole MS. con-

sists of 163 leaves. This is the same in contents with No. 10,

i. e. it contains a preface and six Chapters or Sections, each
of which is divided into paragraphs, and all the headings are

so that from them alone the book might easily be mistaken
for an astronomical work, whereas it contains absolutely nothing
but prognostications from the various aspects of the heavenly
bodies.

12. AjIw I uMj* The argument of sufficiency. In good con*
dition, strong leather covers. Long 8*3 in., br. 5 in., th. 0*9

in. The author of this book was Aly Ebn Muhammad Alsharyf
Alkary. This book is entirely astrological, and enters so

much into the details of that science that the very colour of the
stars and signs are given, thus, e.g. Aries is red and light;

Taurus white and heavy, &c. AH possible cases in life are men-
tioned in all ofwhich the stars must be consulted. One specimen
will suffice to give a notion of the character ofthe whole book.
" How to ascertain whether the house of the thief is distant or

near. If the index of the inquirer and of the thief be in one
quarter, both of them are in the town ; but if in the contrary

quarter the place will be far. If one sign of the Zodiac inter-

venes between the index of the thiefand of the inquirer, or less,

2m
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both are in one Serfiy," &c. This MS. was completed on
Tuesday the 14th of the holy month Muharram, A.H. 1130.

13, c*j^U| &\y* <^Ak) (*ij& Taqvym Luttfy according to

the traditions. In good condition, strongly bound in hard
leather covers. L. 7*8 in., br. 4*4 in., th. 0*3 in. According
to the last page of the MS. the true title of it is : The
Taqvym of Mollah Luttfullah, composed A.H. * 1084, and the

present MS, was made from the original under the superin-

tendence of Muhammad Hassan Munajjam Ttaberistdny. The
author's own definition of the word Taqvym is as follows :

—

Lexically it means in Arabic to keep straight and to appreciate,

whilst technically it designates among astronomers the distance

of a star from the sign Aries ; Taqvym means also the table in

which the motions of the stars, with their aspects and conditions

for one year, are registered, and this constitutes a calendar.

The paper is European and its water-mark is 1824. There is

not a single diagram in this MS., and the description of the

various spheres may be said to begin the work. Then come the

signs of the Zodiac, the Moon, &c. ; historical eras, how to find

and to calculate the bissextile year of the Hejrah era. Discus-

sion about the ancient Persian year. Descriptions of various

constellations. Eules for determining the Arabic year accord-

ing to the words of the Commander of the Faithful, Aly, with

various kinds of prognostications about the weather, which
occupy the last fourth of the MS. and terminate it.

14. u&y**t\*1\ Jj& u^s^l^j^ The Taqvym of the

beneficent, according to the doctrines ofpious Emams. The first

half of this MS., to which the above title refers, is in Arabic

;

and the second, which is in Persian, has none, but its contents

are analogous. The MS. is in good condition and very legible

;

bound in good hard covers. L. 8 #3 in., br. 4*7 in., th. 0*25 in.

This is a kind of religious prognostication, which the author in

his preface says he has collected from the sayings of celebrated

EmSms, at the desire of persons who were anxious to know the
propitious and -the unpropitious hours and times for undertak-

ing various things. Then comes a kind of ecclesiastical

calendar with the sacred events that have happened during
every month, and also the things which it is lucky or not
lucky to do on certain days. The conclusion or Kh&tumah
occupies a little more than five pages, treats a little on unpro-
pitious omina, on the causes of eclipses, besides those which
astronomers adduce, and terminates with an admonition that

this copy is perfect, and that people are to be careful not to
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despise the advice given in these and other traditions, but to
act according to it in full confidence. This MS. was written
by Hasan E. Muhammad Husayn Alttabsy, in the district of
FyzaMd, on the 21st of Rabi, posterior A. H. 1229. Now
comes the Persian part, the whole of which contains only four

Arabic pages. There is no doubt that the various prognostics
for all the days of the month were intended to be given, but
the first three days are lost ; otherwise, however, the 30 days
of the month are complete. Then come the prognostics for

every day of the week, and a chapter on the manner how the

evil influence of certain days may be removed ; this is done
by means of a prayer in Arabic for the morning, another for

the evening, and another that may be recited any time. Now
we again get a KJidtumah, as in the preceding tract, with
references to the solar and lunar eclipses, and the book termi-

nates with various prognostications.

15. . f&* fjy3 tJ*i cMl fij& Tagvym Eblehan,i. e. the 8th

Taqvym. Bound in white parchment, strongly ; but written

on bad country paper. L. 10*5 in., br. 8*4 in., th. 0*2 in. The
author of this Almanack was Bhowany Sing, astronomer of the
prosperous country of Hyder6b6d, and inhabitant of Yaqfitpura.

This calendar is confined to A. H. 1214, but gives for nearly

every day of it the position of the sun, moon, &c, which is of

course important with reference to astrology, and the lucky and
unlucky meanings of certain days ; otherwise the MS. is of

no scientific value.

16. as^Ij^j tJ$if\£ij»>* Anatomy of the heavens and

the use of the astrolabium. Both these treatises are in Arabic
and by the well-known author of several other mathematical
works, Beha-ul-dyn Muhammad-al-aamely. Leather ; 1. 7*8 in.,

br. 4*8 in., th. 0*1 in. This MS. is very nicely written and
inviting; the first part was completed A. H. 1033, and the

second likewise in the same year. There are various diagrams,

but no figure of the astrolabium itself is given. It begins with
the description of the various circles, then come the spheres of

the seven planets with their motions, and the phases of the

moon. There is also a notice of dawn and twilight, and a
Kh&tumah, i. e. conclusion, with a simple rule for drawing a

meridian line. As already observed, the use of the astrolabium

is described without any figures whatever, which would be
somewhat awkward for a beginner ; nevertheless all the rules

of how to take observations of various kinds are of a practical
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and useful kind. The MS. containing these treatises consists

only of twenty-three leaves not closely written.

17. _>* J**-3 Tasahyl Qamar. In leather covers, but loose,

and so damaged by worms that if the MS. be not recopied it

will soon become useless. L. 9 in., br, 6*2 in., th. #4 in. The
author, Amad Ben Jumal Albokh&ry, states that he compiled
this book by order of Olug Byg, the axis of all Sulttans, but
that after his death the grandees began to fight with each other,

and the whole kingdom fell into such confusion, that, above all

others, men learned in the sciences fell into great poverty and
distress, so that he considered it best to go on pilgrimage to

Mekkah and to pursue his studies there ; but went to Samar-
qand, when the country again became quiet, and there he
enjoyed the protection Of Sulttan A'bu Sayd Gurkan, under
whose auspices he completed the present work, and to whom
he presented also tables of other stars. Excepting the in-

troduction, which consists only of three pages, it is in a very
damaged state, and describes the way in which the observations

of the moon were taken. The whole book is nothing but a series

of lunar astronomical tables. The last two pages were after-

wards added, and did not originally constitute a part of the

MS., it seems. It contains an extract translated from an
Arabic MS. about the planets, and bears the date A. H. 1161,

agreeing with Yazdajardy 1118.

18. *Jjji (id£** Jj** JadAl Satyn, large copy. A volume
containing several tracts by various hands, and many astro-

nomical tables, with a few diagrams, well preserved although

damaged by insects. L. 7*7 in., br, 4*8 in., th. 0*5 in. ; compactly
bound, but the two covers are torn off. In the preface instruc-

tion is given how to operate with the solar tables; by the

author, Mullana Muhammad Baqer Yazdy ; then several pages of

tables follow with the notation according to the Abujad, as

usual, and not in common numbers ; at the end the owner of

this tract wrote his name A.H. 1020. The next tract contains
f( Some rules of astronomy," chiefly how to find the position of

the sun and the planets, with various practical examples. To
find the conjunctions of stars, eclipses, solar and lunar. After

16 pages of irregular scraps written in various directions, comes
another tract with a oircular diagram in red ink to show how
to find the direction of the Qiblah from the district of Herat
according to the manner of A'bu Rayhan ; then comes a table

of omina about the new moon in each of the 12 signs of the

Zodiac. Lunar tables for propitious things to do when the

moon is in each of the 12 signs. Circular diagram. Calendar
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with the months and festivals of various religions. Weather
prognostication table. Other tables with reference to the tem-
perament, figure, sickness, and body of infants born in the

various signs of the Zodiac. A curious diagram with the 12

signs in a circle and the various mansions of the planets.

Chronological table of some Prophets and Sulttans. Again
tables for prognosticating, and then only come the Jadul Satyn,

i.e. Tables of Sixty. The next tract is a treatise on Hindu
arithmetic, which contains the four rules, fractions, and the

extraction of the square root. Arithmetic of astronomers with

the Abujad, the operation of multiplication performed with a
net-like figure. Extraction of higher roots. Division of the

firmament into mansions. Mensuration, technical expressions,

definitions of geometrical figures with diagrams, to find the

surface of a triangle, &c, stereometry in'a few lines only. The
next Bismillah is followed by a treatise on arithmetic of no
great value, which terminates the MS. and finally degenerates

into all kinds of irregular cross and diagonal scraps of writing.

There is nothing to show when this part was finished.

19. *X°j*:* **\*j* i/**i*t fc>**** Jj*^. The Jadul Satyn, i.e.

Tables of Sixty, with some astronomical rules. This tract con-

tains the portion indicated in its title, and nothing else, and
that was taken from No. 18. L. 6'8 in., br. 4*8 in., th. 0*1 in.

Besides the substitution of the Zoroastrian formula instead of

the introductory Bismillah, there is very little which is not the

same here as in No. 18, and the tables themselves ought to be
entirely so ; the astronomical rules here given are very meagre.

20. <3i^» I<£*aj3j i^**?> ^j& Shark Ghagmany and the

Nazhat alhaqayq. Astronomical treatise composed by Mahmddy
Muhammad B. 6mar, native of Chagman, a town ofKhowarzem,

by order of Olug Byg, son ofShah Bokh, son of the Amyr Tymtir

Gurkan. This MS. is wholly Arabic, written legibly but

damaged, chiefly on account ofits high age. L. 6*8 in., br. 4*2 in.,

th. 0*4 in. Physical bodies. Spheres of the various planets,

with diagrams to explain the movements. Some person has

inserted one stray page in Persian about the middle of the MS.
The various complications of Ptolemy's system explained.

Diagrams showing the phases of the moon, and its eclipse by the

earth's shadow. Equinoctial line with the seven climates repre-

sented on a circle as chords. Division of time, rising and

setting of the sun, Ac. This MS. was written A.H. 991. The
next MS. in the same volume begins with a new Bismillah, is

also astronomical, in Arabic, and yras composed by Jamshyd
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B. Masiid B. Mahmud Al-ttabyb Al-Kashy, surnamed Gaydth,
who says in his preface :—Some friends asked me whether it is

possible to construct an instrument by means of which the
approach and latitude of stars may be ascertained ? Accord-
ingly I pondered over the subject, until God (whose name be
exalted!) enlightened and inspired me that I succeeded in

preparing a metal disk, by means of which the approach and
latitude of the seven planets, as well as their motion away from
the earth, as well as lunar and solar eclipses, can be observed
in the easiest manner and the shortest time ; of this instrument
I have constructed various kinds, each whereof can be made to

serve the same purposes as all the others ; and I have composed
this treatise for the purpose of describing the instrument, and
showing how to operate with it. The treatise I named Nazhat
al-haqdyq, and the instrument Ttabbaq Al-mandttuq [ecliptic

plate], and its use is the same as that of the Louh allattassdlldt

[tablet of conjunctions] which has been invented by learned men
long ago." This treatise consists of two chapters and a con-
clusion, i. e., Gh. J., Description of the Ttabbaq Al-mandttuq ;

Gh. II., How to operate with it. Conclusion. How to operate

with the Louh allattassdlldt. There are also a few diagrams
and small tables. Especially the latter portion is much worm-
eaten ; on this account, and also because the writer wrote swiftly

and omitted many diacritical points, a copyist who understands
Arabic well ought to be employed to recopy this precious MS.

21. is***j o )l1jj* (j^i jl^JJ/l^ ^ Jama* Allanwar, i. e.

the figures of astronomical instruments of observation. Beauti-

fully distinct black writing, in good condition, hard leather

binding. L. 7*4 in., br. 4*9 in., th. 0*1 in. This is a most
valuable little MS. on account of the figures it contains ; its

author is Qasum Aly Qayny, who says that the title of it is

jUu}|| j t-vTI^I e/o jf^jjll j*l*> The first instrument described

is the u*U&° Meqyds [gnomon], after that the plan of an
astronomical observatory is given, then comes a mural quadrant

constructed of wood with some circles for observation, which
the author professes to have taken from Ptolemy ; then comes
an instrument consisting of three excentric circles, one of which
represents the zodiac, the other the equator, and the third is

what our author calls the circle of latitudes. After that an
instrument of five circles, the largest of which is the equatorial,

is shown standing on a support or chair, but the circled, i. e. the

great and the small latitude circle with the zodiac and the

equinoctial, are all separate. The next is a circle, apparently au
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equatorial. Then cornea a horizontal circle, supported by four

legs, which again stand on other bases, so as to make them firm

and steady. Then comes a right angle [quadrant] with divisions

and a ruler moving round one end of it as a centre. Then two
circles with divisions into degrees, and alhidades on them with
eye-holes to take sights. Then various other instruments,

among which there is one where the observer takes his sight of

the altitude of a star between two walls, then come various

complicated instruments for taking altitudes, and lastly a
Mistter, i. e. ruler with divisions on it. This MS. was finished

A. H. 1000, on the 4th Showdl.

22. ^•jU j* wj**^* ij* Thamrat ofBattalymus [Ptole-

my] in Persian. Good black distinct writing, somewhat worm-
eaten, and strongly bound. L. 8'1 in., br. 33 in., th. 0*3 in.

This is a book of astrological prognostications, and at the end it

contains some incantations in gibberish words to cause certain

things to happen. Every member of the human body is stated

to be governed by a sign of the zodiac, e.g. the head and its

parts by Aries, the neck by Taurus, &c. Any person wishing
to find from this book whether the planets are propitious on
certain occasions, must nevertheless have some knowledge of

their position at the time being in order to be able to use it.

The articles always begin with Qal, he said, and continue with
Aqul, I say; as a kind of explanation. There is no date,

23. ul^^wj ^^jJlu £j«i Thamrat of Battalym&s, with

the interpretation of dreams. Good black distinct writing and
strong binding. Each of the two tracts mentioned in the title

occupies about half of the book. L. 8*9 in., br. 4*7 in., th. 0*85

in. Although the title of this MS. is the same as of No. 22,
its wording is like it only in the beginning ; the contents are
nearly the same, but No. 23 appears to be superior in every
respect to No. 22 ; the second halfofthe MS., as has already been
stated, contains the interpretation of dreams, but it is written in

a more negligent hand. This interpretation always depends
upon what a man has seen in his dream, which he must search

out, and which is rather a difficult matter, as there is no proper
arrangement ofsubjects ; if however he has found it, there will be
an explanation of it. The year when the MS. was written is

not mentioned.

24. fjs* j& ij=?"j ij* Thamrat (fruit) and Shajrat (tree)

on astrology. Good black distinct writing, not damaged;
strongly bound in leather. L. 8*5 in., br. 5 in., th. 0*5 in. The
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contents of this book are analogous to those of Nos. 22 and
23, but it is superior to them in every respect, and contains

even a few astrological diagrams. It begins with the de-

scription ofthe properties of every one of the signs of the Zodiac
in detail, and their influences upon human affairs. The con-

junctions of various planets, prognostics, omina from shooting-

stars. Many details about conjunctions. On horoscopes, with
a diagram of one. This MS. consists of 269 leaves, but there

is no date when it was written.

26. fj** j* ij*r*j ij** Thamrat and Shajrat on astrology*

Distinct writing, not injured, good leather binding. L. 1 1 in., bn
6*5 in., th. 0*4 in. This bears the same title with No. 24 and is

analogous to it, but not another copy of the same work, although

the arrangement of the subject is nearly identical. Battalymds
is appealed to in nearly all these books as a great authority,

although the writers of many of them fail to publish their own
names ; such is the case also with the present MS., and on
the science of astrology the author says that there are many
conditions and rules, but that which is indispensable is that the

astrologer should be well acquainted with the nature of the

signs of the Zodiac and of the planets, in order to enable him
to combine them, and to distinguish between what is lucky and
unlucky, strong or weak, and the like, and in such things ex-

perience means a great deal. Although this MS. is not complete,

as it terminates abruptly in the middle of a sentence, much of it

cannot be lost, since the penultimate page contains the follow-

ing heading in red letters, " Having remembered a few words
more from another master, we have written them down here."

It would be useless to say much on the contents, as they are

on the same last with Nos. 22, 23, and 24.

26. c5***^ ^J^jl (S^j* *£*^ Marginal notes of Barjandy

on the Commentary of Chagmany. An Arabic MS. in excellent

condition. Beautiful black ink and distinct writing, with a few
small and simple diagrams. Binding compact, in hard leather

covers. L. 9*8 in., br. 5'5 in., th. 0'15 in. Here a few words
of text are given, commented upon and explained. This MS.
might be profitably studied in connection with No. 20. There
is no date of the year, but the whole number of leaves in the

MS. amounts to 299.

27. ifS
6^^ <3 *** f^J 3 v^ fk Arithmetic and the Hindu

numerals. Negligent Shekestah writing, somewhat damaged
by worms ; in hard leather covers. L. 8*8 in., br. 4*5 in., th.
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0*2 in. This is a paltry little treatise on Arithmetic, suitable

for little boys ; it contains also examples of the plural number
of various Persian nouns, and little scraps of composition,
together with the numerals used in business in India instead

of the simple Arabic ones. This little MS. was written A.H.
1180.

28. o**?^ f lWa Delyl al-munajjumyn, i. e. The indicator

of astrologers. Very distinct and careful writing, somewhat
damaged by worms, and the tables ruled for the reception of
numbers have not been filled in. Well bound in hard leather

covers. No date. L. 7*5 in., br. 4*8 in., th. 0*15 in. The author's

name is Hasan B. Shajda. The whole contents of this book
turn about the strong and weak portions ofthe stars wherefrom
the fate of all men and countries is said to depend, and is to be
ascertained from their lucky and unlucky qualities ; thus for

instance if there be a star whose natural and accidental

strength is great, this will point to the happiness of the infant

whose Eegent that star is. There is absolutely nothing astro-

nomical in the whole book.

29. J k*» j a 4l Uj ResdWi dar Syaa. Distinct black writing,

in good condition, but loose in the covers, which are of strong

leather. L. 8 in., br. 5*5 in., th. 0*25 in. This may be called a
treatise on higher arithmetic, as it begins with various processes,

used to facilitate multiplication with fractions by means of

mnemonical words, with examples. There are also rules for

division with Rupees (which would point to the Indian origin

of the book). Comparison of Akber's weights with those of

Shah Jehan. Mensuration of fields with a regular or an irregular

area. The Hesdb-i-sang or stone-reckoning ; Hesab-i-chdb or

computation of wood : both these amount to finding the cubic

contents. Memorial verses for remembering the pay of various

officers. Various kinds of bills. List of various departments
in a royal household. Examples of surveying fields, with
their areas. Book-keeping. Lastly there are a few medical

prescriptions. There is no date, but the book appears to have
been composed during the reign of Shah Jehan.

30. {£j hj** J* ^ A*a=^ ^° **^ Treatise ofMolla Muhammad
Baqer Sabzivdry* Distinct writing, covers good but loose,

hard leather. L. 8*4 in., br. 6*4 in., th. 0*6 in. This treatise

occupies pp. 360 and is altogether astrological, as follows:—On
the Hejrah era, the 1 2 months, with their prognostics, the days

of the week, with explanations of their evil and good qualities,

3 M
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for the purpose of transacting business. Some ill-omened days

in which calamities happen. Rules for selecting months and
days to transact business in, with a record of their good and
bad qualities. The next treatise bears the Zoroastrian Bismil-

lah and treats on the Kabysah, i.e. intercalary days, with an
intention of settling the difference which had arisen on this, sub-

ject between the Erany and the Indian Parsees. Various proofs

are adduced that the former are right, quotations are given

from various Muhammadan writers, and then the .Nas-days, with

their bad and good omina, are explained. Then the meaning
of Kabysah is given according to the Farheng-i-Jehangyry,

with various explanations, and each month is described separ-

ately, as well as some festivals, e. g. the Farvardgan, Gahanbar,

&c., the whole ending with the quotation of a couplet from
Hakym Nasser Khosru. To this also a letter is added from
Esfendyar Rustum, an inhabitant of Kerman, which occupies

pp. 11, and terminates the whole MS. No date.

31. LT& ^^ J *S*»lj Slj «JUjj *jHjL*\ (k J* *^jl **UJ
£*le \jju* {$$ t/° c^F* j ij^ j Treatise on the Aslrolabium.

The straight and life-giving way,—Layly and Mejnun by

Myrza Ssadeq.—Writing of the first book rather negligent

;

the second is printed, and the third is very legible but not nice.

Well bound in hard leather covers, in good condition. L. 5*8

in., br. 3*8 in., th. 0*3 in. The tract on the astrolabium is

rather short and contains no diagrams ; nevertheless it appears

to be good enough for its size. The second has been here
registered only because it happens to be bound up between the

other two MSS. in the same volume. It was printed by the

Tract Society in London A. D. 1818, and treats on the accepta-

bility of the Christian religion. The last is one of the num-
berless romances in verse on the love between Layly and
Mejnun, the Juliet and Romeo of the East. It appears to be
complete but has no date.

32. j&* *JUj fjk^ j v*F* C?j **uj Treatise on the Qua-

drant, with six other tracts. Written by several hands, but
distinctly ; somewhat damaged by worms, and well bound in
hard leather. L. 7*4 in., br. 4*8 in., th. 0*55 in. The first treatise

was composed by Mahmtid B. Muhammad B. Qddzy-zadah
Al-Rtfmy. It begins with the preliminary notions of geometry,
the line, circle, chord, and sagitta. Description of the Maqyas,
some arithmetical operations and the extraction of the square
root. How to take the altitude of the sun or moon. First and
second inclination of the sun. How to find the distance of a
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star from the equator. Altitude above the horizon. Bight
Ascension. Diurnal arc. Eastern and western latitude of the
sun. To find the direction of the Qiblah, and the times for

prayers. Conjunction of the moon with a star. To find the
time of the rising and ofthe setting ofa star. To find the breadth
of rivers. How to make an almanac for the stars of the next
year from the almanacs of four preceding years. There is a new
Bismillah, after which the reader is led over the same groun4
again, only in different terms ; even the manner of determining
the times for prayers is again repeated. Another Bismillah is

again at the head of a tract of nearly the same contents ; and
three others are prefixed to as many little treatises containing
the same matter. The last breaks off suddenly in the middle of a
sentence, explaining the manner in which the height of a man
is to be determined who stands at a distance; but as this

subject also has been treated of before, over and over, nothing
is lost. There is no date.

33. «-^|^ ujbjA %Siji <cU£*. &t&* j«* wk~*> &*a*>j#* *J L»j

Treatise by Myr Muhammad Husayn on the system of European
astronomy, the tract calledHaddal-dshq, the SeryrahJ&ny,and the

governing particles of Arcbbio grammar. Writing in various

hands, worm-eaten in some parts, binding good hard leather.

L. 8*6 in., br. 5*6 in., th. 0'2 in. The system of European,

astronomy is treated rather superficially5 and occupies the latter

part of a book of a voyage to Europe, already noticed under
Section IV. 50, but there bearing the title :—Treatise on the

Countries of Europe and of India, whilst the contents of the

present book and of IV. 50 are entirely the same, and are

merely two different copies of one work. The next is the Radd
al-dshq, i.e. Limit of Love, which embodies one ofthe principal

hallucinations of the Sofys. The text is Arabic, and a portion

of it overlined is always given, followed by an explanation in

Persian. The first enunciation is that nothing exists in the

universe except one entity, which is then explained to mean
God. After that the various degrees of divinity are elucidated,

and the highest of them is the sixth, which is at the same time

the sum of all the others. The illuminated intellect is also

defined, the 1st and 2nd Barzah (abode of the soul, or limbus,

before perfect bliss ensues). This tract is complete, and termi-

nates with the spiritual meaning of the wine, the goblet, the

mirror, &c, but has no date. The next tract is the Seryrdh Jiny,

an astrological work concerning the selection of various days
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on which to commence business. It is a translation from a

Sanskrit book called Sulub Shaster, or rather an extract. If

any man were to observe all the superstitious precautions on
commencing to build a house, he would find it very troublesome.

At the end there is a regular calendar of propitious and unpro-

pitious days. The last piece occupies pp. 13 in Arabic, and
treats of the governing particles of grammar ; a brief example

is always given from the Qorin to exemplify a rule J this piece

was written A.H. 1227.

ptfa. y^Ula. Various kinds of writing, all distinct, somewhat

damaged by worms
;
good hard leather binding. L. 9'4 in.,

br. 5*2 in., th. 0*65 in. The first portion treats of arithmetic,

including the extraction of the square root ; of geometry with
mensuration of surfaces and cubic contents. For making
canals a levelling instrument is given analogous to our mason's

and carpenter's plumb-line; and the astrolabium for taking
observations. After that, quadratic and cubic equations are

dealt with, and examples given of various kinds of calculation

;

but the most curious of all is that the whole is given in rhymes
and that not a single diagram exists in the whole treatise.—

The next treatise has for its author Muhammad Jelldl E.

Molld Hosayn, and is an arithmetic in prose, giving the four

operations, fractions, the extraction of roots, and terminating

with a few sleight-of-hand tricks in which arithmetic is required.

—The next is an astrological work, by the philosopher Jamasp.
The chief features of it are that the horoscope of the conjunc-

tions is drawn out in a diagram on the advent of Zartosht

;

another of Moses ; the horoscope of the birth of Alexander

;

advent of Nebuchadonosor, of Jesus, of the monarchy of

Bsllam, but left blank. Besides this superstitious portion,

the larger and better one consists of a regular treatise on
astronomy, with some figures drawn out in red ink; the
contents of this part are as follows: The spheres, their

figures, numbers, and movements. The apparent accelerated

and retrograde motions, with solar and lunar eclipses, phases
of the moon. The final portion consists of mathematical
geography, the division of the earth into seven climates,

. rising and setting of the sun ; how to draw a meridian line,

which is done by drawing one or several circles and marking
the spot where the extremity of a gnomon fixed in the centre

touches with its shadow the circle in the fore- and in the after-

noon, then connecting these two points by a line and dividing
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it in two, connecting that point by a line with the centre.

This line will be the meridian ofthe place, and the N. and W.
points can also be marked, by drawing another line at right

angles through the centre of the meridian line. The geogr.

Lat. and Long, of 36 places are given, most of which are cele-

brated towns of Persia, but others are not excluded, e.g.,

Mekka, Alexandria, Jerusalem, Bokhara, &c. There is no date,

35. fjs? j* &$js&* (JjUij Several treatises on astrology*

Various kinds of writing, but all nice and distinct. Not
damaged. Bound in strong leather covers, but loose. L. 8*3

in., br. 6*4 in., th. 0*5 in. The first treatise has no Bismillah,

no preface, but immediately commences with the lucky aspects,

followed by the unlucky ones, for doing business. The next
portion is on wars and confusions, with the various positions of

the planets which produce them. Circumstances of kings in

war. It appears that the blanks left here and there were
intended to be filled in by diagrams. Also the headings, which
were to have been put in with red ink, have been omitted.

There is however one circular diagram in the same fascicle in

which a chronological table of the birth of the chief men,
prophets, kings, &c, is given. Instruction for the writing of a
few amulets with Arabic prayers on them is also given. Then
comes some epistolary correspondence as a model for composi-
tion, which occupies several pages. The next is again an
astrological treatise, composed A. H. 703, by Muhammad B,
Abu Abdullah. It treats on the effects of eclipses, and on the

effects of planets. There is also an astrological calendar with
a few tables. The last page terminates with a statement about
Jamasp, a Zoroastrian philosopher who is said to have lived

long before the advent of Muhammad. There is no date.

36. u^^Jl v^J ct**F*'i gJ^ tWlti* A,u*Ji How to

operate with the astronomical instrument called Babd almajyb
[quadrant] and the Nessab alssebydn. Two kinds of writing,

distinct, damaged by worms ; binding new hard leather. L. 9*6

in., br. 5*7 in., th. 0*15 in. The first treatise is in Arabic ; each
page contains generally 5 lines, and the marginal explanations

are sometimes much more extensive than the text. First of
all, the construction and the various parts are explained without
any diagrams. How to take altitudes, and how to read off

the degrees, &c. How to find the altitude from the shadow,
and vice versa. Dawn and twilight, to find the direction

of the Qiblah, real and apparent local ascension. No date.

The JNessdb alssebyan is an introduction to Persian scansion,
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with examples of every metre. It is good but mechanical,
without any rules. No date.

37. V*=F* &JJ* *)l»j Treatise on the Raid Majyb [quad-

rant]. Arabic MS. Beautiful distinct writing, a little injured

by worms on the margins ; binding good leather. L. 7' 7 in.,

br. 4*4 in.
; pp. 30. Although short, the directions given how

to operate with the Rabd Majyb are good, but unfortunately no
figure is given to explain its form. No date.

38. *JUjj J>jty tfj) j\ vLa.j^ aJUjj vUx^|v l~*. «JUj

fjs? vU*ja alJ(*A* ^jf (jJ^I *** Arabic MS. The calcula-

tion of calculations, Nice distinct writing, with marginal notes

in several parts, slightly damaged by worms on the margins

;

well bound in leather. L. 7*75 in., br. 4 #5 in., th. 02 in. The
author is the well-known Behi Aldyn Muhammad B, Hussayn
AlaSmely, and this MS., which briefly treats ofthe first principles

ofArithmetic, deals with the four fundamental rules, the extrac-

tion of the square root and fractions. After that come more
difficult operations, such as the finding of an unknown quan-
tity by suppositions and then eliminating the errors, and in

various other ways. Then come questions solved by means of

Aljabar. Then comes mensuration, beginning with the find-

ing of areas of various figures. Levelling for the purposes of

canals and irrigation. Altimetry. The finding of the breadth

of rivers and depth of wells. Finally there are a few pro-

blems with their solutions. There is no date. The whole MS.
constitutes only the treatise first described, and the long title

given to it above is a mistake.

39. JjlM u*^ e^**^f &*jj Garden of astronomers, in-

complete at the beginning. Good writing, damaged on the

margins by worms ; each page enclosed in a frame of red lines;

binding good hard leather. L. 9*1 in., br. 6*2 in., th. 1*05. Very
little of the commencement of this book can be lost, since on
the first leaf of it the numerals with the simple operations of

arithmetic are taught, then comes the Abujad* The various eras

in use, with their months. Names and mansions of the planets,

with a nice diagram in which the limb of the circle is occupied

by the signs of the Zodiac. Taqwym and conjunctions of the

planets ; tables representing the conjunctions of the moon with
every one of the zodiacal signs, &c. Chronology ; almanacks.
Description of the spheres. Ecliptic. The lucky and unlucky
properties of the planets. Table of the zodiacal signs, with the
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qualities ef the mind, passions, towns, and natural products
over which each of them presides. Time in which each planet

describes its orbit. Astronomical questions, 20 in number,
with their answers. Various nice diagrams, knowledge of the
astrolabium, description of its parts, how to take altitudes with
it, and to perform various other operations. The remainder of
the book, consisting of more than three-fourths of it, consists

altogether of astrological prognostics. When to go to the

bath, to cut new clothes, to wear them, to write a letter, and
thus ad infinitum relating to nearly every act of life. This
subject is illustrated by numerous tables. A great deal is said

about horoscopes and vaticination. The last portion of the MS.
is occupied with a description of the figures of the constella-

tions, but the blanks left for them have not been filled in with
drawings of them. This MS. was made on the 20th Shaban,
A.H. 821.

40. *>** &J*> °^^ U#* J* d»U^lfl u^ &*** *** &J
Ratan Malta, L e. argument for selections to find [the propi-

tious] hour [for all undertakings] according to the way of the
Hindoos. Distinct writing on bad paper, not much damaged by
worms, good hard binding ofleather. L. 9*5 in., br. 5*1 in., th.

0*1 in. This is an astrological work translated from the Sans-
krit, and many of the terms used are also given in that lan-

guage. The whole book turns on the manner of finding the

proper lucky time for doing almost anything, and. to certain

seasons, days, and hours the things proper to be done in them
are affixed. There are also a few diagrams and small tables.

Date of writing A.H. 1060.

41 ^*^\ #i) <3*
15*- ****** Commentary to the Zyj Aylkhany.

Careful writing, each page enclosed by a frame of gold and other

lines, and the diagrams drawn with ruler and compass ; well

bound in leather, but considerably damaged by worms in some
portions. L. 8*1 in., br. 5'2 in., th. 1*05 in. This appears to be
a valuable book ; the text, which is also in Persian, is first given,

and after it the commentary, which appears to be rather too

prolix* There are no divisions into chapters or paragraphs, nor
a stop through the whole MS., and no table of contents. The
principal subject of the book appears to be astronomical obser-

vations, and in the latter portion a great deal is said about
spherical triangles. In the beginning of the MS. the various

chronological eras of several nations are discussed at some length,

as well as their permutation by means of arithmetic. The Zodiac

is treated of, and, two spheres are assigned to the sun, to explain
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its motion on the supposition that the earth is stationary ; also in
other respects Ptolemy is followed. There is no date.

42. Cxwli
t/

#*J| gjj The Zyj Olugbygy. Incomplete at the

end. Distinct writing, some pages enclosed by frames ; binding
good hard leather. L. 6*9 in., br. 4*6 in., th. 0*3 in. The author of
this treatise is the celebrated Olug Byg B. Shah Rokh B. Tymdr
Gurkdn ; it is full of astronomical tables, many of which have
not been filled in by the copyist. Here also first instructions are

given how to convert the years of one era into those of some
other era; after that the various circles and stars are explained,

as well as the rules for taking observations. This work is known
in Europe. No date.

43. Jteri\ *£} Zyj Aylkhany. Good writing, the ink pale from

age ; not damaged by worms ; binding good, in hard leather

covers. L. 8*9 in., br. 6*2 in., th. 0*9 in. The commentary to

this work is registered under No. 41. The author made astro-

nomical observations during the reign of Abqa Khan, the son of

Hollagu Khan. This work treats mostly on observations, and
is replete with various astronomical tables. The chronological

eras, the planets with their latitudes and longitudes, their

satellites, their, risings and settings, with all the operations

pertaining to these phenomena, are treated of. This MS. is

very valuable ; it occupies pp. 286, is complete, but contains

no date*

44. ***M i*tj- Essence of astronomy. Pleasing black writ-

ing, somewhat damaged by worms ; well bound in hard leather

covers. L. 9'4 in., br. 6*1 in., th. 0*3 in. The author, Nassyr al-

haq-Wal-dyn Muhammad, assumes the centre of the earth to be
also that of the whole universe, and begins his work with a few *

elementary notions of geometry, and the contents of it are as

follows :—Figures of the heavenly bodies. Division into nine

spheres. Primary and secondary motions. The various circles of

the firmament. The form of the spheres of Mercury and of the
other planets, with their orbits. On the retrograde movement,
stationariness, and latitudes of the stars. Increase and decrease

of the moon's light. Solar eclipses. Phases of the moon.
Interval of time between two solar or lunar eclipses. Appear-
ance and occupation of stars. Mathematical division of the
earth into seven climates, &c. Peculiarities of the localities

situated on the equator, and of the places intermediate between
it and the poles. Eising and setting of the zodiacal signs.

Dawn and twilight. Extent of night and day. Division into
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hours. Lunar eras among various nations, and their correction.

How to draw a meridian line. Mansions of the moon. All the
diagrams are nicely drawn with compass and ruler, but nothing
is said about astronomical instruments or observations. This
MS. was finished A.H. 1111.

46. <-*# c*l \jj¥> *tj j u^J gO. The Zyj Olugbygy and

the Zyj ofMyrza Olug Byg. (See No. 42.) Two kinds of writ-

ing, and also of paper, slightly damaged by worms ; covers good,
of hard leather, but one is loose. L. 114 in.,br. 7*9 in., th. 0'5in.

The Chinese era, the Hejrah, the Greek and Persian eras, and the
transformations of them into each other. The year, its divi-

sions, and the finding of its beginning according to the sexa-

gesimal cycle. To know the parts of the sun and moon with
reference to the various months into which they fall. Equation
of time. To know the beginning of each month for every year.

To find the times of rising. To find the sine and cosine. To
know the shadow of the Maqyas [gnomon]. To know the
inclination of the ecliptic from the equator. To find the dis-

tance of a star from the equator. Right Ascension. Equator.
Equinox, hours of the day, various methods of finding the place

of rising. The rising and setting of stars. Azimuth. Lati-

tude andlongitude of a place or country. Distance between two
stars or localities. To find the Qiblah. The time being given,

to find the ascension. Places of the stars. Hebdomadal calen-

dar of the stars. Latitudes of Mercury and Venus. To find

the distance of the sun and moon from the centre of the earth.

Lunar eclipses. Solar eclipses. The same, according to the
Ancients. Haloes, appearances and occultations of the stars.

Mansions of the moon. Positions of the fixed stars. After
this follow tables of sines (Jyb), of first shadows and of second
shadows, of first and second inclination, of the rising of the zo-

diacal signs. For the latitude of Samarqand, and also for the

right sphere. Meridian tables for the 12 signs of the Zodiac.

Table of geographical latitudes and longitudes of the chief towns
in the Muhammadan world. Fifty tables giving the ascensions

of the zodiacal signs up to 50 degrees in the sky. Tables of the

sun's motion for years, months, and days. Table of motions
for the hours, and the sun's meridian-altitude. Equation of
time. Equation of the sun when in Aries, Taurus, &c. through
the whole Zodiac. Lunar tables, of settings, risings, conjunc-

tions with planets, &c, till the end of the book. This MS. was
copied in the month Khordid, A.Y. 1156, agreeing with the

month Muharram A.H. 1201.

4m
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46. U*L- *+*" gij Jjtf-S Tasahyl to the Zyj Muhammad

Shahy. Excellent writing, in good condition, but the covers

torn off. L. 1 1*65 in., br. 8 in,, th. 1 in. There is a short text,

and the largest part of the book is occupied by astronomical

tables. The total number of pages is 478. The discussion on
the chronological eras begins with the explanation of the

duodecimal cycle of the Eastern Turks, then the Malaky and
Elahy [now obsolete] eras are compared. The Arab, Grecian,

and Hindu almanacks are explained, and various tables given.

Then a very lucid explanation of astronomical terms is given,

and after that a compendium of the science with the use of the

tables, which are as follows: Tables of the shadow of the

gnomon, occupying pp. 36. Tables of sines, occupying pp. 56.

Tables of 1 st and 2nd inclination, of the risings of the zodiacal

signs. Geographical Lat. and Long, of many cities. Then
comes again a text about the equation of time, lengths of days,

places of the stars, conjunctions, eclipses, &c. This part was
copied in the month Bahman, A. Y. 1160, answering to Dhul-
qadah, A.H. 1205. The rest of the book, i.e. more than the

moiety of it, is again filled with tables of the risings of the

zodiacal signs, positions of the sun, its equation for every sign

of the zodiac, lunar tables of all kinds. Tables for solar

eclipses. Tables of Jupiter, Mars, Mercury, with their equa-

tions ; and the whole volume terminates with a few other tables

on the conjunction of the planets.

47. *X°j^ ±i\j* is***
k uaU ***» j*i=* g>j The abridged

Zyj Muhammad Shahy, with some other astronomical rules.

Careful writing, not damaged; strongly bound in hard leather

covers. L. 12*1 in., br. 8*2 in., th. 0*65 in. There is no Bismillah
and the commencement is irregular ; some person has pasted
in the distances of various localities from Agra, from Benares,
from Calcutta, &c. all upside down, on bluish paper. Then
come the astronomical tables and almanacks according to four
eras, i.e. Old Persian, Hejrah, Grecian, Christian. After these

tables comes a chapter on eclipses with several tables. Fur-
ther : Tables of sines of the sun's inclination ; Equation of
time, &c.—The next is an extract from the Kitdb Tafhym of
Abu Rayhan, Byruny, which begins with a few arithmetical no-
tions, suchas cubing numbersand extracting roots, &c. ; then come
astronomical notions, such as the latitudes of planets, the num-
ber of fixed stars, origin of the figures that represent the zodia-

cal signs. Images of the constellations, with tables explaining
the magnitudes of their stars, and of the zodiacal ones likewise.
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Cycles of the Hindus. Comparative sizes of the planets.

Various diameters. Dimension^ of the earth, and of the signs

of the Zodiac. How two towns may have the same geogr. Lati-

tude but not Longitude, and vice versd. Description of the Eqlym
[i.e. division of the globe into seven climates] according to the
Earsees and the Hindus. The month, the natural solar year, the
intercalary 4 days. Tabular view of the names of the months,
of the eras during and before Esllam, of the Jews, of the

Hindus, all lunar ; of the Syrians, Greeks, Copts, Parsees, and
Sogdys, all of which are solar. To these a later hand added also

another column for the Copts, from an English source, but dif-

fering only in a few letters from the old columns. Then comes
a discussion on the various eras, with a chronological table.

After that follows a description of the festivals pertaining

to various religions ; among these the author speaks also of the

Mogs, i.e. Magi ofSogd and ofKhowarezm, but does not mention
that they were Zoroastrians. There are also a few astrological

prognostications, and the qualities over which the planets

preside.—Then comes an extract from the Commentary to the
Zyj Olugbygy on Hindu chronology, which was composed during
the reign of Sh£h Jehan, the grandson of Akber. A method is

given how to convert Hejrah into Hindu years of Salybh&n
and into others ; and, to make this matter still easier, two tables

are also given. An account is also given of all the Hindu
festivals, with a description of the 4 Jogs, and a few chronolo-

gical absurdities on the duration of the world. Then come a
few astronomical rules about finding the highest altitude in a

town the geogr. Lat. whereof is known, &c, with tables. Then
comes an extract from the Zyj Nassry, on tho transformation of

the year from one era to another, and afterwards astronomical

rules are given with tables on various subjects that have oc-

curred before ; nevertheless there are some which have not been
touched upon very clearly before, and one of these is the

Dayrah Hindi or Hindu circle, with the erection in it of the

Maqyas, i. e. gnomon, about the length of whose shadow tables

are inserted in many works. The MS. terminates with some
terms used by the Hindus, and with a table of their interca-

lary days.

48. ts*h>ji ij*)\**p &* gij £j~ Commentary to the Zyj

of Molhi Abd Aldly Barjandy. Good and careful but not

elegant hand, somewhat damaged in various places; binding

hard leather but rather old. L. 9*6 in., br. 5*5 in., th. 1*15 in.

The writer of this commentary is Abd AlSly B. Muhammad
B. Husayn Barjandy, who begins it with the definition of the
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year, and the various eras of chronology with the calculations

required for their transformation. After that come various

rules of higher arithmetic, e. g. proportions. The explanation

of the sine and cosine, with the conversion of circular into

linear measures. Description of the gnomon. To find the

distance of a star from the equinoctial, its altitude. Geogra-
phical position of a country. Rising and setting of stars. The
Zenith, the Qiblah. Geographical latitude. Eclipses. To find

the Right ascension from the altitude of a star and vice versa.

To find the Right ascension from the hour. Places of the stars,

their latitudes and longitudes. End. No date.

49. J^\ *tjj> isf^j* J^^* £j~ Commentary of Molld

Aly Qoshchy to the Zyj Olugbygy. Careful large writing with
the text quotations in red, and the comment in black ink ; some-
what damaged by worms ; bound in strong covers of white
leather. L. 11*7 in., br. 8 in., th. 1*6 in. The author of this

commentary is Abd AllSly B. Muhammad B. Husayn Barjandy,

and he always quotes a portion of the text, consisting of one or

more lines, which he afterwards comments upon ; but the copyist

was a Zoroastrian. The eras of several nations are given at

some length, but various blank spaces left for tables have not

been filled in. Something is said even about the five stolen

days added to the end ofthe month Asfand&rmad. Then follow

22 chapters on ascensions, with the customary preliminary

explanations of the arc, the sine, and the cosine, with a table.

Construction of the gnomon, and its use. Latitudes, &c. and
all the operations described in the text, of which this is but a

commentary. It is, however, extremely lucid, and fills pp. 752,

with all the figures neatly drawn by rule and compass. This

MS. was made A.H. 1206.

60. \jj*° gOj tJ^\ gO J <^*i* J^l *** *° gO cbl **

if*Kj$ 1/0$ \ Astronomical Tables to the Zyj of Molld Abd
ulqider Qayllany, and to the Zyj Ayllchany, and to the Zyj

Myrza Olugbygy OurJcany. Carefully and in some portions

rather minutely written tables, all in the Abujad notation,

not damaged; and bound in strong red leather covers. L. 9*7

in., br. 7 in., th. 0*5 in. There is no text nor preface, only

here and there a few notes, generally marginal, and the words

heading the tables. Tables for planets and some fixed stars.

The same in the shape of a calendar, with the positions of the

Sun, Saturn, &c. for every month of the year. Motion of the

sun through all the signs of the Zodiac according to the Arabic

year. Tables of lunar eclipses. Tables separately again for
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each planet, &c., and Abd-ul qider's tables end. Dark and
light degrees of the zodiacal signs. Lnnar eclipses. Tables for

the centre of the sun for the defective years between Anno
Yazdajardi 600 and 700. Equation of the sun, and for the
moon, numerous tables ; the same for Jupiter, &c, but all for the
years between 600 and 700. Mean movement tables for each
planet. Risings. Geographical Lat. and Long, of many
places. Numerous tables giving the shadow of the gnomon.
Tables of Sines. Tables of the 1st and 2nd inclination. The
risings of the Zodiacal signs. Positions of the fixed stars, with
a brief direction to each how to find it. Solar tables. No
date.

61. ^^1 fij £j& Commentary to the Zyj Aylkhany.

Neat writing, somewhat damaged by worms, well bound in

hard leather covers. L. 9*7 in., br. 5*6 in., th. 1 inch. The
author of this commentary is Muhammad B. Aly Khajah, sur-

named Shams Almanajjum, who had devoted 40 years of his

life to the observation of stars. The contents are as follows :

—

Preliminary notions, description of the heavens, and technical

terms. Some arithmetical operations. Description of astro-

nomical tables. Sines, Cosines, Chords, Diameters, Correction

of tables. The shadow of the gnomon. Night and day, year.

Chronology of various nations. Bissextile years. To find

the centres of the planets, and their positions at various times ;

their latitudes. To find the arc of day and of night on the

globe. To find the hours of the night and day. Of Conjunctions.
Eclipses. Annular solar eclipses, &c. On astronomical observa-

tions. Risings of the zodiacal signs, &c, the usual routine

as given above, No. 14. No date.

62. is**" *** giJ %yj Muhammad Shahy. Careful writ-

ing, full of astronomical tables, well bound in hard leather

covers, but one of them is torn off. L. 1 2*2 in., br. 7*8 in., th. 1*1

in. The author wrote in India at the time of Muhammad Shah.

His observatory was at Shdhjehanabacl, and this treatise was
composed about 300 years after the death of the celebrated

Olug Byg. At present, however, even the era established by
the author's patron, Muhammad Shah, is forgotten. He had,

however, sent some persons with a Padre to Europe in order to

become acquainted with the instruments and tables there used.

The various eras are discussed and methods given for converting

them ; here is also a table for converting Arabic into Hindu
months. Definitions about the shadow of the gnomon. Dis-
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tance of a star from the equinoctial, diurnal, and nocturnal arc.

Geographical position, rising and setting of stars, altitude, dis-

tance from the zenith, meridian line, Geographical Lat. and
Long, of a country, distance between two. stars, difference be-

tween right ascension and altitude. Tables of sines, of shadows
of the gnomon, of ascensions of the zodiacal signs at Jaypoor
and Shahjehdndbad. Geogr. Lat. and Long, of many towns of

India. Equation of time. Taqwym, i.e. positions of the sun,

moon ; of the latter there is also a small picture on the margin,
which was probably taken from some old European treatise on
selenography. After these tables there are again others on the

positions of the planets. Explanation about eclipses. Tables

giving the positions of the fixed stars in Lat. and Long, dur-

ing the 7th year of the reign of Muhammad Shah ; to

each star a short line of directions is appended how to find it ; this

catalogue occupies pp. 50 and terminates the book ; the stars

of each constellation are very numerous, and to Ursa Major
not less than 27 are assigned, which would seem to imply that

some European ephemerides had been consulted. No date.

63. y* 1^ ^^ ) ^w^l g>} *j*)?° Muwamerah Zyj Olug-

bygy wa Muhammad Shdhy. Very careful writing, somewhat
damaged by worms ; well bound in hard leather covers. L. 10*5

in., br. 7*1 in., th. 0*3 in. The author of this work is Olug Byg
B. Shahrokh B. Tymur Gurkan, who speaks in his own person m
the preface. Various eras, cycles, and their transformations.

Definition of the sine and cosine, the shadow of the gnomon,
inclination of the ecliptic to the equator, distance of a star

from it, diurnal arc and hours of the day, right ascension and
how to find it from the altitude, to find the zenith distance,

meridian line, geogr, lat. and long, of a place, distance

between two stars and between two countries. To find the

Qiblah, the right ascension from the hours, the places of

the stars, and all the operations connected with this subject.

Eclipses. To find the time ofthe appearance and disappearance

of stars. The MS. of this Zyj of Olug Byg was made at Bom-
bay. No date. Then come full directions on the preparing of

horoscopes, occupying pp. 16. The rest of the volume is filled

by the Zyj Muhammad Sh£hy, which was on comparison found

to be the same with No. 52, minus the astronomical tables and
figures, the places for the latter being left blank in this MS.
The writing of it is of an inferior kind likewise.

64. is***?. UW| ±*p iU
(Jjj^\ ^jj ^j^ Commentary to the

Zyj Olugbygy, by Molla Abd Al&ly Barjandy. Distinct writing,
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very slightly damaged by worms, and firmly bound in hard
leather covers. L. 11 in., br. 7*4 in., th. 1-4 in. This MS. con-
tains no tables of any extent, but there are plenty of diagrams
drawn with compass and ruler. This commentary is a great
deal larger than the text, but on comparing it with No. 53 I

found that it follows all the chapters step by step, and that

here also the last portion about horoscopes is considered to

belong to the text of Olug Byg. This MS. was completed
A. H. 1210 (see Nos. 49, 45, 42).

65. ****» J*, u* **J gij Zyj of Solutions about the Seven

Planets. Arabic MS. carefully written and every page enclosed

in a frame ; well bound in leather. L. 10 8 in.,br. 7 in., th. 0*45

in. This Ephemeris was made for A.H. 1014, and prognosti-

cations are given about it in the preface ; first of all, felicitations

are addressed to the noble lord Mahsin B. Husayn B. Husan,
the patron of the calendar-maker, who is reticent of his own
name. This patron, who appears to have been the Sheryf of

Mekkah, is to be very powerful and happy; after that, the

fortune of the Wazyrs, Amyrs, Writers, Judges, and finally of
the women, is told. Predictions about wars and rumours of wars,

cheapness and dearth, rain and dryness, cold and warm, are

likewise given. The star Shiry {^j*** is considered to be domi-

nant over the beginning of the year. Then a diagram of a
royal assembly arranged astrologically, with the omina attach-

ing to each seat, is given ; and this is again repeated on the

next page with farther explanations. Then comes a calendar for

the abovementioned year. A table for the shadow of the

gnomon. Eras, festivals, latitudes of stars. Greatest altitude

of the sun, local and true altitude, conjunctions, solar and lunar

eclipses. Various tables, festivals of Moslems, Christians in

general, and Copts in particular, Syriac months. Solar and
lunar tables of various kinds. Tables of Jupiter, &c, from the

observations of Ebn Alshatter. The last of all are (by a later

hand) the tables of Farangy calculation, by means of which the

necessity for multiplication and division is done away with.

These are, of course, our logarithmic tables, which are here dis-

guised in the letters of the Abujad, instead of using simply

common numerals. There is no date.

66. h>*\fi\jy* Ssur alkuw&kub, i.e. figures of the stars.

Arabic MS. copied, by a writer who was not an Arab, in a

beautiful Persian hand ; slightly damagedby worms ; well bound
in hard leather. L. 9*6 in., br. 6*2 in., th. 0*5 in. This is an
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astrography, with very nicely drawn figures of all the constella-

tions and zodiacal signs, with the proper places in tables, and
also written directions how to find them. There is no Bismillah,
the author's name does not appear, but Ptolemy is frequently
appealed to, and nearly all the human figures have, besides their
head-gear, also a circle or nimbus, like Bussian saints, round
their heads. The first figures are those of Ursa Major and
Minor, and the last figure is the Ship. There is no date.

67. JK-ib ^Jiy £+\s° ^ &AJ&H0S&AA3 Verses on theplaces of

the fixed stars, withfigures, Arabic MS. Distinct writing, not
damaged at aU by worms, binding falling off. L. 9*6 in., br. 6*2

in., th. 0*2 in. The author of this treatise is Ab-ul-hasan B.
Abd-al-rahman B. Amru-al-ssofy. This book is much smaller
than No. 56, as it is calculated for memorizing, and the figures

are rather coarsely drawn ; they have, however, been coloured,

and appear actually to represent the costumes of the people
among whom the author lived ; these are quite correct although
not elegant specimens of the dress of Pathans, Moguls, Arabs,
&c. Here also the first two figures are Ursa Major and Minor ;

the last but two is Cassiopeia, here called Dhat-al-Kur$y ; the
Lady's Chair is also actually its popular English name ; after it

is the Giant ; but Aquila, which is on the last page and is painted
indigo-blue, has no name attached to it. There is no date.

68. (j*^**^ **« **. The one hundred sayings of Ptolemy.

Arabic MS. Careful writing, only 4 lines in every page, but
lots of marginal remarks scrawled in various directions, mostly
in Persian. L. 6 in., br. 3'5 in., th. 03 in. This little MS. is

astrological, and the sayings, of which there are 99, give the

prognostications, evil or good, drawn from the various aspects

of the celestial bodies, on the principle that all terrestrial affairs

and beings are governed by the stars. There is another little

MS. by the well-known Beh£-al-dyn Muhammad Al-Samely,

bound up with the preceding one. It is a translation into

Persian, and treats in a brief manner on the use of the astrola-

bium ; there are no figures. After another Bismillah directions

occur for finding the Qiblah, and a table of geogr. Lat. and
Long, is given for some places in Persia, Syria, &c, but chiefly

in India. No date.

69. JLH^j ^V ji**\ ^fcUji, On the operations with the

astrolabium, and other treatises on the same subject. Distinct

writing, slightly damaged by worms ; binding good, of hard

leather. L. 8-1 in., br. 3*7 in., th. 0'4 in. This is a collection
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of several astronomical treatises. The contents are as follows :

Description ofan instrument called the ring, by which the hours

are ascertained, and also of the Kurrat and of the Asttuwdnah

fy al-ssanduq. The muqanttarat [circles parallel to the horizon,

having their centres in the line connecting the Zenith with the

Nadir, and serving to mark the altitude of the stars from the

place of observation] , the armillary sphere, &c, are described,

and some operations with the astrolabium. Another Bismillah

is prefixed to a little tract exclusively describing the operations

with the astrolabium, but there are several blanks left for dia-

grams which have not been filled in. This was finished A.H.
1071. The next Bismillah is at the head of a treatise which is an
abridgment of the Atzhdr alsirr almuwda' (Promulgation of the

deposited arcanum), and is confined to the operations with the

Northern Quadrant, with all the operations which it is capable

of. After this comes a paragraph on the false morning. The
next treatise deals only with weights and measures, including

also itinerary ones. It was also copied A.H. 1071. The next
tract is in Arabic, and consists only of pp. 5, and describes an in-

strument called Dhuwdt aUkhuJq, probably because it has rings

or eye-holes through which observations are taken. The next
treatise, which is also in Arabic, describes only the astrola-

bium, with great detail and accuracy, illustrating the explana-

tion with figures. Then comes an astronomical table of the

places of various stars, which it is usual to paste upon the as-

trolabium. The next is again on the operations with the astro-

labium. This was copied A. H. 1069. Then comes a tract

chiefly on the positions of the stars and how to find them. The
last tract is again in Arabic, and describes operations with
various instruments, but especially with the shadow of the

gnomon. This was copied A. H. 1060, and the whole volume
contains pp. 228.

60. Sj&j ^j^\ J^. <£>~u j *«U {!& Ttald ndmah, and

twenty chapters on the astrolabium, and other tracts. Distinct

writing, a little damaged by worms ; some pages are loose ; bind-
ing hard, of leather; the whole MS. consists ofpp. 144. L. 6*8 in.,

br. 4-9 in.,th. 0*3 in. The first treatise deals only with the calcula-

tions entailed by various astronomical operations ; its author is

AT)ul-khyrMuhammad Altaqy ; at the end of it there are however
also astrological indications about good and bad luck connected
with the planets. The next Bismillah is prefixed to a treatise

on the operations with the astrolabium, chiefly the taking of

altitudes, the knowledge of the hours, geographical position of

5 M
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towns, &c. The next treatise was composed by the same author
on the same subject, but with a few diagrams. There is no
date.

61. ^Jtc jiUb Collection of horoscopes. Distinct writing but
sticky ink, which has often left marks on the opposite page

;

soft leather covers. L. 8'5 in., br. 39 in., th. 0*15 in. The author's

name is not revealed, nor the documents whence the horoscopes
of Adam, Seth, Dzohak, Noah, the Deluge, Hrid, Menuchehr,
Loharasp, Hashem, Solomon, Qardn, Pharao, Moses, Ssaleh,

Zerdosht, Dhulqarnyn, Jesus, Ardashyr, Kaikobad, and a num-
ber of other individuals and events have been taken. This
MS. was copied A.H. 1214.

62. £**>3 j* aJ&o £&3 ^ oUa ^mjii £jZ Persian com-

mentary on the Hayat, &c. Plain writing, worm-eaten, a few
pages loose ; the binding however is good and strong, of lea-

ther. L. 8'5 in., br. 5*3 in., th. 1*1 in. The compiler of this

treatise was Shall Myr, and he begins it with some elementary-

notions of geometry, i. e. triangles and circles. Then a descrip-

tion of the spheres and of the celestial bodies follows, with all

their phenomena. The MS. is of considerable size and gives

many useful details, but does not treat of astronomical observa-

tions or instruments. The only practical operations shown
occur at the end of the MS., and are confined to the drawing
of a meridian line and to find the Qiblah; it was copied
A.H. 1126.

63. flj&>
oJ^x)j^ {Ji^j j o^a ^*»jU Various small astro-

nomical tracts. Various kinds of handwriting; not much
damaged by worms ; bound in good leather covers. L. 7 in., br.

8*5 in., th. 0*4 in. The first treatise, the author of which was
Mollan£ Aly Alqoshjy, is of the most elementary character, and
was copied A.H. 1034. It has various explanatory diagrams

at any rate, for which merely blanks have been left in the second

treatise, which is called Forty Chapters, and appears to be of

somewhat higher pretensions. The third, i. e. last, treatise has

likewise no figures, but it also does not allude to any, as it is

a versified little tract, apparently designed to be memorized

by students ; it was copied A.H. 1035.

64. **lj* j ^ <yU? ^Lj tojj ^j* *c(j v_&a> j OaA ^mjii

A tract on astronomy, the war-booh of the mouse and the cat, and
the world-shoiving goblet, and the current eras, and the eulogy of
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General Sir John Malcolm, and a tract on the mechanical eja~

culation of certain Moslem prayers. Various kinds of writing,

but all very distinct; slightly injured by worms and well bound.
L. 7*2 in., br. 4' 7 in., th. 0*4 in. The first is an elementary

treatise on astronomy with a few diagrams; it was copied

A.H. 1065. The war-book of the mouse and the cat is

a little poem of no extraordinary value, in which the

mouse gets killed at the very beginning, but the king of the

mice brings trouble upon the cat. There is no date. The
world-showing-goblet is somewhat of a miscellaneous kind; it

has little paragraphs on many subjects; e. g. that God cannot

be known. The division of knowledge into acquired and pre-

sential. Omniscience of God, whose emanations all things are.

Intellect. The rational soul. Corporeal world. The spheres,

with a number of concentric circles representing them. A little

treatise on astronomy. The four elements. The seven climates.

The vegetable soul. The intellects and souls of the spheres.

Three forces of man, i. e. intelligent, concupiscent, and irascible.

In the little epilogue the author apologizes for whatever may
be contrary to the laws ofEslldm, and says though some propo-
sitions of such a kind are here given, it does not follow that they

are correct; they were given merely on the authority of philo-

sophers, who are fallible. This was copied A.H. 1230. The
tract on the eras is also very small ; it begins with the Zoroas-

trian chronology at present known by the name of Qadmy
Yazdajardy ; defines the Grecian era of Alexander, the Fassly

era and its establishment, and terminates with a description of

various Hindu eras. The praises of General Malcolm are of

Mulld Firuz's own composition, and are almost six leaves in

extent. The last tract may be divided into two or three parts,

although it is likewise a small one ; the first treats on the so-

called chehdr dzarab, or four strokes, with the mechanical ar-

rangements for uttering certain short prayers according to the

Ssofy fashion. The fastis divided into eight kinds ; the repeti-

tion of certain mystic letters is enjoined, with the internal

repetition of the word Allah. The other part of this tract is

called Resdlah Ssarfyah, in which various manners are shown
how to attain intimacy with God, and, last of all, the mystic
signification of the three letters alef, lam, and mym is explained*

There is no date.

65. ^a^x-Ji vjjjUJ The Canon of Almasoudy. Arabic
MS. Distinct writing, with many tables and geometrical

diagrams ; not damaged ; in good hard leather covers. L. 10
.j th. 1*2 in. ; pp. 664. The first page alone is by
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a later hand ; all the rest is old and was Written A.H. 1040.

On the first page the statement occurs that this work was
composed in the year 1309 of the Alexandrian era, answering
to A.H. 387 andA.Y. 344. There are some lacunar especially on
fol. 42 vso., where the Sakakal and Kalakal eras of the Hindus
are computed. This work is astronomical, chronological, and
historical, as will appear from the followingbriefview of its eleven

Maqdlahs, each of which is again divided into many chapters :

—

On the system ofthe universe; description ofthe celestial spheres

;

the various eras ; the lunar and solar years. Transmutation of

the years of various eras, e.g. Hindu, Hebrew, &c To find the

Lent of Christians, &c. Festivals of Muhammadans and of

Zoroastrians. Various calculations necessary to astronomers,

transformation of circular into linear measure, ratio between
the diameter and the circumference, &c. After this comes a
regular treatise on various astronomical phenomena, and the
manner of ascertaining latitudes of all kinds. On the correc-

tion of the longitudes of places by means of eclipses, and by
measurements on the ground. To ascertain the -distance of two

.

localities from each other from their geographical Long, and Lat.,

with tables. Rectification of the Longitude of Gaznah and of

Alexandria. The average motion of the sun. The motions of

the moon. Eclipses, with rules to find them and to draw them,
with many details. Sunrise. Mansions ofthe moon. Difference

between the planets and the fixed stars, with many details about
the latter. On the manner in which Ptolemy found the height

of the stars. On the preparation of astronomical tables. Dis-

tances of the stars, their masses. About tables of Latitude for

the stars. The approaching and covering each other of stars ;

their occultations behind the moon. Radiations from the stars.

On the conjunctions of the planets, &c.

66. ^Jfl j Jj)'l Oajlj olii^ Conjunctions, incomplete at

both ends. Distinct writing, but little damaged by worms ; a

few pages loose ; well bound in leather covers. L. 7 in., br. 4*6

in., th. 0*3 in. This book treats of all possible kinds of con-

junctions, and contains many diagrams ; it is however much
more astrological than astronomical, as it is mostly concerned

with happy and unhappy signs. There is after this a new Bis-

millah in another hand, which begins with the Abujad notation,

treats ofintercalary days, of lucky and unlucky prognostications ;

of the influence of the planets, and is an abridgment of a

larger work ; it is complete and bears the date A. H. 897.

Pages 107.
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67. gjty lM| tj yi&i| SjiS The Kefayat aUqanuii; on

operations with the quadrant. Arabic MS. Distinct writing

;

pages loose; binding good, of hard leather. L. 5'8 in., br. 4-1

in., th. 01 in. This is not a regular treatise on astronomy, but
it teaches how to take altitudes of all kinds, and nothing more.
There is no diagram nor date.

68. vi,pUjL£x| j* j*sd\ -j|y Corruscations of the moon ;

on the selection of [propitious] hours. Handsome writing on
good paper, every page enclosed in a frame ; somewhat injured

by worms and damp ; the binding is of hard leather, but one
cover is torn off. L. 9*3 in., br. 4*5 in., th. 0*5 in. The author's

name is Husayn B. Aly Albayhaqy, known by the sobriquet of

Kashefy. The contents are as follows : Definition of selection

of a propitious hour, advantages of selection, conditions under
which a selection can be or cannot be made. Requirements in

every selection. Conditions which will make a selection perfect.

Special selections, 153 in number, embodied in a special tabular

view. Appendix of various other selections, such as the con-

junction of the moon with some planet, &c, in twenty chapters.

In this country, where not only common people but some of the

highest Rajahs always consult astrologers to find the propitious

hour for any kind of undertaking, a book of this kind ought to

be valuable, because by consulting it, all the fees given to Joshys

and Munajjums may be saved. This copy was made A.H. 1021.

69. J*s^ Lyllawaty. Very nice and pleasant writing;

margins slightly injured by worms; covers a little loose, but of

hard leather. L. 6*35 in., br. 4'1 in., th. 0*2 in. Faydzy, the

court poet of Akber, translated this work from the Sanskrit by
the Emperor's order ; its author was Bhasker Acharya, of the

Dakhan, but at what precise time is not known. There is no
necessity for describing this beautiful little mathematical trea-

tise. This MS. was copied A.H. 1207. (According to Lassen,

Ind. Alt, vol. IV., p. 848, Bhasker Acharya flourished about
A.D. 1150.)

70. ^U* ^^ Commentary on the Mena'tzer (treatise on
optics). Arabic MS., which is plain only in the first few pages

;

afterwards, the writing becomes gradually careless and the

points over the letters ar9 getting somewhat scarce, so that

readingbecomes troublesome; pages loose in the binding, which
is ofhard leather. L. 8*8 in., br. 4*5 in., th. 0*6 in. The name
of the author is Ebn Lutuf-allah Almahendis Al-Lahory Al-

Dehluwy, surnamed Emam Al-dyn Al-Rayadzy, who gives
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the text withred lines drawn over it, and then commentsthereon.
He begins with the description of the human eye, and then
expounds the various theories of vision current in his time,

illustrating them by diagrams, not omitting the views of seve-

ral Greek philosophers. There is also a demonstration that the

angle of refraction is equal to the angle of incidence, and of a
few other elementary principles ; but beyond these the author
does not go. There is a little appendix containing seven pro-

blems with their solutions. The author appears to have been
unacquainted with optical instruments ; this MS. was written

at Shahjehanabad, A.H. 1138.

71. o4aj,> *aM*° A treatise on astronomy called Mo&ynyah.

Very careful and beautiful writing ; the pages are loose in the

covers, which are of hard leather ; towards the latter part there

are also nice diagrams drawn with compass and rule. L. 8*2 in.,

br. 6 in., th. 0'2 in. Tho author, whose name is not revealed,

begins his work with definitions of the simplest principles of

geometry, and then proceeds to the description of the heavenly
bodies, with their motions. Description of the great circles.

The 8th sphere, with the fixed stars. Explanation about the

spheres and movements ofthe sun, the moon, and the stars, with
their latitudes ; causes of the diminution of light in the moon,
eclipses, conjunctions, occultations. On the figure of the earth,

its description. Peculiarities of localities situated on the equa-
tor, &c. Equation of time. Risings and settings of the sun,

twilight, dawn, &c. The year, month, and the drawing of a
meridian line. Dimensions of the earth, its distance and other

relations to the moon, sun, and stars. It may be observed that

this book does not treat on observations and instruments.

Copied A.H. 1204.

72. vV^^l f*j&
jW** £*=> j **U dj*y The book of

nativity (astrological). The Abbassian gift (astronomical) and
The Taqwym of the beneficent (calendarography). Written with
tolerable care by several hands, on good paper ; in excellent

condition ; nicely bound in hard leather covers. L. 8 in., br.

5*4 in., th. 0*7 in. The first treatise turns entirely on the
constructing of horoscopes, with numerous examples and
diagrams, in which the words which had been written with bad
vermilion have now become pale, but the black ones are

perfect ; there are also numerous tables, but there are some
blanks which were not filled in by diagrams, otherwise this

book would be a perfect guide for the casting of nativities, with
the endless vaticinations connected with them. The author of
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the second treatise was Ebn Kashef Al-dyn Muhammad Qadzy,
who does not treat of the elements of astronomy, but of its more
intricate portions, and begins with the description of an instru-

ment, whereof he gives also a drawing, and which he calls

Muqalyd-al-samuivat-wa-alldrdz—"The keys of heaven and
earth ;'* it is in the shape of a triangle, and has alhidades for

taking sights. He gives also descriptions of a few other very
simple instruments, and the manner of operating with them.
This is a treatise on a few points of practical astronomy. No
date. The last treatise deals entirely with calendarography, and
naturally treats of the year, the months, days, hours, and the

moon ; there are tables of propitious and unpropitious days, but
also others giving the degrees of the 12 signs of the Zodiac in

the Abujad notation, during which it is good to begin a work f

to make a contract, to marry, to load a camel, to put an in-

fant into a cradle, to circumcise, &c.

73. *J#*)\yi \y° The Mowamer of Olug Byg. Distinct

writing, with marginal notes and astronomical tables, but the

blanks left for diagrams have not been filled in ; not damaged,
and well bound in strong leather covers. L. 12 5 in., br. 6*8 in.,

th. 0'2 in. This book contains the observations of several astro-

nomers, and is the work of several authors in the service of the

celebrated Olug Byg, the grandson of the conqueror Tamerlane.

Dissertation on the various chronological eras and their trans-

mutation. Sine. Sagitta. Gnomon. Description of the firma-

ment. Elevation of the equator. Longitudes and Latitudes.

Risings and settings. Zenith. Distance between stars. To
find the Qiblah. To find the ascension from the altitude by
various methods. To ascertain the altitude from the hour.

Astronomical operations connected with nativities, in 7 chap-

ters. Various tables, all in the Abujad notation, concerning

the risings of the constellations, their latitudes, &c. No date.

74. >>SJI u-^U i^^ The Almagest [of Ptolemy],

incomplete at the end. Arabic MS., distinctly written on
various kinds of paper, but the blanks left for diagrams

and astronomical tables not having been filled in ; not one

of either exists in the book. Slightly damaged on the margins
and well bound in strong leather covers. L. 12 in., br.

8*4 in., th. 0*4 in ; pp. 187. The abridger of this copy does

not reveal his name. In a marginal note it is said that there

existed three well-known copies of the Megiston ; one belonged

to Hejaj, the second was copied by Bsahaq and corrected by
Thibet, and the third is attributed to Thibet alone. There is,
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however, some difference among these copies, the number of

diagrams, and also in the division of chapters. Here the first

Maqala consists of 14 chapters with 16 diagrams [omitted]. The
firmament is a globe, and its motion is circular. The earth is

also a globe. The earth occupies the middle of the firmament,

and is like the centre in a globe. The earth is immoveable. The
various motions of the firmament, primary and secondary. Va-
rious demonstrations ofthe preceding statements. Dissertation

about the ecliptic and the equator. 2nd Maqalah of 13 chapters

and 25 diagrams [wanting] . Determination of the positions of

various localities, &c. After this the system of Ptolemy is ex-

plained in detail till the end of the MS., which appears to be
complete in spite of the remark on the label ; the abbreviator

at all events had completed his part of the work, but expresses a
hope that he will be able to complete all he had intended.

There is no date.

75. i/~«^ *p^*^° Description of the solar system. Careful

writing, on strong blue paper, worm-eaten; some pages loose in

the covers, which are of hard leather, L. 6*8 in., br. 4*05 in.,

th. 0*25 in. The author's name is Abu-al-khayr B. Muluwy
Gay/ith-al-dyn, who states that Dr. William Hunter had written

this treatise in Persian according to the system current among
the English ; but that he had added to the work of the latter

some articles from the Sherh Chagmyny, and had thus prepared

this edition. This is just like the elementary treatises for the

use of little boys, but inferior to them, inasmuch as it does not

contain a single diagram. There is no date.

76. f^s^i f&*l c°l^ Collection of the laws of the stars.

Distinct hand ; worm-eaten ; well bound in hard leather covers.

L. 9-5 in., br. 6*4 in., th. 0*6 in. This is an extensive treatise on
astrology, and consists of 10 large chapters, besides numberless

prognostications about matters lucky or unlucky in certain

positions of the planets, and to ascertain these positions some
knowledge of theoretical astronomy is required. The author is

Ab-al-hasn,* inhabitant of Nyshipdr, also known by the name of

Ab-al-hasan B. Ab-al-qasem Al-Bayhaqy. There are neither

diagrams, nor figures of horoscopes, but there is a calendar.

No date.

77. cy±j* *Mj te& ***y=? **\£ Oa*> j fjs* f^l Laws

of stars, and some astronomical rules in the handwriting of Waled
Marh&m (the deceased father). Legible hand; worm-eaten,
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loose in the covers, which are of hard leather L. 9*8 in., br. 5*7

in., th. 3 in. This first portion ofthis MS. is entirely astrologi-

cal, containing many questions with their solutions, and little

diagrams of horoscopes ; in fact it is more practical than almost
any book of this kind I have examined, because the anxious
inquirer who believes in the decisions of this science can easily

arrive at them. The next part consists of astrological tables

for each month of the year, giving the degrees of the signs of

the zodiac, &c. Then come pp. 8 containing very brief rules on
taking observations, and on other practical operations of astro-

nomy. There are also a few examples of calculation about
finding the distances of stars from each other, &c. The next
tract contains again some rules of practical astronomy, e.g. on
the Sine and the Arc ; an extract from the Zayj Aylkhany on
geogr. Lat. and Long., &c. The last piece is in Arabic and
contains a few very ancient anecdotes about the pre-Esllamitic

Persians and other nations, and the last article is on the By-
zantines. There is no date.

78. s^j (TJ^
5

J* jl^K^r**** Abridgment of the Arcana,

concerning the stars, &c. Arabic MS. distinctly written, but
loose in the covers, which are of hard leather. L. 8*5 in., br. 6*4

in., th. 0'2 in. This treatise, which is entirely astrological, was
composed by Aby Muashr Al-Balkhy, and contains only one
diagram of a horoscope, and a blank for another. Numerous
rules are given about the meanings of the stars in various posi-

tions, and others how to consult them in various circumstances.

—

The next book is also in Arabic, and is a bond fide astronomical

work, although of no very high pretensions. The author's

name is ShehSb al-dyn Ahmad B. Ebr6hym Alhalby, who
inhabited Damascus. It begins with the various chronological

eras, and then treats on the operations of practical astronomy.
There are also a few tables and two diagrams

;
perhaps it was

intended for beginners. No date.

79. f*k#l &i& Sufficiency of instruction. Legible but

greatly worm-eaten writing ; strongly bound : both covers are

loose. L. 9*7 in., br. 5*7 in., th. 0*4 in. The author of this

treatise on astronomy, which contains a number of diagrams
but no tables, was Muhammad Masiiud Zaky Gaznawy. De-
scription of the firmament, the planets with their motions ; the
fixed stars, the signs of the zodiac. Conjunctions, sun and
moon, eclipses. The year, month, days and hours. After
these preliminary notions, which occupy a very small portion

of the book, it gradually becomes astrological ; no more dia-

6 M
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grams occur, and astronomical doctrines are scanty. This MS.
was written A.H. 1075.

80. f>s? f&Mj'* fd*>8\ ^W Sufficiency of instruction on the

rules of the stars. Distinct writing, somewhat damaged by
worms, bound in strong leather covers. L. 8*9 in., br. 6 in.,

th. 0*2 in. On comparing this with No. 79 I found it to be
another MS. of the same work but inferior to it in every
respect; it does not contain a single diagram, but there is a
blank left for one which was not filled in ; on the margins
some paltry attempts have been made to supply this defect.

No date.

81. w»jto\ o^ (•>?* f^l j* fd*X\ ^^ Sufficiency of

instruction on the laws of the stars ; incomplete at both ends.

Good writing, damaged by worms on the margins ; well bound
in leather covers. L. 8 in., br. 4*5 in., th. 1 in. On comparing
this with the preceding work, I found that, in spite of the

sameness of the title, they are composed by two different

authors. This MS. contains no figures and is entirely astrolo-

gical, and the little that is said on conjunctions, hours, and other

astronomical subjects is merely with reference to their appli-

cation in astrological prognostications. Neither the author's

name nor the date appears.

82. fjts* f&*!ja <kti>i\cMj> The argument of sufficiency

on the laws of the stars. Distinct writing, slightly damaged
by worms ; well bound in hard leather covers. * L. 8-8 in.,

br. 4*6 in., th. 1*1 in. This astrological treatise, the author of

which is Aly E. Muhammad Alsharyf Albakary, contains no
diagrams at all ; it treats however on nativities and all the

circumstances connected with them ; it also deals largely in the

prediction of future events, but the main points are the laws to

find out the Regents and to prognosticate from their position.

Copied A.H. 1106.

83. (>}=? f^l j* ilixJj e^^H The argument of sufficiency

on the laws of the stars. Distinct writing, somewhat damaged
by worms on the margins. L. 7*8 in., br. 5*4 in., th. 1*1 in.

On comparing this MS. with the preceding number, I found

both to be exactly the same. Copied A.H. 901 at Qazwyn.

84. fjs* j* sJlmj j* j pjs* otfj&* Scattered astronomi-

cal notices, and two tracts on astronomy. Very nice writing;

strongly bound in leather covers. L. 8'5 in., br. 6 in., th. 0*4 in.

Astronomical tables prefaced by some practical instructions on
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observations; these tables show the planets in the various

degrees of all the signs of the zodiac. Some prognostics about
the weather from the stars. Tables of places for geogr. Long,
and Lat., but only the names of the towns are filled in. The
rest are blanks. Again notes and tables. An Arabic tract

of pp. 13 on the manner of taking altitudes with the quadrant

;

all the blanks for words to be written in vermilion have
remained such. Then come pp. 2 in Persian, explaining some
objects and operations used in vaticination. Again an Arabic
tract of pp. 11 on the use of the Almuqanttarat—quadrant.

Lastly, notes in Persian on the use of the hours for astrological

purposes, with a table representing the lengths of the shadow
of a gnomon. No date.

85. **°}^ *£/i*°
**\f* Various astronomical rules.

Writing by various hands ; loose pages ; covers hard leather

;

worm-eaten. L. 7*5 in., br. 4*7 in., th. 0*2 in. The first few
pages about tables are nicely written, and after a few random
scraps and verses comes an extract from some unknown work
beginning with Chap. IX., on eclipses, with various other matters

and diagrams. In fact there are several pieces on astronomy
written out by some student in a negligent style and damaged
by worms ; although some of the diagrams are nicely drawn
with rule and compass ; they mostly represent elementary no-

tions only. No date.

86. ^5«>iA ^La j fys* 4*^*3^° Collection of astronomical

tracts, and a treatise on calculation with Hindu numerals.

Arabic MS., distinctly written, damaged in some parts by
worms; strongly bound in leather covers. L. 7*8 in., br. 4 in.,

th. 1 inch. Most of these tracts, which are very good, have
for their author Lakushyar B. Laban Aljabaly. The first is on
the use of the astrolabium, but includes also rules about the

gnomon, and all the necessary definitions of astronomy. The
next is a set of short articles, each beginning with the word
M&rufat, " knowledge ;" they are on finding the altitude of the
sun, the Qiblah, the East point, the meridian line, &c. The
next tract is all about the moon, its phases, and the observation

of its eclipses with the lunar astrolabe. The next tract is on
the operations with the quadrant, the globe of Ltiq£ Balbeky
and other instruments. Then comes again a series of short

articles, always headed by the word Mdrufat, chiefly on finding

Eight Ascensions, Latitudes, &c This part is somewhat dis-

coloured by moisturff and pierced by worms. The last is the

calculation with Hindu numerals, which amounts to nothing
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more than to the operations of Arithmetic with our so-called

Arabic figures, which we find so handy but which were a great

novelty once. Here the four rules of Arithmetic are explained,

but after these some astronomical tables are nevertheless given
in the ancient Abujad notation ; these are tables of latitudes, of

solar eclipses, of conjunctions of Jupiter and Saturn, &c. No
date.

87. v**jU\uasb idjc j& fjs? fl£^| Laws of the stars, in

Arabic; incomplete at both ends. Nice writing on bad thin

paper; fearfully worm-eaten in some parts. L. 10'1 in., br. 6
in., th. 0*5. This is a purely astrological work, very much like

Nos. 81 and 82. Here the Regent is always called Sulttan. A
kind of almanack is given in the beginning ; something is said

about conjunctions, lucky and unlucky positions, occultations,

&c, but nothing about the casting of nativities.

88. fj=? f&^l jd ctlwo (Ja. Solution of questions concern-

ing the laws of the stars. Careful writing, a few pages loose

;

strongly bound in leather. L. 5*1 in., br. 2*6 in., th. 0*6 in.

The author of this astrological work was Quttub Al-dyn B,
Abd al-haqq Al-hasayny Al-lary ; it contains several diagrams
representing horoscopes, and although it treats also on ques-

tions as the title states, the bulk of the work is filled with the

various prognostications dependent upon the nature and position

of the signs of the zodiac and of the planets. No date.

89. ffs? fi£»Jj«> iJil~* ija> Solution of questions concern-

ing the laws of the stars. Nice writing, a little worm-eaten

;

well bound in leather covers. L. 7 in., br. 39 in., th. 0*4 in.

On comparing this with No. 88 I found it to be exactly the

same, i.e. 12 chapters on the indications of the 12 mansions, and
an appendix containing the solution of questions. There is a
little more matter in this MS. than in No. 88, and also three little

tables of the planets, which do not occur there. This MS. was
made A.H. 1142.

90. *y. &1* l$*j* *yi NTP Ai* fij& Astronomical Ephe-

meris or Calendar for Anno Yazdajardi 834> and the horizon of
Yazd in the province ofKermdn. L. 10 # 7 in., br. 7*2 in., th.

O'l in. Bound in soft leather covers, and consisting mostly of

astronomical tables; whole number of leaves 22. Here the

positions of the planets are given for every day in every month
through the whole year. In the beginning there are two qua-

drangular diagrams representing horoscopes, with the predic-
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tions concerning the seasons of the year. There are also a few

directions how to reduce one era to some other denomination.

All the tables are in the Abujad notation.

91. eJuy (3^ *i*j* *5l 1*1* Ai~ (*f* Calendar for

Anno Yazdajardi 1090, for the horizon of Kerman. L. 11*8 in.,

br. 7*6 in., th. 0*1 in. This almanack is similar to the previous

one, but it contains more text and fewer tables ; the former
contains short biographies of some Nawdbs and allusions to the

Sulttans who reigned in those times, and also to some astrono-

mers, philosophers, and learned men in general, with predictions

about the rains, crops, diseases, wars and disturbances which
were to take place during the year. There are also lists of

things good to do on certain days, and of others which to do is

unlucky. The tables are not as complete and full as in the

previous number; but some notice of solar and lunar eclipses

is given.

92. ^LkUt ^jj j\ (j5*±s±j> ^j& The commentary of Barjandy

to flte Zyj Sulttany. Distinctly written, and well bound in

good hard leather covers. Paper strong, not damaged; some
diagrams drawn with square and compass, but no astronomical
tables. L. 9*5 in., br. 7*45 in., th. 0*8 in. The commentator,
whose full name is Abd-al-aly B. Muhammad B. ELusayn Bar-
jandy, always gives a little piece of the text, over which a red
line is drawn, and then explains it. The work deals chiefly

with theoretical Astronomy, and no descriptions of, nor opera-

tions with, instruments are recorded. It begins, like the ma-
jority of works of this kind, with an explanation of the various

chronological eras, i.e. Greek, Zoroastrian, Hejrah, &c, and
then gradually explains the motions of the heavenly bodies,

the armillary sphere, inclination ofthe ecliptic, right ascensions,

latitudes, conjunctions, solar and lunar eclipses, the whole
being founded on the so-called Sulttdny text of Olug Byg
already registered. This MS. has two dates appended at the

end, i.e. 1021 and 969.

93. f**£#l v^ The astronomy of Abu-al-Rayhan Muham-
mad B. Ahmed Al-Bertiny which is called Kitab-al-tafhym.
Distinct writing, complete, in good condition, but loose in the

covers, which are hard and strong leather. L. 10*5 in., br. 6*9

in., th. 1 in. ; pp. 318. The name of this author is well known
in Europe from several other works he wrote in Arabic. This

book is, however, in Persian, and begins with some plain geome-
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trical definitions, among others also of the jyb and sahm, which
may be considered as the first representatives of the trigonome-
trical functions. Then comes a short explanation of the Jabar
wa Muqabelah, i. e. Algebra and equation. Fixed and moving
stars. The movements of the celestial bodies, occidental and
oriental. Dawn and twilight. Hours. Ecliptic. Diurnal cir-

cles. Signs of the Zodiac. Latitude of a star. Names of the

planets. Phases of the moon. Tables giving the number of

stars in each constellation. Mansions of the moon, their rising.

Centre of the sun. Right sphere. Latitudes of various kinds,

inferior, superior, &c. Distances of the various planets from
the earth, their diameters, &c. Equator. Position of coun-
tries. Geogr. Lat. and Long. Description of the Gnomon,
with its shadows. Zenith. The seven climates. Divisions of

the world according to Aferidun, Noah, the Greeks, the seven
Keshwars of the Parsees, Hindus, all with little diagrams in

red ink. Solar and lunar eclipses, comparative calendar of the
Moslems, the pre-Esllamitic Arabs, Jews, Hindus, Syrians,

Greeks, Copts, Zoroastrians and Sogdys, with descriptions of

festivals.. Description of the astrolabium, with figures, and the
way of operating with it, very nicely given in detail. Calculation

of the sun's altitude when the time is given. To find the

breadth of a river, height of a tower, depth of a well. Some
astrological notions about the signs of the Zodiac ; which of

them are male or female ; various prognostics drawn from them
about getting progeny, marrying, &c. ; tables to explain analo-

gous predictions. Nature of planets, and the rest of the book
is filled with astrological notions how to consult the stars. This

MS. was finished A.Y. 628 on the day Ashtad and month Mehr.
The Persian is rather archaic, and Arabic words are sparingly

used. In some portions this MS. has been renovated in a
more recent Muhammadan Bombay handwriting.
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n.

DICTIONARIES AND GRAMMARS.

1. \j*~H u*^l Companion of the poets* L. 8 # 7 in., br.

5*5 in.., th. 1*5 in. Bound in hard leather covers ; written tole-

rably well; somewhat damaged by worms ; and the last portion

of the MS. supplied by a more recent hand on European paper.

The author's name, is Qaazy Abd-ul-Karym, but no other
name occurs, and no date. It appears that the title is inappro-

priate, because this is a companion only as far as a Dictionary

of various matters may be called one. The subjects treated of

are as follows :—Names of God, of Muhammad, of Abu Bakr-ul-

Ssidyq, ofOmar E. Khettab, of Othman, of Aly, ofthe prophets,

of great men in the religion/ of Durwayshes, of angels, of

Jabryl, of the Qor&n, of Praise, of the Kabah, of Madynah, of

the throne of God, of the chair, of the resurrection, of paradise,

of the world, of the seasons, of heaven, of the earth, of morn-
ing, of night, of the sun, of the stations of the sun in the signs

of the zodiac, of the moon, of the halo, of the stars, of the

mansions of the stars, of countries, of towns, of sweethearts,

of cities, of forts, of places, of a king, of kings, of a diadem, of

a throne, of a castle, of a house, of a Wuzyr, of meekness, of

sages, of a physician, of a hero, of heroes, of a champion, of a
coward, of a liberal man, of strength, of weapons, of a flag, of

an iron helmet, &c. The whole book contains 260 articles, of

each of which synonymes are given to the amount of 5 or even
10 and more.

2. \j**U(j»*>\ This is another MS. of No. 1, also well

bound in hard leather covers. L. 8*9 in., br. 5*2 in., th. 0*7 in.

This copy was completed A.H. 1160 in the District of Chundah.
There is no doubt that from No. 1 and No. 2 a perfect copy
could be produced either forpurposes oflitho- or of typo-graphy.

3. >k* f& j* £1*** ^j&j\}>\ Lights of explanation to the

Missbdh on Grammar. Strongly bound in leather, very close

black writing, but damaged by worms. L. 8*5 in., br. 5 in., th.

0*25 in. This is an Arabic commentary on the Missbah, a

tract on grammar, the words of which are overlined with red

ink and explained sentence after sentence by the commentator,

whose own hand wrote this MS., and whose name is Mahy-
uldyn Ebn Alshaykh Eshaq Ulssiddiqy. It consists of five

chapters :—I. Technical terms of grammar; II. Regents, &c.
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4. j* 3 (J* j* *4*M £j^» Commentary of the Alefyyah on

the. science of Grammar. Arabic MS., in hard leather covers.

L. 9'5 in., br. 4*2 in., th. 0*6 in. Here the text of the Alefyyah is

in red ink and is followed by the commentary; but as the work
is well known and has been printed at Bulaq in Egypt also,

and as the splendid edition of the Alefyyah by Baron De Sacy,

with his own notes, is easily procurable, MSS. of it must hence-
forth be regarded as mere curiosities.

5. if*j** 3 t5*y j* **^ iy**f. The Amdan-namah in Turk-

ish and Persian. In hard leather covers. L. 79 in., br. 5-3

in., th. 0*4 in. This is a book of conjugations. There is a pre-

face in Turkish verses ; after that comes a prose introduction in

Persian ; then come the interlinear conjugations through all the

tenses and persons, the upper line being always Turkish and
the lower Persian, but, as no grammatical rules are given in

either language, the book may be used for memorizing, either

by Persians or Turks. The last nine leaves of the book are

occupied by the following vocabularies :—The sky, and pheno-
mena connected with it ; the earth, animals, man, weapons,
pronouns, and various other things.

6. ^MAj <j*j\* ijj* eA°f The Amden in Arabic, Persian,

and Hindy. This MS. was completed at Hyderabad in the

Nizam's Dominions on the 8th Dhulhejjah A.H. 1213. L. 8*1

in,, br. 5*8 in., th. 5 in. This MS., which is a book of con-

jugations like No. 5, is most beautiful and well-preserved,

although there are no attempts at caligraphy. The 1st line is

always Arabic, the 2nd Persian, and the 3rd Urdu, and the

verbs thus conjugated are not less than 252 in number, and
about 9 or 10 paradigms of each verb are given in the 3rd
person only. The total number of leaves is 109. The few
rules given in the Persian preface are too trifling to deserve
mention.

7. £^tf (j 1*^ Burhan Qattd,. On good European paper,

beautiful writing, all vocables and headings in red ink ; strongly
bound in leather, in very good condition, and in some places

with marginal additions. L. 11-8 in., br. 8 5 in., th. 1'8 in.

This is a well-known dictionary, but much more copious than
the lithographed copies sold in the bazars. The best and
largest copies are those lithographed by the H. E. Company,
A.H. 1248, which are now scarce ; but no Arabic words occur
therein, just as in all the other copies. This dictionary was
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compiled in the Dakhan, by Muhammad Husayn, whose poetical

sobriquet was Burhan, A.D. 1660, during the reign of Sulttan
Abdullah Quttubshih, from some older dictionaries which are

still held in high esteem, e.g. the Farhang-i Jehangyry, the
Ssehah, and others. This MS. was written by Mulawy Abd-ul-
Karym, inhabitant of Surat, but more particularly of Junaghur,
A.H. 1229. The addition to this MS., consisting of 19 pp., but
not existing in the lithographed copies, is the Preface to the
Farhang Rashydy, which contains very interesting philological

remarks on the Persian alphabet and language.

8. ^j> <jk) **\}3 Laws of the Turkish language. This

is an Arabic MS. which may be called a Grammar of the Turk-
ish language. The author's name is Bbn Muhammad Ssaleh,

and he appears to have been a perfect master of both languages.
The writing is very fine, and the MS. is bound in leather but
somewhat loose. L. 8*2 in., br. 6*3 in., th. 0*3 in. The first

eight chapters are about the verb, i.e. the infinitive, the impera-
tive, the prohibitive, the past, the aorist, the agent, the sign

of negation, and the sign of the plural. The interlinear cha-

racter prevails throughout the whole book, and the Turkish
line is, for the sake of distinction, given in red ink. The
examples are likewise numerous. There are also various

kinds of short vocabularies, e.g. about dress, about men, animals,

insects, birds, the sea, the earth, the sky. Words or rather

adjectives ofincrease, diminution, &c. ; colours. Lists of defects,

of things pertaining to a house, weapons, fruits, cereals, milk,

and its products ; trades. Treatise on pronouns of various kinds,

of governing particles. Numerals ; vocabulary of words com-
mon to the Turks and to the Arabs. Days of the week. The
conclusion consists of easy Turkish and Arabic phrases, but
there is no date given when the MS. was written.

9. fjk'l j*\y± The jewels of knowledge. Black writing,

tolerably distinct, and not much damaged by worms ; headings

in red ink, strongly bound in red leather. L. 7*7 in., br. 4*5

in., th. 0*5 in. This may be called a Persian grammar in the

higher sense of the word ; it contains no declensions and conju-

gations, but various other grammatical and rhetorical points.

It treats moreover on the property of almost every letter of

the alphabet separately, and gives also a regular treatise on pro-

sody in every detail, with all the metres. The second portion

of the book is fully devoted to the explanation of the various

figures of speech used in poetical and prose composition. The
author of this treatise was Khajali Maruf E. Khajah Mrisa. The

7 m
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date of the composition of this treatise is embodied in the

words (^\ji\ *l«J qfi *** & but it does not appear when this

copy was made.

10. f
jM

I j* Ij*> The jewels of knowledge. Another copy of

No. 9, but the writing is better ; the leaves however are loose
;

every page is enclosed in a red frame oftwo lines, except a small

portion of it at the end. This MS. was written AH. 1197.

11. js? j* <joj*«)|g*U Jimd aUgdmudz on grammar. In

excellent condition ; the writing, although not nice, is distinct

enough. Good binding in leather covers. L. 9*1 in., br. 7*2 in.,

th. 1*4 in. This was a very large treatise on Arabic grammar
here rendered into Persian and commented upon by an Indian

Moslem, Abd-ul-naby, the son of Qfidzy Abd-al-rasdl, from Ah-
mednuggur. Large as the MS. is, and long as the rules are,

nobody could ever learn Arabic from it, either to speak or to

understand the language ; it is so unmethodical and unpractical,

but is good for learners who have already acquired some
knowledge of Arabic from better books. This MS. was finished

in Bombay A.H. 1226, by the copyist Hajy Ahmad.

12. js? j*5&° aJUj Short treatise on grammar [inflec-

tion] . Negligent Shekestah, somewhat damaged by worms, but
well bound in leather. L. 9 in., br. 6 in., th. 0*05 in. This is

a small Arabic MS. on Arabic grammar, but as there are some-
times whole pages without any diacritical points, and the blank
spaces left here and there for headings have never been filled

in with red ink, it will not be much coveted. There is no
date.

13. j*3 (l* J* &i\±*j lM>> £j&j <>U AjU> aJUj A treatise

on the hundred governing particles, a commentary to the same,

and a guide to the science of grammar. Arabic MS. very nicely

and carefully written throughout, with all the headings in red
ink. L. 8*4 in., br. 6 in., th. 0*55 in. The first part contains

in 14 pages an account of the 100 governing particles of Arabic
grammar, with short notes in Persian between the lines, made
afterwards by some reader. Then come pp. 5 of Persian

explanation. After that follows the detailed account of the 100
particles in Arabic. The author's name is Emam Abd-al-q6der

E. Abd-ul-rahman Al-jorjany; this treatise is called Sharh
ctw&mel, i.e. Commentary to the governing particles. The next
treatise is the Hedayat-al-nahti, i.e. Guide to grammar. This

describes as usual the three parts of speech, i.e. noun, verb, and
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particle ; it treats also on the conjugations and on defective

verbs. This MS. was copied A.H. 1223.

14. if j* j* ^j^j fJ^J^ J* ***J* *Jl*»j A treatise on

Ssarf in Persian and on Tassryf in Arabic. Various kinds of
writing, some damaged by worms ; in hard covers. L. 6*3 in.,

br. 3* 7 in., th. 0*2 in. The first is an Arabic grammar written
in Persian prose ; the second treats the same subject in rhymes
and appears to be a good one ; it also interrupts the verses in

order to show now and then the conjugation of a verb through
a tense. The last part is in Arabic, and teaches the conjuga-
tion of verbs in detail throughout every tense and person, but
as it is loose a portion of it has become confused. No date.

16. j*s*j* **y*v° AJl*»j Versified treatise on the science of

grammar. Writing distinct, all the headings in red ; binding
loose, in bright red covers with gilded frame on each. L. 7*1

in., br. 4*7 in., th. 0*3 in. This appears to be a nice treatise in

Persian verses on the rules of Arabic Grammar. The author's

name is Ebrfihym. No date.

16. jaP\&i\±* £j& «JUj Commentary to the Hedayat-al-

nah&, i.e. Guide to grammar. Arabic MS. in a very distinct

hand, slightly damaged by worms ; in good leather binding.

L. 8*4 in., br. 6 in., th. 0*5 in. The author of this commentary,
Yusuf E. Ab-ul-Q6sum Alhusayny, surnamed Lahory, says that

as he had seen most texts elucidated by many commentaries
except the short one called Hedayat-al-nahu (see No. 17, and
also the last portion of No. 13), which no one had explained, it

occurred to him that he might facilitate the studies ofbeginners

by writing this commentary. This duty the writer has fulfilled

and has given very copious observations ; these however are

not very intelligible, unless read in connection with the original

text, because here only a phrase, and very often merely a single

word, of it is given with the letter mym, the initial of Matan
(text) prefixed, and after it shyn the initial ofSherh (comment-
ary). It must however be observed that the latter portion of

the work is entirely free from this constant medley of text and
commentary, and that nearly the whole of the just-mentioned

last section treating on the verb is also free from it, and may
with advantage be perused quite independently from the original

text, fragments of which are no longer quoted as before. This

MS. has no date, but a later owner has affixed his name with

some remarks in Persian, and the date A.H. 1246.
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17. j*j (tej* ipA AlUj The Eedyat-al-nahu, i. e. Guide

to grammar. Arabic MS., caligraphical writing, containing only
5 lines in each page, enclosed by a frame of two red and a blue
line, damaged considerably, but not bo as to injure the writing,

because large margins have been left. The first few pages
have no frames, and the covers are of hard leather but loose.

L. 85 in., br. 5*4 in., th. 0"5 in. On comparing No. 16 with this

MS. I found it to be the commentary to No. 17, which is com-
plete but has no date. It may be recommended as good, but
may be read in connection with No. 16 to better advantage.

18. ya=? ftejz *Jl»j Treatise on the science of Grammar.
Arabic MS. in extremely plain writing, with 9 lines on each
page, quite uninjured and well bound in leather. L. 7*4 in., br.
4*5 in., th. 0*1 in. The author of this little book was Sheykh
Muhammad Sujawandy, but he has treated his subject in so
brief and imperfect a manner, that it may, at the utmost, claim
to be a mere sketch of some rules about the noun and the
particles with a few other remarks, but not a treatise on grammar.
There is no date.

19. iJj* *JUj Eesalah 8sarf9 i.e. Treatise on the declen-

sions and conjugations. Distinct writing but bad worm-eaten
paper, also injured by damp. Good leather binding. L. 7*1

in., br. 4*5 in., th. 0*2 in. This MS. treats on no other subject

except Arabic declensions and conjugations with Persian expla-

nation. It is good for beginners only. This MS. was completed
A. H. 1210.

20. ysr\ £**** Messbdh-al-nah&, i.e. Lamp of grammar.

Arabic MS., distinctly written in 7 lines on each page, a little

damaged by worms, and well bound in hard leather. L. 8*3 in.,

br. 5 in., th. 0'2 in. This is an abridgment of the grammar of

Abubekr Alqaher, and is divided into five chapters as follows :

—

Grammatical technical terms, one chapter. The various kinds
of regents, three chapters. The variations of termination-.

This MS. was copied at Ahmednuggur A.H. 1163.

21. y^ j* J*k *J^ V^O3 *Jk*j On the 100 governing

particles of Arabic grammar. Arabic MS. Beautiful wrifing,

very slightly touched by worms ; well bound in leather. L. 9 #7

in., br. 7 #5 in., th. 0*3 in. This is a valuable treatise, and perfect

in its kind, except that a few trifling blanks are left on the

first two pages, which ought to have been filled in with red ink.
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The subject has been treated well, and illustrated with phrases

to show the government of the particles. There is no date.

22. t/J^j £j~* Commentary to Zanjany. Arabic MS.

Very distinct writing, each page enclosed in a frame of two red
lines ; considerably damaged by worms in several parts ; binding
of hard leather but torn on one side. L. 7*1 in., br. 4*5 in., th.

0'5 in. The author, Muhammad Zanjany, wrote a treatise on
inflection, i.e. on the declension of the noun and the conjuga-
tion of the verb ; this is here commented upon ; the text is

always given in red ink fully without any etceteras, and then
commented upon, so that there is no necessity for possessing a

separate copy of it. This MS. was written at Aurungabad A.H.
1088.

23. Jj\ *k> z)j" Sserah, Vol.1. Arabic MS. Distinct

writing, somewhat damaged by worms ; binding hard and good;
some pages are loose. L. 8 in., 5*8 in., th. 1*4 in. This is a
dictionary of the Arabic language explained in Arabic, with
here and there ^ a Persian elucidation. It was composed by
Muhammad B. Omar B. Khaled, surnamed Jumal the Qurayshy.
The proper title of this MS. ought to be Ssehhah al-lugatx
" The corrector of locution ." Authorities and passages from
the Quran, as well as idiomatical expressions, are quoted to

elucidate many words ; but to make this book handy for use a
red line ought to be over each word, or it ought to be at the

beginning of a line as in European dictionaries. The arrange-

ment of all the vocables of a whole work running without a
stop, which entails the necessity of hunting about in the text,

is very tedious.

24. ^ti *I*
z \j* Sserdh, Vol. 2. Same as No. 23. L.

7*8 in., br. 5*6 in., th. 1*3 in. This is the companion volume
to the above ; it continues the letter ^ where the former left

off, and goes to the end of the alphabet. This dictionary is chiefly

remarkable for words used in ancient Arabic, many of which
can be found neither in modern books nor dictionaries. Indeed
this work would be quite useless for persons merely aiming at

a colloquial knowledge and desiring to read the literature now
current ; whilst it is precious to those who are fond of old

authors. This MS. was copied A.H. 1095.

26. jjj& ^° Ja^M^l-a oW i&Aji Dictionary of the words

occurring in the Desdtyr ; in the handwriting of Molla Firuz.
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Careful writing on good paper, with very slight marks of

worms. Bound in elegant covers, of bright red leather with

gilded ornaments. L. 7 in., br. 4 in., th. 0*4 in. All the

Desdtyr words are written in vermilion colour, so they can be
easily found, although the book runs from beginning to end
without a stop or new paragraph ; it contains pp. 178, and was
written the 7th of the old month Asfandarmad A.Y. 1185

;

A.H.1231.

26. (J l* (!& j wj* i&bV" *£*k jU*> u"-r^^-rt3U *»w *-&*j*

Dictionary of the words occurring in the Desdtyr, and list

of the four dynasties of old Persian kings, and the horoscopes

of [celebrated men of the whole] world. Writing by several

hands, some beautiful, some worm-eaten; well bound in leather

covers. L. 7*8 in., br. 6*1 in., th. 0*3 in. The Dictionary of

the Des&tyr words is the same exactly as in the preceding num-
ber, but has no date. After this comes a little poem, occupy-

ing pp. 9, of a rambling kind ; praising God, and various pro-

phets of different religions. The list of the ancient sovereigns

of Persia begins with the Pishdddians, and consists of bare
names* with a line or two of remarks. Then come the Kay6-

nians, Ashkinians, and S&sanians. The next piece consists of

pp. 24, and describes the pilgrimage of Hartin Al-Rashyd to the

tomb ofNushyrwin, which appears to be not only a plausible,

but even an authentic narrative. The last is the book of

horoscopes, with a diagram to each. This appears to be another

copy of the Tt&lil-i-aalum registered under I. 61 (q. v.). This

copy was made A.H. 1214.

87. ij^j^ J L$*'J* °^ *S**j* Turkish and Persian dic-

tionary. Careful writing, not injured by worms ; well bound in

strong leather covers. L. 8*6 in., br. 6*2 in., th. 0"8 in. The
author of this dictionary was Myrza* Aly Bakht, whose poetical

surname was Atzfary, wherefore this dictionary is called Far-

hang Atzfary. It begins with a short outline ofTurkish gram-
mar in Persian, and is divided into two parts, Persian-Turkish

and Turkish-Persian. There is no date. The words are all

nicely arranged according to the alphabet, and written in ver-

milion, whilst the explanation is in black ink.

28. (SJ&*** \S>&j» Farhang-iJehangyry. Distinct writ-

ing, with all the words explained ; written in vermilion colour

;

each page enclosed in an interior and exterior frame, the former

oftwo red and one blue, and the latter ofone red line, and distance
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between the two frames about one inch. L. 9*7 in., br. 6*1 in., th.
1*5 in. This copy was finished A.H. 1115 and is complete, but
the pages are all completely loose within the covers, which are
of hard leather and still good. Several copies of this work
exist also in Europe, but it has not yet been printed, although
it is acknowledged to be very valuable.

29. i£j&k*> s£i*ji Faraliang-i Jehangyry. Distinct writ-

ing by two different hands ; somewhat damaged by worms ; all

the words explained are written in vermilion. Strongly bound
in covers of white leather; pp. 896. L. 11 '4 in., br. 6*5 in.,

th. 2 inches. This copy was made A. H. 1228. This is ano-
ther MS. of No. 28, but from its size its contents appear to

be larger ; there is also some difference in the arrangement of
the appendices between these two copies of this dictionary.

30. ifj* oUI yi*a A^aB^I <j*j*tf The ocean, i.e. Arabic

dictionary. Arabic MS., careful writing, not injured by worms

;

strongly bound in hard leather covers. L. 13*9 in., br. 8*9 in.,

th. 1*5 in. The words to be explained are in vermilion, and the
explanation in black ink : all in Arabic. This MS. was made
in the port of Broach, in Gujarat, A.H. 1030. This dictionary

is well known ; it has been lithographed and typographed.

31. ol*U| j& Treasure of words. Arabic dictionary with

Persian explanation ; careful writing, somewhat damaged by
worms; binding good hard leather. L. 11-3 in., br. 6*6 in.,*

th. 1*8 in. This dictionary is not scarce ; the author's name is

Muhammad B. Abd Alkh&leq B. Martifa ; as it is not large, it is

very handy for use by beginners, who will have no difficulty in

reading the Arabic words, all of which are in vermilion and are

distinctly given with all the marks ; the Persian is also very

plain. There is no date.

32. *&\*U\yS Treasure of words. Arabic-Persian diction-

ary. Distinct writing, slightly injured by worms. L. 9*2 in,,

br. 7'2 in., th. 1*3 in. On comparing this with No. 31 they

will be found to be exactly the same work. This MS. was made
A.H. 1072.

33. &l*M\yS c-cr*** Selectionfrom the Kunuz-allogdt. To-

lerably good writing, somewhat worm-eaten ; well bound in

hard leather. L. 98 in., br. 5 in., th. 0*4 in. This is an
abridgment of the dictionary registered under Nos. 31 and 32

;

it may prove useful to beginners. Here also every Arabic word
has its signification given in Persian. There is no date.
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34 «*#J« ijx" *JUj j fciU u\yi* oW ijvo Two kinds of

writing ; considerably worm-eaten in some parts ; binding of
hard leather, good. L. 8*8 in., br. 5*1 in., th. 0*45 in. The first

portion is a Dictionary to the Dywdn of Hdfetz. Here the odes
are taken up one by one, u e. the difficult words in them, and ex-
plained alphabetically in a brief manner ; only beginners can find

information here, and for them it is excellent. This copy was
made iu the year 41 of the reign [of ?], and the author's name
is Muhammad Sad. The second tract enters, after some prelimi-

naries, on a demonstration of the existence of God and His attri-

butes. Bad acts are not attributable to God, Men are free

agents. The 99 names of God explained. Demonstration that

Muhammad is a true prophet, and of other points of the Mu-
hammadan religion. No date.

36. iS}**" <£?** *,U) ^jZ ^mj oUUt uijlkf Written by se-

veral hands, and by some rather negligently ; damaged in some
places by worms ; binding good, of hard leather. L. 8"9 in., br.
5*6 in., th. 0*4 in. This is a Dictionary to tlie Mathnavy Mitn-
uwy. Here also the alphabetical arrangement is followed. The
author's name is Abdullah Kabyr Nyrtizy, who states that he
used several dictionaries as sources in the composition of this

work. The book could be ofno use to advanced scholars just like

No. 34. It was copied A.H. 1157.

36. u°Jj* *Jl*j j A/oli jA&* j (jUJi? o^j oUil lT^*J L****

Various kinds of handwriting ; in the latter part worm-eaten ;

somewhat loose in the covers ; binding hard, of green leather.

L. 9*1 in., br. 5*7 in., th. 0'35 in. The first part is an alpha-

betical Dictionary of Persian metaphors and of other words,

which however does not go further than the beginning of the

letter ra. The next book is a Dictionary to the Gulistdn, which
explains only the hard words, according to the order of the

chapters, and is complete. The next is an Abridgment of the

Sekandarndmah ofNetzdmy, in which some verses are retained,

but the greater portion has been condensed into prose, keeping
only a few verses here and there. This is not quite complete.

The rest of the treatise is by Ab-ul-mutzaffer Myrza Muhammad
A'man Turkhan, and is not a treatise on prosody, as the label

on the book indicates, but of the various figures of speech and
artifices used in poetry, consisting of a few pages only. Then
comes a Dictionary of difficult words occurring in the Sekandar-

namah, to which is appended a little grammatical tract on the

permutation of letters; pronouns, and other matters, but after-
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wards developes itself into versified rules. Then comes a little

tract on rhyming, with a vocabulary attached, which goes briefly

through the whole alphabet. The last few pages consist of

scraps and verses written topsy-turvy.

37. jJlfa* gl» l*Ul i-a**** The Shdh Jehany selection ofwords.

Distinct writing, all the Arabic words in vermilion and the

Persian explanation in black; not damaged, well bound in

strong leather covers, but some pages are loose. L. 12*5 in.,

br. 8*4 in., th. 0*8 in. This excellent Arabic dictionary is an
abridgment of the celebrated Qamtis of Firuzb£dy, and was
compiled during the reign of Shah Jehan ; it is known by the

name of Muntakhab, and to be had for Rs. 5 in every bazar,

lithographed. This copy was made A.H. 1046, long before the

invention of lithography.

38. H^\ **/> Assistance of the Excellent* Good writing,

on strong paper, not damaged, and well bound in hard leather

covers. L. 11*1 in., br. 6*8 in., th. 1-4 in. This is a large dic-

tionary of Persian words which are not generally known ; it is

compiled from various other dictionaries, such as the Sserah,

the Taj, &c, and contains also foreign words occurring in Persian

authors, e.g., Greek, Samarqandy, Ma-war&.al-nahr, Turkish, &c.
The explanation is also in Persian, and the compiler, Muham-
mad Lad, states that he marked the words with the initials of

the works and dictionaries whence he took them, and gives a

regular list of these authorities, with their abbreviations : but on
examining the book itself no such marks occur, and it is quite

possible that the copyist who made this MS. had omitted them,
or had perhaps been ordered to do so by his employer. This

dictionary is good enough in its kind but is of no extraordinary

value. It is complete, and was copied in the port of Cambay,
A.H. 1220.

39. o k&° w Utf Dictionary of proverbs. Distinct writing,

on badly worm-eaten paper, well bound in hard leather covers.

L. 8*6 in., br. 5*1 in., th. 0*05 in. The author of this little

collection does not reveal his name, but he has divided it al-

phabetically into 28 chapters. Some of the proverbs are very
good, and all are short. No date.

40. y^ f& j«* ^^a* Lamp on the science of grammar.

Arabic MS. Distinct writing, very slightly damaged by worms,
well bound in hard leather covers. L. 7'2 in., br. 4'4 in., th. 0*5

8 m
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in. This is an abridgment of the grammar of Abd-al-qfflier

Jorjiny, but the abbreviator is reticent of his own name. The
subjects treated are the technical terms, the regents and
inflections, in a brief manner ; and this is perhaps the best

method for the instruction of beginners, whose progress is gene-
rally retarded by the confusion which many rules . produce in

their heads. There is no date.

41. l*j<*j* ^IjjJf! £ \j* A treatise on conjugations, call-

ed Marah Allaruwdh. Arabic MS. Distinct writing, somewhat
worm-eaten, well bound in hard leather covers. L. 10* 1 in.,

br. 5-6 in., th. 0*2 in. The author's name is Ahmad B. Aly B.

Masuud, who treats of the conjugation of verbs and also on
verbal nouns, but touches no other part of grammar. The
book is good enough in its kind. No date.

42. ly 1*^! wW £j& Commentary to the Nessab-al-ssibyan.

Distinct writing, well bound in leather boards. L. 7*1 in., br^

4*6 in., th. 0*7 in. These are instructions for Persian children

who learn Arabic. One Nessdb of another kind has already

been registered, I. 36 ; here a line is given from it and com-
mented upon with the vocalization pertaining to the letters of
every word used, which proceeding occupies most of the space.

No date.

43. ejl***Jl v 1^ £J** Commentary to the Nessdb-al-ssibydn.

Tolerably good writing, on bad paper ; loose in the covers, which
are of hard leather. L. 8*5 in., br. 5*5 in., th. 0*3 in. This is

merely another copy of No. 42, written A.H. 1128.

44. cr^^l cri& Encyclopaedia of all human knowledge.

Very distinct writing ; the pages are loose in the covers, which
are of leather and old. L. 12 in., br. 7 in., th. 2 in. The
author, Muhammad B. Mahmud AUamely,

N
professes to treat

every science, and the following is an outline of the contents :

—

The science of writing, of words, of grammar, poetry, rhetoric,

and composition. Ordinances of the religion, the nature of

God, his creations ; prophets. The science of interpreting the

Qordn, and a treatise on theology. History, philosophy in all

its branches, such as logic, metaphysics, &c. Mathematics, arith-

metic, geometry, astronomy, and musiq. , Mpdicine, . with all

its divisions. Alchemy, talismany, physiognomies, astrology,

virtues of gems, veterinary and game-bird medicine. Mecha-
nical arts, agriculture. Science of prognosticating from the
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breath, as practised by the Hindus. Astronomy, dialectics,

Hindu arithmetic, algebra [Jabar wa muqabelah] with equa-

tions ; mensuration, weights ; science of astronomical tables

and nativities, travels, astronomical observation, the astrola-

bium, figures of the stars, geomancy, mechanics, instruments of

war, games, e. g. chess, ShSbdah, &c. There are numerous
Arabic passages interspersed with the text, and many quota-

tions from the Qoran. No date.

>
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(III.)

ENSHA', i.e. LETTER-WRITING, COMPOSITION.

1. u**"ji 5&*Slt 52I** Badayd-allenshd Yusufy. In hard

leather covers. L. 8'7in.,br. 5*8 in., th. 0*4 in. This little book
consists of a selection of various short pieces in prose and
poetry, intended to serve as models of composition; it is not
paged, nor can the age of the MS. be ascertained ; it is some-
what damaged by worms, and some annotator has written under
many words their synonymes in common expressions, e. g. «-^lU

"a traveller" is marked * \j JJ^jj "who goes on the road," &c.

There are also models how to address by letter various kinds of

personages according to their dignity ; and specimens of various

kinds of letters.

2. j»* *JA3 ! </°^ Lf^l Ensha of Gaydth-aUDyn Ben Ha-

rnam-al-Dyn, sumamed Khondmyr, which is also called Ndmak
Ndmy. Bound in leather, but loose. L. 8*8 in., br. 5*5 in., th.

0-7 in. This MS. was completed on the 26 Rabi, A.H. 1160,
originally, but has since that time undergone changes ; now
the writing consists of at least five different hands. The con-

tents are analogous to No. 1, and consist of letters written to

various persons, with their replies. In the beginning a short his-

tory of the art of writing is given ; after that the models of

letters begin, first to kings and to men of high standing in the

religion. There are also letters which had actually been copied

from originals sent to certain personages.

3. c$*> j* j^i* aJI^j j &Jt Enshd and another tract in

Turkish. Hard leather covers, but the book itself is loose;

writing good. L. 7*8 in., br. 5*4 in., th. 0*5 in. Models of letters

in the Turkish language ; the headings are in red ink, and over

certain words distinct characters are placed, so as to facilitate

the reading of the text. The other tract, also in Turkish, allud-

ed to in the title, is, however, quite carefully and legibly written,

but its end is wanting ; it is of no importance and contains

some questions concerning which some Mullahs have given

their Futwahs or decisions.

4. $\Z*\\ &p y+s?° Summary of letter-writing. Bound in

hard covers. L. 9*5 in., br. 5*5 in., th. 0*2 in. The irregular
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penmanship of this pamphlet may be called a curiosity ; not
two pages resemble each other, and the writing is scattered
about in the most extraordinary way ; each page contains four
or five paragraphs, one written so as to begin from a corner
and each line getting larger till the writing constitutes a tri-

angle ; then another piece slanting from the contrary direction.

This is rather a scrap-book of all sorts of little bits of prose
and poetry than an Ensti ; written by various hands.

6. ij^f. ^iH £r^ Badayit-allenshi Tusufy. Loose, hard

leather covers. L. 7*9 in., br. 4'5 in., th. 0*5 in. This is another
MS. of No. 1. It is in three kinds of handwriting, and about
20 leaves in the beginning are torn in two.

6. *&jf v-jUT Book of Composition. In good condition,

hard covers of leather. L. 10'3 in., br. 6*6 in., th. 1*3 in.,

without the covers. The author of this book was Mahmtid Ben
Ahmad Alhasan Alfaryaby, who composed it at Jellalabad. The
models of letters given are longer than any given in the Enshas
hitherto reviewed.

7. c*l#ij <s)}& ^Vf ** u i/uJ ***** ^^ Jj*° ^^*
Aj^ajy© The Enshd of Myrzd Ttaher Wohyd, the Saqy ndmah of
Mulldna Tzahury, and various distichs. Bound in hard leather

covers. L. 16*8 in., br. 9*5 in., th. 0*3 in. Nearly every page
is enclosed by a golden frame of four lines closely drawn, and if

verses happen to be within this frame the square surrounding

it is used for a commentary to explain the difficult words, and this

space is likewise enclosed by a quadrangular frame. After the

verses come prose pieces, among which is also an account of a
tactical game, called gdleb wa tnaglub (the conqueror and the

conquered), and after it a few paltry pieces. Then comes the

Enshd of Myrzd Ttaher Wohyd mentioned in the title-page.

This contains various specimens of letters, some ofwhich may be
considered fair specimens of diplomatic correspondence. There
are all sorts of letters, ofcongratulation, condolence, &c. Then
comes a brief view of the Sulttans of the Ssafuwy dynasty, and
prefaces suitable for various books, and the latter part of the

MS. is full of vagaries, having the writing in various directions.

There is no date nor marks of the pages.

8. «-&! <Jj*>j\ LijjS?\ <J>**° *&3t J AJfjjr* *Uf AAP jttsif

*ji*j oj&a. vi*&A &sr* j cfjUl ^U s*LJ\j 4<iU*^ y»b U Enshdy

Abdullah Marwdryd, and an Enshd arranged according to the
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letters of the alphabet, and the story of Taj-aLmuWk, with the

book of eight stories, and others. L. 8*7 in., br. 5 in., th. 1*2 in*

Bound in hard leather covers, in good condition ; not paged ;

writing all in one hand but not elegant. The Ensha mentioned
first in the title is the largest, and occupies almost one-half of
the MS., but does not contain actual epistolary correspondence ;

all the pieces are rather statements made about some events that

happened, declarations of victories, of appointments, &c, and
most of them bear the title of Nyshdn ; this part of the MS. was
finished on the 22nd Ramadzan, A. H. 1088. The next portion,

t. e. the alphabetical, contains representations of various cases

in the first chapter, and in the second it has letters also running
through the whole alphabet. The next is a tale, called Ajubah
ruzgdr, The Marvel of the Age, and the date of its completion

may be found by computing the numerical value of the words
Qissah Nader, " rare story." There are three more stories in

this MS. ; they occupy the last portion of it and have no titles.

9. OoSli l£i| Ensha ndqess. Incomplete Ensh& without a
beginning, six blank leaves about the middle, but not defective

at the end. It is altogether in prose, without any regular head-
ings, which always consist only of the word ^i\ when a new
model of a letter begins. Soft leather covers. L. 8*9 in., br.

4*5 in., th. 0*3 in. This MS. is worm-eaten, loose, and hasno date.

10. is^j"" <^°^ ^ &jf Versified Ensha of Samarqandy.

This MS. is in very good condition, and bound in hard leather

covers ; in some parts the columns are almost like a chessboard,
and the squares are filled in writing. L. 11*6 in., br. 7*8 in., th.

0*4 in. This MS. consists of 146 leaves. The introduction

contains the titles by which kings are to be addressed, and also

other high personages of civil or religious high stations. Then
follow models of beginnings, and compliments in Arabic and
Persian. There are also 15 blank leaves in which the chessboard
squares have not been filled in with writing. There is no date
nor name of the author.

11. J**i o"^ The letters of Bandgy. Hard leather

covers, good writing. L. 8*4 in., br. 5*6 in., th. 1*2 in. The
beginning and the end of this MS. are wanting, but the red
headings show that there are at least one hundred letters in

it—indeed the book goes beyond that number ; each letter is

addressed by the author to his brother Shams-al-Dyn, and is in

prose, but contains a story, a distich, and perhaps even an
Arabic quotation now and then. From the following abridged
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extract it will appear that the author was imbued with Ssofy

doctrines :
" The first degree which a disciple attains is that

of the law, and when he has fully attained it he leaves it and
the Ttaiyqat appears to him, and leaving which, the road to

Haqyqat (truth), which is the road of the soul, is shown to him.

The Sheykhs of the Ttaryqat (may God reward them !) have
divided the road of the disciples (Muryds) into four stations,

and have stated that unless a disciple passes through these

four stages he cannot attain his object. 1st station, the world of

humanity; 2nd station, the world of the kingdom (Malkut)

;

3rd station, the world of the Jabrut (power) ; and 4th station, the

world of the Deity, &c." The epistolary style is here chosen,

on the same principle as Europeans sometimes do when they
write on many subjects not admitting of continuous treatment.

12. &k** $&il j w^iy^l C* 1* Collection of lews, and
Ensha of children. In good condition but on shabby paper,

and not very nice writing ; every page, however, is enclosed in a
frame, and the volume is strongly bound in leather. L, 7 in.,

br. 4* 1 in., th. 0*4 in. There are two books in this volume, as

the title implies, but their contents are of the same kind, i.e.

titles due to various persons, and specimens of short and long
•epistolary correspondence : there are no laws or rules worth
speaking of, and both MSS. were written A.H. 1214.

13. °^U3 v*0«* ^^JJ (sjj^^ oilUa. Royalfancies, and

a treatise in one chapter on agriculture. Distinct writing," bad
paper, worm-eaten, binding hard leather. L. 6*8 in., br. 3*9

in., th. 0*65 in. This is nothing but a letter-writer, with various

specimens of epistolary correspondence of no great value. The
next tract, purporting to be on agriculture, is written on thin

and almost transparent paper, and in some portions rather

negligently :—On food. Explanation of the various superficial

measures used in agriculture. The Tenab and the Begah, the
weights. Description of the various Rabi grains in Persian,

Hindi, and Telugu. Harify grains. Fruits and vegetables.

The commerce of the Dekhan. A table purporting to represent

the articles of commerce exported from various places. Silk

trade in Bengal, Hyderabad, &c. This MS. was written A. H.
1203, A.D. 1789, as marked in the text.

14. &j*^\ £+¥* *^uj j f*j# lKj6 *)Uj j J*L oi^OjA aJUj

i+ihj flp *£*a*Uo j &*y>jJ[ *A«r» j Treatise on the knowledge

of writing ; another on calendar-making ; another called
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MajmH ulkhayryn; another called Tuhfat almumanyn, and one

called Mabdhath elm rasmy* Writing of various kinds, some-
what damaged by worms, binding good hard leather. L. 8m6
in., br. 4*4 in., th. 0*3 in. The first tract, in distinct writing,

with every page surrounded by a frame of red lines and divided

into two columns, is all in verses, the preface excepted. It

does not teach composition, but the mechanical art of writing,

the preparation of black ink, choosing paper of various kinds,

and the making of the Qalam. Instructions are also given how
to copy, with special rules on the formation of the letters of the

alphabet. This tract was composed A.H. 920, but when the

present copy was made is not stated.—The second treatise

teaches how to find the distance of the planets from the sign

Aries, on which the construction ofan almanack is based. The
names of the months of various nations are enumerated. The
various mansions and aspects of the planets are explained, as

well as the division of the eighth sphere into 28 mansions, with
allusions to some astronomical terms used by the Brahmans.
This was written A.H. 1210.—The third tract, called Majmd
ulkhayryn, or junction of the two good things [happiness here

and hereafter] , expounds various subjects according to Ssofy

doctrines, and assumes, contrary to the usual number of ele-

ments believed by the ancients to be four, that they amount to

five, and their names are also given in Hindi. The five senses,

with their corresponding names in Hindi. The attributes of

God. The usual division of the spiritual worlds according to

the Ssofys into Ndsut, Malkut, Jabrfit, and Llahdt. Explana-
tion concerning the light [of the illuminati]. Visions. Also
other subjects pertaining to Ssofysm, e. g. the resurrection, are

briefly touched, and the author appears to have borrowed some
of his notions from the Hindu Jogys. This was copied A.H.
1216.—The fourth tract, called Tuhfat almumanyn, consists of

pp. 8, and is only a portion of it, beginning with the 5th
Tashkhyss. It treats of the small weights and of the large

ones, with rules for the permutation, e. g. the Mithqal with the

Dirhem, &c. Then come pp. 5 with the wise sayings of Galenus,

Loqmfin, Muhammad Samarqandy, Alexander, &c.—This is

followed by an extract from the well known Lylldwaty, contain-

ing pp. 2, with a few paltry remarks on weights and measures.

—The 6th (t. e. last) tract is again well written, with a frame
enclosing each page, and an ornamental gilded drawing over

the Bismillah. The last portion, named Mabdhath elm rasmy, is

of a religious character, and demonstrates the existence of God,
first dogmatically and afterwards logically. No date.
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15. fiiy ****** J" ^»y jl V 1*^ *JUjj
c «^ll|

«JUj

*-H^j ^^ /ij^ ^^jj ;* A treatise called Allaydzdh, a

selection from the Lowdyh Qamar, marginal notes to the Lo-
wdyh Qamar, and another treatise about countries, &c. Various
kinds of writing, injured here and there by worms ; binding
good leather. L. 6*3 in., br. 4*05 in., th. 0*2 in. The first

piece is in Arabic, on the way of facilitating the acquisition of
learning, but it treats chiefly on primary instruction. It is good,
but has found a place in this catalogue only because it is bound
up in one volume with MSS. It was printed in London by
the Tract Society, A, D. 1833. The next is a little treatise

about the moon, its phases, mansions, settings and risings.

Then comes a rather dirty-looking but legible piece without a
beginning. It is geographical. Its most important portion

appears to consist in the brief account of the manner in which
a degree of the meridian was measured by order of the Kbalif
Mdmun. The division of the earth into 7 climates is given.
Then come the various countries, beginning with those about
the equator. The city of Erem [now considered fabulous]

.

Zanj, Aden, Fas, Mekka, &c. Something is said about
almost every Muhammadan city, even as far as Cordova and
Toledo, once the seats of Sulttans, and not even the rampart of
Gog and Magog is omitted, but of Europe very meagre notices

are given, and Britannia is dismissed with barely three lines
;

nothing is said of France or Germany, and Mashkah [Moscow]
is mentioned as the capital of the Ssaqalabah [Sclavonians]

.

Distances of the celestial spheres from the earth, with the
diameters of the planets, are given, with a few other remarks,
and a small table with the positions of the signs of the zodiac

on certain days of the year, and there the treatise ends. It

was composed A. H. 969, and this copy of it was made A. H.
977.

16. v 1^! V^ Ajab aUtjdb. Arabic MS., very fine'

writing, not injured by worms ; well bound in hard leather

covers. L. 8'i in., br. 5 in., th. 0*8 in. This work is divided

into three parts ; the first contains correspondence of men of

letters, the second of Sulttans, &c, and the third of merchants.

The author's name is Sheykh Ahmad B. Muhammad Al-yaminy.

As the work is common and has been typographed in Calcutta

A. D. 1813, nothing more need be said, although it is very

valuable to persons desirous of acquiring a good epistolary-

style. No date is appended to this MS.
9m
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17. U+*J> &*+* J*><? jl &l*j&S+ <£-** k v** \)
{#* o&A*

Four Chapters of epistolary cvrrespon&enee, and some scattered

compositions of Chandarbhan the Brahman. L. 8*1 in., br. 5*6

in., th. 0*7 in. Distinct but in some parts rather unpleasing-

Shekestah. The letters are all short ; and the scattered com-
positions of Chandarbh&n seem to be intended merely as

specimens of oratory ; there are also a few verses, and the end
of the volume consists of mere fragments scrawled in all di-

rections.

18. *i_y&x* i-awIS* Epistles according to Ssofy doctrine**

Tolerably distinct writing, somewhat worm-eaten, the lower
margin of the pages discoloured by moisture. L. 9*3 in., br*
5*05 in., th. 1 in. The authorofthis collection was Zayn-al-dyn
Arby. The letters are in the following order :—On monotheism*
On repentance. On reconciliation with foes. Renovation ofrepent-

ance. Search of a spiritual teacher (pyr). The worthiness of
a Sheykh. The intention of a disciple (muryd). On the Wary*
The Walayet. Miracle. The righteous. Ihe Hghts. The
eclipses. The tajally (illuminations). The wassril (arrival). The
salak and the majziib (godly walk and divine attraction). The
place oferror of a pious man, or people in general. On external

and internal covetousness. On Nthe excellencies ofprophets and
saints. Origin of Ssofysm. Search of the Ttaryqat. Funda-
mental principles of Ttaryqat. On law and Ttaryqat; law and
truth. On the regular initial occupation. Purification. The
same in another statement. Intention, Prayer, Fasting, Legal
Alms, Pilgrimage, Prayer, and the way to make it successful^

Divine Service. The profession of Faith [Kalimat ttaybat]v

Religion and honesty of the iirfan {i. e. who have made pro-
gress in Ssofysm). On the true profession of honesty. Thankff

to Esllam. Secret thanks. Knowledge- Love of saints and of
their followers. Characteristics of love. Seeking God. The
road to God. Sayings and doings. On the company of Q£dry
Ssadr-al-dyn. First degree of a disciple. The principles of
Muhummadanism. Moral meditation.. Isolation. Purity of the
way of religion. Piety. Truth. Good intention. Return (death).

Connection with the ropes (of this world)and severancefrom them.
Society of Ssofys. Service. Purification of bad morals. Insta-

bility of this world. Abandonment of the worid. On felicity.

On the night of power. On the spirit. The heart. Governing*

of the spirit. Agonizing of the spirit. On Indolence. Grief, Rai-

ment. Entertainments. Retirement. Isolation from the people.

On death, judgment, hell, and paradise. The MS. is not com-
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plete, as it breaks offabruptly in the middle of a sentence, but, to

judge from the context, not much of it can be wanting. No date.

19. d~eti\f.\ ot£i* Jjl^* The first Duftar of the letters

of Abulfadzl. Pages loose, binding of good leather. L. 8*5 in.,

br. 4'8 in., th. 0*2. This MS. is written in a manner useful to

students desirous of practising the reading of Shekestah. The
letters of Abulfadzl have been typographed during the last

century, and there are also lithographed copies. Written A.H.
1138.

20. {y+bj* o&i* Letters of a Brahman. Tolerably good

writing, somewhat damaged by worms, and loose in the covers,

which are of hard leather. L. 8*8 in,, br. 5 in., th. 0*2 in. The
author introduces himself to the reader only as a Brahman,
without mentioning his name. He states that he lived at the
courts of kings and of other exalted personages, and mentions
several works in prose and poetry composed by him. This book
consists of petitions to great men, and the number of letters

is not large. This MS. was written at Lahore by Chandar-
bh£n in the 83rd year of the reign of Ailumgyr.

21. j*f*\ *J* **j *JJ^° tej+s? A collection ofprose, and

the hundred maxims of Aly the Commander of the Faithful.

Somewhat negligent writing, and, further on, slanting in all

directions ; worm-eaten, but well bound in hard leather covers.

L. 9 %8 in., br. 6*1 in., th. 0*1 in. These are merely specimens of

conposition of the time of Ebr£hym Aadel Shah of the Dekhan,
having no connection with each other, written by various hands,

and containing paltry anecdotes. The same is the case with
the pieces which follow after the next Bismillah. One of them
contains, however, an account of the causes of solar eclipses,

with two entirely correct diagrams, the one representing a solar

and the other a lunar eclipse; after that, however, the MS.
again becomes historical and religious, with passages from the
Qurdn having vermilion lines over them. The hundred
maxims of Aly (which have already been mentioned elsewhere)

are given in Arabic, with a paraphrase in Persian beneath each
of them. Written A.H. 1131.
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(IV.)

HISTORY, BIOGRAPHY, GEOGRAPHY, TRAVELS.

1. *tf<rt*l &&I The Institutes ofAkber. Complete copy, but

without a date when it was written, in good condition, hard
leather boards. L. 12*6 in., br. 8*5in., th. 1*2 in. The only pecu-

liarity of this MS. is that it contains two diagrams ; the one is

a machine-wheel for boring and cleaning muskets, whereby the

operation is simultaneously performed on sixteen of them, and
the other is a representation of the world according to the

ancient system. As this work is now being printed by the

Calcutta B. R. A. S. in the Bibliotheca Indica, and is issuing

also in an English translation of Prof. Blochmann, and as

it is, moreover, well known from the old translations of Major
about Gladwin, and others, it is no t necessary to say anything
Dow, it here.

2. &l**\ v*> ^Jj»° v» &\j±*)\ J>j&\ The best guide for

ascertaining the genealogy of the Afgdns. Hard leather covers.

L. 11*8 in., br. 6 in., th. 0'25 in. The author of this work is

Mujhar Ben Aysa Dawud Am, known by the name of Hamand
Am. After a considerable discussion of various opinions about
the origin of the Afgdns, the author says :

—

" Concerning the

name Aigans, that is the most plausible and the next to truth,

what has been recorded in the History of Ferishta :" nevertheless

the uncertainty still continues, and the opinion is refuted that

the Afgans are descendants of the Nabataaans; as well as that

of Ab-ulfadzel, which he makes in the Akber-nameh, that the

Afgdns themselves believe that they are descendants of the

Jews. The positive belief of the author concerning the gene-

alogy of the Afgdns is broached only, after the moiety of the

book had been filled with vague dissertations, in Ch. III.

headed

—

" The record of the fathers and ancestors of Qays,

called Afgdns in Persian, and Bhotan in Hindy, in an ascending
line to Isaac, Abraham, and to Adam." This is taken from tho

TdrykhKhdnjehan (No. 9). The last I7>aves of this MS. are

filled with the titles and the descriptions of the books used by
the author in the composition of this work as his sources. This

MS. was finished the 7th Dhulhejjah, A. H. 1152.

3. s*£^3| Fire-Temple. Hard leather covers, good writ-

ing, not injured. L. 11*7 in., br. 7*9 in., th. 0*8 in.. This valu-
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able work is not known to everybody, therefore it will be
necessary to give some account of it. First censer, containing

the biographies of poets and orators of ancient times ; it is

divided into one flame and three coals and another bright

flame on the affairs of royal personages, princes of every coun-
try, Amyrs of high station among the Turks and elsewhere, &c.
Here lists of the names of authors are given with their birth-

places and their poetical sobriquets (tukhalluss).

—

First coal

about the sayings of eloquent men in Erdn, and this coal is

divided into five sparks. First spark.—Records of poets and
eloquent men ofAdarbayjan and Ardabyl. Second spark. The
poets, &c. ofKhorasan. Third spark. Poets, &c. of Ttabaristan,

Aster£b£d, Jorjin, Rasht, Mazanderan. Fourth spark. The
poets of Eraq ; and this is divided into two rays, &c. From this

abridged table of contents it may be seen that this work is

what is in Europe called a bibliography of celebrated men. It

contains also specimens of the poetry of the authors described

;

indeed the greatest portion of the work is poetical. Here and
there descriptions of towns with biographies occur in prose, but
all these pieces are short. Contrary to the usual custom of intro-

ducing himself to the reader in the beginning of his compilation,

the author Waqf-ullah does so in the latter end of the book,
where he states that he was born in the capital of Essfahin on
the 20th of Rabi posterior, A. H. 1122, and gives a short bio-

graphy of himself, after which come his own poetical composi-
tions, i. e. his Tusuf and Zulaykhhah, some Qassydahs and
Gaza Is, all amounting to 24 leaves, where the MS. terminates,

which was(written A. H. 1224. This work is known in Europe.

4- f&J* if*
1* $**j* The Temur-Ndmah of Edtefy, a

poem. Good hard leather covers, fine writing but damaged by
moisture, so that it was necessary to renew the last fourth of the
MS., which was lately done in an elegant hand, but without
making a note of the date of the old or of the new MS. This
is a celebrated book and well known, although not common ; it

is the biography and conquests of the conqueror Tamerlane, the
lord of the two fortunate conjunctions (ssaheb-qeran), and con-
queror ofavery large portion of Asia. It is scarcely necessary to
observe that this poetical account of the conqueror would be
quite useless as a source of real history, just as the myths about
Alexander are.

5. jjUJi&ar* Tuhfat-ul&alum. In good condition, leather

covers and nice writing. L. 9*7 in., br. 6 in., th. 1*6 in» The
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author, Abd-allattyf, surnamed Shustery, determined to write
something about Shuster, and about all his relatives who are

established in that region, and to present his work to the pros-

perous Nawab Sayyid Ab-ul-qasem, whose title is Myr-dalum.
This account begins actually with the deluge, Tahumorth and
Feryddn, then the building of the town of Shuster is described.

Then the opinion of the English about the sun, and on the tides

of the sea as {hey manifest themselves in Calcutta, is given.—
Then comes a brief outline of the Kayanian dynasty of Persia,

then of the Sasanians. The manner in which the Shadruan of
Shuster was built. The buildings of the Farangis in Shuster

;

brocade of Shuster; Greek machines. The climate, the seasons

;

geographical latitude and longitude of Shuster. Description of
Ahwdz. The cathedral mosque of Shuster. Description of

Madayn. How Esslam was introduced into Shuster. Descrip-

tion of various cemeteries. Mention of some authors, such as

Sayyid Zayn Aldyn, Myr Sayyid Aly Khorayry, and other great

Sheykhs. The siege ofBossrah.—Some amatory verses by Myr
Aalum; he goes to Punah, in the British Dekhan.—The war of
the English against Tippu Sulttan. A. H. 1214 Mir Aalum
appears to have been employed both by the Nitzam and the
English in some political transactions. Again the merits of

many Sheykhs are described, and Qassydahs inserted. The
author goes to Bengal and also to Masqatt. Here an attempt
is made to give a brief description of Europe in general, of

Prance, of Italy, and of England. How the English obtained

Bengal, and their manner of governing. Capital punishment
among the English; their prisons. Gambling of Europeans.
Medical science of Europeans. Astronomical science and some
physical phenomena. Equestrian exercises, and an account of

the stud of the E. I. Company. Names of the degrees of vari-

ous Native officers. Various military affairs, e.g. giving the

pass-word and cleaning the muskets. The monthly pay of

the troops was in those times as follows : a private or Bar-

qandaz Rs. 7, Nayk Rs. 7J, Havalddr Rs. 8, Subahdar Rs.

9, Lieutenant Rs. 500, Captain Rs. 1,000, Major Rs. 2,000,

Colonel Rs. 3,000, General Rs. 5,000, and loot was distributed ac-

cording to the same scale. The love of justice of the English.

Account of America or the New World; Pyramids of Egypt.
The people of Yaman. Spain. The Dutch government.
The countries of India. Doings of Alexander the Great in

India. Description of Calcutta and of Bengal ; the climate of

the latter. Account about Lord Cornwallis. Mulawy Madan
and Governor Hastings. Mr. Barlow, Churruk-Pujah. Elephant.
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Fruits of trees. Sugar, peacock, parrot* Arrival of Sir John
Shore in Calcutta; of Mr. Edmonstone. Medical treatment

among Hindus.—Going to Lakhnow. Hunting among Hindu
Rajahs. Again a Sketch of Humayoon and of other Emperors.

Scfamat. Oil used by Hindu women. Description of Lakh-
now ; the manufacture of snow and ice. Description of Shah
Jehanabdd and its king. The Rajputs. Benares. Governor
Wellesley Bahadur. The murder of Mr. Cherry. Jagernaut

Sect suspending the breath. Account of Hyderabad. Case

of Mir Adlum and of Moshyr Almelek. The Baber dynasty

of India. The Tuhfat uladlum was completed A. H. 1216, and
after that the author again returned to Hyderabad in the

Dekhan, where he added a tract of eleven leaves to the Tuhfat,

which is as unmethodical as the preceding MS.

6. ***JjeJj,> (jol^f U vtertj* o^i £>j& History of the

decease of Karym-Khan till the destruction of the Zandy dynasty.

Good writing, in strong leather covers,. L. 8*4 in., br. G'4 in.,

th. 0*3 in. Karym Khan Zandy reigned after the murder of
Nadir Shah till his own death, which took place A.H. 1 191, at

Sh£yrz, and the interval from the demise of the latter till the rise

of the Kajar dynasty is here treated of. Reign of Aly Murad
Khan ; of Jafer Kliau, and his murder, &c. This MS. wa&
completed A.H. 1223.

7. **»» J* £>j& History of the conquest of Sind. Bound

in hard green leather covers, good writing, bad paper, slightly

damaged by worms, L, 8*5 in., br. 5*7 in,, th. 0*7 in. This-

MS. was written A.H- 1080, and a later owner has added on '

the last page A.H. 1184, and the history itself is brought
down to A.H, 99& of the Emperor Akber. According to the
fashion of that time, which was adopted by many authors to
please the Emperor, the work has no BismiUah at its head, nor
anything to the praise of the prophet ; and it terminates with
the complete subjugation ©f Sind under the sway ofJellal-uldyn>

Muhammad Akber. The work is divided into four parts as-

follows :—I. Conquest of Sind [for the first time} during the
Khalifates of the Ommiades and the Abbassides. II. The
Emperors of India who also possessed Sind. III. The
Afgan dominion. IV* Occupation of Sind by the generals of
Akber down to the period of the composition of this history~

This record begins with A.H. 692, when Sind was yet under a
Brahmanic government (which is discussed at some length)r
which was overthrown by the Moslems, but the recital, com-
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mences to be more attractive when Humayoon the father of
Akber enters the theatre of war. The book embraces on the
whole the history of about four centuries.

8. **jt* «&• ^& j* ^jUll^l^ The gems of history

concerning the buildings of the noble city of Mekkah. Bound in

hard red leather, good writing, strong paper. L. 8*3 in., br. 4*7

in., th. 0*4 in. This MS. was written in Mekkah itself on
the 25th Jomady anterior A. H. 1161. The author translated
this book from the Arabic of the history of Mekkah, the estab-

lishment whereof, together with the building of the Kabah, the
sacred mosque, the edifices of the Abbassides, and other cele-

brated places, he describes. The book is divided into 12 chapters
and a conclusion. This MS. may be considered as a guide to
the city of Mekkah, but is far too short to be of any real value.

9. JAA* u&li Ub J|>^! j uasU ^tfi| &y*» ^i*j ^ski >j ;U

History of Khdn Jehdn, i. e. the Afgdn treasury, incomplete, and
the affairs of Bdbd Ndnuk the Hindu. Good writing and paper,
well bound in hard red leather. L. 8*3 in., br. 6*1 in., th. 0*6

in. The history of the Afgans is defective, but the last portion,

which treats about the celebrated Sikh Guru N&nuk, and consists

of 14 leaves, is complete. It is curious enough that not merely
Europeans, but also nearly every Oriental historian considers

the Afgans to be descendants of the lost Jewish tribes, and here
a great deal is said on that subject. Tt&ltit is said to have
reigned 47 years, and is here considered their ancestor, but is as
usual confused with Saul, who fights J&lut, i.e. Goliath, &c. But
after getting out of the maze of Israelitish history our author
becomes more clear, converts the Afgdns to Esllam and brings
them into Afganistdn, whence they make various conquests in

India; and with the reign of Sulttan Sikandar Ben Sulttan
Bahlul Lody, who succeeded his father in the government, the
detailed history of Afgan sovereigns may be said to commence,
which is carried through but not very methodically, as the author
mixes in many other things, and even some affairs concerning the
Dekhan, down to A. H. 1023. The account about N6nuk has
in its beginning some resemblance with the same in the Dabestan;
nothing however about the tenets of the Sikhs is given, and con-

cerning their struggles with the Moslems also not much is said,,

but the aid afforded them by Jankoji Sindhia, and bytheMard-
this, who likewise helped them, is distinctly though briefly men-
tioned.
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10. **Lr* jy&j*'* j* fiW{ ±Lj >jjlj History of the

spreading out of the spoils, concerning the rise of the Maratha
power. Strongly bound in red leather, but damaged by worms.
L. 8*8 in., br. 4*3 in., th. 0*5 in. The numerical value of the
words fjU*M LLj is A.H. 1214, A.D. 1799, when this MS. was
completed at Hyderabad by its author, Latchmy Nardyn, a native

of Aurangabdd. A list of seventy different families of Marathas
is given, commencing with the Bhoslah, which being the most
honoured is also described in detail. Origin and history of the

Marathas. About Sywdjy Bhoslah ; Kheloji and other relatives

ofSywajy are executed; petition ofSywajy to the emperorAdlum-
gyr. Beginning ofthe government of Sanbhajy, after the demise
of his father Sywajy. Sahurajdh. R&j&h Chunder Sen Jddu.
R&j£h Setajy. Rrija Myr Bahadur. Maha Rao Janojy Jeywunt
Nebalker. The Banjara tribe. How the Kokany Brahmana
obtained ascendancy among the Maratha Bhoslahs, and how the

latter were left aside. Reign of Ball&jy Rio, the son of B6jy
R&o Ebn Ballajy Beshnatha. Am£d-ulmulk marches, with the

connivance ofthe Holkar Wajy Apa, to the Jit country. Ahmad
Sh£h Abdily arrives in Hindostan and kills Tdptyl with Samaji
Rao, whilst Jankojy Syndhyah and Mulhdr Holkar take flight.

March of Sadashyw Rao Urf Bhau, with the cousins of Balldjy

Rao, and Beswas Rao with his son from the Dekkan to meet
Ahmad Shih Abdaly, and their getting drowned in the sea of
annihilation. Bh£u and Beswds Rao prepare to fight Sh£h
Durany, but get killed with their whole army.

11. «JjUl $j£*> History of the record of kings. Strongly
bound in yellowish leather, but the writing is somewhat neglir

gent and worm-eaten. L. 10*3 in., br. 5*5 in., th. 0*9 in. Total

number of pages 466. The author of this MS., who was a
courtier at the palace of Shfih Aly Aadil-Shdh of Bejaptir

in the Dekkan, had, for the amusement of his patron, made an
abridgment of six volumes of the Roudzat-ulssafa, and also of
the seventh of the Habyb-ulsayr, and after that, in A. H. 1017,
he composed this history of the Kings of the Dekkan. Be-

S
'lining of the Bahmany dynasty in the Dekkan. Reign of

uhammad Shdh ; of Mujdhed Shdh Balwand Bahmany, of D6d-
keshah B. Mahmdd, of Muhammad Shdh, of Fyruz Shdh, of

Ahmad Valv Shfli Bahmany. Arrival of Khowaj Jehan in the

Dekkan. Keign of All£-uldyn. Reign of Humayun Shah Bah-
many in the city of Bydar; of Muhammad Shdh and conquest

of Ganjy. Accession to the throne of Mahmdd Sh&h Bahmany.
Record about Yusuf Addel-Khdn. Yusuf Beg attains high

10m
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dignity ; Yusuf A6del-Kh£n meets the Sulttdn and is honoured

by him. Reign of Sulttdn Alla-uldyn the son of Yusuf Aadel-

Kh6n's daughter. Government of Esmiyl Aidel-Khan. Con-
quest of Muhammadab£d, i. e. of Bydar. Some account of the

Rayahs of Byjanuggur. Reign of R£mr£j. Return of Ebra-
hym A6del-KMn from Byjanuggur, and his building the

fort of Byj£pdr ; his death. Reign of Aly Aadel-Shah. Some
account of the kings of Gujerat, and the march of Sultan Baha-
dur Gujrity into the Dekkan. Reign of Sultan Ahmad E.
Sultt^n Mutzaffar ; Reign of Sulttan Bahaddr Gujrdty. Sultt&n

Bahaddr encounters the Portuguese and is killed by them.
Reign of Sulttdn Mahmud Bykrah. Reign of Sulttan Ahmad.
Reign of Sultt&n Mutzaffar. Conquest of Ahmedabad by
Changyz-Kh£n. Confusion in Gujerit after the murder of

Changyz-KMn, and the arrival of the EmperorAkber.— Record
of the kings of Ahmednuggur. Reign of Burhdn Netz6m-
ulmulk ; of Myrdn Shah, of Akdel Shah, of Murtazah Netzdm
Shah. Conquest of the fort of Ranchore. Record how
Netzdm Shah and Quttub Shah with Amdd-alinulk marched
against the dominions of Jehan penah [the refuge of the world]

.

The march of Jeh6n pen&h to Byjanuggur. Some notice about

the affairs of Subhan Quly Quttub Shah and his rising to a

high station. About the reign ofEbr&hym Quttub Shah. The
reign of Muhammad Quly. Beginning of the affairs of Efdzal

Khan and his arrival in the Dekkan. The end of Jeh£n Penah,
with various circumstances of his life. Reign of Khosru Addel,

&c. The rise of Kashdr-Kh£n and murder of K6mel-Kh£n.
The acts of Kashur-KhSn. Arrival of Ekhlass-Khan, and the

change of various kinds of government officers. Dill&vur

Khan takes the lead in the affairs. He takes good care to fix

his own power, and then makes arrangements for th6 reign of

Burhan Netzam-Shah. The end of Dilldvur Khan. The do-

minion of Aalum-pen&h [asylum of the world] begins to pre-

vail, and he takes personally the lead in the government.
Rebellion of Esmayl Shah, the brother of Jehan pendh, and his

end. Reign of Ebr&hym-Shah E. Burhdn-Shdh and his end.

Return of A&him pendh to the capital of Byjdpur, and his

victory. Some account of the progeny of the Amyr Tymfir

Gurkdn. March of the Emperor Humaydn to Bengal, and his

return. Reign of Shyr Shah, his death, and the reign of Salym
Sh&h. The march of Humaydn to India; his death. Record

of the reign of Sulttdn Jellal-uldyn Muhammad Padshah Gazy
in India. The government of Akber Padshdh prevails after the

departure of Khfin-Kh6n6n, and he carries it on in person.
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The Emperor Akber marched to put out the rebellion of Khan
Zeman, but returns without having effected his purpose. Re-
bellion of Soleymdn. The Emperor makes an end of the

rebellion of Khan Zemfin. Some account of the conquests of

the Emperor Akber. Eebellion in Gujerit. About the affairs

of contemporaneous kings, begun A. H. 967, but mostly treat-

ing about the conquests Akber made in India itself, about his

occupations and his generals. Record of the arrival of Sulttdn

Bayzyd, the son of Sulttan Suleym&n the Padshah ofTurkey, who
had rebelled from his father. Conquest of Bagdad. Affairs of

Shah Ttahamasp, and his being poisoned. Beginning of the

reign ofEsmayl son ofTtahamasp. Reign of Sulttdn Muhammad
Khoda* Bend&h, eldest son ofTtahamasp. Beginning ofthe reign

of Abbds Myrzd [in Persia] ; he marches to Shyr&z to remove
Yaqub-Khan. Record of the wonderful buildings of Aylorah,

near DowlataMd, built by various kings of India more than
5000 years ago ; the portico of the hall of audience and the

arrangement thereof; the place for the writers and servants.

Various notes on the same subject. Mention of the temples in

the Qussbah of Lakhmysyn. Return of the Khin-Khinan
from Agra ; and Sultt&n Salym appoints his son Sulttin Parvyz
with 50,000 cavalry to go to war. Arrival of Khdn-Khan&n in

Agra and his meeting Sulttan Salym. Conquest of Ahmed-
nuggur, and march of Netzam Shah from Junyr to DowlataMd,
&c. Then a new Bismillah makes the beginning of the con-

clusion, with an account of Ardashyr Bdbek made into prose

and extracted from the Shahnamah. Account of the island of

Byko and its kings. Account of the island of Dyw [belonging
to Portugal]. Tale about a number of men from Estambiil

who went into the ocean to find the gold-mountains, and their

troubles ; record of those same men who visit a temple, &c.
Record of some rivers of the Dekkan, Gujerat, Mandaw, Sind,

Hind, &c. Some terrestrial and aquatic animals. How amber
is produced in the sea. How amber is procured in Bunder-
Shahr, one of the Arab ports. Record of the diamond-mine
which existed from olden times in Bijanuggur, but which
Ramraj had rented out in his time. Record of a new diamond-
mine which was discovered in Raychpoor. Record of a ruby
[Yaqtit] mine found on the limits of the Dekkan in Telinganah.

Record of a new and of an old mine discovered in Portugal.

The finding of new poison-antidote or Tary6q. How to pro-

cure cloves. The rhinoceros and its horn. Unnatural delivery

[of monstrosities] by women. Mention of springs of cold, hot,

&c. water, &c. End.
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12. igfj&l** £*j
G The Tdrykh Jehdngyry, i.e. biography

bf Jehangyr, Emperor of India and son of Akber the Great,

compiled by order, and therefore not very valuable ; it is never-

theless liked, and there are many MSS. of it ; the present one is

somewhat deficient in the beginning, inasmuch as all that occurs

before the ascent to the throne is lost—that, however, is a
matter of a few pages only ; otherwise the MS. is complete,

beautifully distinct, with all the headings in red ink, and in

good binding ; some pages, however, are injured by damp, and
also by worms. L. 7*9 in., br. 4*5 in., th. 1*0 in. No date,

13. &\js?{rf^ ^* j**J* i,?j***** »s>lj* Merat-i-SeJcandary,

or Alexandrian mirror concerning the Sulttdns of Gujerdt.

L. 8*4 in., br. 4*7 in., th. 0*6 in. This MS. is strongly bound
in leather, and was made A.H. 1213, and is not scarce ; the

author's name is Sekandar E. Muhammad. According to him,

only a brief list of Hindu kings precedes the Muhammadan
sovereigns, the first of whom is stated to be Sulttan Muhammad
Ben Tzafar-Khan, surnamed Tatar-Khan, and who is followed

by numerous other kings. There is no paging.

14. (*•>> Ju Ujifi ij*^ ±ijV History of the reign of

Akher till the \%th year. Strongly bound in leather, but some-
what damaged by worms. L. 8 in., br. 5 #2 in., th. 1*5 in.

This MS. was completed A.H. 1151, but it is in reality "the
first Duftur of the Akbar-namah by the celebrated prime
minister of Akber, i.e. by Sheykh-Ab-ul-fadzl-U116my." This

work was scarce before ; but the whole of it has been litho-

graphed at Lucknow and can be procured easily.

15 # aU \JIU* i^jtf History of the countries ofIndia. The

compiler of this work, Kuhman Singhah, states that he began
it A.H. 1106 at Calcutta, by order of the English General
Jayles Estbet [?], in whose service he was, and at the end of

the MS. he states that he completed it A.H. 1240 [i.e. 44 years

afterwards). The only copies existing are that which he made
for himself, and the one for his master—probably this MS.,
because it is very neatly written on glazed paper, with red
headings, and strongly bound in leather. L. 8 in., br. 4*8 in.,

th. 0*9 in. Creation of the world according to the Mahabharut.
Noah and his sons. Reign of Maharaj. Reign of Kyshoraj and
a number of others. Rajahs of the Dekhan and of other parts

of India. The rise of Esllam in Hindustan. The Gaznavyde
dynasty. The Gury dynasty. Dynasty of the Khaljys. The
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Bahhil-L6dy dynasty. Tha governments of Sind, Tathah, Mul-
t£n, and the rise of Esllam in those parts. The Jdm or native

Raj£hs. The Sulttdns of Multfin from the beginning ofthe rise

of Esllam. The Sulttan of Kashmyr. Various Afg£n Kings.
The Sultt&ns of the Dekhan who reigned independently of the
Emperors of Dehly. The Sulttans of Byjapur. The Sulttans of
Ahmadnuggur known as the Netz£m-Mahys. Various Sulttdns

of the name of Baryd who reigned in the city ofBedr. Govern-
ment of the Gujerathys who revolted from Dehly. The Sulttdns
of Mdlwa. The Farriqy Sulttans who reigned at Burhanptir in
Khandeish. Affairs of Mylyar. The Tymuride dynasty in

India—Baber, Humayoon, and Akbar. Aurangzyb ; his son
Adlumgyr and others, the last of whom was A&lumgyr the

Second. This MS. consists of 612 pages and is very inviting.

16. l*&3srl j^i3 Jadfiberat-al-huhna, i.e. biographies of

philosophers. Somewhat negligent writing, also injured by
worms ; covers hard but loose. L. 7*6 in., br. 4*7 in., th. 02 in.

This book is translated from the Arabic, but the writer says
nothing on that point. The lives given begin rather early, the
first is Adam, then Edrys, the son of the latter, Asqalius,

Pythagoras, Socrates, Plato, Anaxagoras, and numerous other
Greeks, some of whom it is impossible to identify or to spell

correctly. Then come numerous Muhammadans of ancient
and of later times. The book is not scarce, and may be had in
the bazar. This MS. was written A.H. 1211.

17. ejJ^^I j*p Jj'^ First volume of the Seyr Almutd-

Jcheren by Husayn Khan Ttab£ttabayi. In strong leather covers,

good writing, slightly damaged by worms, L. 10*5 in., br. 6*2

in., th. 1*9 in. This is a celebrated work which is not to be con-
founded with its abridgment printed A. D. 1827 in Calcutta,

prepared chiefly by Abd-ul Karym, the Head Munshy of the
IPersian Office. A condensed table of contents is here given
as follows :—Decease of Aurung Zyb Aalumgyr, Emperor of
India. March of Muhammad Aatzem Sh£h from the Dekhan,
to meet and to fight Bahadur Sh£h. Death of Bahadur "Shall.

Farrah Syr ascends the throne. Great fighting between the
Moslems and the Hindus of Ahmedabad. Parrah Syr becomes
a prisoner, and Shams-al-dyn ascends the throne, and several

others after him, some of whom reigned only for a few days,

e.g. Sulttan EbrShym. Confusions in which the Ssubahs
of Malwa, Gujerafc, &c, rebel. Rise oftheMarathas. March of
B£jy R4o against Sh4hjehan&b&d. Discord among the Amyrs
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of Hindostan. The arrival of Ndder Shah in Lahore, whom the
Amyrs try to propitiate. Wars among various Ssubahdars, i.e.

governors of provinces. Fighting between the Marathas and
Moh£butjung from Burdwan down to Morshed&bad. Expul-
sion of the Marathas from Bengal, by Moha*butjung. Arrival
of Ballajy Rao the Maratha, who meets Moh6butjung, expels
Raghujy from Bengal, and returns to the centre of his own
government. The Marathas are again troublesome in Burdwan
and other places. Eaghujy Bhoslah arrives again, marches to

Atzymabad to liberate Mortadza Khan and other Afgans.
The wedding of Seraj-ul-dowlah. Moha*butjung meets the
Marathas ; his fight with Shimsher Khan, his expulsion ofthe Ma-
rathas and treaty of peace with them; his death. List of great
men who lived during the reign of MoMbutjung. Reign of

Seraj-al-dowlah in Bengal, and the events which happened dur-

ing it. He marches to Calcutta and conquers Mr. Drake, who
flees with the English, and Seraj-al-dowlah appoints Manok-
chand, the Dewan of the Rajah of Burdwan, to be governor of
Calcutta. Affairs of Rim Narayen in Atzemabdd. Arrival of
a company of Englishmen to retake Calcutta; Manokchand
flees, the English take Calcutta ; Seraj-al-dowlah is about to

attack them, but flees in the middle of the night after being
attacked by the English. Dost Muhammad Khan gets wound-
ed, but for fear of disgrace and shame, and from great imbecility

and weakness, peace is concluded with the English Serdars.

Statement how Seraj-al-dowlah came from Morshedabad with
the intention of attacking the English company, and how he
gets conquered from the fear of the night-attack they made on
his army, and how his ill-luck and misery compelled him to make
peace with them. How the English resort to treachery and dis-

regard the treaty of peace in order to attack Serdj-al-dowlah :

how they march against him with an army, conquerhim at Plassy,

and the descendants of Moh&butjungare deprived of the Netzd-
mut of Bengal, which is given to Myr Muhammad JaTer Khan.
Foolish attempt of the Shahzadah Aaly Gohar with Muhammad
Quly-khan to recover the country, and his disappointment. The
arrival of Monsieur Las in the army, and his departure with the
Shahzadah in great sorrow. Rajah Ram Narayen meets
Colonel Clive. Myrn returns to Morshedab&d with Colonel
Clive in joy and pleasure. Mr. Amyot goes to Calcutta, and
after him Colonel Sayf Jung, and the beginning of treachery

among the English Serdars which brought on great ruin. The
fighting of Major Carnac in company of Rajah Ram Narayen,
and the defeat of the Emperor [Aaluingyr] . Myr Muhammad
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Qasum Khan takes charge of the Government of Bengal from

his residence at Morshedabad, and the arrival of Mr. Henry
Vansittart from Calcutta was the beginning of the disagreement

between Myr Muhammad Qdsum Khan and the English.

Myr Muhammad Qdsum Khan imprisons some English Gumash-
tahs, whereon a letter from the Governor arrives in which that

act is reproved ; further, Mr. Amyot with a number of English-
'

men arrives from Calcutta on the part of the Council, and
thus the affair is made worse than before. Mr. Amyot
follows Myr Muhammad Qasum to Mongyr. Fighting with

the English, who are victorious over the troops of Myr Qasum
Khan. Aalyjah crosses the Ganges in his flight, and Myr
Soleyman steals some bags ofjewels from him. The fighting

of Shujaa-al-dowlah with the English. The Vuzyr is surrounded

and besieged but escapes from the English. The treachery

of Shujaa-al-dowlah towards the Aalyjah, whom he imprisons.

Major Carnac is deposed from the commander- in-chiefship by
the English, and Major Munro installed in his place ; and the

affair of Captain Auchmuty. Eajah Puny Bahadur again visits

the English to negotiate with them. Shuja'a-al-dowlah makes
a treaty of peace with the English, and the conditions are

enumerated. Najm-al-dowlah is appointed Governor of Bengal
by the Council of Calcutta, and Shujaa-al-dowlah returns to

his own country, and Lord Clive arrives from London to

arrange the affairs of India. Mr. Bellairs commits suicide.

Lord Clive goes to Allahabad to meet Shah Aalum the Emperor,
and the Vuzyr of these realms, Rhujaa-al-dowlah, where a
treaty is made. Sudden death of Najm-al-dowlah, and his

brother Sayf-al-dowlah ascends the Masnad of the Netzamut.
Lord Clive and General Clive [?] go to England carrying with
them the paper of accusations against Henry Vansittart. Ar-
rival of Mr. Pollock in Atzim£b£d. Mr. Hastings becomes
Governor of Calcutta, and visits Morshedabdd, and afterwards

Benares to meet Shujaa-al-dowlah. Quarrels of the English
with the Serddrs of the Dekhan. The fights of the former
with the latter. Something about H£yder Nayik and General
Munro's fighting with him. Some of the customs of the
English, and their manner of dealing with political affairs.

Reasons why this country is falling into ruins. Some account
of the former administration, and the present contrasts. Differ-

ence in the language of the governors and the governed, the

officers of Government, exclusion of natives from lucrative

employments, the increasing power of landholders. This MS.
was finished on the 20th Muharram A.H. 1195.
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18. fj*
*Ja. ^j±±[xJ\ j*m Seyar Almutakeryn, second

volume. This has different dimensions, and is written by another
hand and at another time, than the first volume. Good writing,

in hard leather covers, slightly damaged by worms. L. 9 #6 in.,

br. 52 in., th. 1*1 in. The contents are abridged as follows :

—

Return of Assofjah to Shahjeh6n£b£d. Death of Motamnan-al-
dowlah. Events of A.H. 1154-5-6. Events ofA. H. 1159, which
corresponds to the 29th ypar of the reign of Muhammad Shdh.
Attempt of Ahmad Shah Abdaly, known as Durany, to conquer
India, and his marching as far as Sirhind and return to Kabul.
Flight of Aly Muhammad Khan from Sirhind. Fighting of
Quttb-ul-dyn Muhammad Khan Bahadtir with the. Afgans.
Ssafadar-jung is appointed Vuzyr. Amdat-ulmulk Subahdar
of K6bul. Emperor Aurung Zyb Aalumgyr. Events of A.H.
1162. Ahmad Abdaly comes down for the third time to Lahore
and fights against Mayn-ul-malk, but peace is concluded. Events
of A. H. 1163. Affairs of Rajah Ntil Rayi. The Vuzyr Ssafa-

darjung marches out, but is defeated by the Afgins. Events
in the Ssubah of Oudh and Allahabad. Affairs of the Dekhan
np to A. H. 1164. Death of Ssafadar-jung. Affairs in Lahore.
Ahmad Shah Abdaly gets married, and events in the Dekhan.
About the forts of Dowlatdbdd and Byjapdr. Death of Aalnm-
gyr II. Fight between Najyb-al-dowlah and the Marathas.

Return of ShujaS-al-dowlah to his own Ssubahs. Contempora-
neous events in the Dekhan. Seventh invasion of India by Ah-
mad Shah Abdaly; Surajmul the Jat takes Akbarabdd and

J
hinders the treasures there accumulated. About Sikhah
amin the Kashmyry and his contest with Ahmad Shdh Abdaly.

Brief account of the origin and rise of the Marathas. End
of the narrative about Shdh Adlum the Emperor, and about

Shujfia'-all-dowlah. Surajmul is killed by Muhammad KMn, but
is succeeded by 'his son Jowahermul, who likewise soon departs

from this world. Treasonable intrigues of some Amyrs with

the Marathas. The Marathas return to the Dekhan. The pos-

sessions of the Afg5ns are divided between ShujaS-al-dowlah

and Myrza Najyf £Mn. Mr. Middleton is appointed by the

Council of Calcutta to be with Assof-al-dowlah according to the

custom of his father Shujaa-al-dowlaVs lifetime; but Mr.
Middleton is soon removed and Mr. John Barretto is appointed

in his place, by the efforts and wishes of General Culloden [?] ;

and the calamities of those times. End of the account about

Najyf Khan Bahad6r and the Emperor till now, which is the end
of the month ShSban A. H. 1195. Cause of the gate of conten-
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tion between the English and the Dutch being found open

;

and a short account of the new world called America, known
by the name of Yankee-dunyd. Conclusion of the book, some
account about Aurung-Zyb Aalumgyr, his expedition against

Hyderabad. This MS. was completed A. H. 1212 by Sheykh
Muhammad Atzym ; the author of it, however, is the same as of
No. 1 7, i. e. Husayn Khan Ttabattabayi, where he brought down
the events as far as A.H. 1152, but has after that introduced
the affairs of Bengal on account of the important events which
were taking place there ; after which he has composed this vo-
lume as the continuation and end of the whole work.

19. (V** *^j^l «-4V^ £0^ Third volume of the Tarikh

Habyb-ul-syar. Strongly bound in leather; distinct writing,

with every page in a blue frame. L. 11 in., br. 7*2 in., th. 1 '9 in.

As this work is very well known in Europe and is on sale in

lithography here, nothing need be said about it. The MS. was
finished in the month JomSdy posterior A. H. 956, and is there-

fore 333 years old. It begins with an account of Changyz-
Khan and his ascending the throne of dominion, and terminates
with the Khdtumah of miscellaneous geographical and other

subjects, like all perfect copies ; on examining this last part, to

see the account of the embassy sent by Shah-Rokh to China, I

found" that the author had also with respect to this portion

merely curtailed his father's work, but that there are neverthe-
less some differences here and there.

20. **>H fly £O u TdryJch Merit AUwojah. Paper

brown from age, injured by worms, but writing distinct and
black; stronglybound in leather. L. 11*2 in., br. 6 in., th. 0*2 in.

The author ofthis MS., Muhammad Zabardest, surnamed Qurbdn
Naby, states that he was requested to write an account of the

descendants of Abd-ul-rashyd, who are called Pathans or
Afgans, and from what follows it will be seen that he went up
rather high to trace their genealogy :—The creation of the world.
Adam. Pedigree of Muhammad ; his wives and children. The
genealogical tree of the Zayan Dost Muhammad Khayl, men-
tioning the mother of every man for the sake of distinction.

Record of the children of the roaring lion, i. e. of Shahbaz Khan,
the son of Dost Muhammad. The children of Rustum Zeman,
and so on to the end of the book, from the value of which the
total absence of all chronological data must detract much,
if it does not indeed make it totally valueless in the eyes of

11 M
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Europeans. The only dates occurring are on the penultimate
page, i. e. A. H. 1152 and 1132, and the MS- must of course

have been written after that time.

21. f3fP° jij& Tarykh Mo&jum. In fine strong lea-

ther binding, beautiful writing, slightly damaged by worms.
L. 13*2 in., br. 8*4 in., th. 05 in. There is a long preface with
Arabic quotations from the Qoran and other books, in red ink,

which run through the whole MS. This is a history of the
ancient kings of Persia beginning with the reign of Kayumurth.
Reign of Howshang. Ttahumorth the subduer of the Devs.
Jamshyd. Dzohdk Kaykobadthe first Kayanian king. Kay-
Khosru. Loharasp. Kushtasp. Alexander. Shahpur B. Ardeshyr
Babek. Hormuz B. Shahprir. Norsy B. Behram. Hormuz
B. Norsy, Shapur B. Shahpur Dhullaktaf. Yazdejerd. Behram
Gur. Yazdejerd B. Bebram Gur. Nushyrvan B. Qobad. This
MS. was finished A.H. 1241 in Bombay, but contains nothing
which is not already well known.

22. j*+te
fij^> Tarykh Kashmyr. Well bound in very

strong leather covers, but somewhat loose and worm-eaten; the

writing is very large, beautiful, and distinct, with intervals of

nearly an inch between each line. L. 8*3 in., br. 11*8 in., th.

VI in. The author, Muhammad Aatzim Wolod Khayr Al-

zeman Khan, states that besides the Rajatarangini composed
by Hindus, there exist also other histories of Kashmyr
written by Moslems, which embrace also the period of Mu-
hamraadan dominion. One of the histories was written by
Molla* Husayn Qary, and another by Hayder Malik ChSdurah,
but they were mostly blowing the trumpet of self-lauda-

tion, inserting a great deal about their own ancestors, and
omitting not only important historical events, but a series of

them during two or three generations. Our author began
to compose this book A. H. 1148. It is divided into three-

parts ; the 1st treats on pre-, the 2nd on post-Esllumitic times, and
the 3rd of the Tymurian Chagbayi dynasty ; besides a Kh&tumah
or conclusion in which some curiosities of the country are

described. The contents are briefly as follows :—The beginning

of the government of Rajahs. Rajah Awkanand. Rajah
Damodur Jasuty. Dayal Kund. Rajah Kishan. Rajah Kalkan-

der. Rajah Sunder. R. Kodher. R. Shajy Narayan. R.

Ashok. R. Chakiik. Story. R. Damodur. R. Abakun. R.

Phakan. R. Andrajyt. R. Barwan. R. Phakan. R. Andrayn.

R. Bur. R. Saduh. R. Adat Pallas. R. Harnkul. R. Bashkal.
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R. Maharkul. R. Zanak. R. Anandkant. R. Kutanand. R.

Buz. R. Aj. R. Kunanand. R. Kokarn. R. Toranend. R.

Judshyr. R. Berndbdrat. R. Hokdk. R. Sanjar. R. Pachy-
mul. R. Bachandar. R. Aryrdyi. R. Mykoahan, R. Harn.
Jjlbarkunt. Parwarsyn. R. Jydshyr. R. Lachman. R. Zyadat.

Bekramddit [Vikramaditya]. Balladat u e. Jabanend. R.

Chunderanand, R. Rebdjyt. R. Leltadet. Kosdnand. R.
Shankaranand. R. Parhast. R. Achpanard. R. Rasanka.

R. Anand-anand. R. Adyt-danna. R. Souderba. R. Gopal-

durma. R. Sakat. Rany Sankdha. Nykudarbd. R. Parnah.

R. Jegardarba. R. Suderbd. Jegarderbd. R. Sunkardardhan.
R. Almat. Suderbd. R. Joshen Kardyv. Dantdyv. R.

Sankaram Dyv. R. Dywurukunt. R. Kahanikant. R. Ayin.

R. Nandahkant. R. Parbhrin. R. Bahman. R. Rdjtir. R.
Sunker. Heraj. R. Afanant. R. Askaras. R. Haras. R.
Bajal. R. Duwyn. R. Asas. R. Bakhdfer. B. Janyk. R.

Veshramchand. Aylchand. R. Zyah Sahm Dyv. Parymat.
Wotnah Dyv. Zyah Dyv. R. Jagdyv. Razah Dyv. Sankrdm
Dyv. R. R&m Dyv. . Sahm Dyv. Syhah Dyv. Calamities

which befell Kashmyr on the arrival of Zulchuwast from the

country of Turkestan.—Second part; the Muhammadan Sulttdns,

who reigned more than 250 years. Hudzrat Bdbd Bulbul

Shah. Shdh Neamut-ullah Woly.^ Sheykh Allanam. Sayyid
Sharf-ul-dyn. Mulldnd Ahmed Alldmah. Sulttdn Jamshyd,
Sulttan Aly Shyr. Sulttdn Nehdb-uldyn. Sulttan Quttb-al-

dyn. Sulttdn Sekander the idol-breaker. Sulttan Aly. Re-
cord about Zaynut Bakhsh. Hasan Shoh. Arrival of "Myr
Shams Erdqy. Reign of Muhammad Shah B. Hasan Shah. Fa-
tah Shah. Myr Shams Erdqy promulgates his doctrine and
causes a schism in the religion of Kashmyr. Sulttdn Shams-
ul-dyn Shah. Esmayl Shah. Ebrdhym Shall. Reason of Myrzd
Hdyder's coming to Kashmyr. Nazuk Shdh. Beginning of

the government and prevalence of the Chukdn. Origin of the

Chukdn. Gazy Shdh. Hosayn Shdh Aly Shdh. Yusuf Shah.

Loher Shdh.—Third part ; events in Kasbmyr from the begin-

ning of its conquest by the Tymurian Chagtdyi dynasty—may
God perpetuate its dominion !

w
Muhammad Qasum Khdn. Mu-

hammad Quly Khdn. Myrza Aly Akbar. Nur-al-dyn Jehangyr
Padshdh. Shah Jehan. Sulttdn Mordd Bakhsh. Aurung
Zyb Adlumgyr Padshdh. Ab-ul-nassr Quttb al-dyn. Adlumgyr
II.—Abulmans-stir Khdn, Ssubahddr of Kashmyr, and others.

Then comes the conclusion, in which the natural curiosities of

Kashmyr are described, but there is no date at the end giving

the year when this MS. was written.
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23. if
1*? yljl (J** jtjti ^ *** Second volume of the

TainfTch Aalum drayi Abbasy. Strongly bound in hard leather

covers; slightly damaged; writing distinct. L. 1 1*6 in., br.

72 in., th. 1*8 in. The first volume of this history is not in

this library, and the present MS. begins with the first year of

the reign of Shah Abbas of Herat, A.H. 996. Irruption of the

Uzbeks into the Herat territory. March of the Sulttan to

Khorasan. The Shah marches to Khordsan, and Morshad
Quly Khan gets killed. Ferhad Pasha marches to Qarabag and
subjugates that country ; Chogal Oglu arrives from Bagdad and
builds a fort at Nuhdvund. 3rd year of the august reign, i.e.

A.H. 998. Fights with the Uzbeks ; also the contests which
took place in Fars, in Kerman, and in Yazd among the Amyrs
of the Quzlbashes. The Shah marches to Essfahdn. After

describing various contests in Persia, the author begins with

the year A.H. 1026 another volume. Muhammad Toglu Pad-
shah gets killed. The Uzbeks again invade Khorasan. Quttb
Shah from the country of Dekhan sends an ambassador. The
king leads the river Kowrank to Essfahdn, conquest of Qan-
dahdr. Taking of the district of Hormtiz. Confusion in Tur-

key, and murder of its Sulttdn, Ofchmdn. Affairs of Bagddd,
and the conquest of it. The King dies and the news is sent to

Essfahdn. List of his great Amyrs. This MS., which ought
rather to be called the second portion of the biography of Shah
Abbas, who was at first only the sovereign of Herat, but
gradually conquered several adjoining countries, e.g. Persia and
Mesopotamia, has no date when it was finished, but its author

was Eskander Munshy.

24:. fij\fl\ v^** Compendium of hisiory. Fine writing

and binding, not injured by worms. L. 10*8 in., br. 7 in., th.

1 *2 in. This is an abridgment of universal history commenced
by order of the Emperor Akber and completed during the reign

of his son and successor, Jehangyr. The author's name is

Hasan B. Muhammad B. Khdky Shyrdzy; the work begins

with Adam and terminates with the beginning of the reign of

Jehdngyr.. This copy was made A.H. 1060. The work begins

with Adam, Seth, Enoch, and various other patriarchs and
prophets. Then come the kings of Persia, Le. Kayumarth,
Howshang, Ttahumorth, &c, in the order observed in the usual

books, e.g. the Roudzat-ul-ssafa of Myrkhond as far as the rise

of Eslldm and the termination of the reign of Yazdijard.

Then comes a list of the kings of Babel, with the length of the
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reign of each. List of the kings of the Syrians ; of the Banu
Soleyman ; of the Greeks ; of the Hamyarites ; of the Abys-
sinians ; of the Ojmdn ; of the Banu Jafnah ; of the Banu Lahm

;

of the Turks, Tatars, Moguls. Then comes the history of the
Khalifs, i.e. of Muhammad, Abu Bekr, Othman, &c, till the end
of their reign. Then come various dynasties of kings, begin-

ning with those of Khorasan aud Fares, the Ssefavides, the

Gaznavides, the Sulttans of Gayllan, Mazanderdn, Turkey,
Syria, Mesopotamia, the Seljukians and others. Then come
the Sulttans of Andalusia, the Sherifs of Mekkah, the
Esmaylys of Egypt and other countries, the

w
Hamyarite

kings, the Khowarzumshahians, the Guryans, the Guryan slave

dynasty of India, the Khaljys of Dehly. Invasion of India by
Tymilr. Government of the Lodys in Dehly, the Kart dynasty.

The kings of Yemen, of Arabia, the BanuMaryn, Banu Kellab,

Banu Asad, Banu Ttayi.—Government of the Turks before

Changyz Khdn ; his dynasty lasts 474 years. Government
of the descendants of Jojy in the country of Dast, in Ma-vera-
al-nahr, in Khawarezm ; government of the sons of Jagatayi, of

the descendants of Toly, of the descendants of Hollagu Khan

;

a Jangyzyan branch
; government of the Aylkanyans, of the

Jupanyans; of the Ttaga Tymur-Khany, of the Serbdary; of
the Arju dynasty of the family of Mutzaffar. Government of

the kings of Mazanderan and Ttabaristan ; second dynasty of

the governors of Mazanderan ; third division of Mazanderan

;

of Gayllan and other provinces. Governors of Ormuz, of
Ldr, of Shyrvan. The Bahmany dynasty in the Dekhan, the

Bahry dynasty in the Dekhan, A6del Khanyah in Byjdpdr
in the Dekhan, government of Quttb Allaky at Golconda
in the Dekhan, of the kings of Gujerat, governors of
Malwah, of Khandeysh, of Bengal, of Junprir, of Kashmyr.
Kings of Sind, two divisions; the Argunyah dynasty
in Sind. The Lanka government in Multan. 'ihe Othman
dynasty in Turkey 385 years. Government of the Tymdr
Gurkan Sulttans in Ayrdn and Turan and in Hindostan, two divi-

sions in 252 years. Government of the descendants of Myrza
Omar Sheykh, descendants of Myrzd Myran-Shdh in Eraq and
India. Government of the Srir Afgdns. As far as the Muham-
madan dynasties are concerned, this history affords a good
review of them ; but of individual kings the narratives must of

course be short, and the only exception is made in favour of

Akber the Great, whose biography occupies 40 pages, and after

these only two more are given to his son Jehangyr, at the end
of the book.
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25. &lj\ j^l v* 2%e marrow of history'. Beautiful black

writing on very strong blue glazed paper, in good condition.

L. 12*8 in., br. 8*2 in., th. 0*7 in. This book was compiled by
Sharyf Amyr N6sser-al-dyn, and the present MS. was finished

on the 26th Showal A.H. 1240, by Kuman Singhah, inhabitant

of Shahjehan£b£d. The whole number of pages is 316, and
the contents in a great measure analogous to No. 23, as will

be seen from the following view :—First Part. On the family

of Muhammad. Ch. I. His biography. Ch. II.—Second
Part. Record of pre-EslMmitic Kings. Ch. I. Peshdadyans.
Ch. II. Kayanians. Ch. III. Muluk Ttowayf. Ch. IV.
Sasanians.—Third Part. Post-Esllamitic Kings. Maqalah I,

Kings or Khalifs after Muhammad. Maqalah II. The Om-
myade dynasty. Maqalah III. The Abbaside dynasty. Ch.
I. The Ttaherides. Ch. II. The Ssafarides. Ch. III. The
Samanians. Ch. IV. The Gaznavides. Ch. V. The Gurys. Ch.
VI. The Puyan dynasty. Ch. VII. The Saljuqydes. Ch.
VIII. The Khawarzymshahys. Ch. IX. The Atabegs.
Ch. X. The Esmaylys, who are of two kinds, i.e. those of

the West and of Ayran. Ch. XI. Farakhtayi Sulttans

in Kerm£n.—Section II. The Mcgul Sulttans.—Section III.

The Muldk Ttowayf who reigned in Ayran after the Mogul
Sulttans ; divided into five chapters. Ch. I. Chupanys. Ch.
II. Aylkanys. Ch. III. Sheykh Abu Esahdq Anjti and the

Mutzaffarites, divided into two Maqalahs. M. I. Amyr
Sheykh Abu Esahaq. M. II. The Mutzaffarites. Ch. IV.
The Kart Kings. Cb. V. The Sarbdars. —Section IV. Amyr
Tymurites. Section V. Turkish Kings such as Qaraqonylu and
Aq Qonylu, divided into two chapters. Ch. I. Qaraqonylu.
Ch. II. Aq Qonylu.—Section VI. Uzbek Sulttans who
reigned after A.H. 900 in Ma-vera-al-nahr and Khorasan.

—

Fourth Part. The Sseffawy dynasty. So many dynasties can
of course be treated of only in a very brief manner in one
volume.

28. iSJ^ fO 13 Tdryhh Nadery. Distinct writing, in

good condition, hard binding in red leather. L. 11*3 in., br.

7*1 in., th. 0*8 in. This is the history of Ab-ul-sayf Al-Sulttan

Ndder Padsh&h, composed by Muhammad Mohdy Munshy, who
states that he begins with the events preceding the reign of

Nader to show how distracted and ruined Ayran was, and what
trouble the king had to restore peace and to re-civilize it. The
rebellion of Myrwys Galjah A.H. 1120 in Qandahar. Affairs of
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Mahmiid Galjah, and Low lie managed to get possession of

Essfahan. The Turks conquer Adharbayjan and menace Ayran.

Affairs of Ashraf Galjah, and the war and subsequent peace
between him and the Turks. Some pretenders who asserted

that they were royal princes of Ayran. The pedigree and birth

of his Majesty the Shadow of God. Beginning of the affairs of
his Majesty the Divine Shadow. March of the army to the holy
land to remove the foes. Beginning of the war of the Shadow
of God *with the king Mahmud Systany. Conquest of various

forts. Appointment of Bedza Quly Khan by the king to com-
bat King Mahmiid. Movement of King Mahmtid to encounter
Shah Ttahamasp. Fatah Aly Khan gets killed. March of

Shah Ttahamasp to attack a certain tribe, but his Majesty the
Shadow ofGod hinders him from doing so. Contest ofEbrahym
Khan with the Kurds and Turkomans. The army marches to

ajbfcack Husayn Sulttan. Rebellion in Astrabad. Affairs of the

Abdaly Afgans of Herat, their fights among each other, and
their reconciliation on hearing of the approach of the victorious

army. The Khaqdn marches in the direction of Essfahan, Shah
Ttahamasp separates from the army, but again returns and
apologizes; the Afgans plunder Tteheran. The Afgans are

beaten for the second time. Ashraf arrives with a portion of

the Turkish army but is again put to flight. The victorious

standards proceed to Shyraz, and Ashraf runs away the fourth

time. Conquest of Nuhavund and Hamdan A.H. 1132, and the

battles with the Turks in those parts. The army marches to

Tabryz, and the news of Ashraf Suljah's death arrives.

Fourth war with the Turks, and the conquest of Tabryz.

The Afgan invasion, and defeat of Ebrahym Khan. Departure
of the army from Adharbayjan towards Khorasan in order to

attack the Afgans. The king goes to Mashhad. Something
about the royal prince Redza Quly Khan. The Abdalys ask aid

from Hosayn Galjah. The army goes to Herat A. H. 1143 to

besiege it. Siege of Farrah. Fights around Herat. Allah

Yar obtains the supreme power in Herat and becomes very
haughty. War against Allah Yar Abdaly. The taking of

Farrah. March of Shah Ttahamasp to Adharbayjan to conquer
Ayran, and his being defeated by the Turks ; he makes peace

with the Turks and is again vanquished by the Shadow of God.
The army marches from Herdt towards Eraq, and the events of

Tankuzyl A.H. 1145. The army goes to Essfahan, then to

Bagd&d, then to Fares in order to conquer Muhammad Belooch.

Conquest of Shyrvan. Treaty of peace with the Russians, A.H,
1147. March from Qaiedz to Teflys and • Darband. The
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Khedyv takes his seat on the throne of universal dominion.
Events in Beloochistan. Conquest of Balkh, of Qandahar,
Arrival of ambassadors from Turkey. March to India, and the
conquest of Gaznyn and of Kabul. The conquest of Sh^jeha-
nabdd; march to Sind." Return to Ayran ; conquest of Khowa-
rezm. March to Moussul, to Adharbayjan. Revolt of Taqy
Khan Shyrazy; confusion in Astrabad. Conflict with Aykan
Basha the third Ser-uskar, and his death. Events of A. H. 1159.
The sons of his Majesty. End.

History of Shah Abbas IL, and tlie Negaristdn of Qddzy Ahmad
Ouffdry. Distinct writing, in good condition, compactly bound
in strong leather covers. L. 103 in., br. 6*5 in., th. l'l in.

The book commences with the ascent to the throne of Shah
Abb 3 s the Shadow of God, and his beginning to learn to write,

A.H. 1052, to shoot arrows, and to hunt. Prohibition to drink

wine and to do other unlawful things. March to Qandahar and
conquest of it. Arrival ofAurung Zyb, son of the Waly of India,

with SSd-ullah Wuzyr of the same, in Qandahar, and his return

in disappointment, twice. Destruction of the fort built by the

Russian infidels on the bank of the Qowyn. March of the army
to Qazwyn. Introduction of artillery. Rebellion in Laristdn.

Fighting with Qalmucks, they send an ambassador to the court

in Khordsan. Affairs of Hindostan A.H. 1049." Sultt£n Bal-

ldgy comes to Essfah&n. March to Mazandardn. Hunting-
party. The author of this history was Myrza* Ttaher Wohyd,
and this copy was made A. H. 1054. This book contains also

something concerning the private life of Shah Abbas, e. g. his

buildings, his illuminations, candlesticks, a fine bridge, &c. The
next and larger portion of this volume consists of 388 pp., and
is a collection of interesting historical anecdotes, and is perhaps
on that account called a picture-gallery (Negaristan) or exhibi-

tion, in the title above. The compiler states that he has ex-

tracted every piece this book contains from well-approved

historical books, and that there is no fiction among them ; he
moreover cites a long list of works he used as sources, and
challenges the reader to compare the present extracts with them
to see whether they are faithful. This collection of anecdotes

was made A.H. 959, but when this MS. was written is not

stated.

28. Jj\ *V U*aJ|iLijj Rowdzat-aUssafd, first volume. In

good condition, writing distinct but pale, binding in excellent
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order, hard leather. L. 10*8 in., br. 7*8 in., th. 2 in. The author

of this work is Muhammad Ben KMvand Shah, generally known
as Myrkhond ; portions of it have been translated into Euro-
pean languages and it is so well known that it needs no de-

scription : it is moreover sold lithographed in the baz6r. " The
garden of purity " is the name given to it by Europeans, but
any one who has been in the East knows that the Rowdzat al-

ways contains a mausoleum, as has been long ago observed by
Gayangos, and has become synonymous with it ; therefore the

proper name for the book would be " The mausoleum of illus-

trious personages, " as pure and purity are synonymes of illus-

trious. This MS. contains 736 pp., and was completed on the

20th of Jom6dy anterior A. H. 996 ; it is perfect and goes from
the beginning down to the reign of Yazdejard B. Shahry&r in-

clusively.

29. fs^i «xk> [L&)\i*ojj Rowdzat-al-ssafa, fifth volume.

In good condition, careful black writing with red headings, and
every page enclosed in a frame of gold and blue. The place

for the Bismillah, which however has been unaccountably omitted,

was carefully prepared on golden ground on a prayer-carpet of

blue and red ornaments with green tendrils of plants, and the

intervals between the lines of the two first pages are filled in

with gilding. Binding substantial, hard leather. L. 12*4 in.,

br. 7' 7 in., th. 0*8 in. This volume begins with an account of

Japhet, son of Noah, the ancestor of various nations whose his-

tories follow, and ends with the government of Kh&jah Aly
Muwyd in connection with Durwaysh Azyz ; it is not paged, nor
is there any date to state when it was written.

30. f»& *Aa. \A*)\i*ojj Rowdzat-al-88afa, sixth volume.

Considerably more damaged than the preceding two MSS.,
neither of which it resembles in shape or writing, but it is dis-

tinct, and well bound in hard leather covers, L. 10*2 in., br.

6*7 in., th. 1 '6 in. This volume begins with the prosperous birth

of the Lord of the two fortunate conjunctions [Tymtir] in

Turan, and terminates, as the sixth Duftar of this work always
does, with a Khatumah after the events about Sulttan Abu
SSyd Gurkin. There is no paging nor date, and the latter por-

tion of the MS. is very dilapidated.

31. **>{*> Ij (Saa *ia. U-aJi 5+ajj Rowdzat-al-ssafd, seventh

volume and the appendix. Not much damaged by worms ; good
black ink ; each page enclosed in a frame of two red and one

12 M
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blue line. L. 9 in., br. 5*2 in., th. 09 in. This volume begins
with the pedigree and birth of Manssrfr and the death of Sul-
ttan Gayath-ul-dyn, and terminates with the reign ofMyrza Mu-
hammad Zeman in Jorjan; it was written A. H. 1113. The
KMtumah, i. e. conclusion, is appended and bears the same date.

32. U^| Lojj dwla. The Khdtumah of the Rowdzat-al-

ssafd. Writing somewhat negligent but black, paper bad
and worm-eaten; both leather covers torn off. This MS. was
finished in the beginning of Dhulqadah A. H. 1207 in the port
of Matchly Patan [Mausulipatam]

.

33. Jjl *V 4i&^ £jj\3 Tdrylch Ferishtah, first volume.

Good distinct black writing, with red headings, well bound in

hard leather covers, but all the margins worm-eaten. L. 10*1.

in. br. 8*2 in., th. 0*8 in. This work is well known, and a beau-
tiful edition in folio was lithographed A. H. 1247 by the Hon.
E. I. Company, so there is no necessity for describing it further.

The author, Muhammad Qasum Hindushah, known by the name
of Ferishtah, who went A. H. 998 from AhmadnuggurtoByjapur,
was ordered by the king Aadel-shah to write a history of India ;

and he begins it with early Hindu Eajahs, bringing it down in

this MS. as far as the life of Akber the Great, which terminates it.

This MS. was finished on the 25th Jomady posterior A. H.
1222.—544 pages.

34. fjy
al^ *&*j* ftj^ TdryJch Ferishtah, second volume.

Also good blue European paper as in No. 33 with distinct writ-

ing, strongly bound in leather. L. 12*1 in., br. 8*2 in., th. 1*5 in.

This MS. begins with the events of the kings of Gulburgah,
surnamed the Bahmany Sulttans, and terminates with the reign

of Amyr Baryd II. The number of pages is 660. This MS.
was written on the 22nd Ramadzan, but the year is omitted.

35. {ft* *1* *$J»j* a$jU Tdrykh Ferishtah, third volume.

Same state—paper, writing, and binding—as Nos. 33 and 34.

L. 12*2 in., br. 8*2 in., th. 0*9 in. This MS. begins with the reign
ofMutzaffar Shah Gujarathy, and ends with notices about
various holy Sheykhs. The MS. was finished in the month
Dhul-Hejjah A. H. 1222, and consists of 480 pages.

36. **&ji Mjly j\ v^** Selection from the Tdrykh-i

Ferishtah. Good, distinct black writing, bound in hard leather,

not much damaged. L. 11 '4 in., br. 7*1 in., th. 1*3 in. This
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begins with the history of Sulttin All6-ul-dyn, who was of the

Bahmany dynasty in the Dekhan, and terminates withthe list of

the Baryd family, whose ancestor was Muhammad Qasum Baryd,

a Turkish Georgian slave sold to Mahammad Shah Bahmany.
This MS. was finished by Munshy Myrzd Kdtzum Aly on the

17th of the month Rabi anterior A. H. 1243, in the town of

Ahmadnuggur.

37. «^^;i Ak jl**>j* ^UH^la. mJj The TdryJch of

Khdfy Khdn. All the four volumes bound in one. Fine black

ink, distinct writing, and strong leather binding ; damaged by
worms. L. 15'4 in., br. 8*9 in., th. 2-2 in. This is a history of
India beginning with Tymdr the Lord of the two happy con-

junctions, and terminating with ten years of the reign of Mu-
hammad Shah. Birth of Tymdr, his conquests and death.

The account about him and his immediate successors occupies

less than two pages ; then however comes Baber, whose life occu-

pies 12 folio pages. Then comes Humayun, against whom
Shyr Shah marches. Selym Shall, son of Shyr Shah. Reign
of Fyruz Khan, i. e. A£del Shah. Reign of Sekander Shah.
Humayun marches to Ayran. Reign of Akber, which takes

up more than 50 pp. Reign of Jehangyr, 66 pp. Sh&h Jehin
and the ensuing reigns are given with still greater detail, and
each year is treated separately. Reign of Aurung Zyb. Dara
Shakd is caught after he has rebelled. Aalumgyr. Conflict with
the Marathas. Conquest of Hyderabad. Taking of forts in

the Dekhan. Conquest of Sattara and of other fortresses.

Reign of Shall Aalum, of Muhammad Aitzum, of Muhammad
Farrah Syr. History of the Nitzimut of the Dekhan. Reign
of RafyS-al-doulat ; of Muhammad Shall, who conquers Quttb-
ulmulk. Netzam-ulmulk Fatah-jung marches the second time
to the Dekhan. This MS. was written at Hyderdbdd by Abu
Ahmad, on the 17th of Jom&dy the second A. H. 1207.

38. ^1*^*1^ j»j«* &la. Second volume of the Khowdfy

Khdny. The writing and general condition of this MS. are

much superior to No. 37 in many respects; and as the writing
ig^much closer, the volume may possibly contain the same
amount of matter. There is some difference in the beginning

;

but on comparing a portion of the life of Baber I found
it literally the same in both MSS. ; the same, however, is not
the case at the end (although the reign of Muhammad Shall

is the last, as in the preceding volume), and very likely

also in other parts of the work, although the headings in red
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ink of both MSS. are generally the same. L. 12*5 in., br. 8'2 in.

th. 1 -5 in. It is improper to call this MS. the second volume,

and perhaps it would be better to call it an abridgment of the

Khowafy Khany, the author of which, Muhammad Hashem, sur-

named Hashem Aly Khan, and lastly Khowafy Khan Nitzam-
ulmulk, finished the composition of it A. H. 1130. This MS.
has no date nor paging.

39. Jj\^ tfS'j'fl fij** TaryJekAkbery,frrst volume. Good,

distinct black writing, but in some portions damaged by worms

;

binding good. L. 12*3 in., br. 8*4 in., th. 1*1 in. This book
does not commence with the usual Bismillah, but with the

exclamation Allah Akber ! This book was composed by order

of the Emperor, hence it is not to be wondered at that it begins

with the description of the signs and wonders which took place

before his birth. The birth ofAkber. Horoscope made with the

Greek astrolabium. Diagram of it, showing the position of the

signs of the Zodiac. Another diagram showing the aspect of

the sky at the auspicious birth, with remarks drawn out by
Hindu astrologers. Other horoscope, drawn by Amyr Fatah-
ullah Shyrazy. Detailed explanation of this horoscope. Dia-

gram made by Mullana Alyds Ardabyly according to the Zyj

Aylkhany. Nurses are appointed for the infant-prince ; his

presentation to his father ; his pedigree. After this the history

of the world begins as follows : Adam, Seth, Qaynan, Mahallayl,

Enoch, Methusaleh, Noah, Yafeth Turk, Alanjah Khan, Kyuk
Khan, Dyb Baqwy, Alanjah Khan, Mogul Khan, Qar£ Khan, Agor
Khan, Kun Khan, Ay Khan, and numbers of other Mogul Khans,
with brief accounts of them, down to Amyr Tymur Gurkan, who
was the founder of the house of the Tymurides and ancestor of

Akber. Myran Shah. Muhammad Myrzi. Abu Sayd. Omar
Sheykh. Baber, to whom 28 pages are given. To Humayan
and his campaigns about one-fourth of the book is assigned,

and then only the affairs of the sovereign whose name the title

bears commence in earnest. His ascent to the throne. Horo-
scope with diagram concerning the prosperous commencement of

the reign. Establishment ofthe new Elahy era, beginning with

the first year of the reign. Ferman on this subject. High
officers ofstate at that period. Various little campaigns. March
of the Emperor from Dehly to the Panjab in order to quell a
rebellion. March to Agra. Various otherjourneys. Another text

ofaFerman. Preparations tosubdue the rebellion ofByram Khan

;

the end of it, and return of the army to Agra. Conquest of

Malwah and appointment of Abdullah Khan Uzbek as governor
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of it. Five new leaves by a later hand are pasted in, before the

account of the next march to Malwah and the elephant-hunt; and
12 pages after this the history ofthe tenth year ofthe reign begins.

Expedition to conquer the fort of Chitttir, in which several pages
of verses are inserted. In the 14th year of the reign Prince
Selym is born, and his horoscope (said to be according to the

Greek fashion) is inserted, with a diagram to represent it, as

well as another according to the manner of the Hindus. In the
15th year Prince Mur£d is born, and two horoscopes—the one
Greek, the other Hindu—are inserted. In the 1 7th year of the
reign Prince Danyal is born : two diagrams represent his horo-
scope; and 16 pages after these the book terminates with a
promise to continue it as times and events progress ; and the
author, in allusion to the infidel tendencies which began to

manifest themselves at that time at the Court, exclaims :

—

<e If

I were to reveal to you the sorrow of my mind, you would be
either amazed like myself, or you would not believe me/1 There
is no date nor paging.

40. Jj\ <&* u**ti iSj*\ £*j
u Defective Tarykh AJcbery,

first volume. Not damaged, but otherwise inferior in every
respect to No. 39 ; the writing is negligent and there are no
headings whatever to mark the various epochs, because the

blanks which have been left for the purpose were never filled

in with red ink; there is not one diagram. L. 11*3 in., br.

5*8 in., th. 0*4 in. There is no date nor paging, and the MS.
does not extend beyond the life of Baber.

41. yj^i fij^ fiJ* *^> Second volume of the Tarykh

Alcbery. This was once a splendid MS. in elegant writing,

with every page enclosed in a frame of gold and red ; this orna-

ment however is wanting in the latter portion, which was written

afterwards by another hand. L. 14*7 in., br. 9-3 in., th. 1*2

in. The court goes to Ahmedabad in order to obtain sight of

the ocean ; Jehlngyr makes an attempt to take the fort of

Surat, but afterwards the Emperor actually conquers it. Be-
ginning of the 18th year of the reign. Eeturn to Agra. Vari-

ous little expeditions, and also the conquest of Bengal, over
which Khan Jehdn is appointed governor. The Emperor's
visit to the prayer-house in which Moslems, Christians, Jews,
Hindus, and Zoroastrians were present. Learned men crowd to

the court. Journeys to Ajmyr, to the Panjdb, to Sind, to

Kabul. Rebellion in Gujertft quelled and Sultttfn Mutzaffar

Gujrdty subdued. Subjugation of Kashmyr. A son is bora
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to Prince Selymj diagram of horoscope, and. afterwards several

more horoscopes of other children. Several pages of verses-

Expeditions to various provinces. Prince Danyal is sent to the
Dekhan. The MS. goes beyond the 46th year, and is not com-
plete, although not much of it is wanting.

42. M6 *±mj±\ U y&l^jG jl va *U gtfj *U Volume

of events from the year 708 till 984 according to the Tarykh Alfy.

Good black writing, somewhat damaged by worms, otherwise in

good condition, and in strong leather covers. L. 14*4 in., br.

8*4 in., th. 1'2 in. The Tarykh Akbary, the Akbar-namah, and
this book, i. e. the Tdrykh Alfy, are mentioned in several passages

of Albadauny (Bibliotheca Indica, Calcutta) as having been com-
posed by order of Akber. The Emperor firmly believed that the
extinction of Esllam was near, and that it would not subsist be-
yond A.H. 1 000 ; accordingly he wanted the history of this period

to be described, which he divided among several of the authors

of his court, in order to get the work done more quickly, and
more on the subject may be seen in the just-mentioned Munta-
khab Al-Tawdrykh of Abd Al-Qadir Al-Baddony (Bibl. Ind.,

Cal.), a portion of which I translated and published in Bom-
bay some years ago. The present MS. is complete at the

beginning and the end according to the years mentioned in the

title, and is not the whole Tarykh Alfy ; there is moreover an
abrupt beginning of the volume in the middle of a sentence,

and the heading " Events of 807" in red ink is on the 8th line

from the bottom. The book has no other divisions than the
years, the events of which are given without any breaks or
mention of subjects, but it is remarkable, as the compilers had
orders to omit all kinds of superstitions and fanatical embellish-

ments, and to stick to naked facts alone.

43. ol^A (Jlaj\ ^ oUsrf &<& yj The gardens of paradise,

a description of Herat. Fine black distinct writing, but three

kinds of blue and grey paper ; in good condition except the

first page, over which a wet towel seems to have been passed,

but not so as to make it totally illegible ; it is moreover not

the true beginning and there is no Bismillah. L. 13*6 in., br.

8*2 in., th. 1 in. This is more than a simple description of

the city ; it is its history likewise, embellished with quotations

from various poets whenever the least occasion occurs. From
the following brief view it will appear that the title does not
express the whole subject of the book :—Description of Her&t,

its great mosque, fort of Ekhty&r-al-dyn. Special excellence
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of Hera"t ; its river, districts of Asfrar, Fowshaj, &c. Account
of Tarshaz, Bahr£b£d, Asfrayn, Tabaristan, and Jorjan, Kohe-
stan, Hajestan, Farrali, QandaMr, Gur, Gurjestan. About
Khojah Ttrisy and Hollagu Khan. Kings, Walys, and Gover-
nors from the beginning of Esllam down to our times- The
Samanians, the Gurides, and some Kurt kings, e.g. Rakn-al-dyn
and Shams-al-dyn. About Amyr Daneshmand Bahddur.
Events between King Gayath-al-dyn Muhammad and King
Quttb-aldyn Asfrary and Nyal Takyn Farrali. Eeign of
Shams-al-dyn in Herdt. A long series of kings, with their

conflicts, and the various invasions and even destructions of
Herdt, occupy more than the second half of the MS. and also

terminate it. This MS. was written on the 14th Jomddy the
second A.H. 1225 ; the name of the author is Mulland Moayn
Al-dyn Asfrary, and of the copyist Ebrdhym B. Almarh6m
Molla Esllam Qebjaq.

44. vv *k»^l 13 ^iff ojG j| ttr **«• gtf j *1* Volume

of events from 553 till the end of 707 according to the Tdrykh
Alfy. This is another volume of the TdryTch Alfy, and one
has already been registered under No. 42 and arrangements
according to no other headings but the years occur; this

volume, however, does not begin abruptly, but has a regular

Bismillah, after which the events of 553 begin with the head-

ing :

—

" Record of the events of the year 553 after the depar-

ture of the prince of men, to whom and to whose family Peace
and Salutation from the greatest sovereign." L. 14 in., br.
8'6 in., th. 1*1 in. Writing good, distinct black, and paper
thick; in good condition, with hard leather binding. The
events come down to the year A.H. 708, which is the last

heading and is to be the beginning of the next volume. There
is no date.

45. LfeLaftJij/ola. Jamd al-fadzdyL Very plain and dis-

tinct black writing with the" headings in red ink : in good con-

dition, bound in hard leather. L. 9'6 in., br. 5*9 in., th.

1*1 in. The author, Doulat Shah E. Alii Al-dowlah, says that

after spending a life of folly and attaining the age of 50 he
bethought himself of composing this book, which is a Tadh-
kerat-al-shari, i.e. Lives of poets, which he gives in the following

qrder :—Aly E. Abu Ttdleb, Lobayd, Farazdaq Wayl, Haryry,

Ab-ul-Fatah, Eudaky, Razy, Asdy, Ab-ul-farh Sanjary, Meno-
chehr, Pandar Razy, Onssary, Asjady, Amyr Qabris, Ferdousy,

Farrahy, Sheykh Faruhy, Netzamy Urudzy Samarqandy, Nasser.
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Khosrd, Amqaq, Ajaly, Jorjdny, Athary, Abu-al-Blla Kaykhowy
Zuzany, Naqy Azraqy, Abd ul-wdsa Habaly, Ab almuf-alier,

Khaqany, Anwary, FaYuqy, Daneshmand Bahruwany, Gaznawy,
Senayi, Suzany, Falaky, Hasan al-husayny Anwary, Faryd
Kateb, Sayfy Nishapury, Hakym Ruhany Samarqandy, Bylqany,
Jowary Zargar, Athyr al-dyn Akhsyktayi, Mullana Sayf al-dyn

Asfarangy (a place in Ma*war£-al-nahr), Netzamy, Subzwary,
Shahfdr, Abd al-razzSq Essfahany, Sharf al-dyn Shafruh
Essfahany, Raf$r-ul-dyn, Lubndny S&yd-al-haruwy, Qadzy
Shams al-dyn M6my Haruwy, Faryd, Atbyr al-dyn, Mullana
Rak-al-dyn, Khojdh Majd-al-dyn Hamkar Farsy, Purbhayi
Jamy, Abd ul-q&der N&yny (a contemporary of Sheykh Sady),

Attar surnamed Faryd-al-dyn, Jella -al-dyn Rdmy, Sheykh
Sady Shyrazy, Awhad al-dyn Moragy, Ebraliym B. Sheher-
yar called Fahr-al-dyn, Er6qy, Hamam-al-dyn Tabryzy, Mullana*

Bedr-al-dyn Jajery, Husayn B. Husayn Al-husayny, Ebn Nas-
sdh, Ebn Hesam, Mull£n6 Fakhr-al-dyn Banagety, Mullana* Ja-
fer Ferdhany, Nezary Qohestany, Seraj alrdyn Qamary, Rakn
Ssayn, Khojah Khosrd Dehluwy, Khojah Hasan Dehluwy, Khojd
Kermany, Amyr Kermany, Khoj&h Amdd Fakyh, Solman SaVuj
Mullan£ Mutzaffar Haruwy, Ndsser Bokhary, Amyr Yamyn-al-
dyn Tograyi, Mahmdd B. Yamyn Al-dyn, 6bayd Zakany, Jellal-

al-dyn Adzad, Jellal-al-dyn Ttabyb, HSfetz Shyrazy, Mullana
Sharf-al-dyn Ramy, Sheykh Kahah Tabryzy, Nuhacl E. Amdd,
Fadzlullah Nyshapdry, Kumdl Khajandy, Khojah Abd-ul-malek,
NiXmat-ullah Qohestany, MullanaJVfoayn Juwyny, SMh Qa'sum
Anwar, Nabsdtty Samarqandy, Ussmat-ullah Bokhary, Hallaj

Shyrazy, Rustum Khorbany, Aly dardar Astrabady, Kdbaty,
Shehdb-al dyn Tarshyzy, Sheykh Adher, Aly Symy Nyshapdry,
Gayath Shyrazy, Mullana Badakhshy, Mulldna Khayaly Bokhary,
B&ba Sddayi, Ttaleb Jajramy, Amyr Shahy, Hasan Salymy,
Ebn Hes&m, Aaruf Kashefy, Mullana Jdmdny, TusufAmyry,
Fahr al-dyn Ahmad, Amyr Yamyn-al-dyn Berllabddy, Ssaheby
Balkhy, Khojali Manssdr Qarabuah, Mullana* Fusy, Sharf-al-dyn

Sabzwary, Hdfetz Halwayi, Mullana Ttutty, Mullana* Qanbarpdr
Nyshapdry, Tt6her Bokhary surnamed Sheykhza'daTi Ttaher,

Sayfy Y&dg&r Byg, Mahmdd Borsah, Ab-ul-rahman Jamy, Net-
*zam-al-dyn Aly Shyr, Sohayly, Khojah Efdzal-ul-dyn Muham-
mad, Abd-ullah Marwaryd, KhojaTi Assafy, Sulttan Husayn
Bahdddr. These are the names of all the articles, but each of

them has numerous titles and surnames prefixed and affixed,

which are here necessarily omitted. Specimens of the verses

of every one of the poets are also given, but the articles can
at the utmost be called sketches, and not actual biographies.
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46. Jjf *1* **li ^j^ Qeorge-namah, first volume. Con-

quest of India by the English. In excellent condition, strongly
bound in leather, and in the handwriting of the author, Mulla
Firtfz, after whom this library is called. L. 7'8 in., br. 5'8 in.,

th. 1-4 in. This MS. was finished A.Y. 1183, A.D. 1814,
A.H. 1229.

47. fl)b *V **ti £jl* George-namah, second volume. In

the same condition with the preceding, also by the author's

own hand. L. 8*4 in., br. 6*5 in., th. 2'9 in. There is no date

when this MS. was finished.

48. f)&»
*!*> **U gj)^ George-namah, third volume. In

the same condition as the preceding, and also in the author's

own hand. L. 8*4 in., br. 65 in., th. 3*5 in. There is no date

to show when this MS. was finished.

As this work is well known and has been beautifully litho-

graphed in Bombay A.D. 1837, it is only necessary to observe

that Nos. 46, 47, and 48 begin and end exactly at the same
periods with the printed copy, and that there is no differ-

ence whatever between them and the latter.

49. &>& f
t
r
U}|f >x£J| JuJU *~»i\jti\i±iji j s^^l i**j±

{£*j^\ etfl j* &i*h £\s" The geography of Saraj AUdynEbn
Al-Wardy. This is an Arabic work written in a distinct hand,

well bound in leather, and in excellent condition. L. 8*2 in.,

br. 5'6 in., th. #8 in. This MS. contains also other subjects

besides geography, as will appear from the following brief table

of contents. Countries and regions. Bays and seas. Islands

and their products. Wonderful things. Celebrated rivers.

Springs and wells. High mountains. On the properties of

stones. On mines, gems, and their peculiarities. Vegetables,

fruits, berries, and their qualities. Various shrubs and their vir-

tues. Animals, birds, and their peculiarities. The countries

mentioned are. very few indeed, i.e. those where Esllam prevails,

i.e. Syria, Egypt, and Turkey, with a brief notice of a few re-

markable towns ; among these also Qarttubah (Cordova) is de-

scribed in one page as the seat of the Caliphate of Eslldm in An- «

dalusia; the country which occupies most space is Egypt, the

pyramids Of which are also described. In the description of

rivers, islands, and seas the author exceeds the narrow limits

within which he kept himself in the accounts of the countries,

but fabulous properties are attributed to many of them. After

the chapters on stones and vegetables come again some brief

13 m
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geographical notices about countries which had hitherto not
been mentioned, e.g. China, Thibet, and India, then again a myth
about Alexander the Great and some ancient kings, with some
religious notices, e.g. the coming ofthe Dujjil (Antichrist), and
the other signs preceding the end of the world according to
the Muhammadan belief, and the whole terminates with a Qas-
sydah embracing all the prognostics of the day of resurrection.

This MS. was finished on the 7th ShSbdn A.H. 1085.

60. j£l* *&** *«• j ftjiy J*'* Record on history with three

other treatises. Various kinds of handwriting, much dam-
aged by worms ; good hard leather covers, but loose. L. 9 in.,

br. 5*1 in., th. 0*4 in. The first book is in Turkish, and
treats on the various eras of chronology in a brief way ;

the writing is very beautiful and every page is enclosed by
a gilded frame. Division of time into years, months, days,
hours, minutes, and seconds. Lunar and solar year. East
Turkish, i. e. Chinese, Mogul, and Djagat&yi era. Coptic era.

Alexander's era. Persian, i. e. Yazdajardy era. Hejrah era.

Jellaly era. Here the tract ends, but not a word is said on the
Christian era. The next tract is in Persian ; its beginning it

lost, but as it appears to be a mere random collection at present
consisting of 8 pages, it does not matter much. The principal

articles are prognostications or questions answeredby the manner
in which blood flows. The next piece is in verse and is called

Suz wa guddz (burning and melting) ; it was composed during
the reign ofAkber the Great (by MulMna Khdky) and is address-
ed to him ; the contents are of a religious and amorous charac-
ter, and the whole runs in one piece from the dedication to the
end. This MS. was made A. H. 1092. The next is a Dyw6n by
a poet who calls himself Brahman, and whose name occurs in
the orthodox fashion in the last distich of every ode ; at the end
there are also a few quatrains. This MS. was made on the
15th Jomddy ulterior A. H. (?) 30, probably 1130. The next
book is also by a Hindu, which is the more certain since he has
substituted Sri Krishna Seh£y for the ordinary Bismillah,
against which his countrymen usually have no objection.
This MS. is in prose and contains various rules and observances
for a holy life. This MS. was finished on the 19th ShSban
A. H. 1111. The last portion ofthe volume is again poetical but
not at all inviting ; the verses consist mostly of short amatory
pieces ; and some of those which are written all round the
margins would aiford nice practice to students wishing to learn
how to read Shekestah.
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61. ii
>UUj«xiA j xjjji w^U JfjA.f 4)Uj Ow Me countries

of Europe and India, Various kinds of writing, all distinct,

somewhat damaged by worms; good leather binding. L. 9*1 in.,

br. 5 in., th. 0*15 in. The author, Muhammad Husayn B. Abd
alhasany AllessfaMny, went to Bengal, embarked in Calcutta

A. H. 1188 and went to Europe, first to Lisbon, and then to

London where he spent one year and learnt% English. The
account he gives of his travels is short, but not altogether

uninteresting. There is also a brief outline of European astro-

nomy in this book. The latter moiety of this volume is

occupied by an Arabic extract from the Behdr alldnwar (oceans

of lights) of Molla B£qer Almajlisy from his 14th volume; the
special name of this extract is Fawayd Muhamah Jalylah,

special important advantages. This is nothing but a medley
of some chronological and astrological notions. The names of
the ancient Persian months are given likewise. It is greatly

cut up by worms. The last tract in this volume consists of

pp. 13, is in Persian, and treats on astronomy, but all the blanks
which have been left to be filled in by diagrams are still there>

and render it nearly useless.

Treatise of Oaptain Jonathan [Scott"] on the state of Europe, with

a treatise on the knowledge of Bahran [crisis'] . Tolerably good
writing, somewhat damaged by worms in the margins ; good
hard leather binding. L. 8*5 in., br. 5*6 in., th. 0*3 in. This is

a brief treatise on the geography of the world, and an outline of

the history of England down to the taking of Calcutta by Mr.
Shore. This MS. was composed A. H. 1211, and the pre-

sent copy made A. H. 1216. The author of the medical treatise

on crisis in diseases was Sayyid Quttb Aldyn E. Sayyid Mu-
hammad Ha*shm, who composed it in Surat. If the constitution

of a man prevails so much over a disease as to subdue it, this is

called a good, but in the contrary case a bad crisis. There is,

however, also a migratory crisis, which is of 24 kinds, and accom-
panies a disease to whatever part of the body it may be trans-

ferred, &c. After a new Bismillah comes another treatise on the
same subject by Aatta-ullah. It discusses the symptoms which
announce the approach of a crisis in the malady, the duration of
it, and the days most suitable for it, the days intermediate

between two crises, &c, and terminates with a few cases and
examples. This MS. was copied A.H. 1214.

63. ^Jl* eJ1^***3 glsj ^i*J gtfj 4*U jjj Account of events,

i.e. events of Ne&mutkhan Adly. Careful writing by Molld
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Firtfz B. Molld K&wus, damaged by worms in some parts ; bind-

ing good hard leather. L. 6*5 in., br. 3*9 in., tji. 06 in. This
is not a diary, as the title implies, but a record of a paltry siege

of Hayderabad without events or dates, full of poetical couplets

and quotations from the Qur&n which so overwhelm the real con-

tents that they are completely lost sight of; the author, Neamut
Kh&n Aly, was probably a Munshy desirous ofdisplaying only his

powers ofcompit&tion : he got his work also lithographed. This
MS. was completed A. H. 1237.

64. ^U jiS\ otSa Ttabaqdt Akber Shaky. Distinct

writing, somewhat worm-eaten, well bound in hard leather covers.

L. 12*1 in., br. 7*3 in., th. 3*25 in. This work was compiled by
order ofthe Emperor Akber. As it is not unknown, it will suffice

to mention only the dynasties which are described in it, without

naming the individual sovereigns, as follows :—The dynasty of

Dehly from the time of Sulttan M&z-al-dyn Gury, who conquered
the country of Dehly and left a governor there— 36 sovereigns,

from A. H. 574 till A. H. 1002. The dynasty of Guzerat reign-

ed from A. H. 793 till A. H. 980, i.e. 187 years. The dynasty
of the Dekhan consisted of 36 sovereigns, from A. H. 748 till

A. H. 1002. The dynasty ofM&lwah consisted of 12 sovereigns,

who reigned 158 years. The dynasty of Bengal consisted of 23
individuals, who reigned 96 years. The Junptir dynasty reigned

97 years; the Sind dynasty, consisting of2 1 sovereigns, 236 years.

The dynasty of Kashmyr consisted of 26 persona and reigned 240
years and 5 months, and lastly the dynasty of Multan amounted
to 5 men, who reigned 80 years. This history naturally em-
braces also the kings who reigned in Gulburgah, Muhammaddb&d,
and Byder, and belonged to the Bahmany dynasty ; the kings of

Bejapoor who were of the Adelshahy dynasty; kings of Ahmad-
nuggur, called the Netzamshahys, and still smaller potentates.

The MS. itself is complete, but no such thing as a description

of India, as promised in the preface, can be found at the end.

There is no date.

65. ji^-6̂ b 4*0 ^ji Horse booh with pictures. Distinct

writing, each page enclosed in a frame ; worm-eaten ; loose but
good leather binding. L. 9*4 in., br. 6 in., th. 0*3 in. This

book was compiled from others, and among these was also the

Fers-namdh, which had been written during the reign of

Sulttdn M6hmud the Gaznavide. The contents are as follows :

—

How to know the branch and root of horses, and how to distin-

guish good and bad ones. How to discover faults in the limbs

and the age. Signs of racehorses ; bad marks. How to find
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out the temper of a horse. On the stature and strength. On
the odour of the perspiration. To ascertain what the state ofa
horse willbe in at any given season and how it will bear differences

of climate ; and explanation about diseases. On suitable food
for various countries, green and dry. The 19 coloured draw-
ings of horses have not been done by a skilful artist ; their

heads are all wonderfully small, their necks long, legs slender,

and bellies great. There are remedies for the various diseases

of horses given here, but a special work of a veterinary kind is

registered under V. 15 (q.v.).

66. 3 e^UJl^U^/Oj iSU\jX* yljijlO* *^ V 1^ LTJ**

c!*f^£U* «JUj j jS*£j j| a& *aj j* yfjj
aJUj Catalogue of the

Library of the Serkar-i Nawdb Myr Almulk, and the Messbdh
alttdlebyn (Lamp of the Seekers), and a Turkish tract on the

distances of countries from each other, and a tract on dialectics.

Writing by various hands, not injured by worms ; binding new
hard leather. L. 8*3 in., br. 5 in., th. 0*15 in. The catalogue

of the Nawdb is arranged alphabetically and occupies pp. 35,

the maximum number of books registered on one .page being 55,

and the minimum 32. The books extend to all departments
of literature but no distinction is made between A., P., H., and
T. books. The next tract was lithographed at Simla A. D«
1849, and would not have found a place here, but as it is bound
up with MSS. it may be noticed that it is the well-known
Messbdh issued by the late Sir H. W. Elliot for the purpose of
showing what historical books he had collected, and what books
he still wanted. The next is a short geographical treatise in

Turkish, and begins with a description of every large town in

Turkey ; then Syria is taken up with some islands, Egypt, Arabia,

Abyssinia, and finally a few places of Central Asia, China,

Persia, the North of Africa, and Spain, are mentioned. After a
new Bismillah 5 pages more follow as an appendix, mentioning a
few more countries and places, such as Bossrah, Hormuz, &c.

There is no date.—The last treatise of this volume is on Dialec-

tics by Muhammad B. Husayn surnamed Fahr-al-dyn Alhusayny,
and teaches how to conduct a disputation in a scientific manner.
It consists of pp. 18 and has no date.

$jA&\jjxjo jUa.1 Conspicuous excellencies in the beauties of
Egypt and of Cairo, and a good view of the information about

Egypt and Cairo. Arabic MS., distinct black writing, vermi-

lion headings, each page enclosed in a frame of red and blue lines.
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L. 10*5 in., br. 6*9 in., th. 0*9 in. The author's name does not
appear, but he seems to have largely copied from Maqryzy, whom
he also quotes. He treats briefly of the history of Egypt from
its first conquest by the Moslems under Amru B. Al£6ss, A. H„
10 down to A. H. 1050, at which time the work appears to
have been composed. Then comes a geographical sketch of
Egypt, including an account of eachtown, with its principalbuild-

ings. Account of the revenues of Egypt before and after Es-
11am. Special products ofEgypt. Various kinds of mines. The
wonders of Egypt, which are 22 in number ; there is also a slight

notice concerning the pyramids. The Nile and its croco-

diles ; the Nilometers and their various constructors. Cairo, its

chief buildings. A historical sketch of the Khalifs, with some
remarkable excellencies of Egypt. This was finished A.H. 961 :

pp. 92. Then comes the Hasan Almahddzar, &c., which occupies

the larger portion of the volume. This work begins with quota-
tions of all the passages from the Quran in which Egypt is men-
tioned ; and after recording various traditions a history of Egypt
is given, mentioning first the kings before and then after the
Deluge. Then the wonders ofEgypt, and especially the pyra-
mids, are described. Then comes an account of Alexandria.

An account of the conquest of Egypt by Amru. Then comes
an alphabetical account of whatever is remarkable in Egypt

;

and again historical, geographical, and religious notices promis-
cuously. This work is interesting, but its author appears not
to have had the least idea of method, and treats all subjects pell-

mell. This copy was finished likewise A. H. 961, and contains

pp. 218.

68. i*t«V> J*l**j* *Vl e>l>° TJie mirror of India,

i.e. Revenues of the various Ssubahs of it. Tolerably good wri-

ting, not damaged by worms ; well bound in hard leather covers.

L. 9*2 in., br. 5 in., th. 0*3 in. The author of this work was
Muhammad Luttyf of the Ssubah of Gujerdt. As the Abjad
notation is much more troublesome than common numbers, some
one has prefixed a number of pages for practising, beginning
with simple and terminating with complicated sums. On the

2nd page occurs an ode of 16 distichs, each of which ends with
the words Sheykh Ab-al-fadzl, he having been the prime minis-

ter of Akber. After that the statements of the income from
every Ssubah occur, which occupy the greater part of the book.

Then comes a record of the Government treasure, jewels, troops,

and the budgets for the imperial household, princes, &c, during

the 20th year of Akber's reign, corresponding to A. H. 1074.
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Then comes the pay of the officers of the state from Ab-al-fadzl

downwards, embracing all the military and civil functionaries

to the end of the book,

69. v^*V/^° Careful writing, perpendicular according

to the Arab fashion. Paper brown from age, worm-eaten;
binding strong, of hard leather. L. 8*7 in., br. 6 in., th. 0*8 in.

This Mahbtib-alrqal&b, i. e. Hearths-delight, is a Tadhkerah, i. e.

biographical dictionary of poets, with specimens from their

verses. Total pp. 466. Here the lives of more than 200
poets are given, e. g. Lobayd, Farazdaq, Wabel Jarday, Ebn
Rdmy, Motanabby, Ab-ullSUd Mograby, Abu-al-fath, Moayn-al-
dyn, Ttanttarany, Aassumy. First series :—Rudaky, Assady,
R6zy, Asdy Ttousy, Ab-ul-farah, Menuchehr Shasst-delah,

Mabdar R£zy, Unssary, Masudy, SSd Solmany, Ajady, Fer-

dousy, Farrakhy, Mogarry, Urddzy Samarqandy, Hakyn Nas-
ser Khosrd, Amaq Bokhdry, Qattran Assly, Fassyh Jorjany,

Farkhary, Abu-Allayi Kanjuwy, Malak Amad. Second series :—
Hakym Azraqy, Abd-ul-wasa Jaly. Ab-ul-ftikher R6zy, Efdzal-

al-dyn Khdqany, Awhad-al-dyn Anwary, Rashyd Wottwatt,
Adyb Ssaber, Othman Mukhtary, Sheykh Sanayi Gaznawy,
Hakym Suzany Samarqandy, Tzahyr-al-dyn Fary£by, Majyr-
al-dyn Bylqdny, Jowhary Zargar, Athyr-al-dyn, Akhastaky,
Sayf-allah E. Safarnaky. Third series

:

—Sheykh Netzamy,
Sayyid-dhulfeqar Subzwary, Shahfdr Ashhary Nyshapdry,
Jumdl-al-dyn Muhammad Abd-ul-Razfiq Essfah^ny, Sharf-al-

dyn Essfahany, RafyS-al-dyn Tunany, Sayd Haruwy, Qddzy
Shams Ttabyby, Emamy Haruwy, Faryd AMI, Athyr- al-dyn

Awmany, Rakn-al-dyn QuMyi, Mojd-al-dyn, Hamker Farsy,

Purbhayi J^my, Abd-ul-qader N6yny. Fourth series ;—Sheykh
Faryd-al-dyn Atta>, Mullina Jelldl-al-dyn Rdmy, Sheykh
Sady Shyrfizy, Sheykh Awhad-al-dyn Kercnany, Sheykh
Erdqy, KMjah Hemam Tabryzy, Badr Jajramy, Pdr Hasan,
Sheykh Ab-al-hasan Asfrayny, Amyr Sayyid Husayn, Ebn
Ndh, Ebn Hesam, Fajr Benagity, Jellal-al-dyn Jafer QaraMqy,
Hakym Nadhary Quhastkny, Rakn Ssayn, Amyr Khosrd
Dehluwy, Khajah Hasan Dehluwy, Elhojd KermSny, Mir
Kerm^ny. Fifth series :—ElhajaTi Omdd Faqih Kerm&ny, Sal-

many Sawuhy, Mulland MutzafFar Haruwy, Mullan& Hasan Mu-
takalam, Nasser Bokhary, Amyr Mubayn Aldyn Tzafrdny, Ebn
Yamyn Fariwumdy, Obayd" Zak&ny, Sayyid Jell&l-al-dyn Adzad,
Mulldna* Hasan Kashy, Jelldl Tzayyib Shyrw&ny, Khaj6h Hafetz
Shyr&sy, Sharf-al-dyn Ramy, Sheykh Kahaj Tabryzy, Luttf-

allah Nysapdry, Sheykh Kum£l Khajandy, Khajah Abd Almalek.
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Sixth series

:

—Sayyid Ne&mut-allah Woly, Mulli MoSyn Juwy-
ny, Sayyid Qasem Anwar, Khajah tJssmet-Allah Bokhaxy, Abu
Esahaq Jellal Shyrwany, Mulld Barandaq Samarqandy, Khajah
Eustum Jorjany, Mullana Badr Shyrwany, Mulldnd SharfYazdy,
Aly Durdurd Astrabddy, Mullana" KSteby Tarshyzy, Mullana
Shehab Tarshyzy, Sheykh Azary, Mullana" Samy Nyshapdry,
Mulland Tahy Sakyb Nyshapdry, Kumal Gaydth Subzwary,
Mullana Badakhshy, Hasan Bokhary Sawday [?] Aswardy, Tta-

leb Jajramy. Seventh series

:

—Amyr Shaliy Subzwary, Mullana"

Hasan Salmy, Mullana Muhammad B. Hes£m, Mulldni Jandny,
Mullana Tusuf Amyry, Khajah Awhad Subzwary Mostofy,
Amyn-al-dyn TarlMbddy, Durwaysh Qasem Tdny, Mullana Ss&-

heb Balkhy, Khajah Ttdsy, Manssdr Qar&buqah, Mulland Ttusy,

Sayyid Sharf-al-dyn Redzayi Subzwary, Hafetz Halwayi, Mul-
ling Ttutty Tarshyzy, Qabry Nyshapiiry, Ttiher Bokhary, Mul-
lana Woly Qalandar, Amyrzadayi Yddgar Byg, Mahmdd Barsah.

Besides the notices about the just-mentioned poets, there are

also others concerning the contemporaries of the author ; these,

however, are scanty. This MS. was completed A. H. 892, but
the author's name is eaten out by worms.

60. ^UUjjIa J^lx^j J^|a* j a On the income and revenue

of Hindostan. Nice black writing on good paper, very slightly

touched by worms ; binding of hard leather. L. 8*9 in., br. 4*6

in., th. 1*1 in. The author of this compilation, Lachmy Narayan,
whose poetical surname is Shafyq Aurungabady, was, A. H.
1 204, ordered by H. H. the Netzam to come to Hyder£b£d and
to undertake this wprk, for which too grand a title has been
selected; nevertheless those who are fond of statistics are likely

to derive pleasure from the perusal of it. To every Ssubah and
town the revenues are appended in words, and not in numbers

;

and many contain little historical sketches of the income during

various reigns. This copy was made at HyderaMd A. H.
1210.

61. u»jW cs,l«^ Friendly breathings. Distinct writing, a
little worm-eaten, strongly bound in hard leather covers. L. 10*4

in., br. 7*3 in., th. 11*4 in. This is a biographical dictionary

of all the male and female Ssofys of note who were distin-

guished by their piety and the high progress they had achieved in

the tenets of the Ttaryqat. This book had first been composed
by Abu Abd-al-rahman Muhammad B. Husayn Alsallamy Al-

Nyshapdry, and was afterwards read in all assemblies and used

by Abu BsmSyl Abd Allah B. Muhammad Al-Anssary, but as

the language had become somewhat obsolete, Abd Al-Rahman
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E. Ahmad Aljamy had taken it upon himself to alter the lan-

guage and to abridge the work, and the present edition was the
result. After a few preliminary articles on the doctrines of the
Ssofys the biographies commence, and embrace the lives of
about 400 persons, the last portion being consecrated to the
women, who are 30 in number, and who are said to have attain-

ed the degrees of man. Written A, H. 1002.

14 M
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MEDICINE, CHEMISTRY, PHARMACY.

1. o*£a> aJUj j ailia^ AxJij^ ajj^i t$U~| Names of Me-

dicines in various languages and the Resalahi Hikmat. L. 9*5,

br. 5*3, th. 0*3 in. Strongly bound in hard leather covers and
but little damaged by worms ; writing good, black. This MS.
is medical, and consists of various mineral and vegetable

drugs classified alphabetically, and, moreover, marked with the

initial letter, in red ink, of the language from which each medi-
cament is taken, e. g. Arabic, Persian, Greek, Turkish, Pehlvi,

Nabatasan, and Syriac ; so that this little book may be called an
alphabetical Pharmacopoeia, which occupies one-third of it. The
remaining two-thirds of the MS. contain another Pharmaco-
poeia, in which the drugs are arranged under the heads of hot,

cold, dry, moist, astringent, &c; some of these have various

classes, e.g. hot in the 1st, 2nd, &c. degree.

2. *ij&\ jyoUij Names of drugs. In hard pasteboard

covers. L, 8 in., br. 4*5 in., th. 0*3 in. The author ofthis Phar-
macopoeia was Husayn B. Aly B. Husayn Allanssary, an apo-

thecary known by the name Husayn B. Hajy Zayn. The ar-

rangement of the book is the same as of No. 1. The initials

of hot, cold, dry, &c. are prefixed to each medicine to designate

its nature ; but, like the above, the name only is given, and one
example will serve as a specimen of the whole book, thus :

—

" Asqurdyun is Greek, and is in Persian called Syrmu [garlic

hair ?] with Dhammah over the Hamza, quiescent Syn, Dhammah
over the Qaf, long Waw, quiescent Ra, Dal without a diacritical

point but with fatah, Y& with Dhammah, long Waw, and quies-

cent Ndn. Hot, and dry in the 4th degree." There is no date
f

nor paging ; the MS. is complete and runs through the whole
alphabet, after the completion of which there are two fly-leaves,

written in different hands and at different times, breaking off

suddenly, at Qusttyr, an Arabic word.

3. j4^lj J^l *^i u°b^J* <****. oljUx^l Ekhtyardt

Budycty on theproperties ofvegetable and mineral drugs. In hard
leather covers, but the writing is somewhat damaged by worms.

Jj. 10-6 in , br. 7*1 in., th. 1*1 in. The author of this work is

Aly Ben Alhusayn Allanssary, known as Hajy Zayn the Apo-
thecary. The MS. contains 308 leaves, and consists of one
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alphabetical catalogue of drugs occupying the whole of it. ^is
work is a great deal superior to the above two, because, instead

of giving merely the vocalization of the words as above, it gives
the actual qualities of the substances it describes. Some articles

are indeed short, but others occupy several pages, e. g. Ttyn, i.e.

loam, of which there are many species ; and that which is called

Ttyn Nyshapury, or in Persian " Loam of KhorisSn/' being eat-

able, is consumed either raw or roasted. The same may also

be said of honey, of which several species, with their medical
properties, are described ; the most curious of these appears to

be the iisUnakhl, a kind of sweet dew that is found on blossoms
and on leaves, but if it be not gathered fresh it spoils. The
properties of various kinds of flesh are also described, also of
milk and other human food. This MS. was terminated on 21st
Jom6dy posterior A.. H. 900 and something, at Mekkah.

4. <j*W oljUi^l Another MS. of No. 3; covers, soft leather,

but the writing superior. L. 10*7 in., br. 6 in., th. 0*9 in.

After the alphabet of the Pharmacopoeia is completed as in No.
3, more than 20 leaves yet follow, which are fragments of a simi-

lar catalogue of drugs. There is no date and no paging, but the

MS. contains more than 300 leaves.

6. g*J e» IjUxki Another MS. exactly like No. 3 and No. 4

and by the same author ; writing good ; covers, hard leather. L.
9*8 in., br. 6 in., th. 1 in. This MS. consists of331 leaves. After
completing the alphabetical catalogue, as in No. 3 and No. 4, a
little treatise of only 11 pages, which is complete in itself on the
same subject. Of Nos. 3, 4, and 5 a perfect copy could be pro-
duced for printing, and would very likely prove interesting to

medical science.

6. *7*k j* oV>s^| i&x* The Tuhfat of experiences in

Medical Science. Good leather covers. L. 10*5 in., br. 6 in., th.

0*3 in. The writing is somewhat negligently done, and no
date can be found. Ch. I. To remove the headache. Ch. II. To
treat Makh61ya\ Ch. III. How to begin the treatment. Ch. 1 V.

On the treatment of bad sperm. Ch. V. Of cold. Ch. VI. Eyes.
Ch. VII. The two ears, &c. ; and so on through all the parts of

the body. It contains eighty-four short chapters and an
appendix.

7. J\* <Sr*- 13 ^UjJiaAx* Tuhfat-ulmunianyn, or Present

of the Believers, as far as the letter Dal. In leather covers,

but loose and negligent writing. L. 8*4 in., br. 4'8 in., th. 0'8
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in. This is a pharmacopoeia which is very incomplete, since it

does not contain even the beginning of the letter Dal, but it is

fulLof marginal notes all round on every page. There is neither

date, paging, nor author's name.

8. v^ *i\jM\ £©U J&md Al-fuw&yd. Medical. Very distinct

black writing, bound in strong leather covers. L. 6*8 in., br.
4*1 in., th. 0*3 in. Yusufy E. Muhammad Yusuf the Physician
is the name of the author of this book, which treats entirely on
the cure of diseases, and the greatest peculiarity in it is that

nearly all the prescriptions are given in quatrains. The first

recipes are given for the diseases of the head, the eyes, ears, lips,

teeth, tongue, &c. Then come the other portions of the body
going downwards, e.g. the throat, breast, heart, liver, &c. At
the end of the book recipes are inserted against the splitting of

the hair, emaciation, snake-bites, wasp-stings, dog-bites. It

appears to be a nice little medical work, but has no date.

9- v^ J* 5*^1 £"° 1^ j^ix* Abridgment of the Jamit-al-ttibb,

on Medical Science. Writing negligent; the pages are loose;

covers, good hard leather. L. 7*9 in., br. 4*6 in., th. 0*3 in.

This book is more complete than No. 8, because it gives not

only the remedies but also the symptoms of every disease, and
seems to be superior in every respect. It also commences with
the head, and then treats gradually of all the portions of the
body. No date.

10. a**f &\yi* j iSj^ jj& *sfl**j* <^£U &1js Dowlafc

Hulkat on the Treatment of game-birds and the Dywan of
Umyd. Distinct, in some parts careless writing, but the Dywan
is almost caligraphical. Somewhat damaged by worms. Bind-
ing, hard leather. L. 8*4 in., br. 4*5 in.,th. 0*25 in. This book
is said to have been composed as early as A.H. 608, and its

contents are varied enough, as will appear from the following

view:— How to teach and train the Baz (falcon) and the
Bashah [?]. How to put on the Duwal (thongs) on the feet of

the falcon, and to find on which foot the Jallajal (globular bell)

is to be put. How to ascertain the qualities of falcons. How
to know the Shanqar, the Charg, and other falcons. How to

know the Lachy and Shihyn falcon. How to keep a falcon in

good condition and also other birds. How to fatten a languid

and a black eye. How to remedy the exuberance of blood.

How to know the dryness of the breast in a falcon and other

birds, and how to remedy it. How to remedy water flowing

from the mouth. How to know the Kakrfity and to cure it. To
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know the feet and neck. How to cure whiteness of the eyes,

swelling feet, and the Taly disease. How to remove the laziness

to which animals are subject. About the Sang-ta and the cure

of it. How to cure the swallowing of the Pormehrah. On
greediness for food. To cure the pituita of every animal. To
cure various bad habits and broken bones. On the treatment

of worms, of birds which will not sit steady on the hand, of

blindness. On the shedding of feathers. On the arranging of

the Pormehrah. To know the medicines. How to treat a bird

which faints from medicine. There i» no date.—The Dywdn of

Umyd occupies about one-third of the book and has likewise

no date.

11. v^ J* e^'l^l C*
1^ J £t*f J fiJ^j cfej** *ll*j

Treatise on Perfumes, another on variousPreparations, and a Col-

lection of Rules in Medicine. Somewhat negligent but tolerably

plain writing, little damaged by worms, and bound in good lea-

ther covers, which are loose. L. 8*7 in., br. 5 in., th. 0*6 in.

The first treatise begins with various methods of perfuming the

flavour of water. On amber, lignum aloe, camphor, musk,
R&yhSn, and other aromatic plants. The distillation of perfumes
and oils is also taught.—The next treatise teaches how to

manufacture pearls, coral; how to dye crystal, ivory, and how to

prepare various false precious stones, i. e. paste. How to polish

or varnish various substances, to gild or silver. Of vermilion

seven species are given. To prepare Eskandary varnish, quick-

silver, talc. To dye gems, paper. There are numerous other

recipes.—The last treatise in the volume is medical, and was
composed by Yusufy B. Muhammad. It is a collection of pre-

scriptions for various diseases, beginning with those to which
the head is subject and all the parts of it, such as the nose,

ears, mouth, and teeth, and then all the portions of the body
are treated. This MS. was copied A. H. 1197.

12. v^ (kj* ***•^ y. \ LTtJ I *?V li *i Uj Treatise called

QaniinchahofAbu Aly Syna [Avicenna~\ on the science ofMedicine.

Arabic MS. Very careful black writing ; slightly damaged on the

margin, in good but loose leather covers. L. 9*7 in., br. 6 %2 in.

Nothing is said in the text about the author's name, but
the large Qanrin of Abu Aly Syn6 was typographed in Luck-
now a good many years ago. The contents of the present

MS. are as follows : The four elements, the temperaments of man,
members of his body, his treble forces, i.e. natural (in the liver),

animal (in the heart), spiritual (in the brain). Acts produced
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by these forces. Anatomy. Health and disease. Indispensable

requisites to keep the body alive. Sleep and wakefulness,

movement and quietude, &c. Passions. Indications by which
the state of the body is recognized. Pulse and its varieties*

Colours of urine, stool, &c. Bodily exercise, shampooing, bathing.

Bleeding and purging. Pregnant and suckling women. How
to deal with infants. The healing of the sick. Bleeding and
cupping. Vomiting and purging. Then come the various dis-

eases, from the head downwards through every limb, with the

medicine for each. Then comes the food, i.e. cereals, animal
food, milk, fruits, aromatic plants, oils, perfumes, confections,

lotions, and potions. No date.

13. isjfl V^ Jjl ^ Ttibb Akbenj, vol. 1. Nice writ-

ing, every page enclosed in a frame of two red lines and one blue

;

well bound in hard leather covers. L. 9*5 in,, br. 5-6 in., th.

0*62 in. This appears to be a beautiful medical work, in which
some of the diseases incident to tropical climates, e.g. the liver-

complaint, are treated at great length; but the usual method is

followed, of beginning with the head and its parts, and going
through all the parts of the body, and the diseases they are

subject to, with the medicines that will cure them. The follow-

ing is a brief view of the contents : A section on the diseases

of the head and brain, consisting of 28 chapters. Section on
the diseases of the eye, containing 62 ch. Section on the mala-
dies of the ear, 11 ch. Section on the diseases of the nose,

also 11 ch. Section on the diseases ofthe lips, 10 ch. Diseases

ofthe teeth, 16 ch. Diseases of throat, &c. 17ch.; of the breast,

12 ch.; of the heart, 9 ch.; paps 7 ch. No date.

14. ^^1 V^3
if$ *** Ttibb Akbery, vol. 2. The same as

the preceding number, of which it is the continuation. L. 9*6

in., br. 5*6 in., th. 0'6. The contents of this vol. are as follows:

—

Maladies of the liver, 16 chapters ; of the spleen, 7 parts. Diseases

of the intestines, 9 chapters ; of the anus, 8 ch. ; of the testicles,

10 ch. ; of the bladder, 16 ch.; of the sexual diseases of men, 14
ch. ; of women, 23 ch. Maladies of the back and its surrounding
parts. Cutaneous diseases, maladies of the hair, nails, and
others not mentioned before, with an epilogue divided into

two chapters. No, date.

15. *°ti u*j* Horse-book. Eather negligent writing and

in some parts disagreeable to read, worm-eaten, loose ; covers

good of leather. L. 8'5 in., br. 5*2 in., th. 0*2 in. This book
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commences abruptly with a number of medical prescriptions for

various distempers horses are liable to. After that comes a
treatise literally the same with IV. 55, and a good copy might
be produced from these two MSS. Here we have no pictures

of horses, but after the completion of the treatise comes again
a series of medical prescriptions. Then comes a versified treatise

on the qualities, &c. of horses, which is again followed by a me-
dical tract on the diseases of horses, with their remedies. This
MS. was made A.H. 1044.

16. «r^j^ tfSJ^* cH^Lr* Pharmacopoeia of Mutzafary.

Distinct small writing with good ink, somewhat worm-eaten

;

well bound in leather. L. 875 in., br. 5*3 in., th. 0*2 in. The
author of this book is Mutzafar Muhammad Alhusayny, who has
arranged it alphabetically. Here the names of the substances

explained are always written with vermilion ink, and beneath
each comes its nature and its use. The book is complete, and
was copied A. H. 1065. There are also marginal notes in

various places..

17. *j*f) &*1>\j3 jfjtj i/ **" u** b.lj* The Pharma-

copoeia of MSssumy and of others. Careful writing, on strong
blue paper, slightly injured by worms ; well bound in strong
leather covers. L. 8*4 in., br. 6*4 in., th. 1*4 in. This work
treats first on the necessity of compound medicines, the manner
ofwashing mineral, vegetable, and animal substances and theway
of preserving them. How to dissolve and to grind mercury
and gold ; how to extract honey, &c. On equivalents. On apo-
thecaries' weights. Explanation ofcompound names in Arabic,

Persian, Greek, and Hindostani. How to test the Taryiq
Fardq and to administer it to patients. To ascertain the nature
of compound medicines. Various confections and exhilarative

medicines. Stomachics, laxatives, strengthening, constipating,

&c. Potions of various kinds. Various kinds of cubebs, such
as laxative, constipating, &c. It would be rather difficult to

give an appreciative view of the contents without lengthening it

too much, as the variety of subjects treated is great, and after

the end of this book there is also an appendix of various

medical prescriptions. The next book in this volume was com-
posed by Myr Muhammad Aly Alhusayny, and is analogous

to the preceding one. It also begins with compound medicines,

their nature and use. Reason why physicians differ concerning

the qualities of some medicines. Rules about eating and drink-

ing are given, but there are also things to be observed on
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account of the influence of the stars. Here also various diseases,

with the medicines proper for curing them, are described, and
last of all come regular astrological tables, with the various sub-
stances that are under the influence of the Sun, Venus, Mercury,
&c., and a few other notions of the same kind. Then comes a
short tract composed by Saheb Ram Munshy on a few religious

and political questions, and their answers, e.g. whether religion

ought to be propagated by force, what king is the best, &c. No
date. The last piece consists of a few astronomical calculations :

—

How to find the Aharkan, i.e. the quantity found by observation

according to the Hindu date. How to find the Madham of the

sun, i.e. its centre from the Aharkan, &c. There is no date.

18. y*2«V i$i&l*\j3 The Qurabadyn Budycty. Distinct writ-

ing, each page enclosed in a frame ; paper brownish and some-
what damaged by worms ; well bound in good leather covers.

L. 10*9 in., br. 7*5 in., th. 1 in. The preliminary explanations

are about the manner of preserving, preparing, &c. various kinds

ofsubstances. This pharmacopoeia consists of 33 large chapters,

in which the various medicines, with the diseases they cure, are

described. They mostly consist of various kinds of sher&bs,

confections, and pills. Some medicines of the celebrated Avi-

cenna are described in his words, and appendices are added to

several chapters from the Quribadyn of Khowarezm Shall.

Many Kuhls, i. e. collyriums, are given for the eyes, and numer-
ous medicines bear Greek names. It is well known that high
medical virtues are attributed to precious stones by Oriental phy-
sicians ; accordingly we find that in the last five pages their

properties and medical uses are described. This MS. was finish-

ed A.H. 1153.

19. v^j*3
i
tf)yi

*' *l\*S The Kefayah Manssury on medi-

cine. Careful nice writing, only a little damaged by worms

;

covers of hard leather. L. 10*2 in., br. 6*1 in., th. 0*7 in.; pp.
332. The name of the author is Mansstir B. Muhammad B.
Ahmad B. Yusuf B. Faqyh Al-Elyds, who calls this work in his

preface Kefayah Mejdhadyah. In the latter portion of the book
there is a number of pages written by another hand, a little neg-
ligently, but the end is again carefully done. This work is di-

vided into two parts, the one treats on theoretical, and the other

on practical medicine. The former is again subdivided into 2

divisions and 4 sections. The first section treats on the intrin-

sic causes of health. Ch. I. The elements. Ch. II. Winds.
Ch. III. Temperaments. Ch. V. Members.—Second Section.
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The apparent causes of health. Ch. I, Constitution. Ch. II.

Strength. Third Section. The operating causes ofhealth. Ch. L
The necessary causes:—1, Air; 2, Animal spirits; 3, Motion
and rest of thebody ; 4, Sleep and waking. Then come various

paragraphs about food and drink, evacuations, constipations,

&c The 2nd, i.e. practical portion, is also divided into various

sections, chapters, and paragraphs in the following order : the
preservation of health and general medicines. This part con-

tains several paragraphs about food, drink, evacuations, &c, as

well as descriptions of all the maladies human beings are liable

to, with the manner in which they are to be treated, these are :

—

Diseases of the head and brain, of the eye, of the ear, of the nose,

mouth, lips, tongue, gums and teeth, intestines, liver, spleen,

laxative diseases, testicles and bladder, penis, womb, anus, spine,

limbs andjoints, fevers. A division about external and cutaneous
diseases. A treatise on poisons. Medicines simple and com-
pound; aliments which are medicines ; their nature and effects;

vegetables, flesh, fruit, aromatic grasses ; compound medicines,

how made ; counterpoisons ; recipes for electuaries, stomachics,

pills and clysters; ointments, eye medicines, &c. This MS.
was made A,H. 1260.

20. i£J$\ o^/F* The Akbery Experiments. Somewhat
negligent but very legible writing, slightly damaged by worms
on the margins; well bound in hard leather covers. L. 8'6 in.,

br. 5*6 in., th. 0*8 in. The author of this work is Muhammad
Akber B. Myr Muhammad Maqym, and a treatise of the same
title, but beginning only with the 19th chapter, bound up with a
volume on astronomy, hasbeen registered already under I. 8. And
books under this title are also to be had in the bazSr ; but as it

is not known whether their contents are exactly the same,- it will

be proper in this place to give a brief outline of the matters
treated in this book :—The beginning contains instructions how
to prepare various substances and how to purify them, e. g. how
to extract mercury from vermilion, talc, &c, frankincense from
lignum aloe, oils, &c. To burn ivory. How to eat mercury
so that it may remain in the stomach. To extract salt from
various substances and from plants. How to draw water from
the nose. Various methods of reviving metals, preparing opium,
bang, &c. Recipes for the headache, pustules on the head,

want of sleep, and so on downwards ; all the members of the body
are treated. Towards the end there are also recipes not refer-

ring to diseases, e. g. how to get fat, lean, &c, and lastly there is

a paragraph on bird-catching. There is no date. Pages 898.

15 m
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21. v*3 olj* The Balance of Medicine. Legible writing

damaged by moisture, worms, and sticky ink ; binding of hard
leather. L. 8*1 in., br. 4*8 in., th. 0*7 in. The author of this

work is Muhammad Arzdny, surnamed Muhammad Akber, who
professes to have composed it for the instruction of children,

but the arrangement is exactly the same as that of the usual

medical books, i.e. to treat all diseases and to give recipes for

them, beginning from the head, and to consider every member of

the body. First the four symptoms and qualities, i.e. heat, cold,

moisture, and dryness, are explained ; then the four tempera-

ments ; after that comes a short pharmacopoeia of simple and
compound medicines ; and then the various diseases from the

head downwards, which constitute the bulk of the work are de-

scribed with their treatment; no date. Pages 352,

22. \i&)\u>js* Examiner of Health. Tolerably good writ-

ing, not damaged by insects ; in hard covers, well bound in lea-

ther. L. 8 in., br. 4*7 in., th. 0'3 in. The author's name is

Ahmad B. Muhammad Multany. After describing how to exa-

mine the pulse and the urine, the author gives 43 chapters, begin-

ning from the head and going through the whole body, according

to the usual routine. The latter portion of the book contains

also promiscuous recipes, and among these there are a few silly

amulets likewise. Pages 164. No date.
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VI.

PHILOSOPHY, MORALITY, LOGIC, LAW.

1. tJO^IeJ^? Explanation of the Tanzyl. In good condi-

tion, strong paper, black writing, hard leather covers. L. 8*7

in., br. 6*6 in., th. 0*6 in, " The author of this book, the weak-
est of the weak and servant of the poor, Azyz Ben Muhammad
Alsauafy, says that when the Kitab Tanzyl was introduced to

the notice of his friends, they said :—We cannot fully under-
stand the Kit£b Tanzyl because its text is small but its meaning
large ; accordingly this explanation was written and divided into

20 sections and into chapters." This book treats about God,
the angels, on Saluk ( seeking after perfection), some medical
topics, &c, all from a philosophical point of view, that I conceived
it best to insert the work under this head ; at any rate, the idea
that love is the chief motive power in the universe must be
considered to be a philosophical idea ; not only the first princi-

ples of all plants and animals are full of love, but all existing

things are intoxicated therewith. If it were not for love the
spheres could not revolve, plants could not grow, and animals
could not be born. All substances are attracted by love towards
each other, and wish perpetually to enjoy each other as lovers of
opposite sexes do. The book is curious and contains so many
subjects that it would be impossible to give an adequate idea of
its contents without unduly lengthening this notice ; hence I

shall conclude it with one more specimen, as follows :
—"In the

seed ofevery plant and of every man there are four forces, i.e* the
attractive, the conservative, the digestive, and the expulsive

;

and although there are also other forces, such as the warring,

the sleeping, and the procreative force, the abovementioned ones
alone shall be discussed, because if it were not for them no grain
could become a plant, nor sperm an animal, and neither could
attain perfection. As soon as a seed becomes a plant these

four forces operate in every one of its branches, and when sperm
becomes an animal they begin to work in all its members. These
forces, named kings, govern also the stomach, the head, and the

liver of man, " &c. This MS. was written in Bombay on the 1st

of Dhulhejjah, A.H. 1251, and would perhaps repay a closer

examination.
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2. fijK &jV Tdrykh Taluioyh. Strongly bound in leather ;

both the text and its explanation are in Arabic* L. 10 in., br.

6'8 in., th. 1*2 in. This is a treatise on various legal (Questions

of the Muhammadan religion; the MS. was written by Ull&nah,
A.H. 785, on the 20th of the month DhulqSdah. Tradition is

also often adduced in the solution of questions, and one example
will suffice:-— "The Prophet (salutation to him!) was asked
about the selling of fresh dates for old ones, and whether the

bargain is destroyed when they get dry ? He replied : Yes.
When, however, this tradition was reported to Abu Hanyfeh
(upon whom be the mercy of God !) he replied that it had circu-

lated by means of Zayd Abu Ayy£sh, whereas he is one whose
traditions are not received nor approved of by collectors of tra-

ditions, '* &c. There is neither paging nor any proper division

of the matter, and the whole work seems to be a random collec-

tion of legal opinions. No date.

3. (5^° ol»J**aj Verifications, Logic. Well bound in

strong, hard leather covers, but somewhat damaged by moisture.

L. 6*8 in., br. 3 in., th. 0*4 in. There are only a few Arabic texts

scattered about in the MS. which are explained in Persian; the

whole text is of a dialectical kind, with numerous definitions of
syllogisms and all sorts of terms used in logical science and
scholastic philosophy. The MS. was finished in the beginning
of Muharram A.H. 1051, which date will account for the state

some portions of the MS. are in.

-4. **^j £j~ **»b* Rashydh Sherh Woqayah. Arabic

MS., distinct writing, but considerably damaged by worms

;

well bound in hard leather covers. L. 10*7 in., br. 6*4 in., th.

1*6 in. These are the marginal notes to the commentary on the
Woqayah, a work of authority on Muhammadan law. A few
words are always given and commented upon

1

; thus the book
runs on from beginning to end without any new matter being
introduced. This MS. was made A.H. 1006.

5. ttjs?
C-7

A Ax&b. Hdshydh Sherh Tajryd. Arabic MS.,

distinct black writing, well bound in hard leather ; total number
of leaves 167. There is no date to show when this MS. was writ-

ten. L. 8 in., br. 4*3 in., th. 0*4 in. These are the marginal notes

to the commentary of the Tajryd, i. e. the explanation ofan ex-

planation and discussion of the sense according to the scholastic

fashion. This MS. treats on various abstract subjects and
logical definitions of them.
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6. cH^I ^^ Eehnat al-dyn. Arabic MS. Tolerably dis-

tinct, but worm-eaten, written on two different kinds of paper
in different hands, and terminating abruptly. No date. Binding
hard leather. L. 8*9 in., br. 4*8 in., th. 0*2 in. Muhammad B.

Mobaruk Shall Al-Bokhary said : Some of my friends who were
anxious to obtain a special knowledge of the science of natural

theology requested me to write a commentary to the Helcmat al-

ayn, composed by Al-Qazvyny, to explain -the different words
occurring therein and to elucidate the meaning of the book,
and to abstain from the prolixities into which Al-Shyrdzy has
fallen ; and the present work is the result. This MS. contains

nothing but a philosophical discussion on existence and non-
existence. Incidentally also the possible and the impossible

are treated, with many technical expressions used in Arabian
logic and dialectics. A few words with an &c. of the text are

always given, overlined with red ink, and then commented upon.

7. Ui c)
1*^ **^ <j*S|* Danesh ndmah Jehan numa, i.e. The

world-showing book of knowledge. Very distinct large black
writing, each page enclosed in a frame of two red and one blue

line. Not the least damaged ; binding strong leather, quite new.
L. 9*6 in., br. 6 in., th. 0*8 in. The author of this book was
Enab Al-dyn Muhammad Husayny Essfah&ny, who lived during
the reign of Sultt&n Mahmtid Gurkan, whom he praises in his pre-

face. It appears to be very interesting, and its contents are as

follows :—Brief explanation of the origin of the universal intel-

lect and of the universal soul. Creation of the spheres, and their

arrangement. The rotation of the spheres, and duration of each
of the former. Creation of the elements, and the locality of each.

Divisions of the elements. Peculiarities of the elements. Form
of the spheres and elements, and the manner in which the earth

subsists. Definition of the body. Division into simple and com-
pound bodies. Permutation of the elements. Production of

clouds, vapours, and smoke. Production of wind. Origin of

rain, snow, lightning, thunder, storms, shooting-stars, comets.

Origin of Shumyasat (little suns), of Nyazak (short spears), in

the atmosphere, and the redness of the sky. On the rainbow,

the halo (with diagrams), earthquakes, the issuing of sounds
from the earth, with fire and wind from its bowels. On springs,

fountains, and wells. On minerals, with the kinds of stones,

mercury, saline and other stones. Production of animals, of ve-

getables, of man. Conclusion. Anatomy of the various parts

of the human body. MS. was completed at Aurungabad A.H.
1156.
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8. UJc) 1^ **l>(>ila Another MS. of No. 7 and superior

to it in writing and in age, since it was written as early as A.H.
908, which makes it 381 years old. All its figures, though few
in number, are drawn with compass and ruler, whereas those of
No. 7 are done by the hand only ; it must however be said that

the latter MS. contains some diagrams for which in the present
one merely a blank space is left, which is the case in the ex-
planation of the rainbow and in several other places i L. 8'4

in., br. 5'6 in., th. 0'5 in.

9. ^ )lk i j g Iw»J | aa. aJUj The treatise called Hadd ah ssndyd

and another called Akhllaq. Elegant writing on blue glazed

paper, margins worm-eaten, binding of good hard leather. L.
8*45 in.,br. 6-2 in., th. 0*2 in. The first book and the largest in

this volume, by Myr Ab-ul-Qasum, treats on professions in a phi-

losophical manner. Their advantages. Their necessities. Use-
ful and noxious, noble and ignoble trades. The meaning of the

word profession in a large sense. Difference between prophets

and philosophers. On Sophists [here meaning unbelievers] , like

th& companions of Moawyah, who are like so many Satans in

this world. Philosophers, Lawyers, Physicians, Astronomers,

Geometricians, &c. Musicians. Philosophical ideas about the

differences in the intellects of men ; on the first act of creation

by the Almighty, &c. There is no end to the sciences, no man
can study them all. The second tract occupies only pp. 11.

Religious duties of Moslems, change of morals, purification of

the heart, &c. No date.

10. l#3,j&» j 1*5£U« j (j*aij| The soul, its happiness and

misery. Distinct writing, worm-eaten chiefly in the margins

;

soft leather binding. L. 7*5 in., br. 4*5 in., th. 0'05 in. This is

a translation from the Arabic of Abu Aly Alhusayn Ebn Ab-
dullah Ebn Syna [Avicenna] . The contents are as follows':

—

Nature of the soul. Extent of its powers. Why its acts are

contradictory. The perceptive force of the soul. A force per-

ceiving a special form can do so only with a special instrument.

A force perceiving a whole form qan do so only by means of a
corporeal instrument. How the soul aids the body, but can be
independent thereof. Correction about simultaneous creation of

the soul with the body. Immortality of the soul. Metempsy-
chosis. All the mental powers are the tools of one soul. Theo-
retical and practical intellect. Prophesying and dreams/ The
degree of nobility attainable by the soul of man. State of tho
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soul after separation from the body, with an explanation of its

various stages of happiness and misery. Conclusion. There
is no date, but as this very interesting tract is in some parts

actually falling to pieces, and otherwise greatly damaged by
worms, it would be proper to get it copied.

11. tfjj-^ j^l/l Jujl 3 H±&j ***** The Rashydyah, &c.

Arabic M S. Various handwritings, slightly damaged by worms,
binding hard leather. L. 8*7 in., br. 4j8 in., th. 0*5 in. The
first treatise is so called after its author, Abd-al-Kashyd Junptiry,

who lived during the reign of Aurung Zyb. This is a scholas-

tic book on dialectics, i.e. the art of disputation according to

logical rules. There is also another piece of the same kind
occupying pp. 22, which however is merely a commentary of the

Al&dzadyah. The -next 10 pp. contain a dissertation on the

possible and the impossible. The last is in Persian and is the

first ResaMh of the Eesaldhs of the Ajjaz. Most of these are

only scraps of 10 or 15 lines or more, in prose and verse, on a

great variety of subjects. They appear to have been intended
not so much to convey information as style, and to institute

comparisons. There is no date.

12. jlj {y&tf £j& Commentary to the rose-grove of mystery.

Good writing, somewhat worm-eaten ; binding of hard leather.

L. 11*2 in., br. 7*3 in., th. 0*9 in. This is a work chiefly philo-

sophical, but it treats also of religious and astronomical questions

according to the views of the Ssofys. A line of the text, which
is also in Persian, is given in vermilion, and then explained. It

would be difficult to give a correct notion of the contents ofthis

book, because they are extremely varied, and every page almost
treats on another subject. From the following it will appear
what idea the author entertained of the letter mim ;—" The mim
in the word Ahmed points to the circle of existences which
are the manifestations of the truth of Muhammad (salutation to

him !), as has already been observed."

Distich

:

—" Between Ahed [God] and Ahmed [Muhammad] the difference is

one mim
;

Within that one mim a world is plunged."

" According to numeration [ofthe Abujad] mim means 40, and
although the degrees of existences are individually innumerable,
they amount, in a general manner, to 40 ; the sum total is one
universal proclamation and manifestation ofthe truth of Muham-
mad (peace be upon him !) ; his Excellency being eminent and ra*

diating above all. The 40 degrees are as follows:—l.The su-
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preme intellect, the greatest spirit, and first evidence, which is also

called the mother of the book. 2. The universal soul, also called

the preserved table and the plain book. 3. The ruled book and
unfolded page. 4. The universal nature, which is the progenitor
of words and acts. 5. The sphere of Atlas, which is the throne.

6. The chair, which is the sphere of the fixed stars. 7. The 7th

sphere. 8. The 6th sphere. 9. The 5th sphere. 10. The 4th
sphere. 11. The 3rd sphere. 12. The 2nd sphere. 13. The 1st

sphere. 14. Saturn, which is also called Kaywan. 15. Jupiter.

1 6. Mars, which is also called Behram. 1 7. The Sun, which is the
greater light. 18. Nahyd, which is Venus. 19. Tyr, which is

Mercury. 20. The Moon, which is the lesser light. 21. Aries.

22. Taurus. 23. Gemini. 24. Cancer. 25. Leo. 26. Virgo.

27. Libra. 28. Scorpio. 29. Sagittarius. 30. Capricorn. 31.

Aquarius. 32. Pisces. 33. The globe of fire. 34. The globe of

air. 35. The globe of water. 36. The globe of earth. 37. Mine-
rals. 38. Vegetables. 39. Animals. 40. Man." Total number
of pages 494. There is no date to show when this MS. was
made, but from the variety ofwriting and of paper, it is necessary

to conclude that it had been renovated at various times. It is

a curious specimen of vagaries of the human mind arrogating

to themselves the pretensions of philosophy and religion.

13. &\j*j*fi The Gawhar-i Murad. [ The coveted gem. ]

Careful writing, well bound in leather, but the covers are torn

off; not much damaged by worms; pp. 458. L. 13*1 in., br.

8*4 in., th. 0*9 in. The author ofthis work is Abd-al-razzaq Aly B.

Alhusayn Allahjy ; it treats on many subjects of natural philoso-

phy and contains also a few astronomical diagrams. Its contents

are briefly as follows:—On man and his exalted state in the

creation. The knowledge of the body. Variety of bodies. The
meaning of knowledge. To ascertain inherent and accidental

properties. Forms of bodies. The celestial bodies. Elements,

with their transformations. On the rational soul (nafs n atteqah)

.

Animal and vegetable forces. Theoretical and practical forces.

Absurdity of metempsychosis. On the souls of the spheres and
intelligent individualities. Immortality of the rational soul after

its separation from the body, with an explanation ofthe pleasure

and suffering caused by happiness and misery respectively.

Demonstration of the existence of God. His attributes. His

acts. On the knowing of God. On bad and good actions.

Explanation of the Ttaryqat [ i.e. way of piety] established by
JaTer Ssadeq (Bless, o. G. o. h.). On the mission of prophets.

The Ttaryqat of sages, and of Ssofys about the mission of pro-
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phets. The truth of prophecy, and the descent of Gabriel with
the inspiration. Explanation that prophetship is the highest
degree in the scale of man. The seal, the vocation of a prophet.
Necessity of adoration in this world and in the next. On the
prophetship of Muhammad. The number of prophets. On the
excellency of the prophet Muhammad. Miracles of holy men.
Various religious ordinances of the Muhammadans described.

Explanation about the religious opinions of wise men. A chap-
ter-about the grave, the punishment of the tomb, and the inter-

mediate station (barzah). On the truth of the day of resurrec-

tion, the last judgment, the inventory of sins, the bridge

( Sseratt ), and the balance (wherein the sins are weighed). On
the truth of paradise and hell. Lastly, the Ttariqat of wisdom,
and direction for the improvement of morals. The Ttariqat of
the Ulemmas, &c. This MS. was finished A.H. 1232.

14. J\^fi *«* fM o«>l*» c?W The Alchemy of Felicity.

By the Em&m Muhammad Gazdly. Tolerably good writing,

worm-eaten on the margins, bound in strong leather covers.

L. 14*6 in., br. 8*3 in., th. 1*8 in. This is a celebrated work of
a philosophic and religious cast, but as it is not generally known
it will be necessary to describe its contents. The author says

that, in the same manner as by means of alchemy base metals
are transformed into gold, the present work is intended to

purify the nature of man and to prepare him for eternal salvation.

Here we find the doctrines of the Qoran and of the Ssofys blend-

ed amicably; but it will appear from the following short view
that many other matters besides philosophical religion are also

treated :—On the knowledge of one's self, of God, of this and of

the next world. On* religion. The doctrines of the Sonnah

;

desire of knowledge ; on purification, prayer, legal alms, fasting,

pilgrimage, reciting the Qoran, &c. Onpractical secular matters.

On eating, marrying, professions and trades, licit things, social

intercourse, seclusion, travel, amusements, admonition to kind-

ness and prohibition of unlawful matters, on political economy
and government. On precautions to prevent the infringement of
the articles of religion. Self-government. Restraint of lust

and gluttony, of backbiting, envy, love of the world, covetous-

ness, ambition, hypocrisy, pride, indolence, and the remedies for

all these evil propensities. On spiritual qualities to be cultivated.

Repentance, and abandonment of unrighteousness. On gratitude

and patience, fear and hope, poverty and seclusion, veracity and
morals. Conscientiousness, meditation, trust in God, love, and
the remembrance of death. This MS. was made A.H. 1113.

1G m
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15. J^jO^ Oulzar-i Hal. Good Shekestah hand, well

bound in leather. L. 8*7 in., br. 4*9 in., th. 0'3 in. This is a

little philosophical work inculcating principles ofhonesty, most-
ly in dialogues carried on by some Hindus partly in prose and
partly in verse. To judge from the diction and principles, the

author could scarcely have been a Moslem. As this little book
is also to be had lithographed, there is no need to say anything
more about it. The author's name is Gosayn Bunwalydas, whose
poetical surname was Wuly. This MS. was made A. H. 1141,
and the lithographed copy is dated A.D. 1862.

Careful writing on blue paper; loose in the covers, which
are red leather ; some portions of the text are eaten through by
worms. L. 59 in., br. 4'1 in., th. 0'5 in. ; fol. 109. The first

portion goes as far as fol. 43, and is occupied by the Herat al-mu-

haqaqyn, i.e., the mirror of those who strive after certainty. It

defines the natural, the vegetable, the animal and the human soul,

the external and internal senses, the force of ire and of lust.

Definition of intellect, this being the first creation by God as

Muhammad said :
—" The first which God created was the intel-

lect." On the necessary, the possible and the impossible. What
the purpose of creation was. On the beginning and the end of

man. Parallel between man [the mikrokosm] and the universe,

and this subject terminates the book. The next book is the

Afdq wa anfes, The Worlds and the Souls, which is from fol. 44
to fol. 71. Here the beautiful allegory commenced in the latter

part of the preceding book is carried out independently. Here
the body of man is represented as a kingdom divided into seven
parts and governed by four brothers in partnership, i. e. by the

four temperaments—bilious, phlegmatic, melancholy, and san-

guine. This is carried out till the conclusion, all according to the

fashion ofthe Ssofys.—The Lumaat Qidtbshdhy, i.e. Figurations
of Quttbshah, are meteorological rules, and are thus called to

honour the name of Quttbshah, who was the patron of the author.

Bbn Hasayn B. Jumdl al-dyn Muhammad Taqy. This treatise

begins at fol. 72 and ends fol. 89, discusses the various prognos-
tics of rain, snow, lightning, and the various colours of the
clouds, as well as the signs of earthquakes, and of eclipses of

the sun and moon, &c.—The last treatise, Bar Tahqyq ruh, On
the Investigation of the Spirit, discusses the nature of the

rational soul (nafs natteqah) is immortality, &c, according to

the opinions of various Greek and Arab philosophers. This MS.
was terminated A.H. 1231.
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17. (3^^ o !*>&** A treatise on Logic, sumamed Moafqeddt.

Arabic MS. Distinct writing, apparently by a European hand
;

a little worm-eaten, and well bound in hard leather covers. L.
7*8 in., br. 4'9

> in., th. 0*3 in. The author's name is Sayyid
Samarqandy, who divides his little treatise into various subjects,

%• e. Definitions of logic. Acquisition of ideas. Verification of

truths. Scope of logic. Generalities and specialities ; inherent

and accidental qualities. Definitions. Examples. Syllogisms

and their various species. Copied A.H. 981.

18. (^A^bJlu*^ (3*^1 i^ 1^* The beauties of good mo-

rals ; incomplete at both ends. Elegant writing, every page en-

closed in a frame ; worm-eaten ; strongly bound in hard leather

covers. L 8*5 in , br. 4*8 in., th. 0*7 in. This MS. begins

with Oh. V. On patienco. Ch. VI. Acquiescence. VII. Trust

[in God], VIII. Modesty. IX. Innocence. X. Civility, &c.

The chapters become larger and larger as the book proceeds,

and towards the latter part they are of considerable length and
adorned with tales in prose and verse. The last chapter is the

40th, but after it there are still pp. 67, when the MS. breaks off

abruptly. No date.

19. jyd\ J> U* £j& Commentary to the figures of light.

Arabic MS , very nicely written, somewhat damaged by worms
;

well bound in hard leather covers. L. 7*2 in., br. 4*6 in., th.

0*3 in. The author of this book does not reveal his name, but
states that as astronomers assigned figures to the stars, so

transcendental subjects which resemble them and are here ex-

plained may also fittingly pass under that title. The first figuro

treats on the principles of definition and various subjects of logic.

The 2nd describes the properties of the soul, the senses, and the

constitution of the human mind. There are discussions about
the intellect. About the animal passions, the agent of all of

which is " the spirit, i.e. a subtle vapoury substance arising from
the light emanations originating in the left cavity of the heart."

The rational soul "is a light of the lights of God." The 3rd
deals with the necessities of intellectual power, &c. Copied
A.H. 1192, A.Y. 1152.

20. **!** £j~ Commentary to the Jledayalu Distinct writ-

ing but somewhat damaged by worms; pages a little loose
;

bound in hard leather covers. L. 7*5 in., br. 46 in., th. 0*3 in.

The author of this work being Husayn B. Muayn Al-Mybodzy,
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this work is sold lithographed by the name of Mybodzy, or the

FulukySt of Mybodzy. It is generally sold in Arabic only ; here,

however, the Arabic text is explained in Persian also, but the

diagrams are wanting, although but few are required. It begins

with various physical and metaphysical definitions, treats of the

properties of bodies and movements, and finally of the spheres

(aflldk) to which intelligent souls are attributed which produce
the motions. Lastly, theological points, e.g. the existence of God
and his attributes, are also discussed. No date.
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(VII.)

POETRY, VERSIFICATION.

1. s^&xaj jUA| Verses and composition. In soft leather

covers. L. 7*7 in., br. 5 # 1 in., th. 0*2 in. A part of this pamph-
let MS. is badly injured by worms ; the writing is black and
framed in by gilded and coloured quadrangles. It is not paged,
and contains a few trifling pieces in verse and prose*

2, {J\j> *•&" ^rt? j#>j l#l **j«^° A collection of glistichs

and other matters, in the handwriting of Muhammad Adlum.
Strongly bound in hard leather covers, writing distinct, on good
paper, very slightly injured by worms. L. 1 1*1 in., br. 7*5 in., th.

1*4 in. This MS. is a kind of scrap-book, chiefly in poetry but
also with some prose, in which the compiler seems to have en-

tered all sorts of compositions. After the poetical preface the

various kinds of verses used in poetry are defined, then each
letter of the Persian alphabet is defined and their permutations,

with various other matters pertaining to grammar. After that

come various state-papers, e. g. the Ferman written by the

emperor Aalumgyr to his son, and a few other Fermans. Then
come models of epistolary correspondance, and among them
some purporting to have been written by royal personages, e. g.

letter of Aurung Zyb, of Shall Jehan, ofAalumgyr. Then come
extracts from the Enshayi Kudaly. The petition of Rajah
Siwraji to Aurung Zyb, A. H. 1090, also letters requiring no
diacritical points. After four blank leaves come distichs with
which Persians are habituated to interlard their epistolary cor-

respondence, for selection. Letters, anecdotes, 3 pages of Ara-
bic with interlinear Persian translation. Again amusing short

stories. List ofMoslem kings, beginning with Sulttan Shehdbb-
aldyn Gury and ending with Sulttan Ab-ulmutzafFar Mahy-aldyn
Aurung Zyb Aalumgyr, who began to reign A.H. 1028. Story

of Sheykh Fyruz and Mulld Shaydd. Dimensions of the earth.

Verses extracted from Firdousy, from Ttogray Mashhady. Say-

ings of Ptolemy, Plato, Mullana Shams-aldyn, &c. a few lines for

each. Dates ofthe decease ofvarious Emperors of India. Pand-
namah of Sheykh Abdullah. Various pieces written in the

long metre Oljkjx* Versified short stories, quatrains, Qutahs,

The miracles of the prophet ; the Qassydah Anwary, of Hazany
of Sady and others, and again short pieces written in a queer
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way, slanting up and down across, &c, but very inviting by the

blackness and distinctness of the letters and the nice glazed

paper. The Gulshan Khayallat, or Rose-grove of Fancies,

by Ttahyr Nassyr-abady, with some shorter pieces of poetry,

follow, and the MS. terminates with three pages of compliment-

ary notes to various persons, some not even two lines long.

4. hlfijj Ax***" otwf Select pieces of poetry full of mis-

takes. Well bound in leather. L. 7*6 in., br. 4*8 in., th. 0*4 in.

This is a collection of pieces by some obscure person, from

various classical authors, e. g. Nitzamy, Sady, Jamy, &c, but is

not attractive, on account of the careless way in which it is writ-

ten : each piece is about one page long, and some shorter. This

MS. has 115 pages and no date.

6. di^ii^jU^l **ys* Collection of various kinds of verses.

In good hard leather covers. L. 8*5 in., br. 6 in., th. 0"4 in.

This MS. was written A. H. 1235, as the last page states, and
consists of distichs, extracts from various authors ; it was the

property of Rustum Ben Kawas, and will not be coveted by any
one for its beauty and distinctness.

Q t dj^fi&ojU^i Various kinds of verses. In hard leather

covers with the word *Uf ^K embossed on both. L. 11*3 in.,

br. 7 in., th. 0*4 in. After the praises of Muhammad come verses

from the Dywan of Hdfetz about wine and love, but they are

not regular odes ; they are distichs picked out here and there,

and put in juxtaposition in this MS., which has no date. Once
it must have been very beautiful, but time and moist weather

"have contributed to deaden the colours. Each page is written

at least in four different colours—blue, red, green, the top distich,

being generally in gold letters—and each page containing only

four distichs ; there is also one distich at the side of the frame,
which is sometimes embellished with pictures of birds and
beasts, which I take to be golden geese and antelopes. The
Indian paper which it had become necessary to paste round the
leaves has now become*a protection to them, because its taste has
proved more attractive to the worms, "who spared the MS. and
reticulated the border.

7. ij-jl* >>j^(jiUj Poetry and Prose in Persian. Hard
leather covers. Writing most grotesque, in all directions, up-
side down, transversely, and slanting lines. L. 10-6 in., br. 5'4
in., th. 0*8 in. This MS. seems to have been a mere scrap-book
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filled with all sorts of odds and ends, chiefly poetry, in Persian

and also in Hindostani, but also a few models of letters and
anecdotes are inserted. There is also a trifling chronology giv-

ing the reigns of eleven emperors of India, the 12th of whom,
Aurungzyb, is the last.

8. jUtAlll eli* <y j Will $|*j Badayd Allaflwr, fyc. Strongly

bound in hard leather covers, writing good, black. L. 6*6 in.,

br. 3'9 in., th. 0'55 in. This MS. was completed in the year of

Yazdajard 1184 A.H. 1232, by Fyruz Ben Mulla Kawus; total

number of leaves 1 54. This appears to be a very instructive

little book for those who wish to compose verse ; the various fi-

gures of speech used are here given with copious examples.

The definitions of the ballad, ode, quatrain, &c, are given in the

beginning ; then comes the first chapter, which treats on the fi-

gures of poetry ; the second treats on the defects which occur in

poetical compositions, and the epilogue contains seven paragraphs
on rhymes and rhyming : but nothing whatever is said in the

whole MS. on prosody, the metrical art, the metres, or the me-
chanical construction of verses.

9. &&»ji Bostan. Bound in leather, writing tolerably

good. L. 8*2 in., br. 5'8 in., th. 0*7 in. This MS. was made
A.H. 1194, but as the Bdstan of Sheykh Sady has been printed

not only in Asia, but is also well known in Europe, there is no
necessity to say anything about it.

10. jf-i* ****°
1 ^ cj &»y. Bostan with nine other writings.

Good hard covers, and writing in every respect superior to No.
9. The MS. of the Bostan was made A.H. 946. L. 8-5 in., br.

6*4 in., th. 0*7 in. It is very well known that not two MSS. of

the same work agree with each other in every respect ; the

copyists sometimes alter verses, or write them in a wrong way,
omit some pieces and transpose others, and the case is the same
with these two B<5stans. After it comes the Sabhah, i.e. Ro-
sary or praying-beads, of Mulland Abd-ul-rahman Jamy, which,

like nearly all the writings of this celebrated poet, is written ac-

cording to the manner of the Ssofys, but is of a devotional

character, as the title implies, although some pieces participate

somewhat of the narrative manner; some moral principles are in-

culcated, and there are also poetical prayers which would scarce-

ly suit the taste of orthodox Moslems. This rosary consists

of forty beads, each of which has again shorter subdivisions and
prayers, on a great variety of subjects. As this book, which is
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otherwise called Sabhat-idlabrar, the Eosary of the Righteous, is

well known, no more need be said about it ; good lithographed

copies can be had in the bazaar. This MS. was completed on the

20th Ssaftr A.H. 843.—The next book in this volume is the

Hesht Tlehesht, or Eight Paradises; this book is entirely of an
amorous kind, and describes nothing but the various pleasures

enjoyed in sundry places by Behram Gtir, a celebrated hunter-

king of Persia, with some of his favourite ladies.—The next
is by an Indian poet, i.e. the Deryay-abrar, Sea of the Righteous,

composed by Amyr Khosrti of Dehli, and descriptive of various

virtues and vices, and also interspersed with moral stories.—The
next book is the Ttaryq-al-tahqyq, Road of Authenticity, by
MulMna Ahmad Ben Hasan Ben Muhammad Alkhowafy. It is

entirely religious, containing poetical invocations, praises of

sainted personages, comments of texts of the Qoran, and short

tales ; to the end of this MS. the date A.H. 946 is affixed, in

which it was copied.—The next is the Roushndy-namah, by
Nasser Khosrti ; this poem consists only of nine pages, and is of

a moral kind, describing man, his understanding and senses

;

retirement, good manners, the stars, the wickedness ofthe world,

and the book is concluded with a prayer ; it was written on the

25th day of the sacred month Shabdn A.H. 926.—After this

comes the Deh-namah, i.e. Ten Books, which ought to be called

rather paragraphs, because all of them do not fill more than ten

pages. This was composed by Awjad-al-dyn Kermany, and
consists of odes and love-tales ; it is copied in the commence-
ment of the blessed month Ramadzan A.H. 946 .j—The next is

the Ashaq-namah, or Book ofLovers, by MulMna ObaydZakany;
it is mostly amatory, as the title implies, but contains also other

subjects, and terminates with a prayer; it occupies eleven pages,

and was finished A.H. 946 in the beginning of Ramadzan.

—

The next is the Dastur-vumah, by Naziiry Mahastany, contain-

ing short pieces on prayer, morals, virtue, resignation, and
kindred subjects. It was copied A.H. 946.—The next is the

Eshq-ndmah, or Love Book, and its title implies what the con-

tents are, i.e. a brief love-story, also written A.H. 946.—It will be
observed that I have found two more writings than the title at-

tached to the volume implies, i.e. eleven, each of which is 3i3
years old, and the Sabhah is 446 years old, where the date is

written out in words. The MS. was made at Nyshapur and is

yet in good condition, whilst Indian paper of that age would be
all reticulated by worms. There are to all this poetry affixed

seven leaves of prose without beginning or end, but there are

some intelligible stories in it nevertheless.
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.11. *tl+$i **** Twkfat-ednasayh, u e. Present of admoni-

tions. In good condition, but somewhat negligently written

oa bad country paper and damaged by worms ; binding, new
leather. L. 9'9 in., br, 5*2 in., th. 6*1 5 in. This is a little poeti-

cal work on moral subjects, prayers, praises, &c, composed in

India by some Indian poet whose name does not appear. The
total number of subjects or chapters amounts to forty-five. The
aathor is a Muhammadan, and begins his work with the praises

of his prophet. Inquiry about the tomb. On science, teaching,

»lms, fasting, the pilgrimage, on contentment, on marriage,

oa the manner of dressing, of sleeping, drinking water, on
buying and selling, <fec No date.

12. ^tf^u^'^l *ias3 Tahfal-aleraqyn, The Present of

the two Eraqs, by Khiq£ny. Very fine writing but damaged
by worms, binding good ; this ought to be copied for fear of

total destruction. The total number of leaves is ninety-nine.

L. 8*4 in ., br. 4*7 in., th. 0*4 in. After the usual preface, be-

ginning with the Bismillah, comes an ode to the Sun, whichhow-
ever consists of several portions. Then come the praises of

Muhammad. Address to the Sun on its entrance into the sign

Aries. Journey from Shervan to Eraq. Robbers.—Praises of

various kings- description of the Tigris and of Bagdad.

—

Praises of Syria and of Moussuf, &c. There is no date.

13. *aW1 i«^ £Jjtf T&rykh Behejl Almabahqj. Strong-

ly bound in leather, writing good, distinct, but almost micro-
scopic. L. 7*8 in., br. 2*5 in., th. 10 in. This MS. consists of
very many small pieces of poetry of a Muhammadan character.

Some headings bear such titles as the 1 st miracle, 2nd miracle,

up to a great many, and others have a sentence from the Qor&n
which is afterwards explained. The whole MS, consists of 350
leaves, but it cannot be ascertained when it was written.

.
14. j*°\ *&& ^j> *t 1*3 Admonitions in Turkish, composed

ly Amyry. Bound in leather. L. 8'2 in,, br. 4*3 in,, th. 0*05 in.

These are brief stanzas of a moral or religious character.—Pro-
fession of monotheism ; laudation of the prophet, admonitions
to a son, and various pieces of advice. The whole MS. is in

Turkish except the last four pages, which are by a later hand
in Persian, but which are of a cabalistic character, inasmuch
as they teach how to bring on the destruction of a man by the
combination of certain numbers,

17 m
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- 16. \j*&\ij*> Record of the poets, by Doulat Shah B.

Alld-Aldoulah. Good legible black writing, and not mnch in-

jured by worms considering that this MS. is now 256 years

old. The leaves are compactly bound, although both the leather

covers are gone. L. 7*5 in., br. 5 in., th. 1*3 in. This is an an-

thology of poets, with brief notices of their lives and specimens
of their poetry ; it may be considered a work of importance and
value. The author states that he has, like the heavens, divided

his book into seven stories, to which he has prefixed an exor-

dium of Arab poets, and appended a conclusion of poets living

in his own time. The poets and their works discussed in this

MS. are as follows :

—

Arab poets : Farazdaq, DSbal B. Aly
Khozdayi, Ebn Rumy, Motanabby, Ab-ul-alla, Haryry, Ab-ul-

fath Bosty, Mayn-ul-dyn Ttantharany . Persian poets : Series

J. Khajah Netzdm<»ul-mulk, Ustad Rudaky, tJssary Rdzy,
Ustdd Asad Ttdsy, Abulfarah Sanjary, Ustad Menuchehr, Ban-
dar Rakhy^ tJnssary, Asjady, Masud, Ferdiisy, Niainat-ullah of

Ferganah, Amyr Mazy, Maqbdt-ulmuldk Netzdmy-Urddzy Sa-

marqandy, Ndsser Khosru, Amaq, Afttaran Manssdr Aaly, Fas-

syhy Jorjany, Muhtdr allabrdr Farkhdry. Series II. Abu-al-al-

lay Kanjury, Malak Emad Zuzany, Azraqy, Alwdsayi Aljabaly,

Abu-al-muiakhar, Kbaqdny, Anwary, Rashyd-al-dyn Wottwatt,
Adyb Ssaber, Mukhtary, Adruf Sendy Algaznawy, Suzany Sa-

marqandyf Falaky Shyrwdny, Ashraf-al-dyn Hasan Al-Gaznawy
Feryd Kdteb, Sayfy Nishapdry, Ruhany Sdmarqandy Tzahyr
Fdryaby, Majyr Bylgduy, Jowhary Zargar, Athyr-ul-dyn Akht-
tegy, Sayf-al-dyn Asfarnaky. Series III. Netzdmy Ganjah,
Sayyid Dhu-ul-feqdr, Shahfdr Nyshdpdry, Muhammad Abd-ul-
rezaq Essfahany, Khajdh Kumal-al-dyn Esmaayl, Sharf-ul-dyn

Ssafrayi Essfahdnyi Sabhan Thdny Rafyi-ul-dyn Lebndny, Sayd
Haruwy, Emamy Haruwy, Faryd Ahdl, Athyr-ul-dyn Awtdny,
Rakn-al-dyn Qobdyi, Khajdh Majd-al-dyn, Pdrbhdyi, Abd-ul-
qaderNayi. Series IV. Faryd Attdr, Mulldna Jellal-ul-dyn

Rumy, Sheykh Sady Shirdzy Sheykh Awhady, Fahr-nl-dyn Erd-

qy,Hemam-ul-dynTabryzy,Bedr Jajermy, Bdr Hasan Asfardny
of Sayyid Husayny, Ebn Nassuh, Ebn Hesdm Alharuwy, Fakhr
Bandgaty, Jafer Ferdhafy, Nezdry Qohtdny, Serdj-ul-dyn Qa-
mdry, Rakn-al-dyn Ssdyn, Amyr Khosru Dehuwy, Khajah
Hasan Dehluwy, Khojowy Kermany, Amyr Kermdny. Series

V. Khajah Amdd Kermdny, Solman Sawjy, Mutzaffar Haru-
wy, Hasan Zayd, Nasser Bokhary, Amyr Yamyn Aldyn, Amyr
Muhammad Ebn Yamyn Aldyn.—Reign of Khajdh Wajih Al-
dyn Masud, of Khajah Aly Shams-ul-dyn, of Amyr Nahy Ke-
rdny, Hayder Qassab, of Myrzadah Luttfullah, of Khajdh Ndjm-
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ulhaqq.—Abyd Zdkany, Sayyid Jalldl-ul-dyn Adzd, Mulldnd
Hasan Kdshy, Mulland Jelldl Ttabyb, Hdfetz Shyrazy, Mulldna
Fadzl Sharf Rdmy, Sheykh Kahaj Tabrdzy, Abn Amad Mulldnd
Luttf-ullah Nyshaptfry (6 pages left blank), Abd-ul-Malek Sa-
marqandy. Series VI. NiSmut-ullah, Mulland M&yny Juyny,
Sayyd Airuf Ssafy-ul-dyn Shdh Qasum, Besatty Samarqandy,
Kojah frssmat-ullah Bokhary, Mulldnd Es-hdq Shyrdzy, MulldnA
Barandaq Bokhary, Rustum Khorbdny, Mulldnd Bedr Shyr-
wany Mulldnd Sherf-ul-dyn Mulldnd Aly Durr, Mulldnd Kdboty,
Adhry, Mulldnd Nasymy Nyshapury, Mulland Yabya Sdyk Ny-
sbdpuiy, Mulldnd Kumdl Gayath Farsy, Mulldnd Badakhshy,
Mulldnd Qabdyi, Bdba Stiddyi, Ttdleb Jdjermy. Seizes TIL
Amyr Shdhy Subzwdry, Mulland Kumdl-al-dyn, Muhammad
E. Hesdm, Mulldna Janiiny, Mulldnd Yusuf Amyry, Fahr-al-dyn

Ahmad Almastowfy, Amyn-al-dyn, Durwaysh Qdsumy,, Mulldnd
Ssdheb Balkhy, Khojah Manssun, Ttusy, Sharf-ul-dyn Redzd,
Haftetz Halwdyi, Mulldna Ttutty, Mulldnd Qanbary Nyshdpury,
Ttdher Bokhdry, Amyr Yadgar Bjg, Khojah Mahmud. Con-
clusion. The'poets contemporaneous with the author ;-*-Mulldna

Nur-al-dyn Abd-ul-rahman Aljdmy, the great Amyr Aly Shyr,

Sheykh Ahmad Sohayly, Khojah Abdullah Marwaryd, Amyr
Hasan Jelld.—Some account of the sayings and doings, of

Sulttdn Hosayn Bahadur. Conquest of Astrabdd, of Khordsan,
and description of some battles.—Sum total of pages, 694.

This MS. was written A.H. 1033.

16. 4*UjK £!jtf TdryTch Kamamdh. Strongly bound in

leather, slightly injured, fine distinct black writing but not
elegant. L. 10*6 in., br. 6*5 in., th. 1-1 in. This MS. consists

entirely of miscellaneous and short pieces of poetry with here
and there an Arabic distich interspersed. The character of the
poetry is descriptive and it was composed in India. Here fol-

low the titles of some subjects : —Record of the liberation of

Myrut and Dehly. The rebellion of Herdj, brother of the
Ray ofAjmyr. March of his Majesty to Gaznah. War of Be-
nares. Rebellion of the Rays of Ajmyr. March towards Than-
kar and arrival of the Sulttdn Muhammad B. Sdm. Conquest
of Kalenjar. Occupation ofthe fort of Kdlenjar by Hazbar Al-
dyn Hasan Aranab. Return of the Sulttan from Khowarezm.
Conquest of Ajah and of Multdn. Death of Sulttdn Muhammad
Sdm. Death of Sulttan SSyd Quttb-al-dyn. Beginning of the

reign of Sulttdn Shams al-dunya Wa-al-dyn. Conquest of Gwa-
lior.—War and flight of King Ndsser-al-dyn, and conquest of
Ldhore. There is neither a date given nor the number ofpages.
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17. f* f
**> Jam Jem, L e. the miraculous divining cup ofthe

Persian emperor Jemshyd. This is a title given to anything
which contains a variety of subjects—it is synonymous perhaps
with the ever-changing figures of the kaleidoscope—and there is

also a newspaper of this name. L. 6*9 in., br. 4r7 in., th. 0*6 in.

Writing distinct, but of no great poetical value ; in good condi-

tion and strongly bound ; there is no date at the end to show
when the MS. was written. This is a collection ofshort poems,
the shortest of which is about one, and the longest about two or
three pages* The subjects are as follows :—Praises of Muham-
mad, on knowledge, creation, creation of the sun, of metals,

vegetables, animals, man. How to educate an infant from its

birth. Motion of the spheres and of the planets > creation of
clouds and of rain. Also moral virtues, such as veracity and ho-
nesty, good temper, silence, are touched upon, and some matters
relating to Ssofysm, e. g. the state of a disciple and of a spiritual

teacher, obedience, patience in adversity.

18. ©y^^ Jung Qamly&t, i.e. Odes of Jung. Very

distinct black writing, every page has a frame of two red and
one blue line and is divided into two columns. Slightly damaged
by worms ; binding, good hard leather. L. 7*8 in., br. 5*2 in., th.

0*9 in. This MS. has 588 pages, the poetry is superior to that

in No. 1 7, and the poet seems to have successfully imitated the
manner of Hafetz ; there may be about 300 odes in this volume,
but there is no date to show when the MS. was made.

1&. otf/ixJf £*t^ Jama al-mntafarreqat . Distinct black

writing, somewhat damaged, binding good. This MS. has 384
pages and was written A.H. 1 107. L. 9 6 in., br. 5 7 in., th. 0*5

in. This is a collection of only 29 pieces of poetry, some of
which appear to be founded on real events, but the majority are
fabulous. Here not only all animated, but also inanimatethings
speak. Besides the pages themselves, also the margins around
them are filled with writing. The stories are : - Sheykh Ssen-
8an and the King of the Geni, Sulttan Mahmrfd and the
Cobbler, Mouse and the Oat, Pate and Destiny, and so on.
This MS. is worth reading.

20. jjj* *• j jU* &j*iji **fc *x> The Book of Advice of
Fraydun the Apothecary and ofMolld Fyr&z. The excellent hand-
writing of Mulla Fyriiz himself; loose binding, leather covers.
Number of leaves 1 1 8. Date of the MS. 1 1 76 of Yazdejard. L.
8*4 in., br. 6*25 in. This book is a very good imitation of the
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celebrated and well-known Pand-namah of Faryd-ul-dyn Attar,

taught to little boys in all the Moslem schools in India. It

inculcates moral maxims, and the headings ofthe pieces are ana-

logous to those of its prototype. More than the moiety of the

book is under the Bismillah, and the rest is under the Zoroas-

trian formula. Both however are in the same style and on moral
subjects, e. g. on silence, self-command, content, wickedness
of the world, folly, pride, good and bad morals, gratitude to

God, knowledge, avarice, liberality, hypocrisy, and so on.

21. Ij** <j>**t yi j* s*j*i-j &±~* Naskhah pasandedah,

with records on several poets. Tolerably good writing ofvarious
kinds, in good condition, but worm-eaten towards the end

;

hard leather covers. L. 7'7 in., br. 4*8 in., th. 0*25 in. This
is a small anthology of the lesser stars of the Persian Parnassus,

most of whom have attained no celebrity beyond their own cir-

cle of admirers ; but it is very honourable on the part of Abd-ul-
hakym the Hdkum (i. e. Governor) of Lahore to have thus im-
mortalized a number of poets, some of whom were his own coun-
trymen. The book was composed A.H. 1161, as appears also

from the numerical value of its true title, Muntakhab Hokum.
This copy bears towards the end the date 1175. The names of
some of the poets of whom notices and specimens are given

are :—Shdh Faqyr-ullah Afyryn, Myr Gullam Aly Azdd, Quzl-
bdsh Khan Umyd, Seraj-al-dyn Aly Khan Arzu, and a num-
ber of others. At the end the author has moreover added a
Takammelah, i.e. supplement, in his own Shekestah hand, with
a notice about Myr Abd-ul-hayi and Sheykh Nfir Muhammad.

22. ^»^^ *~*S> The KhamsdhofMollaJamy. Splen-

did writing, each page divided into two columns, and a Kha-
shyah, i.e. border containing writing divided by red, blue, and
faded gold lines. To this MS., which is a specimen of caligra-

phy, new margins have been supplied, and these, being ofsweet
Indian paper, have been attacked and perforated by worms.
The rest remains uninjured, and not only the black, but even
the red writing is as fresh as can be, and the five books are
quite complete. They are selling in the bazar and well known.
This MS. has exactly 300 leaves, but no date beside that it was
completed in the month Rabjf anterior. The dimensions are—
L. 12 in., br. 6*6 in., th. 0*7 in.

23. tjlU p&*> ***** Tlie Hadyqah (Pleasure-Garden) of

Hakym SanAyi. Nice, distinct and elegant black writing, with
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the title ofeach piece in red characters. Durable leather binding1

in good condition
; paper somewhat damaged by worms, and at

the end of the book 8 leaves have been bound upside down by-

mistake, but the 1 5 last leaves are again right. The MS. i»

complete, but there is no date; it is—L. 9*25 in., br. 4'7 in., th.

1 in. This work is well known and needs no description; it is.

also sold in the bazar.

24. £;&'?£» Lf U%# t^* AftJiV^ The Hadyqah of Hakym
Sandy i with the Commentary. Another copy of No. 23, more
than double in bulk, but far inferior to it in the writing, although

each page is enclosed in a frame of two red and one blue line,

and divided into two columns. L. 11*7 in., br. 7*1 in., th. 1 in.

Both this MS. and No. 23 are like in the poetical part, but No.
24 has a short prose commentary appended to most of the little

poems, and also a large introduction in prose at the beginning-

of the book. This MS. was finished in the 46th year of the

reign of Aalumgyr, i.e. A. H. 1130, in the Soubah Muhammada-
bad, otherwise called Byder. *

25. y ***• *£***> The Hadyqah of Sandy i. Most beautiful

writing, each page enclosed in a frame and divided into two co-

lumns; complete copy; somewhat loosein leathercovers; damaged
by worms in several places. L. 8*1 in.,br. 5 in., th. 1*1 in. This
is another copy of No. 23 and No. 24 and identical in contents

with them, but has no commentary like No. 24 ; its whole
number ofleaves is 248, and it was written A.H. 1005.

26. **U ^^JJ/^ Khosruwa Shyryn-namah. Nice,

black writing, slightly damaged by worms. The binding of
hard leather covers is now loose. L. 8*4 in., br. 5 in., th. 0*5 in.

Total number of leaves 251. This MS. was completed on the
6th Rajab A.H. 1205. This appears to be an imitation of the
well-known work otherwise also called Shyi~yn-wa Khosiii, by
the great poet Netz3mv, which is sold lithographed : nothing
more need be said. There is a good edition of A*H. 1249 Bom-
bay, containing several pictures; these are not good*

27. **l> l^j*" J JLr*^ Khosru wa Shyryn-namah* Almost

perfectly uninjured, and compactly bound in leather. The writ-

ing is good and in a bold hand; this copy was completed
in the month Asfandarmed, in the 1045th year of Yazdajard,

by Peramroz Rustum Lashkary. L. 8*1 in., br. 5 in., th. 1 in-

This MS. agrees with the lithographed copy which is in the Li-

brary in every particular, but not with No. 26.
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.28. ^jjJI &\ji* £j~ Commentary to the Dywdn of Anwary.

Good glazed country paper, some yellowish and some bluish

;

writing distinct, binding good. L. 85 in., br. 5*9 in., th. 0*7 in.

Here the text of the poet Awhad-al-dyn, known by the name of
Anwary, is given in a very unpleasant form ; thus 6. g. a Qas-
sydah will run through a whole page just like prose, which great-

ly mars the effect, and in some degree also the understanding
of a piece, as the reader cannot well see the lines rhyming with
each other ; and moreover the text and commentary are com-
mingled, as only a red dash over the first word distinguishes

the latter from the former. In every other respect the book is

excellent, and only this mechanical error detracts from its value.

The MS. was completed on the 21st ShSban A.H. 1112.

29. wjlS)|*L£* j yAU ^at* djfji j ^jUaU f)'U> The

Kkdium Soleymdny, the Fuwdyed Mahmtid Shdhy, and the Saky-
vah al-qultib. Most distinct writing, in good condition, but
the covers are now loose. L. 9*1 in., br. 6*3 in., th. 1 inch.

Every page is enclosed by a red frame of two lines. The whole
MS. is a mixture of prose and poetry in nearly equal parts.

The first book, i.e. the Solomonian seal, begins with a chapter

to the praise of Muhammad, and contains besides this also six

stories, i.e. the honey-bee, the serpent and the silk-worm, the

amber-cow and the elephant, the lion and the fawn, the whale
and the conch, the peacock and the philomel, the old man who
advises our author, and the latter here lets the reader know that

he was a contemporary of Saady, and that also his birth and dwell-

ing place was Shyraz.—The next book, the Mahmiid Shdhy ad-
vantages, is divided into chapters, each of which is headed by
the word Fdydah (the sing, of Fuwayed), and contains nice

moral maxims embodied in anecdotes.—The third book, or

Heart-soother, is also anecdotical and moral like the two first,

and there is no date when it was composed, but the first was
composed A.H. 875 and the second A.H. 845. The copyist

has forgotten to mark the time he made this copy.

30. .&U *+\y± ^\^ The Bywan of Khajdh Hdfetz.

Rather minute but distinct writing ; worm-eaten ; binding new
and good, hard leather. There is a preface in prose. This MS.
was written A.H. 1035. L. 5*4 in., br. 3*3 in., th. 0*7 in.

Besides the very beautiful edition lithographed by the H. E. I.

Company many years ago in Bombay, there are numerous ones

of various sizes to be had in the bazar and arranged in different

ways. •
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31. &Sl*>&\ym ± BywdnofHdfeh. Tolerably good writing,

paper bad and worm-eaten. This MS, was finished A.H. 1181

by the hand of Sheykh Abd-ul-razaq. The covers are good
but loose. L. 9*4 in., br. 5*2 in., th. 0*4.

32. £it*> &\>t* The Bywan of Hdfetz. Writing distinct

black, but not pleasing ; every page has a frame of two red and
one blue line, and is also divided into two columns. MS. was
made A.H. 1197. L. 8 in., br. 5'3 in., th. 0*9 in.

33. *-*)U> &\ji* The Bywan of Ttdleb. Pleasing black

writing, but the binding is loose, hard leather covers. L. 8 #4
in., br. 5*4 in., th. 7 in. The odes are all of an amatory cha-

racter. There is no date to show when the MS. was written.

34. i5*j^ &\jt* The Bywan of TJrfy. Pleasing black writ-

ing, mostly distinct, although written by various hands and
on many kinds of paper ; somewhat damaged by worms. There
is no date to show when the MS. was made. L. 6*6 in., br.

4*3 in., th. 1*2 in. Urfy is a well known and highly esteemed
poet, although not of the first order.

35. <y°^ u)l^ The Bywan of Jamy. Good writing, da-

maged in the beginning by worms ; well bound in compact lea-

ther covers. This MS. was finished on the 18th Jomady ulte-

rior A.H. 1 073. L. 84 in., br. 5*1 in., th. 0-9 in. Jamy is uni-

versally acknowledged to be a classic, and his works are sold

in the bazar.

36 . y & e>l^ * The Bywdn of Thendyu By various hands,

some portions rather ugly and worm-eaten, but mostly very
legible ; paper bad from age, binding loose, covers hard leather.

L. 8*2 in., br. 5*4 in., th. 0'4 in. The MS. is incomplete and
the poet third-rate, and he does not give his name in the last

distich of any ode.

37. Ooi*4 a*ij u)\ji* The Bywan of [him whose poetical

name is] Bendah. Writing very neat but somewhat damaged
by worms ; binding good, hard leather. L. 8*8 in., br. 4*6 in., th.

0*2 in. Not all the pieces are odes, but they are mostly amatory*
The real name of this poet was Khojah Abd-ul WaMb Khan,
Aamel, in the district Mydek, in the Ssubah of Hyderabad.
This MS. was finished A.H. 1167. Quite an obscure poet.
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38. erW ttf 1 u*jl* The Dyw&n of Ebn Yamyn. Toler-

ably good writing, slightly damaged, good binding in leather*

L. 8 3 in., br. 4 9 in., th. 0*2 in. The poet has his name always
in the last distich of every ode, but they are all rather short.

He is not much known. Contents amatory. This MS. was
written A.H. 1116.

39. (Ate:* vljis The Bywan of Muhtashum* Legible,

but the beginning and the end are both wanting. Not much
damaged by worms. Binding good leather. L. 7*8 in., br.

5*8 in., th. 0*4 in. The poetry appears to be pleasing, and in

most of the Gazels the poet's name occurs.

40. v\yl* j cr^ 1* *>\}t* ) jbA 9 tj*** v\ji* 3 j&* &*?**

Vlf
^iUI|i>^A« j v j|^k**| &*Lc M+ij** */Uj j JUJ U|j *ju» The

Dywdn of Mutzahr, the Dywan of Mahmtid and Aydz,the Dywdn
of Jdmds, the Dywdn of Sayyid Rdjd Qatal, a treatise on the

Astrolabium^ and Maqss&d al-ashaqyn. Various kinds of hand-
writing, somewhat damaged by worms ; binding hard leather,

very good. L. 9*1 in., br. 5*4 in., th. 2 in. The first book in

this volume is a small Dywdn ofMutzahar, containing above two
scores of odes, with the author's name in most of them; the last

12 pages contain 'verses in Hindostani.—The next book is still

smaller, it contains only 1 7 pages ; the last distich always con-

tains the words Mahmud wa Aydz ; the whole number of odes
is 26, but the writing is more careful ; each page is enclosed in

a red frame, and is divided into two columns. The Dywdn of
Jdmds contains 20 pages, and the last distich of every ode con-

tains the word Jamas : the writing is good distinct Shekestah.

The Dywdn ofSayyid Bdjd Qatal.occupies 42 pages; the odes are

of various lengths, and the last distich of each contains the

word •'Raja.' This is the first book in this volume which has a
date attached to its end; it was written A. H. 1251, and is much
younger than the preceding ones, judging from the paper.—The
treatise on the use of the astrolabium occupies 24 pages, and its

author was Sheykh Nassyr Ttdsy. It contains diagrams and
four tables. The preliminary paragraphs treat on the first

notions ofgeometry, lines, circles, the drawing of perpendiculars,

and divisions of the circumference. Explanation of the various

circles in the firmament, of the northern and the southern Almu-
cantarats of the astrolabium, the straight and the curved horary

lines, the circles of the firmament which are sometimes above and
Bometimes beneath the earth, the ecliptic; to fix the places of

the stars ; how to operate with the horizontal circle and with

the circle of latitudes ; how to prepare the other portions of the

18 M
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astrolabium, the lines of shadows, of dawn and twilight. How
to prepare astronomical tables. How to verify various lines and
circles in the sky with the northern and with the southern astro-

labium; and, lastly, to ascertain the centres of the circles. No
date. The last book in this volume, the Maqssiid aU&dshaqyn,
contains first the construction of an amulet, i. e. t&wydh, how a
lover may obtain sight of his mistress, how to adjure the angels

when writing amulets. To ascertain which appellation of God
will suit every letter in a man's name, taking each letter to be the

initial ofsuch an appellation; to ascertain what angel is appoint-

ed over every letter of the alphabet, over the signs ofthe zodiac,

over the stars. To ascertain the nature of the signs of the zo-

diac, unlucky and lucky days. To know th6 hour of the day by
the length of one's own shadow. How to prepare various written

amulets for procuring friendship, enmity, sleep, silence, &c.

Here follow various cabalistic signs and numbers, with their

explanations. Arabic prayers to be written on various kinds
of amulets. Various prognostics drawn from the time and
direction in which a man sneezes, with a square diagram, and
another full of cabalistic numbers. Arabic prayers to be tied

to the neck in war, and no arrow, nor gun, nor sword can hurt

the wearer. Another prayer in Arabic causing a multitude of

angels to make their appearance at the death of the wearer and
to lift him up to paradise. Lastly a quadrangular figure con-

taining the great arcanum in 1 6 substances inscribed in it, not
to be revealed to any godless person. Some of these if rubbed
on the palms of the hands will ensure luck in gambling, others

taken into the mouth courage in the night, others remove
thirst, &c. There is no date.

41. j^tf^ ejlji»> o^Jf £j~ Commentary of distichs in the

Bywan of Khdqdnu Good, distinct black writing, not much
damaged by worms; binding good hard leather, new. L. 9*1

in., br. 5*6 in., th. 07 in. This is a useful commentary on some
of the more difficult verses of Haqdny, but they are as it were
torn out from the context and thus explained. Hence this book
to be read to better advantage ought to be perused in connec-

tion with the actual Dyw£n itself. This MS. was composed
during the reign of Jehingyr, as appears from the preface, and
the present copy was finished A.H. 1068, and as the interval

between the first writing and this time is so brief the work
cannot differ much from its original ; it may be safely recom-
mended to students, and the elucidations are copious,—they
fill 402 pages.
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42. j**t J** olj*> The Dywdn of JelldlAsyr. Writing:

much damaged by worms, not veijr black ink, and in some por-
tions rather negligent* Binding- good leather. Ik 8*1 in., br^
5*1 in., th. 0"35 in. Most ofthe foal distichs contain the word:

'Asyr* (prisoner) ; the poetry ia amorous and fourth-rate. This-

MS. was finished A.H. 1171.

43. (j£ t^fji* The Bywan of Balyg* Writing careful*

each page in a frame of two red and one blue line, and divided

into two columns > somewhat damaged by worms, which have
pierced even the hard leather covers like small shot. L* 8*8 in.,

br. 4*d in., th. 0*15 in. Contents amatory; the last distich al-

ways contains the poet's name,, who appears to have tried, to*

imitate Hafetz. No date.

44. Jbj&t erfl* o'ji* The Dywdn of Ebn Al-Fdradz.

Very careful, nice writing, with all the diacritical and many
vowel points ; and although this text is Arabic, it ia not written in-

the perpendicular but in the elegant Nask character, which no*

Arab can write. Bach page has a frame of two red and one blue*

line, and is divided into two columns^ P&per badly worm-eaten.
Covers, hard leather but somewhat loose. L, 7*&in., br. 4*5*

in., th. 02 in. The subjects of this Dywin are mostlyamorous;;
they consist of only a few pieces or poemsr each of which bears

the heading '" He upon whom the benediction of God may
rest has said." There is only one headed "The Sheykh
Shehdb Al-Shably (may the benediction of Gbd rest on him !.)

has said. " This MS. was finished A.H. 1035.

46. yjj &!?.* Dywdn of Wuly. Various kinds of hand-

writing, some rather careless. Slightly worm-eaten. Covers,,

good leather. L. 8*5 in., br. 4*5 in., th. 0*3 in. This MS. is-

in Hindostani; the last distich always contains the poet's.

name. All the pieces are amatory. No date.

46. j***> e> f j** The Dywdn of Hayder. Black and distinct

writing, slightly damaged by worms ; good hard covers. Lv
6*65 in., br. 4'4 in., th. 0*2 in. Nice little book, all amatory ;

no date; the last distich always contains the poet's name

47. ijr** v)\jl* Dywdn of Fadzdly. Distinct writing,

somewhat damaged by worms ; binding good hard leather. L..

7 in., br. 4*9 in., th. 0*4 in. This Dyw&n, which is in the Turk-
ish language, is defective, inasmuch as the beginning of the

prose-preface and the end of the MS. is wanting. The last dis-
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tich always contains the name of the poet ; and the language of
the amorous odes is considerably interlarded with Persian words.

48, j*l*i?*i*l &\ji* Dywdn of Adyb Ssdber. Caligraphic

writing, with each page in a frame of gold and blue, and divided

into two columns ; somewhat damaged by worms ; the two first

pages are very ornamental with the intervals between the lines

filled with gilding. The prayer-carpet above the. Btsmillab is

painted with various colours and arabesques. Covers new, of
strong hard leather. L. 6-9 in., br. 3-8 in., th. 0*2 in. The full

name of the poet is Sheh£b al-dyn Adyb Ssdber ; he came dur-
ing the reign of Sultt&n Sanjar from Tarmad to Marw, but was
by birth a Bokharian. The poetry is fluent, and not laboured
like that of inferior poets; it is moreover inviting, and a great

deal higher than those effusions which never go beyond the

praises of the eyes, brows, lips, &c. of the ladies. The poet's

name does not occur in the odes, and these are usually longer
than is customary.

49. ifj** &lji* The Dwydn of Magraby. Elegant black

writing, on glazed country paper, each page in a frame of gam-
boge, and divided into two columns ; leather binding, hard, black,

with two gilded frames. L. 6*8 in.,br. 4*3 in., th. 0*4 in. The
name of the poet occurs often in the last distich. All amatory.

No date.

60. <s**" &\ji* Dywdn of Sayydy. Very old, brown
paper; writing distinct,worm-eaten; bindinggood,ofhard leather

but loose. L. 6*7 in., br. 5 in., th. 0'25 in. There is no preface

from which anything about the poet might be learnt, but his

name occurs in the last distich of every ode. Contents amatory.
No date.

61. tfj"
1* &1?** o^Jl U**l J J 1^ e)lv«jJ The B6stdn

Khaydl (Garden of Fancy) and versesfrom the Dywdn of Ndssery.

Writing in various hands, mostly negligent Shekestah ; and the

first portion of the volume is actually in shreds from worms ; bind-

ing good, hard leather. L. 9 in., br. 5*4 in., th. 0'3 in. The
first portion has a frame of writing all round, and a line of writ-

ing also divides it into two columns ; it is filled with distichs

from H&fetZj J£my, and from poets of inferior note, followed by
a longer poem which is quite in tatters. A new Bismillah com-
mences odes on very old brown paper, and from the last dis-

tichs of some of them the author appears to be Ndsser Aly.

Amatory. No date.
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62. \j& <^<£S| j >* tt>lj*A Tfo JDyw;^ 0/ Khdn Fattrat,

and the Enshd of Ttogrd. Distinct writing by two different

hands, somewhat worm-eaten ; binding good hard leather. L.
7*8 in., br. 3*9 in., th. 0*2 in. The first part contains the Dywan
of Khan Fattrat, with many independent distichs not pertaining

to the odes ; in the latter the poet's name occurs. Contents
generally amorous ; no date. The Ensha of Mollfi Ttogri consists

mostly of complimentary expressions used in epistolary corre-

spondence ; there are, however, also three or four letters, but no
rules of composition. No date.

63. j»° &\yA The Bywan of Myr. Very distinct black

writing, but worm-eaten, which is rather unusual in a MS. not
older than 61 years—maybe the paper was very sweet. Binding
of hard leather, but pierced in many places. L. 8*5 in., br. 4*9

in., th. 0'5 in. The last distich of every ode is written in red ink,

and always contains the word 'Myr.' In the latterpart ofthe book
there are also a few long pieces of poetry. This MS. was finish-

ed A.H. 1228. Contents amorous.

64. jVo^U cjIj^ The Dywdn of Nasser Aly. Distinct

black writing, very slightly damaged by worms ; binding good
hard leather. L. 8*9 in., br. 5 in., th. 0*25 in. The odes are in an
easy style and fluent ; the last distich always contains the word
Aly; towards the latter part of the book they are long : all amatory
but not outrageously gushing. There is no date, and the last

words are :
" God ! Pardon all three, the author, the copyist,

and the reader."

65. isjl** J*r^j#°l &\ji* Dywdn of Amyr Khosru from
Dehhj. Nice distinct black writing, somewhat damaged by
worms; each page enclosed by a frame of two red lines, and divid-

ed into two columns; binding hard leather, but loose. L. 8*5 in.,

br. 5 #5 in., th. 1*35 in. This is a well-known Indian poet; each
ode is at least one page long, and some ofthem contain the word
*Khosru* in the last distich. There is a long preface full ofscraps

from the Qoran, quotations of distichs, and tittle-tattle about
some contemporaries of the poet, but no information. No date.

66. *Ul cu**j &\)l* Dywdn of Ni&mat-ullah. Good black
writing by the same hand as No. 53 and on the same kind of
paper ; worm-eaten ; covers good but also perforated. L. 8*5 in.,

br. 5*1 in., th. 0*8 in. There is no preface; the poet's name
occurs in the last distich, which is in red ink, in every ode.

Towards the end there are quatrains, some of which are epi-

grammatic. Written A.H. 1228.
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67. ^j U j*& &\ji* Dywdn of Tzahyr Fary&by. Black

and distinct but not nice writing, somewhat damaged by worms,
binding in good hard leather covers. L. 8*8 in., br. 4*8 in., th.

0*5 in. No preface ; in the odes the last distich does not con-
tain the poet's name. In some of the odes already the praises

of Malak Shah, the author's patron, are sung, but towards the end
whole pieces are devoted to that object. No date.

68. (yt*t\ & 1** &\ji* Dyivan of Gayath al-dyn. The same

hand exactly, and also the paper and its condition, as in Nos. 53
and 56 ; there is no date, but most likely it is the sama with the
MSS. just named. Binding brownish leather, country-bound.
L. 8*7 in., br. 5*3 in., th. 0*3 in. The name of the poet regular-

ly occurs in the last distich of every ode, in red ink. Contents
amatory.

69. *£&* ejlji* Dywdn of Jamshyd. Distinct but not

elegant writing ; but slightly injured by worms ; binding hard
leather. L. 9*2 in., br. 5*5 in., th. 0*15 in. Instead of the usual
Bismillah, the Zoroastrian formula heads the book, and the
!>oet's name is contained in the last distich of every ode ; the
anguage is elegant. Contents amatory. There is no date, and
in lieu of it the statement terminates the MS. that this Dywan
consists of 679 distichs.

60. J*«*~l cM e>1ji* Dywdn of Kumdl Esm&yl. Nice

minute but distinct writing on two or three kinds of brown
country paper, damaged by worms in several portions ; binding
good strong red leather. L. 9*3 in., br. 4*35 in.; th. 0*55 in. As
there is no preface, and the poet's name is not mentioned in any
of the odes, we must take it on trust from the outside label only.

The odes are amatory, and the end of the book is occupied by
quatrains. This MS. was written A.H. 9 [8 ?] 6.

• 61. j\j**\ vj*** 3 *&j*> &\jt* Bywin of Nassrat and the

Mahhzan Asr&r. Writing in several hands, of several qualities,

and in some places badly worm-eaten, so that portions of leaves

are falling out ; binding new, in excellent condition, hard lea-

ther covers. L. 8*9 in., br. 5*5 in., th. 0*3 in. The Dywdn of

Nassrat contains his name in the last distich of every ode, but

the writing looks hurried and ugly, although it is always dis-

tinct. Nearly every ode contains seven distichs, more or less,

and is amatory. No date.—The Treasury of Secrets, which occu-

pies the second moiety of the. volume, is also poetical, and em-
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braces a variety of subjects. It is in a better handwriting, espe-
cially the latter part ; the red headings also begin there, and are
the titles of a number of moral stories. The copyist had for-

gotten the figures of the year over the word Senat, and some
silly person supplied them 35 years ago in paler ink than the
original, and this betrays the lie. The MS. was certainly writ-
ten much earlier than A.H. 1254. It would be worth while
to get the Makhzdn Asrdr recopiedby an intelligent Kateb, be-
cause it is getting rather dilapidated and pieces are now begin-
ning to fall out. There is a superabundance of amatory poetry,
but a lack of books inculcating sound moral doctrines.

62. *U|*«*J a** &\jis Dywdn of Sayyid Ni&mut-ullah.

Distinct but not nice writing; brown country paper, badly dam-
aged by worms in some portions ; good strong leather binding.

L. 10*3 in., br. 5*8 in., th. 1 in. This is not to be confounded
with No. 56, which is quite a different Dywdn, although there

and here exactly the same name occurs in the last distich of

every ode, i. e. Ni&mut-ullah. Contents amatory. No qua-
trains. No date.

63. <M o^r^ &lji* £j& Commentary to the Dywdn of

Hudzrat Aly. This is a very beautiful MS. with an ornamental
gilded and painted top for the Bismillah. Eacli page is enclosed

in a frame of gold and blue, and divided into two columns. The
writing is the same from beginning to end, very elegant, ex-

cepting only some marginal notes which have been added by
others in later times; in some portion the worms have made
great havoc, but the binding is new and strong in hard leather

covers. L. 9*8 in., br. 5'8 in., th. 0*2 in. This is a mixture of

prose and poetry, some of the latter being in Arabic. This is

a religious book, written by a very strong Sheeah, but why it

should bear the name given it above in the title appears not
from the text. It is altogether religious and mystic ; the tenets

of the Motazelites, Ssofys, &c. are attacked, and a very curious

explanation is given of the spheres of the planets, Saturn,

Mars, &c, in several diagrams. After a long dissertation

Comes again a circular diagram the outermost Hmb whereof
is assigned to the 12 signs of the Zodiac, and several smaller

concentric circles within it are destined for other purposes.

The mansions of the moon are explained, with other matters,

with proper omina. Gazaly and Emam Kajub are quoted on
the state of the soul when the body sleeps. The subject en-

larged upon. Opinions of various divines on our state in the
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next world after death. The MS. breaks off abruptly in the

middle of a sentence (and is incomplete) just when something

is being narrated concerning what passed during an interview

between Aly and Abu Bekr.

64. iJ*** %\y v\ji* Dywdn of Serdj Dekheney. Hin-

dostani MS. ; the writing is not nice but very legible, and but

slightly damaged by worms; binding hard leather. L. 9*6 in.,

br. 5-7 in., th. 0*3 in. There is no preface; the language is half

Persian and very pleasing ; it could scarcely be understood by a

person who has not studied Persian. The word Seraj is written

in red ink in the last distich of every ode, all of which are

amatory. At the end are inserted 14 pieces, consisting of five

lines each, i. e quintains. There is no date.

65. lsj^**" &\jt& Dywdn of Sarvjary. Good black writ-

ing, but in some parts negligent and worm-eaten ; every page
has a frame of blue, red, and green lines and is divided into two
columns. Good hard leather binding. L. 10*4 in., br. 58 in.,

th. 0*7 in. Both the commencement and the end of this MS.
are wanting, but as the word Sanjar occurs in the last distich of

every ode the Dywdn must necessarily be his ; it is also com-
plete as far as the end is concerned, and after it there is a por-

tion of another Dywdn which has a gilded and nicely painted

prayer-carpet with a golden space in the centre where the Bis-

millah ought to stand. From the last distich of every ode it

appears that the author of this Dywan was Fagftir. Both Dy-
wans are amatory.

66. vi*** ttjlj** Dywdn of Ssdyib. Distinct writing, on

various kinds of country paper, rather ancient but slightly da-

maged by worms ; in ornamental embossed Native binding of

dark red leather, loose. L. 9*5 in., br. 5 in., th. 0*5 in. This
MS. has neither beginning nor end, but from the last distich of
every ode it appears that the whole of it is by Ssayib. All
amatory.

67. f* I* &\y.& Dywdn of Hdshem. Distinct but not care-

ful writing, every page enclosed in a frame of one blue and two
red lines, and divided into two columns. The place for the Bis-

millah is somewhat ornamental and painted with various little

flowers on a golden ground. Well bound in strong leather co-

vers, but a little damaged by worms here and there. L. 97
in., br. 56 in., th. 0*6 in. The Dywan begins with a poem in
praise of Muhammad ; then one about Layly, the Juliet of Per-
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sian poets. Then comes a poem divided into seven Eqlyms or
climates/migratory and stationary (Sder wa maqym)* Various
other poems lauding Muhammad and other persons, some para-
bles, a poetical description of Hindostan of no great value, and
then only the real Dywan begins, which runs till the end of the
book and occupies about one half of it. The name H&shem oc-

curs regularly in the last distich of every ode. This MS. was
copied at Surat on the 27th Ssafar A.H. 1158 during the reign

of Muhammad Shah.

68. &>\ j j*»\ &\y** dljjl Leaves from the Dywan of

Asyr, and an Ensha. Writing of various kinds and by several

hands, scarcely damaged by worms, and in excellent new hard
leather binding. L. 9*5 in., br. 5*4 in., th. 0*4 in. The Dy-
wan of Asyr has neither beginaing nor end, and the same is the

case with the Ensha which follows after it. The Ensha is a
collection of bond fide letters written to each other by various

Nawabs. There is also a Wokalet-namah, i.e. power of attor-

ney given by a Nawab to Muhammad Bahrany, a petition, a letter

of consolation, a Waqf-namah, i.e. bequest, &c. The Ensha*

occupies about one-half of the MS.

69. &ijh* Dawawyri. Black, distinct but not elegant

writing, in large characters, each page enclosed in a frame of

red lines more than two fingers broad and filled with writing

all round the page, which is divided into two columns ; scarcely

damaged by worms. Binding new, hard, strong ; leather the

colour of dark yellow ochre. L. 13*4 in., br. 8*7 in., th. 1*6 in.

This MS. contains many Dywans, thus:—Of Ssayib, which has

no Bismillah, and may be considered as having no commencement;
that of Ssahbdyi with an ornamental and painted space above the

Bismillah. It commences with detached distichs, and after these

the Dywan comes, which is systematically arranged according

to the Qafyahs or rhymes, in alphabetical order. The next is

the Dywan of Ssaheb Masyh Albayan, which runs in an un-

interrupted manner from beginning to end. A nicely ornament-
ed piece over the Bismillah announces the beginning of the

Dywan of Ssaleh, which consists of not more than three folio

pages. Then comes Ssaleh-Mashhady's Dywan, with a painted

prayer-carpet, and likewise occupying only 3 pages. A new or-

namented Sujadah announces the Dywan of Dzamyry, occupying

6 pages. The next Dywan is of Hudzrat Shah Quttb, with

an ornamental quadrangle ; Dywan of Ttaher, with ornamental

Bismillah, and somewhat longer than the two preceding ones

;

19 M
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of Ttdleb Amaly with little flowers ; Muhammad Ttusy, with a
painted heading ; it consists only of3 pages ; of Khajah Nassyr~
al-dyn Ttiisy with caligraphical Bismillah ; it occupies 22 pages*

Tzahyr Fdrydby, with ornamental beginning ; consists only of 5
pages. Dyw&n of Tzahury occupies 56 pages, and the latter

part of it is written very negligently. A new-painted quadran-
gle begins the Dywan of Attdyi M&nuwy Mnptiry, which occu-

pies 12 pages only. An ornamental diagram indicates the com-
mencement of the D. of Myr Omdd Attayi, 5 pages. Another
ornament begins tho^ D. of Hudzrat £rdqy, which consists of 7

pages. The D. of Unssary is ushered in by an ornament ; it

consists of 5 pages. A painted square is prefixed to the D. of

Faryd-al-dyn Attar, the celebrated Ssofy poet ; it occupies pp.
40. The D. of (jrfy Shyrdzy has an ornamental Bismillah, and
occupies pp. 23. The D. of Nasser Aly begins with a painted

Sujadah and consists of pp. 30. The D. of Ni&mut Khan Aaly
occupies pp. 33 and has an ornament ; at the end it is said that

this is but a selection from the D. of thia poet. A new orna-

ment begins the D. of Myr Miiman tfrshy, or rather excerpts from
it, pp. 26. The D. of Myr Attd-ulldh Badakhshdny, pp. 36.

The D. of Kdjah Abd ul-rahman Adbed, pp. 15. The D. of

ffssmat-ulldh Bohhary also has its little flowers as the pre-

vious ones ; it occupies pp. 12, and is only a selection. The D.
of Ommdd begins with an ornament, pp. 7, and is only a selec-

tion. The selection from Addely consists of pp. 3 but has its

ornament. The D. of Hudzrat Shdh Abulwadly,-pp. 4. The
.T). of Qayby, pp. 7. The D. of Gany Kashmyry, pp. 5, with
ornament. The D. oiFaqyry, pp. 12. The D. of Fugdny has
an ornamental Bismillah and occupies pp. 6. The D. of Faydzy
[court-poet and favourite of Akber] is a mere selection of pp. 5.

TheD. of Faduwy, pp. 8; of Khajah Muhammad Faruq, pp. 6;
otFayz, pp. 23; of Fagfiir, pp. 24; of Musuwy Khan Fattrat,

pp. 50; ,of Vstdd Fakhry, pp. 31; of Fdragy, pp. 8; of Shah
Qdsum Anwar, pp. 9 ; of Hdjy Muhammad Khan, pp. 4; ofQd-

pp. 6 ; of Qdsum Kdhy, pp. 11 ; of Mulld Kdtuby, pp. 6

;

of Khajah Kumdl Khajand,^. 14; of Magraby, pp. 12; oiMat
zahwy, pp. 2 ; ofMyrMuhammad Many/, pp. 8 ; of Myrzd Awudz
Myrah whose poetical name (tnJchalluss) isMajaz, pp. 8; of Sul-
ttdn Muhad, pp. 6 ; of Mulld Mashfaqy, pp. 9 ; oiMoayn, pp. 4 ; of
Mdhoyi, pp. 4 ; ofMany, pp. 11 ; of Mcurwy, pp. 13; oiMasyhy, pp.
20; ofSayyid Enayat-ullah Mashrab,j>j). 27; MasudBeg,j>p. 19
Ustdd Luttf-ullah, the architect and geometrician, pp. 15
Malak Qamy,-pp. 25; ofMuhtashum, pp. 23; of Muhaffy, pp. 4
of Hudzrat Shah Nidmut-ullah, pp. 25 ; of Hudzrat Sheykh Net
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zdmy Kanjury, pp. 3 ; of N6ry, pp. 4 ; and last of $11 the Dyw6n
of Netzim, which breaks off suddenly on the 5th page with the
beginning of the Sdqy ndmdh. It may here be observed that

nearly every one of these Dywins is a mere selection, and not
the whole.

70. utjlj* Dywdns. In every respect like No. 69 except

in the contents. L. 13*4 in., br. 84 in., th. 1*5 in. It may
also here be observed that the beginning of every Dywan has,

as in No. 69, an ornamental and painted quadrangle or cupola.

Also this volume begins abruptly ; after a few short pieces de-

scribing the various parts of the human body, there is an eulogy
of Akber the Emperor, and another piece treating on miscel-

laneous subjects, i.e. a horse, a lover, &c. Then comes a Qas-
sydah praising a deceased person, and written slovenly. Then
comes ,a selection from the Dyw&n of Assefy, another from the

D. of Amdny from Tzafar Khan, Snayat Khan, Emdmy Haru-
wy, MyrzaEbrdhym Adham, Ahy, Ebn Yamyn, and another selec-

tion from the same. Selection from the Dyw£n of Kumdl Es-
mciyl, of Hakym Anwary, of Adhry, another from the same.

Selection from the D. of Myrzd Jelldl Asyr, of Ahly Shyrdzy, of

Myr Muhammad Ahsan, of Muhammad Sayd Adjaz, of Arslldn,

of Anusy, another of the same, of Mulldnd Bendyi, of Attd-ulldh

Belldl, of Badarchachy surnamed Tafahr zemdn, of the Brahman
Chunder Bhdn, of BasJchdq Ett&mah of Tordpy, of Myrzd Abd-
aUluttyf Khan Tanhd, of Janyd, of Assuf Jiffer Khdn, Jelldly

Khdjah Hafetz Shyrdzy , Haqyry, four Dywdns of Amyr Khosrh
Dehliwy, of Myr Redza Ddnesh, Redza Kyllany, Myrzd Redza,

Rayddzy, Adqal Khdn Rdzy, again promiscuous pieces of the

same; Dywan of Zellily, selections from Sayfy, Dyw&n of Mu-
hammad Efdzel whose poetical surname is Sar-khosh. A selec-

tion from the Dyw£n of Sheykh Sctdy, from Solmdn Sdvejy,

Sanjar Kdshy, S&yd Haruwy, Behrdm Saqd, Sohayly, Hudzrat
Shams Tabryz [this was the spiritual teacher of the celebrated

JelLil-ul-dyn Ktimy] ; Hudzrat Shdh SharfBo Aly Qalandar, an-

other selection from the same. The Dyw6n of Sharf, of Sha-
kuhy, of Myrzd Ab-ulmukdremNdmaky, of Sheydah, of Shdpir,
selection from Hudzrat Mulld Shdh, Dywan of Shdhy, Slwukat
Bokhary, incomplete Dyw&n of Sharyf; of Myrzd Muhammad
Aly Ssdyb odes of the same which break off abruptly. Both
these great volumes appear to be portions of a yet larger collec-

tion of Dywans, because neither of them has a regular begin-

ing or end.
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71. ^y ^ ^° £^l ij* Jjl *^ First volume of the Burra t-

ul-tdj (pearl of the diadem) of Molla Jamy. Distiuct but not

nice writing, and considerably worm-eaten. Binding good hard
leather. No date. L. 7*4 in., br. 4*4 in., th. 0*4 in. This, like

all the other writings of Jamy, is sold in the bazar.

72. f
j* *!*

^y ^ ^° %Wt gj* Durrat-ul-taj of M611& Jamy,

second volume. Same hand as No. 71, considerably worm-
eaten, ends abruptly, and is incomplete. No date. L. 6*3 in.,

br. 4*2 in., th. 0*3 in. Also lithographed in the bazar.

73. \ j*&) \ j y5*» o Dastur-ul-shara. Various kinds of writ-

ing, all black, but some less correct than others. Somewhat
damaged by worms. Binding hard leather. L. 8*4 in., br. 5*5

in., th. 0*4 in. The first part of this MS., beginning with a
Bismillah, is of a promiscuous kind with prose and poetry, and
a vocabulary of expressions, some of which only Ssofys use

;

from this it appears that "moon-faced" or " countenance" mean
" Emanations of the Deity," a black mole means " the invisible

world," a black curl " distressed circumstances." Advice of
Loqman to his son, and lastly various small poems taken from
various Ssofy writings, and among others also from the Nan-u-
Hulwa. The second and largest portion of the volume is u
valuable treatise on Persian prosody, its author is Jamy Muham-
mad Mazanderany, but as the copyist was a Parsee he substi-

tuted his own formula at the head for the Bismillah. There are

at the end also rules for the use of various poetical figures of

speech. This MS. was finished Anno Yazdajardi 1156.

.. 74. *&& ^sjj** J* aJUj Treatise on the Knowledge of
Rhyme. Nice distinct writing, not damaged by worms, in good
hard leather binding. L. 8 in., br. 5*7 in., th. 2 in. This trea-

tise was written during the reign of Aly Shyr, and the author of

it was Niir-al-dyn B. Ahmad Aljalyl. This is not a treatise on
the metric system or prosody, like the preceding, i.e. latter

part of No. 73, but a necessary addition to it, as appears from
the following view of its contents :—The preliminary know-
ledge necessary for beginners in this science. Definition ofrhyme,
and dissertation on the letters and motions [i.e. vowels] which
constitute it. Increments to the terminations of words on which
rhymes are made. The names, species, and faults of rhymes.
The Hajeb, the Eadyf, the beauties and the defects of verses.

This MS. was made Anno Yazdajardi 1194 on the 11th Adhar-
mah, i.e. A. H. 1240, on the 3rd Showal, by the hand of Firuz
B. Mulla Kawus.
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(j*»jiK Treatise on the science of prosody and rhyming, and the

Khullassat albedya* in the writing of Mulld Firuz B. Kdivus.

Careful handwriting, on strong glazed blue paper, very slightly

damaged by worms, and in strong leather covers. L. 5*6 in.,

br. 4 in., th. 0*3 in. The treatise on prosody is good, and the only

pity is that more examples do not occur, and that the details of

scansion are not given more copiously ; as for the metres they
are all explained well enough. The second and last part of
this book is occupied by a treatise on eloquence ; the author
of it is Shams al-dyn, and he has divided it into two parts, the
one treating on the embellishments of speech as to meaning,
and the other as to words ; these are, however, always considered

as applicable to poetical and not to prose composition. This
whole volume consists of pp. 378, and was copied A.H. 1239.

76. j&* *^tf aJUj j «jiU>j Oojj» f^j$ *tl*j Treatise

on the science ofprosody and rhyming, and another on rhyming.

Good writing, not in the least damaged ; binding hard leather.

L. 8*8 in., br. 5*4 in., th. 0*15 in. The whole book occupies

pp. 206, and of these only pp. 30 are occupied by the treatise

on prosody, which is a tolerably good one, but the treatise on
rhyming is more exhaustive. It deals with all the peculiarities

of rhyme, including their beauties and deficiencies. There is

no date.

77. v&j^l u^jIJ LSJ*! 31 o^ljj Quatrains of some un-

known author, incomplete at both ends. Writing distinct; some
pages are greatly damaged by worms. Curiously embossed
and painted ; Oriental binding of hard leather covers. L. 9*4

in., br. 5*8 in., th. 0*7 in. The contents are almost wholly

amorous, but allowing of the explanations usually given by
Ssofys of such verses ; there are, however, also a few sensible

quatrains, like the following :

—

Speech uttered in proper time turns to gold.

Soon everything good or evil bears frait.

The vernal rain will form the bounty of the season.

Become a rose on shore, and a pearl in the sea.

78. f
1^ j+* p£*> o^kj Quatrains by HaJcym Omar

Khayam. Good writing, somewhat worm-eaten, binding of

hard leather. L. 8*6 in., br. 5-2 in., th. 0*15 in. There is

no Bismillah, and the work appears to be incomplete in the
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beginning, but not at the end, although there is no date. The
contents appear to be superior to those of No. 77, and the
amorous quatrains less numerous and less gushing.

79. i^O^lWl jf°j Enigmas of the pure. Distinct but
not elegant writing, slightly injured by worms ; well bound in

hard leather covers. L. 9*2 in., br. 5*2 in., th. 0*7 in. This is a
collection of poems in a very easy style, composed in India
during the reign of Shah Aalum, and each bears the title of
enigma ; the date of composition of the book is embodied in the

words i&lj*y° jy*j 1j cjLt* jp*

80. *JUj j a U ^xA qJ i £LX» The golden chain, with two other

pieces. Good writing, but by another and less careful hand in

the last part. Worm-eaten. Binding good, but the covers

are torn off. L. 8*05 in., br. 5*3 in., th. 0*5 in. The golden
chain is the Selselat aldhahab by the celebrated poet MullanS
Kumal al-dyn Abd al-rahman Jamy. It is a collection of
various short pieces of poetry, and some texts of the Qoran,
but all treated in the spirit of Ssofism. Every page is enclosed
in a gold and blue lined frame, divided into two columns, with
all the headings in red ink ; this poem was copied A.H. 978.

—

The next piece was written by the same hand as the first part

;

from the following advertisement it will be observed that it is

likewise composed in the same spirit :

—

" This treatise is called

Radiations explanatory of the spiritual knowledge and significa-

tion, which has emanated from those who are in possession of
the tablets of spiritual mysteries, and who enjoy an advanced
state ofknowledge, taste, and ecstacy." This treatise is divided

into Radiations, each of which consists of a prose paragraph
followed by a few quatrains, treating on spiritual subjects and
that divine love to express which Ssofys are in the habit of

borrowing terrestrial amatory terms about the eyes, cheeks,

mouth, curls, &c, as if they were speaking about some beautiful

woman. This piece was written A.H. 978.—The last part of
this volume is written more negligently, and has no frames
round the pages. It is also in the Ssofy style but is not a text

;

it is a prose commentary of various expressions and sentiments
of the Ssofys, and is of no great value. There is no date.

81. yJLii* i/** J^J*" Sahr Ealldl (lawful magic), by
Ahly Shyrazy. "Passable writing, somewhat worm-eaten, but
well bound in leather. L. 9*3 in., br. 6*2 in., th. 0*05 in.

There is nothing of magic in this MS., but merely a collection

of a few pieces of poetry, and the praises ofseveral high person-

ages. Tftiere is no date. Total number of pages 34.
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82 iSJJ* er^° j%* *°U <J u . The Sdqy-ndmah of Myr
Mahsan of Herat. Caligraphical writing with a frame of gold,

blue, and red lines, and each page divided into two columns.

The whole MS. consists of pp. 24, somewhat worm-eaten, and
the only date at the end is :

" Written in the beginning of

Muharram in the 4th year of the propitious reign/' L. 7*7 in.,

br. 4'8 in., th. 0*1 in. This cup-bearer book is all full of di-

vine love and devotion.

83. j&* j*j* **+*oi\ &~lm The golden chain; hothDyfturs.

Not very nice but legible writing, somewhat damaged by
worms on the margins; strongly bound in leather. L. 9'5 in.,

br, 5*5 in., th, 0*8 in. See No. 80, of which this is another and
a completer copy, as it contains the full chain. This MS. was
made A.H. 1201.

84. y»Jj ^olijoi^» The land Sekander-ndmah. Tolerably

good writing, with marginal notes, and also over some words
in the text ; a portion of the book has its pages enclosed in red-

lined frames. Not much damaged by worms, and well bound
in leather boards. L. 9*8 in., br. 5*5 in., th. 0*8 in. This

MS. was made A.H. 1189. As all the works of Netzamy are

well known and for sale in the bazar, nothing more need be
said.

85. {sji 4*l3j*&*» The land Sekander-ndmah. Passable

writing, without any notes but those the worms have made in

many places. Binding good hard leather. L. 7*9 in., br. 4*4

in., th. 0*8 in. This MS. was made A.H. 1174. The same as

No. 84.

86. igfJ1**- **^ jo&* The Sea Sekander-ndmah. Caligra-

phical writing, frames of gold and blue, each page has 4 columns

;

headings are all in red ink. The ornament in the beginning
is in beautiful preservation gilded and coloured, and bears instead

of the Bismillah the words Eqbdl ndmah-i Eskandary. L. 9*6

in., br. 6 in., th. 0'2 in. This MS. is also called the Khamsah of

Sheykh Netzamy, and contains actually the whole of it written

A.H. 970. Well known.

87. (ffjst *°U j*&« The Sea Sekander-ndmah. Writing

common and legible, worm-eaten ; bound in strong leather co-

vers. L. 9*3 in., br. 5*3 in., th. 0*4 in. The writing is inferior

to No. 86, and there is some difference in the contents likewise,

so that some pieces contained in one copy do not occur in the
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other, which is always the case where no standard exists, and the

MSS. have been copied andrecopied during six centuries. The
number over the word Senat is omitted, but it appears that this

MS. was made at Bokhara.

88. **ti ^U Sam Ndmah. Distinct writing, with all the

headings in red ink ; very slightly damaged by worms ; well

bound in hard leather covers. L. 5*5 in., br. 4»7 in., th. 0*8 in.

This is a love-poem about the Persian prince Sam Neriman, who
falls in love with the Chinese princess Peri-dukht, undergoes
a number of strange and wonderful adventures, but at last suc-

ceeds in getting possession of her. There is no date.

89. v>la^H£«£
j+LSb* *oUaI£ The abridged Shah-namah,

called Shemshyr Khdny. Good writing but not elegant. Each
page, has a frame of two red and one blue line. Very slightly

damaged by worms. The covers are of hard leather but loose.

L. 10" I in., br. 5*8 in., th. 0*9 in. This abridgment of Ferdou-
sy's Shah-namah was made A.H. 1063, corresponding to the
26th year of the reign of Sh5h Jehan, who ordered Towkal Byg,
the son ofTowlak Byg, to undertake this work. He obeyed and
turned the essence of the Shah-namah into prose, retaining

verses only here and there to serve as a testimony and an
ornament. The object of doing this was to afford those officers

of government who are perpetually occupied with their duties,

and have no time to read the large work, an opportunity to

become acquainted with the chief historical portions of it. In
the portion of the preface recopied by a later hand, the com-
piler states that he called his work Tdrylch Dilkeskdyi Shemshyr
Khdny. This MS. was made A.H. 1129, corresponding to the

official year 1 1 24.

90. Jj\ *V *° UaLS» fls* *** Second volume of the Shah-

ndmah ; odd. Careful black writing, with all the headings in

red ink ; each page enclosed by a frame and divided into four

columns, and also the marginal frame filled in with writing. The
paper is brown from age in several parts, but has few marks of

worms ; binding good in hard leather covers. L. 12*6 in., br. 8
in., th. 1 in. This volume begins with the reign of Gushtasp
and goes to the end of the Shah-n4mah, but contains no date

when it was copied. There are a few nice pictures very care-

fully done in colours by some Persian artist.

91. ^1 *^ **15 $U> Shdh-ndmah, last volume. This MS.
is also odd, like the last. The writing is minute and generally

distinct and careful ; each page is divided into four columns.
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The pages are somewhat loose, but the binding is still goocl.

L. 9*4 in., br. 6*2 in., th. 0-9 in. The MS. begins with the birth

of Esfandyar and Bashdtan, and goes to the end. There is no
date.

92. Jj\ **?> d«olj 5LA Shdh-ndmah, 1st volume. Beautiful

writing; each page divided into 4 columns; very slightly da-

maged by worms. Binding good, but the leather covers are

loose. L. 14*3 in., br. 97 in., th. 1 inch. This MS. terminates

with the beginning of the reign of Loharasp. There is no datp.

93. fj* *!*» **U sl£ Shdh-ndmah, 2nd volume. Beauti-

ful writing; each page divided into 4 columns; very slightly

damaged by worms. L. 14 in., br. 9*3 in., th. 1*1 in. This is

the companion volume to No. 92, and continues from the reign

of Loharasp (where the former left off) to the end. This MS.
was made A.H. 1035.

94. Jjl *^ **tf *L» Shdh-ndmah, vol. 1. Coarse, ugly

paper; tolerably nice writing, somewhat worm-eaten ; each page
divided into 4 columns by red lines. All the headings in vermi-
lion. Binding good. L. 12*5 in., br. 8*4 in., th. 1*7 in. This

vol. terminates with the title "Loharasp obtains information

of the return of the army :

—

&c," which is at the head of the

last page. No date.

95. fij* *1* **K *\* Shdh-ndmah, vol. 2. All things

exactly as in No. 94, of which it is the companion volume. L.
12*4 in., br, 8*5 in., th. 1*65 in. This book continues the poem
where it was left off in No. 94 and goes to the end. This

MS. was made A.H. 1021 during the reign of Jehangyr, the son

of the Emperor Akber.—The Sh&h-namah is very common here,

but there is no standard edition, although even the Hon. E. I.

Company had lithographed it, and perhaps there are not two
MSS. in existence which contain the same number of verses in

the same order without any variations.

96. jk* **"* ^^ b <SJJ& Sf ,-**t Ttogrdy Tzahury, with

two other treatises. Good writing with more than one half of

the book in frames of red and blue lines. Slightly worm-eaten;
binding good, one of the covers somewhat loose. L.8*5 in., br.

4'6 in., th. 0*5 in. This first part contains a great variety of

little poems, e.g. a versified description of Kashmyr; the praises

of Sulttan Morad Bakhsh, on the conquest of Balkh, praises of

Shah ShujaS Bahadur, &c. Then comes a new Bismillah with a

20 m .
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poem written as if it were prose, but having red dots and also

here and there the words " quatrain/' " verses/' to mark the
poetry ; and the last portion consists of a miscellaneous collection

to serve for models of composition, epistolary correspondence,
and verses. The year is not marked.

97. o4*W| %yiU£ Ketdb alttayyobdL Careful writing on
European strong paper ; binding strong leather. L. 101 in-, br.
5*9 in., th. 0*7 in. This is a work of the celebrated SSdy of
Shyrdz, and his name always occurs in the last distich of each
piece. This MS. was copied A.H. 1218.

98. ^ Jf Ivi^ j V*J I V4 Lr* Wonders of the world. Very

distinct and nice writing, well bound in hard leather covers. L.
8*2 in., br. 5*1 in., th. 0*3 in. This book contains descriptions

of marvellous animals, fruits, caves, rivers, &c, most of which are
at present well known to be nothing more than inventions and
absurdities. The author of this book was Sheykh Adhry, and
this MS. was made A.H. 1258 at Hyderabad in Sind.

99. j&U d»y>^ The odes of Tathyr. Good writing, each

page enclosed in a frame of gold and blue and divided into two
columns, worm-eaten, and loose in the covers, which are good and
of leather. L. 8*5 in., br. 5 in., th. 0'4 in. In the last distich of
each ode the author's name occurs, and a note made by a later

hand states that he was a native of Espah&n and flourished dur-

ing the reign of Shah Sulttdn Hosseyn Sefavy. The poetry is

of an agreeable sort and not too fervidly amatory. There is no
date.

100. c5jU3| «U|**a ol*l** j {
ts***(SJfi*±J

[*£ai {*i Verses

and ten Purys in Hindostani, and prayers by Abdulldh the Ans-
sdry. Rather indifferent writing by various hands, on bad,

worm-eaten paper; binding good with a leather flap. L. 10 #5
in., br. 6*2 in., th. 0*3 in. The first portion is occupied by
verses by an unknown author ; each page has a red frame and is

divided into two columns ; and verses are also running round
three sides of the page like another frame. The contents of this

part are mostly religious, every piece being one or two pages
long and representing a detached story. Copied A. H. 1148.

The next part is in prose and consists only of pp. 7 ; it is writ-

ten in negligent Shekestah, and briefly describes the various Rdgs
of Hindu music. The next portion is again poetical, and its

contents are quite analogous to the first—maybe they are also

the product of the same author. The next piece bears the am-
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bitious title of Science of Music, but consists only of pp. 3, and
. contains scarcely anything more than the enumeration of the
Rdgs. Then come the prayers of Abdullah the Anss£ry, which
were to consist of 12 chapters, or rather paragraphs. Of these
there are 10 only in the MS., and they are written in the Bahar
Ttuvryl metre, and are called Pury 1st, 2nd, &c. They are in
Hindostani strongly mixed with Persian, and some portions are
entirely in the latter language. The last eight pages are
versified Persian prayers.

101. jj~±j#>\ *#£* The Eshqyah of Amyr Khosri. Dis-

tinct writing, each page divided into 2 columns and framed with
two red and one blue line, but the margins are much riddled by
worms ; some loose pages ; binding of leather, good. L. 7-2 in.,

br.4'5in., th. 0*4 in. This is a collection of odes and various
other pieces by the well-known poet Amyr Khosrii. No date.

102. j*\f? I *j5p Clusters ofjewels. Distinct writing by
various hands, injured by worms, especially in the latter part.

Good leather binding but one of the covers is lost. L. 9 in., br.

5 in.,J;h. 0*25 in. These verses were composed by Eashyd al-

dyn*6mar Alwattwfitty for purposes of instruction, intended to

enrich the memory of students with synonymes, all of which are

given in rhymes according to various metres. There are 37
such pieces, each about a page in extent, with the metre ac-

cording to which it is to be scanned, at its head. After that

follow pp. 20 more, in which only blanks are left for the places

where the metres were to be inscribed with red ink. After this

follows a little treatise in Arabic on grammar, but chiefly con-

fined to declensions and conjugations only. After this comes
another grammatical treatise, which is likewise in Arabic. It is

superior to the preceding one, inasmuch as it has chapters of

various kinds in which all the rules of Arabic grammar are

treated in a lucid way. It is all in verses and very easy to

understand, so that in this respect it is superior to the famous
Alefyyah; as it is much damaged by worms it ought to be re-

copied ; all the diacritical marks are complete, and it would be a

pity the little MS. should perish; it was copied A.H. 1049.

103. **U £*>* Love-booh. Distinct writing; every page

not only encased in a gold frame and divided into two columns,

but every line is separated from its neighbour by a gilded line.

Well bound in strong leather covers, but the pages are loose.

L. 7*9 in., br. 4*3 in., th. 0*2 in. The latter part is much more
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negligently written than the first, and the few blanks left for

the vermilion headings have never been filled in. The whole
little MS. breathes divine and not terrestrial love towards the
Deity according to the Ssofy fashion. No date.

104. **j£v° oUfei Scattered verses. Caligraphical writing

on pasteboard, not damaged ; the covers ornamental but torn.

L. 11*6 in., br. 71 in., th. 0*4 in. * Each page contains only 4
lines surrounded by an ornamental frame, and also the name of
the writer, Ab-ulbaq6, generally with the date of the year
annexed; mostly about A.H. 1094 and A.H. 1099. These are

beautiful specimens of writing ; but the poetry and the sense of
it is generally of a trifling nature. Within this volume there

are also five separate pieces of writing with silk backs, on open-
ing which it is found that each consists of two pages of caligra-

phical writing by Mahmrid B. Esahdq, with nicely painted or-

naments and margins ; the sense is generally amatory.

105. *Jl~j j <***-*> l-'*^ ct>Wj j J>l*+>j u^j Jl«^ jjf" *-**

^LJII OfliU fjyS ejy* j& ^jli &o aJUj j fcolila*. The story of
burning and melting, the breath ofmercy, notes by Mulld Husayny,
and the Saqd-ndmah, and a treatise on the calendar by Molld
Kdwus, which is incomplete. Writing by various hands, worm-
eaten ; strong binding ofleather. L. 9*3 in., br. 5*6 in., th. #3 in.

The first piece, the Suz-u-guddz, is a nice little poem breathing

a fervent desire to meet God ; it is amatory in the Ssofy style.

It was copied A.H. 1095. This is an abridgment of a larger

poem.—The Nafs-rahmdny is an effusion of a Ssofy on the
love of God and of knowledge ; the writing is bad and worm-
eaten, and the perusal of the tract will not repay the trouble of
reading it. Copied A.H. 1207.—The notes by Mulldna Husay-
ny are all brief letters written to certain persons, and are excel-

lent models for learning how to correspond in Persian. There
is no date.—The Saqd-ndmah consists of pp. 3, and was
brought down from paradise by Gabriel, for the benefit of the

instruction and edification of the water-bearers, and the water
©f any one of them not in possession of this tract ought not
to be taken nor drunk, and he is moreover to be considered a
rank infidel. This is the composition of a Shyah who studded
it with invocations, and was probably, trading with it for his

support. There is no date.—The last tract treats on the Zo-
roastrian months, and on the true solar year, but is incomplete.

106. ifj*
*Jl-ai The Qassydahs of tlrfy. Bad Shekestah

writing, worm-eaten, but well bound in strong leather covers.
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L. 9 9 in., br. 5*9 in., th. 0*4 in. This poet is well known.
This MS. has numerous marginal notes, but there is no date to

show when it was written.

107. <y>> *iU> The Qassydahs of tfrfy. Writing better

than that of the preceding number, contents the same. This
MS. was made A.H. 1206. L. 9'3in., br. 5'6 in., th. 0*3 in. As
is usually the case with MSS., some differences between this

and the preceding volume might be found which could not be
discovered in a cursory inspection.

108. u^** *** Qissah-i Sanj&n, i.e. the story of San-

jdn. Distinct writing, a little damaged by worms; bound only
in a paper-wrapper. L. 5*7 in.,br. 5 in., th. 0*2 in. This little

poem describes the adventures of the first Zoroastrian exiles

from Persia ; it is well known. The language here used does
not contain a single Arabic word, and is rather old-fashioned.

There is no date.

109* f$*is* &\}i& j ajUj Qassydahs and Bywan of Muh-

tashum. Writing distinct, paper thin, bad, worm-eaten, and in

some places injured by damp. Every page enclosed in a frame
of two red and one blue line. L. 8*2 in., br. 5*8 in., th 0*4 in*

As usual, the poet's name occurs in the last distich of every

ode. The verses are tolerably pleasing, and mostly amatory.

The last 6 pages are written more negligently by a later hand

;

they have no frames, nor is there any date.

110. iyt±*~)\ &\j3 Conjunction of the two happyplanets. The

writing is tolerably good, but the paper is thin, worm-eaten, and
loose in the covers, which are good, of leather. L. 8*4 in., br.

4-8 in., th. 0*3 in. The author of this poem is Amyr Khosru,
who is tolerably well known, although his verses are mediocre,

and so is this poem, which is a medley of love and war. No
date.

111. *>\jjj p £*• *** Story of the lamp and the moth.

Tolerably good writing, somewhat injured by worms. L. 9 in.,

br. 5 in., th. 0*3 in. This Persian poem, which is in Hindost£ni

known by the name of Padmawaty, was composed by Gafel

KMn. Birth of Padma ; she grows up and attains puberty ; her

parrot flies away and is taken by a birdcatcher to Chittoor,

where Ruttun Syn buys it, and obtains information from its

conversation. Ruttun Syn becomes a Jogy, and dwells in the

temple of Singaladipa, where he meets the mistress of his heart,
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but again gets separated ; the parrot conveys the tidings of his

desolation to Padma and brings a consoling reply from her, &c.,

till the lovers become united. No date.

112. j*y± }jj*"* **** Story of Prince Dast&r and of the

Fairy Jowhar. Hindostani MS. Distinct writing, very little

damaged by worms ; good hard binding, of leather. L. 8*5 in., br.

7 in., th. O'l in. Praises of Muhammad, of the four friends.

Prayers. Hopeless state of this mean world. Beginning of the

story of Dastur and his sight of the lamp of beauty, Jowhar,
and their falling in love with each other. Jowhar is thrown
into prison by her own father. The embarrassment of Dasttir

on discerning the beauty of Jowhar. The departure of Dastur
and the pleasures of his journey. The fairies carry the prince

off to Hajastah, who imprisons him. Dastur escapes from his

confinement and proceeds towards the town of Myn£, is again

deprived of his liberty, but escapes and continues his journey.

The fairies inform the father of Jowhar about Dastur, and he
comes back to fight, and at last conquers the army of the fairies

but pardons them. Dastdr escapes from prison and again starts

towards the city of Myna. Marriage of the prince and of Jow-
har, who start to meet the father ofDastdr and are kindly receiv-

ed by him. The book concludes with a prayer. This MS. was
copied in Bombay A.H. 1259.

113. ^tfla* ajLai Qassydahs of Khdqdny. Tolerably good

writing, and the numberless glosses and words written to facili-

tate the understanding of these odes would be extremely useful

to persons who are not yet well grounded in Persian. In some
portions of the book, worms have committed sad depredations.

Binding good, ofhard leather. L. 11*7 in., br. 7*2 in., th. 0*9 in.

This is a celebrated and well-known author. Ofthe odes but few
are amatory; they are generally on serious subjects, such as the

abandonment of the world, piety. He appears to have possessed

a lively perception of the beauties of nature, because he often

sings of the pleasures of spring, and describes the morn and the

sunrise. Nevertheless there is a great variety of subjects treat-

ed, and there is also an ode which may be called topographical,

since it describes all the stations in a pilgrimage to Mekkah.
There is no date.

114. fjtill* o^ Complete works of Ehdqdny. Distinct

and rather minute writing, with small marginal notes here and
there ; very slightly damaged by worms ; well bound in hard

leather covers. L. 10*3 in., br. 6*2 in., th. 09 in. This volume
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is larger in bulk than the previous one, but the contents are

nearly the same ; here many pieces of a shorter kind occur which
are not in No. 113, e.g. those towards the end, and the numerous
quatrains which terminate the book. No date.

115. fc/^cUtf-ai The story of Neldaman. Distinct writing,

but the lines slanting in a fantastic manner; each page en-

closed in a frame ; injured by worms ; binding, good leather. L.
6*1 in., br. 3*4 in., th. 0*8 in. This well-known poem was writ-

ten by Paydzy, the court poet of the Emperor Akber, who be-

stowed upon him the title of " the king of poets."

116. e/04* Jj **a* The story ofNeldaman. Distinct writing,

each page enclosed in a frame, divided into 2 columns, and writ-

ing running nearly all round the page ; more injured by worms
than No. 115. L. 9 in., br. 4'9 in., th. 0*15. This is merely
another copy of the preceding- number. There is no date.

117. u*aaj|j c5^T ***** Various pieces of poetry. Distinct

writing, not injured by worms ; well bound in hard leather. L.
8*2 in., br. 6 in., th. 02 in. This is not one continuous poem,
but a collection of verses on different subjects, e.g. the principles

of the Ssofys, the author's distress on leaving his country, the

knowledge of God, and various other religious and secular sub-

jects. This was written A.H. 1248. After this comes a prose

treatise interspersed with verses, and its contents are a mixture
ofreligion and philosophy ; then come again amatory pieces, and
the MS. terminates with a number of quatrains on various

subjects.

118. *l* j jv° *-** The story of Mehr and Mah [ sun and
moon ] . Not very negligent writing, somewhat worm-eaten,

and loose in the covers, which are good. L. 9 in., br. 5*2 in.,

th. 0*3 in. This appears to be an amatory poem, and to retail

the vicissitudes of two lovers from beginning to end. There is

no date.

119. J>*>j/ <j*&l~A Lrt^J** *-*** 3 * [~*\j LTJ^ *<*'

jlW| g^i j \>J\f>y» **^ J^ LfJ& fljVj JJJ* *°^^
The story of Kdwus and Efs&d; an account of the Marquis

of Hastings, Governor-General, written by Mulld Fyruz ; Tarykh

Akbery; a calendar according to geomancy ; and the apothecary's

vade-mecum. Writing of various kinds, somewhat worm-
eaten; binding good, of hard leather. L. 7*55 in., br. 5*6 in.,

th. 0-2 in. The first portion is entirely in verses, and contains
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the narrative of the two Mobeds mentioned in the title, who
came from Er&n to India, and first visited a Parsee of Nosaree
called Mangshih B. Changah, who consulted them on various

matters ; they also paid a visit to Surat, and do not entertain a
favourable idea about the religious knowledge of Indian Zoroas-

trians. There is no date, but this little treatise must have been
composed several centuries ago, although this MS. is of a com-
paratively recent date.—The eulogy of the Marquis ofHastings,

Governor-General of India, is also rhymed, and consists of pp.
11.—The so-called Tarykh Akbery qalamy is again by another

hand; it occupies pp. 13 and gives a brief account of Adam,
Seth, Enoch, Mahallayl, Methusaleh, Malak and Tarak, then

comes down by a pretty sudden jump to Tymor the great con-

queror, and to his descendant Akber, the Emperor of India.

This might perhaps be called a genealogical account about Ak-
ber ; it is moreover not an original work, but simply an extract

abridged from the large Tarykh Akbery composed by order of

the Emperor, where more complete information can be gained

on the subject. This little compilation fills pp. 13.—The
geomantic calendar consists of 14 tables, each ofwhich occupies a

page, assigning to each day of the month the things best to be
done ; therein also a few general indications are given, but no
special rules for using this little almanac. No date.—The last

.
piece is in Arabic, and appears to be intended for apothecaries

already well acquainted with drugs and with their profession

in general. Something, however, is said about the action of

various medicines upon each other, their preservation, their pro-

perties when mixed, with two diagrams; the last 12 pages are

tabular and chess-board fashion inscribed with medicines to show
their proper arrangement for physicians and apothecaries. No
date.

120. jjj& ^° o Ij^ The complete poems of Mulld Fyruz.

Careful writing, very slightly damaged by worms, nicely bound
in hard leather covers. L. 11*8 in., br. 8*3 in., th. 1*2 in.

These are the works of Firuz B. Moll& K&wus, by whose name
this library is called. The only prose portion is the preface,

wherein the author gives some account of himself and of

the birth of Zoroaster. Then come various Qassydahs, gener-

ally praising, but some also blaming, certain individuals.—After

that comes a poem of some length about the well-known con-

troversy on the intercalary days of the Parsees ; with some per-

sonal affairs, and descriptions of journeys to and from Eran, but
especially to Kerman, the whole concluding with a long string
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of questions and of as many replies amounting to 78 in number,
all in verses.—The next is also a religious poem consisting of

various paragraphs, among which is one narrating how the

author was divinely admonished to renovate the versification of

the Zertosht-namah.—The next piece is a vocabulary of the

words occurring in the DesStyr; this has already been noticed

before, as there are several MSS. of it.—Then come pp. 6 con-

taining verses, one is a Gazal, and the other two pieces are ad-
dressed to two friends.—The next treatise consists of arguments
used by the author during the once famous but now defunct

controversy about the intercalary days of the Parsees ; this con-

tains quotations from Muhammad Bauker, Abu Rayhan Al-

faayrriny, &c. in support of the author's views. The last book
contains fol. 88, and is an imitation of Faryd-uldyn Attar's

Pandnamah, containing versified advice on various subjects and
also a fewmoral stories. It is divided into two portions ; the latter

contains also a little eulogy of Zoroaster, and afterwards the

praises of several virtues, such as truthfulness, humility, &c, and
the blame of bad qualities, such as falsehood, pride, &c. There is

no date.

121. Ij*« j^i j* U*j JS The Gulri B&nd (tender rose) con-

cerning the record ofpoets. Distinct writing, but somewhat worm-
eaten, and especially so towards the end of the book. Binding,
good leather. L. 16*3 in., br. 8*1 in., th. 0*9 in. The author,

Lachmy Narayan, whose poetical sobriquet is Shafyq Aurungi-
bady, received orders, A. H. 1181, from his patron, to compose a
work on the poets born in Hindostan, taking first the Moslems
and then the idolaters ; and the present book was the result.

It is what people generally call a Tadhkerat-ulshartf, or biogra*

phies of poets. The arrangement is alphabetical, and a very
short alphabet is assigned to the uncircumcised Hindus after the
Muhammadan part. Specimens of the verses of every poet
are given, but they are all in Persian. On the last page this

book is called Manaquh Shdrd ; the date is contained in the

words fj**!*
&°U

122. Jj? *U Upj Ji Gul-i-R&na, vol 1. Distinct writ-

ing, somewhat worm-eaten ; well bound in hard leather. L. 9*9

in., br. 5'8 in., th. 1*7 in. This is another copy of No. 121, and,

as its title implies, is not complete. The last letter here treated

is £, and the first name in it is Q&dzy Tzahyr-al-dyn, then come
5 pages and the MS. breaks off abruptly in the middle of a
sentence. On comparing Nos. 121 and 122, I found themiden-

21 M
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tical in every respect, with the already noticed difference that

the former is complete and contains almost double the matter of

122. As the poets of India who wrote in Persian are mostly

obscure, it was not considered necessary to give a list of them.

123* f&fi\ o^tf Complete poems of A&tzem. Writing by

several hands, some portions enclosed in frames of red lines

;

binding of strong leather. L. 7*2 in., br. 4*6 in., th. 1*1 in. The
first part is a kind of Dywdn, containing the author's name in

the last distich of every ode; then come quatrains and Qaasydahs
mixed up. After a new Bismillah there is a collection of little

poems in praise of various kings, philosophers, and saints, and
a variety of other subjects. Then come a few paltry chronolo-

gical notices.—Then come Nassdyh, i.e. admonitions which
appear to be an imitation of the well-known Pand namah of

Faryd-ul-dyn and are of about the same size.—The next is a
collection of verses for purposes of prosody and scansion, in

various metres, with the feet marked in an abbreviated form in

vermilion ; this may be of some use to students.—The last tract

consists of rules for reciting the Qoran properly and is called

Qary, i.e. the reader. It is of no great use. No date.

124. iffjpl °^ The complete works ofHakym Anwary.

Nice minute writing, but worm-eaten ; well bound in leather

;

one cover torn off. L. 9*2 in., br. 5*8 in., th. 1 *3 in. This is

only a Dywan, but, contrary to usage, the last distich does not
contain the author's name. The contents are amatory, excep-
ing a few pieces only. The poetry is nice and not too la-

boured. This MS. was made A.H. 989.

126. Ja***I ^aJl JU* e>4& Complete poems of Kamal
Al-dyn Esm&yl. Writing tolerably good but much damaged by
worms in some parts ; well bound in hard leather covers. L. 6*9

in., br. 3*7 in., th. 1*6 in. This also is merely a Dywan; the

latter portion of it is occupied by quatrains. The verses are of
a pleasing kind. This MS. was made A.H. 1024.

126. is**" f& & {^ Complete works ofSheykh S&dy. Ex-

tremely careful and ornamental writing; the interlinear spaces

of every line of the first pages filled in with gilding, and a fine

ornament above every Bismillah ; every page is enclosed in a
frame, and some writing runs likewise around three sides of that.

The covers, one of which is loose, are likewise a curiosity ; both of

them are most carefully and minutely painted by a skilful artist;

and filled with flowers, among which a little bird, a bulbul pro-
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bably, is sitting. L. 7*4 in., br. 4'6 in., th. 0*7 in. As there
is no standard edition of this admirable classic author, and as
all the so-called Kuliat of Sady sold in the bazar are more or
less mutilated, it will be worth while to record the contents
of this MS., which is extremely carefully and beautifully written.

The first portion is apreface ofsome length, embracing an account
of the author, some of his correspondence, moral maxims and
short tales. Gulistan. Persian Qassydahs. Kitab Ttayyabat.
Kitab Budaya', Kit6b Khoatym, Kitab gazalyat qadym. The
last is the Kitab Ssahebayyah and quatrains with other pieces.

Every admirer of SSdy will easily perceive that this MS. also

does not contain his complete works ; it was written A.H. 1220.

127. jlj eA^ The rose-grove of mystery. Tolerably nice
writing ; somewhat worm-eaten well bound in hard leather

covers. L. 10'4 in., br. 5*7 in., th. 0*15 in. This is a little poem
in the Ssofy style, consisting of short pieces of all kinds, and
of no great value. This MS» was made A.H. 1249.

128. fjW^4*iJ(t O***
f*" O 1^ 1 ***V (^J* f^y JjJ t*^

Tolerably good writing, slightly damaged by worms on the
margins, and loose in the covers, which are of strong leather.

L. 7*2 in., br. 4*6 in., th. 1 -1 in. All the writings in this

volume are more or less versified, and some are entirely so.

The first piece consists of the Lawayh, i. e. Radiations (of truth),

the author of which is not named, but all his stories and
couplets are impregnated with the religious sentiments of the

Ssofys ; he also quotes the Gulshan-raz (q. v.). No date.—The
next book is about four times as large as the Radiations, and is

called the Garden of Lovers ; in the beginning some display is

made of a few quotations from the Qoran, but a more close

inspection reveals this portion to be nothing but a collection

of anecdotes, interspersed with couplets here and tberg, copied

A.H. (1)122.—The Stories about the Prophets commence with
a story about Moses, and contain a few anecdotes about
Muhammad, Sheykh Khedzer, and a few others. No date.

—

The 4th, which is in the title called the War-book, is not such
according to the text, which begins with an account of the crea-

tion of the world, and the formation of Adam from a handful

of loam ; then come various traditions about Muhammad, all in

poetry, a chapter about Satan, his tempting Joseph and various

other persons, the whole concluding with a few more tradi-

tions about various persons.—The 5th treatise, which is on the
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label called Tymtir-namah, is only a little narrative of some
events which took place in a part of Arabia, and in which Aly,

Muhammad, and other celebrities were actors. These verses,

which are altogether of a legendary character, begin with an
account about Haryth, the owner of an Arab castle named
Behej, and he had three sons, &c. No date.—Then come various

Hekayats.—After this comes something which may pass for a
fragment of.the Tymiir-namah, since some account of that con-

queror is actually given, as well as of his wars, all in poetry.

Then come a few stories more ; the last is on the purification

of the heart, and the acquisition of piety according to the doc-

trines of the Ssofys. No date.

129. **)* %f\& jS The Karashasp Ndmah. Distinct black

writing, well bound in strong leather covers. L. 9*9 in., br. 5*7

in., th. 0*8 in. This is a romance in verse, and the action takes

place during the reign of the tyrant Dzoh6k, and the hero of it

is Karashasp. There is a preamble of some length. Then comes
a conversation between Jamshyd and his daughter on the sub-

ject of wine-drinking, and she gives an explanation. King
Jamshyd marries the daughter of the king of Kabul unknown
to her father. Birth of Karashasp. Reply of Jamshyd to

Dzohdk the black-faced. Shah Jamshyd is cut in twain by
order of Dzohak; here a gap of a page occurs. Shydasp
becomes king, and wages war against the king of K£buL
Description of this war. Dzohak arrives in the town of

Zavul, and Karashasp there hears of a terrible dragon, and
meets Dzohik, who dissuades him from fighting it, but Kara-
shasp slays the monster and sends the news to Dzohak. Bahu
rebels. Karashasp goes to India, and Dzohak sends a letter to

Ashratt in order to invite Karashasp to fight Bahu. Ashratt
advises Karashasp how to behave. Karashasp being in the ser-

vice of Mahraj Shall slays four lions. Karashasp fights Bahu
four times successively and successfully ; at last Bahu is caught
by Zanky and brought to Mahraj Shall. Karashasp conquers
Pur Bahu and takes the city of oarandyp, whereon Pur Bahu
flees to Zanzibar. Karashasp meets a Brahman and holds a dis-

cussion with him ; after that he goes to Zanzibar and fights the
Zankys. Questions addressed by Karashasp to the Brahman,
and the replies of the latter. On the creation of the world.

Questions of various kinds put by Karashasp to the old hermit,

and the answers of the latter. Description of the island Mall&h,

and of the island Ssadahad, where the narrative breaks offab-

ruptly, after giving only four verses on the latter island. No date.
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130. ^Ixh &bj j* j*t~ <J The Kurt Sdger in the Pun-

j&by language. Tolerably distinct writing, but considerably in-

jured by worms on the margins ; binding good, of hard leather.

L. 9*5 in., br. 5 6 in., th. 0*1 in.; pp. 90. The author of this

book is Sheykh Tt&her. This is a kind of Dywan consisting of

short pieces generally, and many of which are only quatrains.

This copy was made A.H. 1109.

131. Sj#>j o &i* j ^UyaJlvUj j ^1p *!* ^o. j ^cU> 1U ^jjy
Various kinds of writing ; binding, hard leather. L. 7*6 in.,

br. 4*$f in., th. 0*3 in. The first portions are the Luwayh,
i.e. Radiations of Molla J£my, not to be confounded with those
under No. 128, which are by some unknown author, although
the object of both is the same, i.e. the advancement of piety

among Ssofys according to their own doctrines ; the present-

treatise consists only of pp. 40, whilst the other is perhaps five

times as large ; this is, however, superior to it in every respect.

This was copied A.H. 1060.—The next tract is most beautifully

and caligraphically written, every page being in a frame of

azure and burnished gold with several subdivisions within the
pages. These are the Forty Maxims of Aly in Arabic, each of
which is followed by a paraphrase in Persian, in smaller letters.

Written A.H. 959. Over the Bismillah there is a very carefully

done ornament in gold, blue, and green.—The Nessab-al-ssibyan

is a poetical Arabic and Persian vocabulary for children ; as
it was printed A.D. 1819 it would not have been mentioned
here, but for the reason that is bound up with MSS.—A letter

written by the Ulemmas of Ma-warf-al-nahr to those of Mash-
had with the reply, and other epistles, mostly worm-eaten
and dirty. No date.

132. <*& Ia &y^° p ^J Distinct writing, damaged by

worms, some pages loose ; binding good, in hard leather covers.

L. 9*5 in., br. 5*6 in., th. 0*4 in. This is the Layla and Maj-
ntin of Hdtefy. The loves of these two persons have been ver-

sified by more than twelve Persian poets. This book is well

known, and has been published by Sir W. Jones in print at Cal-

cutta as long ago as the last century. This MS. was written
during the 17th year of the reign of Muhammad Sh£h at Bur-
hanpdr by Dulput R6m, the son of Gunput Rim Bhordh Niger,
an inhabitant of Ahmedabid.

133. £j Iy y Itf Booh ofradiations. Distinct writing, mar-

gins injured by worms, loose; binding, hard leather. L. 8*8 in.,

br. 6 in., th. 0*1 in. These are the radiations which emanate
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from the tablets of mystery of those spiritswho have attained the

degree of ecstatic felicity among the Ssofys, and have been em-
bodied in this little book partly in verse and partly in prose, by
the celebrated Molla* J&my. Another copy of the Lawayh was
registered nnder 131. This MS. was terminated in the begin-

ning of the blessed month Bamadzan A.H. 1069.

134. jl^J! **lb* Tlte rising of the luminaries. Distinct

writing; the margins are slightly injured by worms; binding,

good hard leather. L. 8*7 in., br. 6*2 in., th. 0'4 in. The author's

name does not appear anywhere. He begins his work with

several prayers, and adds the praises of Muhammad. After

addressing some more eulogies to several of his own contempo-

raries, the author gives his collection of rhymed tales, which he
has divided into 20 Maqdlahs on the tenets of the Ssofys, after-

wards exemplified in the tale or tales appended to each Maq&-
lah. This MS. was written A.H. 1243.

135. </*j^ o4j| **j*e* Collection ofPersian verses. Ele-

gant writing, every page enclosed in a frame ofburnished gold,

and divided into two columns ; margins damaged in some parts

by worms, and colour of paper altered by damp; binding strong,

of hard leather. L. 6*7 in., br. 3*6 in., th. 0'7 in. If the speci-

mens from various poets, some of which are not larger than one
or two distichs, some longer, and some occupy many pages,

were more judiciously selected, this mightbe called an Anthology
ofPersian poets, but it appears the compiler inserted these pieces

entirely at random ; and pieces of the same poet are scattered

about. There are pieces from every classic poet, and also from
inferior ones ; the collector inserted also a few distichs of his

own composition with the pious addition "May God pardon
him

!

" There is no date.

136. ^j 1* p i/j* J& J (J** **j*f* Arabic and Persian

collection of poetry and prose. Nice writing, every page enclos-

ed in a frame of golden lines ; the writer and collector appears

to have been the same as of No. 135, because the two MSS. are

the same in every respect except in the contents. L. 6*7 in., br.

3-4 in., th. 0-9 in. The first half of this MS. is Persian, and
the second Arabic. Extracts from various approved works in

both languages fill the volume. Thus we have a little from the

Akhlaq-i-Jellaly, from Khajah Nassyr-al-dyn Tttlsy, and from
some other prose writers ; the poetry is headed by a new Bis-

millah headed with a painted ornament, and belongs to Ab-ul-
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fath Bosty, Abu Nfissr Faryaby, Ebrdhym Alkhowass, MolW
Muhammad Shyryn Mograby, &c. The Arabic portion is more
of a religious character, and begins with instructions how
to walk on the road to piety according to the Ssofy fashion.

Then come some maxims from Sheykh Ssadr-al-dyn Qunawy,
extract from the Arays, comments on some verses of the Quran,

and the rest of the book is filled with a variety of extracts all of

which are of a religious tendency. No date.

137. «*"* ***** j^^GjUi* The Mukhtdr Ndmah and

other poems, 8 works. Very distinct black writing, according to

the perpendicular style of the Arabs ; every page divided into two
columns and borders around which the verses run. Somewhat
damaged by moisture and by worms ; rather loose in the covers,

which are ofhard leather. L. 9*5 in., br. 6*7 in., th. l'l in. The
author of the Select Book was Sheykh Faryd al-millet wa al-dyn

Attdr, and the whole contents of it are in the religious style ofthe

Ssofys :—On monotheism, isolation, threnodies, divine love, &c,
50 chapters. The next is the **U ^ ^jj i.e. Book of illumin-

ation, describing the Universal intellect, the Universal soul,

the four elements, the firmament, man, inherent and accidental

qualities, &c. The next is the f* f ^ i.e. the Ooblet of Jam-

shyd; then comes the *il^l ^a* or Lamp of guidance; then

the ^hjM ^^f^* i* e. Lamp of Souls; then the oljj <J&

Treasure of narratives; then the *J|j*J|e>^ i.e. The fruit of

advantages; then the *->£&\ S &» i.e. Health of hearts; then the

*a&* %.e. Testimonies; and, lastly, some detached pieces. The
first book is the largest, but all are in the same style : they are
highly esteemed and well known to scholars. This MS. is rather

old; date torn out.

138. <sy** tff** The Methnawy of Jellal-al-dyn Rimy.

Excellent writing on strong paper ; not injured by worms, every

page divided into four columns and framed in by two red and
one blue line; very good and strong binding of hard leather.

L. 12*5 in., br. 8*1 in., th. 1 inch. This classic poet is very
popular, and this work is to be had lithographed in every part

ofIndia. Sir W. Jones compared Jellal-al-dyn Rtimy to Chau-
cer and Shakespere, and thought that the Methnawy was the

most wonderful book ever written ; he also gave a most beauti-

ful versified paraphrase of the introduction to the Methnawy.
There is no date.
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139. ^y** (S?** c-^* Commentary to the Methnawy.

Very legible writing, on two kinds of paper ; very slightly in-

jured on the margins by worms ; well bound in hard leather co-

vers. L. 10*6 in., br. 6*4 in., th. 04 in. The name of the com-
mentator does not appear, as there is no preface, and seven

leaves are wanting from the beginning ; the difficult verses and
locutions of all the six Dufturs of the Methnawy are however
explained. There is no date. Many copies of the Methnawy
have a commentary attached round the margins as a Hashyah,
and are sold to buyers with or without the commentary in the

bazar. Separate commentaries like this one are less common.

140. (sj*** i£j&° C-r* Commentary to Methnawy. Dis-

tinct writing, badly worm-eaten in some parts, well bound
in hard leather covers. L. 8*2 in., br. 4*8 in., th. 1*2 in. This
is analogous to No. 139, but is quite complete, and the commen-
tator's name is Muhammad Redza. There is no date.

141. (sj^° (^i *V Fifth volume of the Methnawy. Beau-

tiful black writing, with all the headings in vermilion, every
page divided into two columns and surrounded by a frame of bur-
nished gold. Well bound in hard leather, but one cover is torn
off. The margins are worm-eaten in several places. L. 6*9 in.,

br. 3*9 in., th. 0'5 in. After the Bismillah there is an address
to Shah Hes£m al-dyn and the last article of the MS. is :—Ayaz
acknowledges his guilt in this mediation and begs pardon for it,

&c. There is no date.

142. (S*** j* ar*- e>ly° (SJ*** Methnawy Merit Hum in

Hindostdni, Distinct writing, slightly damaged on the margins
by worms, and the pages are loose in the covers, which are of hard
leather. L. 6.9 in., br. 4 in., th. 0*1 in. This little Methnawy is

altogether, and begins with, a story of burning and melting love.

He sees the cypress of the river-bank and remembers the stature

of that sweetly-walking friend. He writes a letter to his be-
loved and describes the anguish of his passion. Conclusion of
the narratives of this liver-burning love. Story of the Qa'dzy

and the thief, and a few other pieces. TheUrdu is very elegant,

and fully one-half of the words here used are Persian or Arabic.
There is no date.

143. ft!
&a) I £** Collection of artifices (used in poetical

composition ). Distinct writing on had paper, damaged by worms
and loose in the covers, which are of hard leather. L. 8*2 in., br.
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4*6 in., th. 0* 7 in. The author of this treatise was Netaam al-dyn

B. Ahmed, who composed it A.H. 1060. He begins with de-

finitions of the various kinds of prose and poetical composition,

gives a chapter on the figures used, with reference to the words ;

one with reference to the meanings ; and the last is on. poetical

plagiarisms, with an appendix on the technical terms used*

Throughout the book there are examples from classic authors*

No date,

144. jl^l &j&° Treasury of secrets. Distinct writing,

every page divided into two columns, somewhat damaged by
worms in the margins, and loose in the covers, which are of

strong leather. L. 7*3 in., br. 3*9 in., th. 0*05 in. The con-

tents of this book consist of many little poems treating on
various subjects, e.g. monotheism, praises of Muhammad, his

ascension ; praises of various kings ; on tyranny, justice, and
various tales ; no secrets whatever are revealed. This MS. was
made A.H. 552, or perhaps A.H. 750.

145. <sj*** igf^ Methnawy of Jellal-al-dyn Rimy.
Distinct writing, somewhat damaged by worms on the lower
margins ; bound strongly in hard covers of leather. L. 10*5 in.,

br. 6*3 in., th. 1*4 in. This copy is complete; it has marginal
notes, and a table of contents before each of the six Dufturs.

This MS. was written A.H. 1065. (See No. 138.)

146. {fSJ*** <sy** The Methnaivy of Jellal-al-dyn Rumy .

Nice small writing, very slightly damaged by worms in the
margin ; the paper is a little discoloured by moisture in some
parts ; binding good, of hard leather. L. 9*6 in., br. 6 in., th.

l'l in. This copy is also complete: every page is divided into

four columns and surrounded by a frame ; the headings are all

in vermilion ; it appears to be rather old, but there is no date.

147. U«* fkj«> On the knowledge of Moama. Tolerably

good writing, somewhat damaged by worms, well bound in
hard leather covers. L. 8'8 in., br. 5'7 in., th. 0'8 in. The
author of this work, who does not mention his own name, ac-
knowledges that he has used the book Mull£n£ Hasayn Ny-
sMpriry had written on this subject. There are several defini-

tions given of the expression modmd, but all show that it is the
science of unravelling the signification of certain words. Here
the pieces quoted and explained are mostly poetical, and there-

fore the MS. is inserted in this section ; whereas the wudmyat,
22 m
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which treats also on the signification of enigmatic words by
Ssofys, has been registered under VIII. 75, because the first

portion of it consists of an explanation ofthe attributes assigned

to the Almighty. This treatise occupies nearly the half of the

volume, and the remainder is occupied by an account about
poets, poetry, and poetical books. First of all, the praises of

the Emperor Akber, the great patron of learning, are sounded

;

then conies a kind of bibliographical dictionary with the names
in red vermilion, and this not having been continued through-
out, the blanks thus left here and there are rather inconvenient.

The subjects of these little biographical notices were officers of
state now forgotten, but those who were also poets have speci-

mens of their verses attached. The name of the book cannot
be ascertained, nor the date.

148. is**** &£ vyljUl? tt>j.> -H iff* e**Jlu**° *• e>&-jl&

The Negarist&n (Picture-gallery) of Molla Mo&yn al-dyn Mny,
according to thefashion ofthe Oulistdn ofSheykh S&dy. Distinct

writing, somewhat damaged by worms ; strongly bound in hard
leather covers. L. 10*5 in., br. 6*3 in. The subject and
arrangements are those of the author's great prototype, whose
classic terseness of diction and true wit have not yet found an
equal, and never will, in Persian literature. As the MS. breaks
off abruptly in the middle of a sentence, no date can be assigned
to it.

149. jfe*^ Heft Pyher. Very nice black writing, each

page divided into two columns, and a margin filled with writing,

all enclosed by gold lines ; a little worm-eaten ; well bound in

hard leather. L. 7 in., br. 3'9 in., th. 0*35 in. Sold in the bazar

lithographed. This copy has no date.

150. J** &&* Heft PyTcer. Distinct writing, divided into

two columns, and also running round three sides of the margin

;

pages loose in the covers, which are of hard leather. L. 9'5 in.,

br. 5'5 in., th. 0'5 in. This MS. was made A.H. 1085, and is

exactly the same as No. 149.

151. ^(^jV^jj^ Yusufand Zuleyhhd3 bj
Firdowsy Ttusy. Distinct writing on bad paper, each page
divided into two columns and enclosed by a frame of red lines ;

somewhat loosely bound in strong leather covers. L. 11*4 in.,

br. 7'5 in., th. 0'4 in. This MS. was made A.H. 1226.
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162. isjj* {to <y° ***j 3 ****£ Yusuf and Zuleyhha by

Haruwy. Nice writing on good paper, very little marked by
worms; well bound in bard leather covers; pp. 898. L. 7'9

in., br. 5 in., th. 0*6 in. No date.

163. Ufcrjjci*»^J Yusufand Zuleyhha. Distinct writing,

but discoloured by moisture and injured by worms ; every page
divided into two columns and surrounded by a frame of two red

and one blue line ; strongly bound in leather covers. L. 7*5 in.,

br. 3*7 in., th. 0*5 in. This copy was made A.H. 1171, and the

author was Jamy.

164. c$*iA j* laHrj j vAwjJ Yusuf and Zuleykha in Hin-

dostani. Good writing but damaged by worms ; well bound in

hard leather covers. L. 8*9 in., br. 5*1 in., th. 0*25 in. This

copy was written A.H. 1247, and also lithographed during the

same year after it. It is translated from Persian.

166. <j05 j* l**j j <-&*• yi Yusuf and Zuleyhha in Turk-

ish. Distinct writing, greatly damaged by worms ; a few pages
loose in the binding, which is ofhard leather. L. 6*4 in,, br. 5'1

in., th. 0*2 in. There is no date. The author's name was
Myr Ebn Yamyn.
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vm.

EELIGIOUS WORKS.

I. iS»jti ^hj Collected by Dastdr Darib Hormuzdyar, 2
vols. Both volumes are strongly bound in leather and in good
condition.

Vol. I. 12 in. 1., 9 in. br., 1*5 in. thick without the covers.

Writing very fine, black, with all the headings in red ink. Total

number of leaves 264 ; the latter portion is damaged by worms,
and the writing is somewhat injured ; the volume is complete.

The first portion consists of 68 leaves and half a page, is

entirely poetical, with four columns on each page, and is called

^^UU. v Utf Kitab Jdmaspy. The headings of this portion

are :—A profession of monotheism . On the worship ofGod. On
the truth of the miracles of the prophet Zeratusht Esfantiman.
First prayers, for Shah Warjawand and Awshydzr, &c. Second
prayers, for the pardon of sins. Third prayers, for salvation.

Fourth prayers, to his own Amshasfend Behram Yzad Fyruzgar.
Fifth supplication, concerning the composition of this book.
Reason for composing this book. Beginning of the narrative in
which Gushtasp questions the Hakym Jamasp on various subjects,
occupying 8 leaves. About Jamshyd who invented seven things
in Pares by his own wisdom. Some moral rules to guide one's

conduct in life : they are good. On youth and old age, and
then the Kitab Jamaspy terminates with a few pieces of advice

and maxims.

The second portion is on licit and on illicit things. It begins
fol. 29 verso and terminates on 41 verso, where the name of this

treatise occurs as Ssad-dar-nathar, and it actually consists of one
hundred short paragraphs in prose, as this title implies ; all are
short, but some contain Zand quotations to support the assertions

made in them. This treatise is well known in Europe and was
first translated by Hyde in his work De Beligione Veterum Per-
8arum.

The third portion is a little poem beginning on fol. 43 verso

and ending on fol. 56 verso. It is the well-known Arday Wyrdf
Ndmah, and needs no further description.

The next portion consists of many short pieces, and begins
with the Pazand, i. e. Pehlvi alphabet. Then comes an extract
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from the Ravayat of Bahman Punjyah, with a short Zand text,

after which akind of register is given of various religious books
which are now lost, e.g. the Satood, said to have consisted of 33
chapters; the Hesht Manthrah, of22 ch.; the Bag, 21 ch. ; the Du-
azdeh Hdmaset, of 32 ch.; the Nader, of 35 ch. ; the Bdjam, of 22
ch.; the Ratashtdy, of 50 ch. ; the Barash, of 60 ch., of which
only 12 ch. were found after the time of Alexander, and which
was mostly historical and political. The Kashksyrah, of 60 ch.,

reduced to 15 after the desolation by Alexander: it treated on
moral and physical science, &c. The Wushtasp Shah, of60 ch.,

of which scarcely 10 were found after the conquest of Alexander

;

it treated on the religion of Zerdtusht. The Khasht, of 22 ch.,

and so on for three pages, giving the names of the lost books
with brief allusions to their contents. A short account from
the Ravayat of Bahman Ponjyah on what occasions the Yatha
aim vayryo is to be recited ; another from the Ravayat of
Shahpdr Baruchy on the same subject; also from the Ravayat of
Kamah Behrah and others, 2 or 3 pages. An abridged account
of the meaning of Ashym waho, fol. 44 recto. On the binding
of the Kushty by Kamdyn Shalipur, fol. 65 recto; and by
others ; then a poem on the same subject from fol. 66 recto,

infra, till fol. 68 recto, supra. On the plaiting of the Kushty
(i.e. sacred thread) from various Ravayats, with a few short

Zand quotations.

A short poem beginning fol. 70 verso, in medio, and ending
on fol. 71 verso infra. The title is :

" The request of Zartusht
to behold the spirit of Jamshyd, &g." Various religious ques-

tions and their solutions, e.g. how a Behdyn who has committed
a fault may atone for it—a piece of poetry of no importance.
Then comes a dissertation on the various kinds of dj, e.g. aj-

heriynahva nah, dj awy rah manshany, aj haryzshan, aj durway-
shanra, aj Kahanbar, &c, as far as fol. 75 verso. Repentance
for sins and the various kinds of dwym, till fol. 80 recto, supra.

Questions on various cases of defilement with dung, and the
answers, till fol. 81 recto, supra. On veracity and mendacity, till

fol. 82 incl. Question by Zartusht from Ormuzd about Mehr
Derj, and the reply of God. The same question answered from
the Ravayat ofSh&hpur Barujy, fol. 83 recto. About false oaths,

fol. 83 verso*

The Oath-booh, till fol. 87 verso, in medio, which any person
suspected of having sworn falsely must be compelled to peruse
that he may reveal the truth ; this Sougand-ndmah terminates

with a few verses to the praise of God.
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Again many questions, with their solutions, on the most
varied subjects, e.g. on lending, on contracts, selling, &c, and a
short piece of poetry about thieves, fol. 89 recto.

The next portion from folio recto 90 till fol. rec. 104 consists

of a collection of incantations and exorcisms, with a good deal

of Zand writing, some of which is in red ink. The subjects

are varied, e.g. : How to avoid loss in trade, loss of health;
incantation to facilitate childbirth. Various amulets, to be
written on an antelope-skin with saffron-ink, for certain pur-
poses. Also formulas to exorcise devils.

From the Eavayat ofKamdyn Shdptir, prose fol. 104 verso,

poetry fol. 105 recto, D£d£r Ourmuzd sends three things
to the earth. From the Ssad Dar Bun Dehesh. The spirit of
Kereshasp appears to Zeratusht and makes various revelations

;

the same subject treated poetically, fol. 107 verso. From the
Ssad dar Nathar, How to take proper care offire, fol. recto 110

;

the same subject treated according to various Ravayats fol. Ill,
and poetically till fol. 112 verso, infra; various questions and
answers on the same subject. Poetry " Question of Zartusht
and answer of God about a person throwing Nasi on water or

on fire, " also " whether fire and water kill human beings, and
the answer of God; " fol. recto 116. Questions and replies on
Nasu, the defilement of waters, wells, fol. 125. Extract from
the Kitdb-Menocheher in verses ; first concerning what makes
a soil bad, and secondly what makes it good ; the same subject

in verses—" Zartusht asks what soil is bad, and God replies :
"

fol. 126 verso ; the subject terminates with a warning not to defile

water. The construction of the Dukhinah (tower of silence),

with a few Zand lines ; and the question of Zartusht, with the
reply of God, on the same subject, in verses according to the

Eavayat of Bahman Punjyah, fol. 128 verso; the same subject

continued ; about the Nasa-sallar (corpse-bearer), the Sagdyd
(exposure to the dog-look) ; the various days required; how
the Nasa (corpse) is to be taken to the Dukhmah, &c, from
various Ravayats, till fol. 147. Then the same subject on
corpses continues with some Zand interspersed, and on fol.

150 a poetical extract from the Arday Weraf on defilements by
corpses is given. On fol. 151 the statement occurs that "the
soul o£a deceased person roams about in this world during
three days after death." What is to be done with a child

between the age of one day and seven years when it dies, and
the reply, fol. 160.
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Extract from the Kit6b Ard6y Werdf composed by Zartusht
Behram (foHo verso 162) on the treatment of a corpse ; and the
same subject according to the Ravayats.

The proper age for the betrothal and marriage of girls, folio

164 verso; same subject till folio 166.—Five kinds of wives de-

scribed.—Dowries.—Remarriage ofwidows. Impotency.—Vari-
ous questions and their solutions on analogous subjects till folio

171.

Some incantations, pieces in prose and poetry on various

emergencies arising in sexual relations, pregnancy, menstruation,
abortion, &c, till folio 189 verso.

The next portion about defilements and the Barashnumgtfh from
folio 191 till 198. An extract in verses from the Kit&b Ard£y
Wer&f composed by Dastur Nushyrvdn Murzban.—About vari-

ous animals, command of God to Zartusht to preserve the por-
cupine. About sheep.—About wearing silk and eating honey,
folio 202.—On the eating of fruits, drinking wine, folio 203.

—

The killing of serpents and other noxious animals. Eating of
carrion. Some questions from the letters of Surat, with
their solutions, till folio 208.—Mention of the propitious and of
the evil stars. Remedies against various ailments, till 210. On
thanksgivings to God, folio 210.—Five things required to keep,
for attaining a high station. Duties ofBehdyns, folio 213.

—

Various sins according to Zartusht Behrdm, folio 216. List of 30
sins, ibid, verso.— If a man commits Markarzan (a mortal sin)

he is to be slain; the various kinds (18) enumerated, folio 219.

Same subject till folio 221.—Extracts from the Ssad dar and
various Ravayats on ablutions. Poetical piece about Tahumorth,
till folio 229.—From the Ravayat (tradition) of Kdmah Behrah,
what prayers are to be required at each Gdh (season of the day),

with answers, folio 229 verso.—Reciting of the Afringan Rafi-
tan with two pages of Zand writing till folio 228 vso. Reciting

of the Sarush Afringdn, folio 229.—About the Odh Hdvun,
folio 230. Atesh Nydysh, folio 2S1.-Ard.y8uz Nyaysh,233.—Yatha Ahu Vdyryd, &c, 234, as far as folio 238. Then
comes the Mah Nydysh ; the sign of the Zodiac for each
month, in verses, 239.—About the reciting of the Ourmuzd
Yasht, folio 239 vso., interspersed with Zand in red ink.—What
is to be read at the time the Afringdn begins, folio 242

—

folio 252. Description of the Afryn Oahanbdr repast ; the

Afryn of the six Gahanbars, till folio 258.—Prayer of Behram
and Rdjavund ; of Hoshydar, of Behrfim, and of R&jivund. A
prayer to be recited once daily ; daily praise to be recited at
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the Gab Havun after the Ny&ysh Khorshyd ; another after the

Nyaysh and the Yasht. Prayer for the health of the Behdyns,
folio 262.—The marriage ceremony (folio 262 vso.) and prayer,

till the end of the vol., folio 264.

The second vol. is 12 in. long, 10*5 in. broad, and 1*5 in.

thick, and is in all other respects like the first, the numeration
of which it continues, beginning with folio 265 and ending on
folio 520. Also the subject with which the first volume termi-

nates, i.e. the Afringdn, is here continued according to the
Ssad-dari Bun-dehesh ; then follows a poetical extract from the
94th chapter, on the Gahanbar with various headings, the last

being on the manner in which Nushyrvan had celebrated these

festivals, till folio 671. The Gahanbar continued according to

various Eavayats, with several pages of Zand quotations.—On
the gathering of the Barsom, with the manner of operating

;

the pounding in the mortar (folio 282) of the H6m. Everything
is to be done under the direction of the Dasturs ; verses on the
same subject, folio 292 vso.—Extract from the Ssad Dar of
Pashutan Wajy, on the life and death of human beings, folio

294.—About the day Astad and the month Aspandarmand
(folio 299), and the numbers of Ashym to be recited. The
manner how the Herbads of Hindostan bake the Darin

;

extract from the Kitdb Khashnuman, folio 302.—To tie a new
Barsom, folio 304.—On the various months and days.

—

G&k
Havun, folio 308. Ardruz, &c.

—

Waj Ardibehesht, folio 310.

—

Dartin of the seven Amshaspands, ibid. vso.—Reciting of the
Thowdm Atrym before the fire, fol. 313, and other analogous
subjects with copious Zand citations, till fol. 330.—Titles of
the Amshaspands, ibid, vso., with Zand citations. On fol. 337
there is a very distinct ground-plan of the Barashnumgah drawn
out in red-ink lines ; after this follows the description of the

ceremonies connected with this kind of purification. On
folio 340 another plan of the same kind occurs with 10 com-
partments of a smaller size, whilst the preceding one con-
tained three only ; on fol. 341 recto, however, a Barashn&m
garden occurs which is like that of folio 337 nearly; and the last

diagram of such a garden occurs folio 341 vso. From the
tradition of Bahman Punjyah "Question of Zartosht about
performing the Barashndm ceremony, and the reply of God," fol.

347 vso. Same subject continued.—Making of the Darun
(cakes), fol. 351. The positions of the sun, moon, and of the
operator in the preparation of the cakes, with reference to the

four cardinal points, are represented in diagrams on fol. 351 vso.
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and 352 recto. Yashtan fol. 359, 360. Kursy Zartusht [some
account of the person and family of Zoroaster], with various

questions on religious subjects and their solutions. A short

Bystem of astronomy with diagrams on fol. 368 recto, vso., and
fol. 369 vso., chiefly with reference to religion, and the good and
evil influences of stars* This ends on fol. 383 and is very
interesting.

The next portion is the Kitdb Mynokhirad (or book of divine

wisdom), which is very curious in a religious sense, till fol. 376*

It is known in Europe.—Various questions and their solutions.—-

Names of the ten devils which reside in the bodies of human
beings, i.e. pride> neediness, greed, envy, laziness, anger, lasci-

viousness, sleep, ingratitude, and defamation ; these are describ-

ed j and rules for moral behaviour given from various Ravayats,

fol. 380. From the Kitdb Avesta, fol. 381.—From the book
Ulemmdy Esllam ; this extract consists of very fine moral maxims
worth translating, till fol. 385 ; another extract from the same
book begins here ; it is a controversy between some Mobeds
and tllemmas, in which the former gain their point, till fol. 387
verso, when again another extract from the same book is headed
with red ink and ends on fol. 391 ; a little work of this kind is

well known to Dr. Spiegel and other Zandists, but it seems to be
shorter than the three extracts contained in this volume ; also the

Mynokhirad is now printed and translated by E. W. West.

The book Wahman Tasht. This is a long conversation be-

tween Zartosht and Ourmuzd from fol. 391 till fol. 397. The
writer, Rustum Ben Esfandyar, states that he transliterated the

book from the Avesta characters into Persian ones.

AhJcdm Jam&sp. This is said to be translated from the Pehlvi

language, and the Hakym Jam&sp informs Keshtasp on various

subjects; it begins fol. 397 and ends fol. 409.—The story of the

Dasttir Khost Paryan and Akhod the sorcerer from fol. 409 till

fol. 41 6. Story of Mazdak from fol. 416 vso. till fol. 424.—An
account of Nushyrvan, from the Ravayat of Kamah Behrah,

from fol. 424 vso. till fol. 430.—Story of the Dastdr from fol.

430 till fol. 433. Story of the royal prince of Eran and of

Omar Ebn Alkhettal) versified, from fol. 433 vso. to fol. 440
vsa. Conversation between Washtasp Shah and the philoso-

pher Jam£sp, from fol. 441 till fol. 443. Conversation between
Kajastah-Abalesh and a Mobed in the presence ofthe Commander
of the Faithful, Mamtin, and others ; begins on fol. 443 vso.; about

23 m
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Dartins, &c., till fol. 446 vso.—Letter brought by Behdyn
Bahman Suraty, from Kerman, fol. 449, to which is appended a
poetical and historical account of the ancient condition of
Persia; the letter was written A. H. 1036 [A.D. 1626] by
Faryddn Ben Murzban and by Rustom Ebn Dasttir, Nushyrvan
B. Murzb&n Desttir, and the whole terminates on fol. 452 vso.

Then follows a letter written from Turkdbad in Persia to the

Mobeds of Hindostdn, with a piece of poetry, followed by the
names of various Persian Mobeds and Desttirs, terminating on
fol. 454.

The book of the description of the Amshaspands begins fol.

455 vso., and ends fol. 468 vso. ; it is poetical and treats also of
various other subjects, all of which, however, are marked with
red ink.—The peculiarity of each day for doing, or for not
doing, certain things, from fol. 468 till 470.—The serpent-book,

describing the consequences of seeing a serpent on any day,

till fol. 471, scarcely longer than one page.—Historical accounts
in verses begin on fol. 471 vso., with the story of Sulttan

Mahm6d the Gaznavyde, Afrasy&b, moral maxims, tales, &c,
and end on fol. 496 ; after that come various religious questions

asked by Ashu-Zartusht and answered by Ourmuzd, and also

other things ; on fol. 603 vso. there is a letter brought from
Eran by Neriman Haushang Baruji, about whom the statement

occurs on fol. 506 recto that he was not acquainted with the
Persian language and could not be understood, but that after

remaining one year in Yazd he was able to give some informa-

tion on various observances by the Parsees of India. This
subject ends on fol. 510 recto, then follow three blank leaves.

Prom fol. 514 till 520 recto, where the book terminates, the

space is occupied by all sorts of short subjects, beginning with
the names of fabulous nations first mentioned by Ctesias, and
after him by Hindu and Muhammadan writers, e.g. one-eyed,

three-eyed, fox-eared, elephant-eared, one-footed, limber-legged,

&c, as far as ten kinds of monstrosities ; this however is merely
a list like the ten attributes (Deh-dk) of Pdrasp ; fol. 519 is left

blank, but the vso. of it and the next, i.e. last page of the volume,
contains explanations of various prayers, i.e. of Ashym Ho, Fcvr-

vdrdny, Yatha Ahu Vayryo, &c.

2. ^\jj i.e. traditions collected by Kayam-Aldyn Khan-
bayty. Bound in leather, good distinct writing but not
elegant ; Indian paper ; headings in pale red ink ; not paged

;

slightly injured by worms. There is no date to show either
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when this MS. was compiled or copied ; dimensions—L. 10*2 in.,

br. 7*2 in., th. 1 in. The book commences with an Avesta
text written in Persian characters in red ink, which it explains

in the Persian language; thus the phrases Ashum wa hu
wahashtam, asty ashtd asty dstd, &c, are gradually explained,

and this prayer may perhaps be considered to be the preface.

After that, various little treatises occur, each ofwhich is headed
by the usual formula, Benam Yazed Bakhshayndah, &c. Then
follows a list of the lost sacred books nearly as in vol. I. of the

work described above, i.e. the SatudYasht, Satud Kard, Wahasht
Manthra, Bag, &c, but with greater brevity; the whole list con-

sists of 21 books, whilst according to the previous work it

amounted only to 18; this occupies 13 leaves; then come
questions by Zartusht about the month Farvardyn ; then comes
something from the Olemmay Esllam, the signs of the zodiac,

the planets ; Deh-ak ; a description of the seasons of the year
ending with fol. 22. Something about the creation of the
world, the planets ; the various names of Ourmuzd, and various

religious duties described, till fol. 38. Enthronement of

Nushyrvan, account of the Farrah Namah written by Yunan
Dattir for Nushyrvan the Just ; this occupies 1 1 leaves. Explana-
tion of Washum Ho, Farvdrdny, &c. in Persian verses, same as

at the end of vol. II. of the work before this.—The Arday Weraf-
namah, the author of which was transported to the next world in

his sleep, &c, as is well known. Then 46 leaves are occupied
by a religious treatise mostly about licit and illicit things. Then
comes a little poem about the consequences which the sight of a
snake will bring on ; this is also shorter than in the work re-

viewed before this. The Ssad dar (hundred doors) occupies 36
leaves, and is all in verses, each darhaving a red-ink heading.

—

AhkamJdmdsp translated from the Pehlvi language ; this Kitab
Jamaspy consists of nine leaves nearly.—Treatise on purifica-

tions from blood, pus, carrion, &c, and a few other subjects, 1

2

leaves.—Questions and their solutions on subjects analogous to

the preceding.—The contents of this volume appear in a great

measure to have been taken from the large work in two volumes
reviewed before it.

3. 6j^>H* oUtf The booh of divine wisdom. L. 7*7 in.,

br. 8 in., th. 0*3 in. Bound in leather, slightly damaged by
worms. The writing is very fine and may be considered a speci-

men of caligraphy. The writer intended very likely to give an
interlinear translation in modern Persian of the whole book, but
it appears he considered it unnecessary and therefore left blanks
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here and there. Nothing shows when and where this copy of
the Meno Kherad was made, and as it is a well-known book it

needs no description.

4. «^£3jj *£)* v 1^ Portions of this MS. are older than

others ; there are no traces of insects ; leaves have been
supplied with new margins, and the book is bound in leather.

L. 8 in., br. 4*7 in., th. 0*4 in. without the covers. This
book is entirely in verses, and, as it is well known, needs no
description. This biography of Zoroaster has also been used as

a source by European authors.

5. c**a j a Uaa j >*• U cA**^ Bound in leather but the leaves

are quite loose ; 1. 9 in., br. 5*8 in., th. 0*2 in. This book was
finished on the day Khord&d, Amshaspand Aban in the old

month 1142, agreeing with the 25th Moharram 1182.—This little

work is written in a very small but distinct and elegant hand;
it begins with the praise of God and thanks to the spirit of Za-
ratusht Esfanteman, the promulgator of the best religion, then
follow compliments to the Dasttirs, Mobeds, Herbeds, and Beh-*

dyns of Surat and Broach, but especially to Dastdr Darab, &c.
The MasdyUdyny or roligious questions of the Indian Mobeds
amount to 78, as the title implies, and all of them are followed

by their proper solutions.

6. i^i* */jj J J^*i ifj* *j* ui* L. 8-3 in.,br. 6-5 in., th.

0*5 in. This MS. was copied by Dastdr Eustum Gushtasp, A.H.
1156. The writing is elegant. The first portion of the book is

occupied by questions and their solutions ; then follows an etymo-
logical explanation on the meaning of every month in the year.

How to find the general and the special new-year's day ; on the

Joshan Abdngah, Tyr, Tashtar, Mahark6n, &c. About, the

qualities of gold, wine, &c, which terminates the first part of this

MS., i.e. the Byn Kerd as stated by the copyist, who placed also

.the year A.H. 1156 at the bottom of the page. Then follow

various injunctions, partly non-religious, i.e. to get up each morn-
ing before sunrise ; there are also explanations on various sub-

jects, i.e. the name of the 21st Noskof the Avesta, origin of the

Mazdyasnah religion, account of a few Amshaspands, how
to read the Ourmuzd Tasht, &c, how to eat bread. The names
of the lost books contained in the 21st Nosk of the Avesta in

their proper order as follows :—Satutyr, Satudgerd, Warasht
Manthra, Bagast, &c, as far as the Hadukht, which is the 21st

and last book. Then comes the instruction about the celebra-
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tion of each Gahanba*r. Explanation of the Fuluk, i.e. celestial

spheres ; of the 5 Gdh (i.e. seasons of the day). Sougand nd-
mah, oath-book, with instructions how a person is to dress, &c. to

make his oath solemn and impressive ; also the proper formula.
Story, or rather moral anecdotes, concerning Nushyrvan and
Barzachumehr. The Zand Pazand Aurmuzd Yasht with Persian
explanation and also other prayers.—Explanation ofa period of

12,000 years, and history, of the Kayanian kings.—Notice of
celebrated sages, i. e. Pythagoras, Jam6sp, Hippocrates, Plato,

&c. Anecdote about Jamshyd.—The Zand and Pazand of the
Khorshyd Nyfiysh terminates the MS.

7. **^a*« &j$ ^d Versified DynKard. Bound in leather

but loose ; very beautiful black writing with red headings

;

good glazed paper; not a single mark of an insect
f L. 8*2 in.,

br. 6 in., th. 0*4 in. ; not paged. This book was composed by
Mulla Feruz, the founder of this whole library ; this copy was
made in the year of Tazdajard 1161. This is a poem, as the
title also implies, and begins with an invocation to the Almighty.
Praises of the prophet Zartosht, his ascension.—Account of the
author's journey to Eran ; notice of the difference of one month

• in the calculation of the new-year's day which originated in

the ports of India. Beturn to Surat and settling down in

Bombay. Reason for composing this book ; then come seventy-

eight questions with their solutions, which occupy fully two-
thirds of this MS. ; they are all of a religious character, and the

last two pages are occupied by an epilogue.

8. j£j* A«*^ *»>}* b &bjj &£j$j jti*. oJ»\ AAf Story of

the sorcerer Ahhdh and of Kushtparydn, with eighteen other tales.

L. 9*8 in., br. 5*3 in., th. 2*5 in. Bound in a strong leather

cover, which has however given way. The various portions of this

MS. are paged separately, and are in various kinds of hand-
writing, all very distinct and legible. The story ofthe sorcerer

Akhdh, who disputes with the Mobed Kushtparydn, occupies

only eleven leaves and a page, is written in old Parsy, but has

an interlinear translation in modern Persian throughout ; this is

also the case with the next piece, the Jamasp Ndmah, which is

about double the size of the preceding. The next is again a
Jamdsp Ndmah of another kind, entirely in modern Persian.

Here the paging gets confused. The Resalah Eajastah Abalesh

consists of five leaves. The KhullassaUa^yn (Compendium of

the religion), by Dasttfr Dardb Ben Dastup&len, consists of 29
leaves. The Menokhirad, with interlinear interpretation in
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modern Persian : this occupies 81 leaves; then comes another
Menokhirad consisting only of 10 leaves in modern Persian, and
bearing as the date of its completion 1166 Yazdajardy as the
year, and the day Anyran of the month Mehr, by the hand of
Hormusji, son of Hakym Aydtty, for his own use. The seven
things made by Jamshyd in Pares, 3 pages. Jdmasp Ndmah,
20 leaves; bearing the date that all the three Jdmasp N&mah
were completed on the day Arshashang in the month Adhar,
and the Yazdajardy Shahanshahy year 1166. The Vahman
Yasht, 18 leaves, modern Persian. •

Horoscope of Zeratusht the prophet, fol. 243. The Bun
Dehesh in Pazand with interlinear modern Persian translation,

consisting of 50 leaves. About 20 leaves of various little

subjects, the first being an account of the creation of man.
After 8 blank leaves comes a new tract on Nushyrvan ascend-
ing the throne, his receiving the Farrah Namah from the
Dastdr Yunan ; this piece consists of ten leaves, and appears to

be the same account of NushyrvaVs reign as already noticed
in No. 1 above. Then come incantations with a circular diagram
on fol. 349, and another of the same kind on fol. 356 recto.

List of 10 monstrous nations, of 10 devils residing in the
human body; dimensions of the world, signs of the zodiac and
planets. Five blank leaves. Description of the 33 Arnshas-
pands translated from Zand, 50 leaves. Story of Shah Jamjam
in verses, five leaves. Miracles of the Dastiirs; of this the first

heading is an account of Sulttan Mahmtid Sabaktagyn, 8 leaves

in all. On fol. 434 there is a circular diagram representing the
position of the Keshwars. Then comes a tradition in the
Guzerathi language, which consists of 29 leaves and terminates
the MS.

0. iji.jz (J^F
3

! The Evangel in Arabic. Strongly bound in

leather covers, not quite uninjured, and in beautiful writing.

L. 13 in., br. 8*3 in., th. 07 in. The whole consists of 1033
folios. There is nothing to show when or by whom this MS.
was made ; the water-mark of the paper shows a two-headed
eagle and some European capital letters which are not distinct

enough. It appears to have been copied from a printed book.

10. ifJ^ OirF
>

\ The Evangel in Persian. Bound in hard

leather covers. L. 8*5 in., br. 6*1 in., th. 0*5 in. without the

covers. Total number of leaves 112. This MS. goes as far as

the commencement of the Gospel of Luke, where it breaks off

suddenly ; the verses are not numbered, and in this particular it
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agrees with No. 9, but it has no titles for the chapters, which
are all in red ink in No. 9. This MS. was written in the Bom-
bay Presidency, to judge from the style of writing and the
European paper here current, whilst No. 9 was probably written

by some Arab Christian.

11. «^**l ^^ e>l«£K* *U* c^l jl *)Uj v^j ***>/* o^VI j*

The demonstration of monotheism, with seven other tracts, among
which is also the Mukashjdt Shahy* This MS. is in good con-

dition, and written by various hands. Covers hard leather.

L. 8*6 in., br. 4'7 in., th. 1*2 in. Here monotheism and poly-

theism are discussed without alluding to the religious books
of any sect, by the author, Ahmad E. Muhammad. The objec-

tions are removed, the existence of the Deity established, its

attributes explained.—The next tract is a selection from the

j\j**\ vi>**° Mine of Secrets, and from some other writings. It

defines the soul of man, and explains the saying ofMuhammad
that people have the shape of God. Metempsychosis. Qualities

of man, before tfhd now. The elements. On heaven and earth

and difference of opinion. The return of the souls after

separation. State of the soul after its separation from the body.

Torment of the grave. -This tract was completed 17 Rabi ante-

rior A.H. 1139. This tract begins with the refutation of those

atheists who, like some Hindus, assert that the tree comes from
the seed, and the seed from the tree, and that therefore no neces-

sity for a creator exists ; then comes the refutation of those who
insist on the concatenation of all things; rebuke of the Ssofys,

&c; and the remainder is devoted to the demonstration of mo-
notheism ; this whole tract consists of seventeen leaves. The
next- is marked third chapter, on the natural body; change of fire

into air, andwe versa* ; change of air into water, and vice versa.

On smoke, on clouds, shooting-stars, lightning, winds, rainbows,

halo, and an epilogue in questions and answers about animals,

plants, and minerals; this tract consists of 36 leaves. The next
tract is on the existence and attributes of the Deity; arguments
from reason, but also from the Qurfin ; these are the Muk&shufat
or revelations alluded to in the title, and occupy 1 60 leaves. The
next tract in this MS. was composed by Abd-ul-Malek E.
Abd-ul-Guftfr Allanssary on the same subject as the preceding

one, and occupies 39 pages. The last tract was composed A.H.
829, but does not concern itselfwith the matters treated of before;

it is historical, and treats also about Firdousy, whose vitupera-

tion of Sulttan Mahmtid Gazavy is inserted ; it consists of 37
leaves.
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12. Jk^ *)l»jj j*\jyi v 1*^ Selectionfrom the Zawwajer,

and another tract. Leather cover hard, loose ; greatly damaged
by worms. L. 7*8 in., br. 5*2 in., th. 0*5 in. The first portion
of this MS. is written in a very beautiful hand, with a frame
round each page consisting of two red and one blue line. This
is a catalogue of sins, each ofwhich is described thus :—Idolatry,

anger, ill-will against Moslems, pride,worldlyboasting, &c. ; these
sins are two hundred and seventy-eight in number ; and the last

three pages define the qualities which constitute a Believer.—

-

The next tract is much inferior in writing and even in paper ; it

is a tale, adorned with a red line here and there, taken from the
Arabic Qurdn ; this last MS. was finished 15 Jomddy anterior

A.H. 1228.

13. ^«>l*.| j *U| *U*»I The names of God, and traditions*

A MS. consisting of nine leaves, in soft leather covers. L. 7 in.,

br. 4*2 in., th. 0*05 in. An explanation in a few words of about
30 attributes of the Deity, such as mercy, holiness, &c, termin-
ating with a few religious lessons, the Arabic words of which are

always put in red ink, and also the Persian Jdn-men, My soul,

prefixed to each of them.

14. &«** &j^+>jx
.*ty JLj^I Concerning the affairs of the

prophet Muhammad. Small tract, soft leather covers, not paged.

L. 6*5 in., br. 4*4 in., th. 0*1 in. Every page of this MS. is en-

closed in a frame oftreble lines. It is intended to edify believers,

and the admonitions that follow after the traits ofcharacter ofthe

prophet or of some of his followers always begin with the words
ay-dzyz, O my dear fellow ! This MS. was written A.H. 1137
on the 10th of RaM posterior.

15. o^L) L±> £jUi j ^y.jX **>! Ij^* k** ***al Prayers

in the handwriting of Myrza Ahmad Nayryzy, and Admonitions

in the handwriting of Yaqut. Hard covers of wood, with fine

flowers painted in oil-colours,both inside and out. L. 9 in., br. 5*7

in., th. 0*4 in. This is a most elegant Arabic MS. The head-

piece is beautifully painted in water-colours ; every page has an
elaborate frame consisting of several lines and various colours

;

moreover, in the first part of this MS. the lines have curious

gilded spaces between them. The text is entirely Arabic, and
the first part from the Qurfin, and only a few times the Persian

words "Then recite this" occur. The prayers are for vari-

ous occasions and days, but the first of all is the Surah Ya Syn,

which it is customary to read to persons who are in the agony of

death ; there are also daily prayers, either taken wholly from
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the Qoran or pieced together from various parts of it. The page
where the interlinear gilding ends terminates with the words
" This was written by the sinful worshipper Ahmed Alnayryzy

—

ihayGod pardon him!—A.H. 1120inthe metropolis of Essfahan."

The next part, which contains prayers for the days of the week, is

much inferior to what precedes, in writing and in adornment.
The next part is again more elegant; the top is nicely painted

with minute flowers of various colours on a golden ground with
red border; each page is framed, and between the writing there

are gilded lines. The beginning is a profession of monotheism,
and after that follow praises of.Muhammad, Aly, Fattimah, &c,
with the addition " Say this, " or " Say this thrice/' or " Say
this seven times/" The last piece consists of the well-known
admonitions ofAly to his son Husayn, in beautiful writing, with-

out other ornamentation except a frame of several lines round
each page, and golden flowers here and there to serve as stops.

The whole MS. has all the diacritical points and vowel-marks

;

and as long as there are broad blank borders around the writ-

ing they will serve as they now do for the depredations ofworms,
but the MS. itself, which is old and unpalatable to them, will re-

main safe. The last part was written A.H. 780 by Yaqtit.

16. j^j^j *4l& **j j* dAkLU
{1
^a]j> The arguments of

Sdbdtt to refute the Christian religion. Good hard leather

covers, excellent writing. This MS. was written by Kum&n
Singh Khatry ShahjehdnaMdy, A. H. 1238. L. 8-6 in., br. 6-4

in., th. 0*6 in. Sdbdtt, who was a learned Arab, made a profession

of Christianity in Calcutta, but again recanted, and wrote the
present treatise A.H. 1229 in Arabic, of which this MS. is the
Persian translation, but the translator does not divulge his own
name till at the end of the book.—The statement occurs
that Christians believe in the Old and in the New Testament,
and that the profession of their religion consists in the Creed,
the Lord's Prayer, and the 39 Articles. A table of the names
of the writers of the 0. and N. Testament is given ; then a
refutation of the fundamental principles of Christianity as laid

down in the Creed is attempted. Then the 39 Articles of the
Church of England are taken up one by one and discussed.

Then the author takes up various texts of Scripture, chiefly

to refute the divinity of Christ, and then the first argument ter-

minates. The 2nd argument is intended to establish that Mu-
hammad was a prophet ; the 3rd refutes the assertion that Mu-
hammad worked no miracles, and therefore could be no prophet;
the 4th is intended to refute the allegation that the advent

24 m
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ofa true prophet must be foretold, and the well-known Qoran text
" They wish to extinguish the light of God with their mouths/'
&c., is considered quite sufficient. Nevertheless in John he is

stated to be pointed out as the Comforter, and in the Acts of the
Apostles, where it is said that t€God will soon raise up a prophet
like myself from among your brothers/' &c Further in Matthew
and in Isaiah, Muhammad is called "He is my servant whom I

have chosen, and my beloved with whom I am well pleased ; I
shall send my spirit down upon him/' &c In the parable

of the sower, Muhammad is pointed out as the sower. After
2uoting texts in favour of Muhammad, those usually applied to

hrist are also asserted to point to Muhammad, e.g. " The stone

whom the builders rejected was made the corner-stone/' All

the texts of Scripture have red lines over them, and this notice

gives an idea of what the book contains.

The last 12 pages of this MS. are translated from the Arabic of

Myr Aly Allukhnory, and not of Sabatt ; they treat briefly on
the duties of the Muhammadan religion, but Myr Aly divulges

his name as the translator of Sabatt's book in an Arabic state-

ment, in which he asserts that he undertook the work in order

to keep off those who are trying to lead the people astray like

Eblys, and because the world is now tempted by infidelity and
roguery.

It is necessary to remark that the above is an extremely
abridged translation, as the Persian writer had omitted all the
matter he deemed extraneous or superfluous, and that its contents

are less than one-half of the Arabic text of the **kb\m
il
^A\^i

typographed in Calcutta A.H. 1229 and consisting of 228 pp.

17. j»* y>U u,U ^jm Explanation of the eleventh chapter.

In leather, L. 78 in., br. 3*5 in. th. 0*3 in. The author of this

book had abridged the Messbdh Almujtahhad of JSTer Tttfsy,

and the Jdmd Ebdddt, and had divided his composition into ten
chapters, to which however he afterwards added the eleventh,

which likewise treats on various subjects of the Muhammadan
religion, explanation of a few Qoranic texts on the justice of God,
on prophetship, on modesty ; about the Emams. This MS. was
written A.H. 1026, and to it is appended another short treatise

of 14 pp. in Arabic on the Principles of religion, which the
Muhammadans call Jj*\ such as# the doctrine of monotheism,
justice, prophetship, Emamship, rewards and punishments in

the next world, &c.

18. cHPjWf^lAjj Burlidn alaarufyn. Well bound in hard
leather Covers, damaged writing. L. 8*3 iu.,br. 5*5 in.>th.(H in.
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Ch. I., creation of death. Ch. II., account of death. Oh. III.,

account of the soul. Oh. IV., account of the members, Ch. V.,

account of Satan. Oh. VI., the separation of the soul from the

body. Ch. VII., misfortune. Ch VIII, patience under calami-

ties. Oh. IX., the angel of death. Ch. X., about Munkir and
Nakyr. Ch. XII, on noble authors. Ch. XIII., on the souL

Ch. XIV., on Asrafyl, &c The whole consists of 1 7 chapters, and
was extracted from the works of celebrated Ulemmas, from the

Hadith, &c. This MS. was completed on the 20th ShSbdn, but

the copyist or author unaccountably omitted to put the num-
bers over the word " year."

19. itf?\jd\ &** TuhfaUul £raqyn. Writing good, but

somewhat dilapidated ; leather covers. L. 7 in., br. 4*3 in., th. 0*2

in. Every page has a frame of red lines, and this is a little devo-

tional book, consisting of 20 paragraphs in verses, the headings

of which are in red ink, but now so pale that .they can scarcely

be read; this MS. appears to be very old but has no date.

20. 4^^ e^l^l***3 TuhfaUul Eraqyn by Haqdny Sher-

wany. Good writing, same title as No. 19 but by another

author. Good leather cover. L. 9 in., br. 5*2 in., th. 0'6 in.

This MS. was completed on the 24th of the month Rabi anterior

1 063. Here the prophet Khedzar is introduced as paying a visit

to our poet Haqany, and there are several pieces about this pro-

phet, who gives fine pieces of advice to Haqdny ; there are also

praises to Muhammad, arid the MS. would be good if it were
not eaten out by worms in several places.

21. jLr*ill***~ j j\j^y\&J The Tuhfat qfthe free, and the

rosary qf the righteous. Well bound in hard leather covers,

writing well preserved. L. 8*4 in., br. 4*9 in., th. 0*6 in.

These two religious tracts occupy each one-half of the MS., but
there is no date. The first tract is divided into 19 Moqalahs,
and some smaller stories and paragraphs. The second likewise

consists of prayers and of stories.

22. te*y* Jl^l ja jj*)\j*! jljK History of the sea of

pearls about the affairs qf Musa. Bound in leather. L. 7'4 in.,

br. 4*6 in., th. 0*7 in. This is an account of Moses according to

Mussulman tradition and the texts of the Qoran, some of which
are quoted and translated into Persian. There are also some
couplets of Persian verses scattered m the work here and there
as an embellishment*
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23. <5*&» •,/*** H^y J * -4 frotttf monotheism and otherprin-

ciples. Strongly bound in leather, writing legible but ofvarious

kinds and periods, and so is the paper. L. 8*5 in., br. 4*7 in.,

th. 0*2 in. Both the text and commentary are in Arabic, and of

the former, of which not even the name is stated, very often only

a few words are given with an &c. added to them ; there is neither

the name of the author, nor the date when the MS. was made.
The work is strictly Muhammadan, but does not quote the Qoran
except seldom.

24. u6**^ j*S±* Abridgment of the Talkhyss. In good

condition, distinct writing and very legible ; it is wholly Arabic,

and bound well in strong leather covers. L. 8 in., br. 5*8 in., th.

0*65 in. The author, Mastid B. Omar, surnamed S£d Alttafata-

z4ny, says in his preface that he had explained formerly the
Talkhyss and had adorned it with various kinds of additions,

and that he now abridged it at the request of numerous friends

who wished to see it elucidated more fully.—The work is entire-

ly of a religious character and full of quotations from the
Qor&n. The text of the Talkhyss always appears with a line

drawn over it, and then the explanation follows. The latter

portion of the book is in another hand. The explanations are

also of a grammatical kind, in which various technical terms
occur, and the manner is also scholastic, e.g. " Distinction of
resemblance according to strength and according to debility is

the excess with reference to the mention and omission of the
arguments, &c." Written A.H. 1081.

25. u***^ £j~ .?**£* Abridgment of the commentary of
the Talkhyss. Arabic MS.; the leather covers are torn off on
both sides, but the binding is compact. L. 8*2 in., br. 5 in., th.

0*7 in. The text of this MS. is exactly the same with No. 24,

but is greatly damaged by worms and is 68 years older, as the

date of writing this is A.H. 1013.

26. *^\ij*\ &Xtej& j\*>j*f zaXL^ ^i** j£i> j± ^\j»i\^^K>

&«6ja± Beview qf various religions in general, but qf the Muham-
madan sects in particular. Very slightly damaged by worms ;

binding hard leather, writing good, paper Indian. L. 1 0*3 in., br.

6'5 in.; 503 pages. The author's name does not appear, but at

the end ofthe book the copyist, Abd-ul-Qader, calls him Khaj&h
Nassyr-al-dyn Ttdssy, and states that he composed also another

wonderful book. This MS. was written in Bombay A.H. 1243 ; a
remark on the margin, however, by another hand, denies the

above statement in the following words :—Let it not remain
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hidden that this book was composed by Sayyid Murtadza, sur-

named Aim ul-huda, and not by Khajah Nassyr-ul-dyn Tttissy,

who composed only a small tract at the end of this book. On
the first page of the preface also, Alm-ul-huda introduces him-
self as the author.

The table of contents of this work is as follows : — Ch. I. The
tenets of philosophers and the like. Ch. II. The tenets of the

Magi [Zoroastrians] . Oh. III. Tenets of the Jews and Chris-

tians. Ch. IV. Origin of sects in Esllam. Ch. V. The Kho-
varij [dissenters] and their belief. Ch. VI. The Motazellites

[seceders] and their deeds. Ch. VII. The tenets of Jahym B.

Ssafuwdn and his followers. Ch. VIII. Tenets of the Mar-
ji6ns and their circumstances. Ch. IX. Tenets of the Naja-

rians and their belief. Ch. X. Tenets of the Karamiah. Ch.

XI. Tenets of the Mashabbahah and their belief. Ch. XII.
Tanasakhians and their acts. Ch. XIII. Those of the Son-
nah and Jumdat and their tenets. Ch. XIV. Their 3rd and
4th division. Ch. XV. Tenets of Ebn Kelteb and his fol-

lowers. Ch. XVI. Tenets and acts of the Ssofys. Ch. XVII.
Concerning the words remembered of Qashyry and his

sect. Ch. XVIII. What those of the Sonnah hold concern-

ing the prophets. Ch. XIX. The second [great] division

in Esllam, called Shyaah. Ch. XX. About distinguishing

truth from falsehood. Ch. XXI. The Emimians and their

belief. Ch. XXII. The story of Fadak. Ch. XXIII. Sto-

ries imputed [by the Sonnites to the EmSmians] and their in-

correctness. Ch. XXIV. Record of the crimes and obscenities

of the Banu Omayyah. Ch. XXVI. Things which passed be-

tween the righteous and the unrighteous. Ch. XXVI. Record
of some tenets of the Emamian sect blamed by the adherents

of the Sonnah.—The contents of this MS. are analogous to

Muhammad Shahrastany's religious and philosophical sects,

edited by the late Cureton, M.A., F.R.S., &c. The last 17 pages

are occupied by the small tract alluded to in the above-mentioned
marginal note. The author of this tract is, as already stated,

Khajah Nassyr ul-dyn Ttussy ; the title is merely A wonderful
Tract, withont any special name. It treats of the manner of lead-

ing a holy life according to the Muhammadan religion, and
describes the way we are to serve God with our eyes, ears,

tongue, &c, and how we are to keep all the members of our
bodies from committing sin.—This tract also was copied by
Abd-ul Qader Ben Mulla Sheykh Ahmad Gyty, inhabitant of

Bombay, on the 19th Dhulqadah A.H. 1243, corresponding to

3rd June A.D. 1828.
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27. ^ySfl i j* *> Record of theprophets. Very nicely bound,

written, and preserved. Pine black writing, with all the head-

ings in red ink. L. 9*5 in., br. 5*3 in., th. 0*9 in. Number of

leaves 413. There is no mention of the date when this MS. was
written or composed, nor of its author. Its contents are as

follows :—Account of Adam, from folio 1—28. Account of the

Fairies and the birth ofEblys, 29—31 . Creation ofAdam, 32—
54. The story of Seth, 55, 56. Account of Edrys, 57, 58.

About Noah, 59—68. About Hud, 69—72. About Sheddad,

73, 74. About Ssaleh, 75, 76. About Abraham, 77—100.
Esmayl, 101—110. Lot, 111— 116. Esmayl, 116. Isaac and
Yaqoob, 117—120. Joseph, 121—165. The companions of
Ohdod, 166. ShoSyb, 167, 168. Jonas, 169, 170. The com-
panions of the cave, 184—192. Moses, 193—211. Connection

of Shoayb with the account of Moses, 221—245. About Awaj
Ben Anaq, 246—259. Hartfn, 260—262. Joshua Ben Niin,

263. Samuel, 264—267. David, 268—279. Solomon, 280—
296. Zacharia, 297—299. Birth of the Lord Jesus, 300—316.
Elias, 317—318. Georgios, 319—323. Simeon, 324, 325.

Muhammad, the seal of the prophets, 326—383. Death of Mu-
hammad, 384—388. The companions of the cave,, 389—394.

Loqman 395—400. Account of the Khalifate of Abu Beker,
401—403. Khalifate of Omar, 404—407. Khalifate of Othman,
408,409. Khalifate of Aly, 410, 411. Storyof Abbas, 412, 413.

It will be observed that, besides the affairs of prophets, those of
several Khalifs are inserted. There are also a few quotations

from the Qoran, and the first portion of the book is arranged in

questions and answers.

28. w&Jd\ u**^ Wjil! ij*±> Record of holy men (some

pages wanting at the commencement and at the end). Nicely

bound in new leather covers, no marks ofworms ; writing good,
headings red; no date. L. 7*9 in., br. 6*2 in., th. 0*5 in. The saints

ofwhom an account is given in this book are as follows :—JSfer

Ss&deq, Awys Qarny,, Hasan Bosry, Malek Dynar, Muhammad
Wasa, Janyb Ajamy, Abu Harem Makky, Otbah Ben Algullam

;

R6bah the Aditess ; Fadzyl Ayadz, Ebrahym Adham, Bashyr
Haiy, Dhu-Nun Missry, Bayzyd Bosttamy, Abdullah Ben Almo-
barek, Sofyan Thory, Saqbaq Balkhy, the Emam Abu Hanyfah,
the Emam Shdfayi, EmamHanbal, Dawud Ttayi, Abu Soleyman
Wdramny, Hareth My Suny, Muhammad Ben Samak, Muham-
mad Aslam Ahmad Ben Hart, Hatum Assum, Sohayl Abdullah,
Mffrtff Korhy, Sary Masqatty, Fatah Moussaly, Ahmad Jowaiy,
Ahmad Hadzruyah Abu Turab Bakhshy, Karbahy Ben Motfadh
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Shah Shujaa Kermany, Yusuf Ben Alhusayn, Ab-ulhafss, Ham-
dtin Qassab Masstir Amar, Ahmad Ben Aassum, Abdullah
Husayn, Janyd Bagd&dy, Omar Ben Othuian Makky, Abu Sayd
Hejran, Ab-ul-Hasan Shury, Abu Muhammad Ruym, Bbn Attd,

Abu Abdullah Ben Aljelad, Ebarhym Ben Dawud, Yusuf Ben.
Asb6tt, Abu Yaqub Es-haq, Samnoon Muhabb, Abu Muhammad
Martaqash, Abu Abdullah Fadzyl, Ab-ul-Hasyn Nosahy,
Muhammad Ben Aly Alhakym, Abu Bekr Waraq, Kheyran,
Sheykh Aly Esfahany, Abdullah Mobarek, Muhammad Ssaryr,

Manssur Ssallah.—All the accounts here given are stated

without any proper EsnSd or authorities, and generally prefaced

with a simple naqal ast.

29. y^Ul ij*** Record of holy men. Well bound in

leather. L. 6'9 in., br. 5 in., th. 0*4 in. This is another MS. of

No. 28, but superior to it in every respect. Every page is en-

closed in a frame of blue and gold. The writing is beautifully

black and distinct—it may be called elegant—and only the red
headings have faded, as the colour with which they were written

appears to have been of bad quality. Every page is gold-

sprinkled. The age of this MS. is 305 years, as it was written

A.H. 984.

30. **iiit $j**> Record of the Emams. Nicely bound in

strong leather covers, writing very handsome, and free from all

injuries by damp or worms. L. 9*5 in., br. 5*8 in., th. 1 in. The
bulk of the MS. is filled with an account of Muhammad, but it

treats also of some other matters, as will appear from the follow-

ing view ofits contents :—The birth ofMuhammad, his prophetic

mission \ verses from the Turyt [Pentateuch] relating to him.
Here a few short Surahs not existing in the Qoran are given,

and the first of them is on the two lights [the text of which oc-

curs also in the Dabestan].—The children of Muhammad, his

horses, his Amyrs ; the provinces under his government ; his

letter to Khosru Parvyz ; statements of the Zoroastrians on this

subject.—Sayings of the Faranghys of Portugal and of the Chris-

tians generally about the prediction of Muhammad's advent,

according to their books.—Miracles of Muhammad. Idols of

the Qoraysh. Religion of the Qoraysh. Foes of Muhammad
when he became a prophet. Tomb of Muhammad, and events

which took place after his death. Various sects. Description

of ancient religions, e.g. of the Sabeans, Zandyqs, Nessaryans,

Jacobites [and other Christian sects], Dehryans, Brahmans,
Tanasahys [believers in metempsychosis], Majoos [Zoroas-

trians], Manicheans, philosophers; opinions of the astronomers
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on the eternity of the world.—Some account of Lady Fattemab,
the Venus and princess of women,—Abstemiousness of Muham-
mad in eating ; the number of his children, his age.—Some
account of Aly, with a formidable list of books treating on
his virtues.—The list of those who were slain at Ohod.—Various
good qualities of Muhammad, his meekness, his retired life, his

knowledge.—Various anecdotes about Muhammad.—On the
Paracletes, i.e. Muhammad, his miracles, his being alluded to in
300 verses of the Qor&n; names of the men who were his Amyrs ;

names of his wives, of his children, the countries subject to
him.— Letters which passed between Aly and Aayshah. Aly's

conversation with Zobayr.—About Ommar Benyaser. Descrip-
tion of the sect of the Khovarej [dissenters] , of the Ajaredah, the
Najdayt, the Zafranayyat, the Yazydayyat; about the Dzoh&kytes
and the Wdqefites, the Banu Shahlyah, the Akhanayyah, the
Shamrakhayyah.—Age of Muhammad, events after his death.

Several Khalifs and the establishment of the Abasside dynasty

;

but only a little is said about each Khalif.—The KhaHfate of
Aly, his 300 wives, his 15 children.—Abu Abdullah Alhusayn.—
Other relatives, sons, &c. of Aly.—The disaster of Kerbella, the
army of the infidels, of Madayn and Bossrah.—Events after

the battle of Kerbella.—Statements of the Majoos.—Emim
Muhammad Baqer.—Statements of the Christians and others.

—

Jafer Ssfidaq.—-The Jews and the Christians curse Omar,
and the Brahmans do so likewise.—Em(£m Redz£.—Jowad,
Em£m Aly Naqy, Emdm Hasan the second, and other
descendants ofAly.—About the Ss£heb-ul-zem£n, i.e. theMohdy
and last Emam who is to come when the world is to be
destroyed.—Sh^kmuty [Buddha Sakyamuny] . Statements ofthe
Majoos and Guebres ; the names oftheir sacred books \ the various

Gahanbar; opinions of the Jews about the Mohdy; of the
Sunnites (a Curse be on them !). It may here be observed that

our author bestows a curse not only on the Sunnites in general,

but also on the Khalifs Abu Bekr, Omar, Othman, and even on
A&ysha, the mother of the faithful and wife of Muhammad.
This account of Mohdy and of his coming is of considerable

length and runs to the end of the book, which was written A.H.
1264.—After this comes an extract from the Rayadz-al-shuhd&
or " Gardens of martyrs " as a kind of appendix. It is historical,

and treats mostly about the descendants of Aly and their mis-

fortunes; it also bears the date A.H. 1264.

31. &j±*)\ S^ The gushing of springs. Extremely fine,

perpendicular writing, and every page enclosed in a yellow frame,
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in excellent condition and strong, leather binding. L. 7*8 in.,

br, 4*7 in., th. 0*8 in. This book overflows from beginning to

end with the most ardent love for the descendants of Aly, and is

entirely in the Syah style. It begins with the birth of the

martyred,injuredEmam Abu Abd-allah (upon whom be the bene-
diction of God !) with some of the wonders and miracles he per-

formed. The mechanical part, ue. the writing, is very attractive

by its beauty, but the whole book is extremely unmethodical
and runs from beginning to end without a stop ; but it would, no
doubt, be very interesting to all who desire to become acquaint-

ed with the anecdotes and details and the tragic scenes that

took place at Kerbella\ The MS. was finished on the 12th Sha-
banA.H. 1101.

32. *H*I c*sr* wU* Kitab Eejjet Al-Hind. Writing very

nice, but greatly damaged by worms, especially at the beginning
and the end of the book. Leather binding. L. 10 in., br. 5*2

in., th. 0*3 in. The author, whose name is unfortunately eaten
out by worms, states that he had composed various articles from
time to time to refute the Hindu and to demonstrate the true

(i.e. Muhammadan) religion, which he made up into a volume.
The treatise was in questions and answers written in the Hin-
duwi language, and its title was Nil Baghyna. There is an ac-

count of the creation of the world, of the soul, with various

dogmas, quotations from the Qoran, and even a few anecdotes
illustrative of the subject. This MS. was written A.H. 1228.

33. vij^ fip j* Concerning the knowledge of letters.

Arabic MS. Distinct black writing, damaged by worms, bound
in hard leather covers. L. 7*6 in., br. 4*8 in., th. 0*5 in. This
may be considered a religious book only in as much as it deals

with transcendent matters ; in fact it is mystic ; in it not
merely to all the letters of the alphabet, but also to the numbers,
certain values are assigned, and the author says :—" Verily the

letters are the treasury of God, they contain His knowledge,
His command, His secret, His power, and they have figures in

the words which cannot be understood, neither by the touch,

nor by purity, nor by the intellect, nor by guessing, nor by
arguments, nor by the senses, but by the grace of the Lord
only/' &c. Then various red letters are given to designate

certain things (or perhaps rather to disguise their meaning) ; after

this preliminary explanation the actual book commences, in

which subjects. the Ssoiys usually treat upon are discussed. Or-

25 m
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thodox Moslems would never read a book of this kind, although
there is nothing which contradicts their tenets openly. This
MS. was written A.H. 1191.

34. *jj i*3j jj&'l i£™*jjj wUl^ Ehoyshtdb (innate

ardour), the Zar dest efsh&r (hand-churned gold), and the Zen-
dah r6d (living river). Distinct black writing, slightly dam-
aged by worms; hard leather covers. L. 8*3 in., br. 4*6 in,, th.

0*3 in. These are three books treating chiefly on monotheism
and kindred subjects. The volume has been lithographed in

the 1212th year of Yazdajard at the expense of Sir Jamsetji
Jeejeebh&i, and has also been published in Guzerati.

35. cyUl ff*
*&&* *}±> The Khuttbah Shaqyqah with the

commentary. Good black writing, but in some parts all the
diacritical points totally omitted. The leather binding is loose

but hard. L 7 in., br. 4*7 in., th. 0'2 in. This is a Shiah book j

the so-called Khuttbah, i.e. sermon, is in Arabic in red letters,

one or several lines of which are given and then commented
upon and expanded. After this comes a Persian tract of seven
pages, which terminates the book, and gives directions in reli-

gious matters to intending pilgrims to Mekkah, how to perform
all the ceremonies there. Neither of the two MSS. contained
in this volume has a date ; both appear to be tolerably, i.e. at
least a century, old.

36. cjW^I^^o Original and first copy of the Desatyr,

brought from Esfahan by Mulla Firtfz. Careful writing, each
page enclosed by a frame. The text is always overlined in red,

and is given sentence by sentence with the Persian translation.

Somewhat damaged by worms. Good strong binding of lea-

ther. L. 9'15 in., br. 5*5 in., th. 0*3 in. As this book has
long ago been printed and translated, there is no need of saying
anything about the contents. This MS. has no date.

37. j$\~* Desdtyr. Another copy of No. 36. Distinct

writing, good hard leather binding, not damaged by worms.
L. 14*4 in., br. 8*6 in., th. 0-8 in. The peculiarity of this MS.
is that it is not interlinear like No. 36, but the words are given
in two columns, i.e. the text and the Persian translation as in

a dictionary, then again a piece of interpretation follows alone,

then the column-arrangement, then again a large piece of Per-
sian, and so on to the end alternately. No date.
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38. e*U> iSiAji j ^Ua Desdtyr and dictionary of its

words. Distinct black writing, on thin European paper, some-
what damaged by worms ; text and interlinear translation as in

No. 86, and after that a separate alphabetical dictionary, where-
in the word is always in red ink, followed by a Persian expla-

nation in black. L. 8*5 in., br. 6 in., th. 0*55 in. Covers of

fine hard leather, quite new; no date.

39. j3j&$* kr* jxjU* Desdtyr in the handwriting of

Molld Firuz. Careful handwriting, in which the Bismillah of
No. 36 is supplanted by the Zoroastrian formula, otherwise it is

the same as that MS., but the text is always given in red ink,

and after it the interpretation in black. No date at the end.
Binding torn on one side. L. 6 in., br. 5 in., th. 0*45 in.

40. })j**V" k=» uaA|3J| ejUUja Dabestdn-ul-meddzheb,

in the handwriting of Mull6 Fyrtiz, very nice. Binding hard
red leather, somewhat loose. This copy was made Anno Yaz-
dajardi 1123, A.H. 1209. L. 95 in., br.5*2 in., th. 1-1 in.

This book was first typographed at Calcutta A.D. 1812, but has
since been lithographed many times and is to be had in the ba-

z6r. It was translated into English by David Shea and An-
thony Troyer and published by them in Paris A.D. 1843.

41. t-**t**Jl cj^H* Dabestdn-ul-medzdheb. Another MS.
of No* 40, in elegant handwriting, not injured in the least, but
incomplete. Leather covers loose. L. 8*8 in., br. 4*3 in., th.

0*35 in. Instead of the Bismillah the Zoroastrian formula is

prefixed, and therefore the copyist was very likely a Parsee.

42. cL*i ifj *JUj jiijU Eleven treatises and thirty chapters.

Very legible but ugly writing, and much damaged by worms.
Binding ofhard leatherbut loose. L. 9*6 in., br. 5*4 in., th. 0'4 in.

The author of the first treatise, Sheykh Muhammad Fadzlullah,

states that he named it Tahfah-al-murselah ela Alnabi, Gift

sent to the Prophet. This is a little theological treatise on the

unity, nature, and attributes of the Deity, interspersed with some
Arabic authorities which are afterwards translated into Persian.—
The next book is a kind of dictionary of terms used by Ssofys,

as will appear from the following specimens :—<j»*2«J| c*g holy

house is a metaphor of the heart which is pure from any other

connections. f\j*?l °£ the sacred house means the heart of the

perfectman. &** attraction is the approaching ofGod in conse-

quence of the grace of God. J** glory is a metaphor for the

invisibility of God by human eyes. **•«* assembly expresses
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the full efforts of the worshipper in his endeavours to join his

Most High friend, &c.—The next seven pages, which begin with

a new Bismillah, are analogous to the preceding tract; the subjects

also are not arranged alphabetically: they appear to be an appen-

dix to what has preceded, and they bear the appropriate name of
Technical expressions of the Ssofys* Copied A .H. 1131 .—The next
is the Besdldh der Assiil Fikh, i.e. treatise on the principles oflaw.

This would be an excellent guide for persons wishing to read

larger works afterwards. The author is Muhammad Aly Sharf
Jehany ; he gives the sentences of the Qor&n on which the legal

decisions must be based, and also a few questions of cases, with
their answers.—The next is a curious little tract occupying five

pages, and called woqufdt, stops. It points out all the passages

of the Qor&n which if read with a stop in them make the reader

an infidel.—The Besdldh Daqyqah, or minute tract, considers the

unity of God in six pages, with some explanations which appear
silly. In some European languages a little tract is current called

the " Heart-book," in which the evil passions of man are

represented; here, however, in a diagram representing the
figure of the breast of man, although some evil qualities are

given, the majority are good, and the central part, the heart, is

called the house of God.—The next tract consists of instructions

how to read the Qordn with a proper pronunciation, and always
to utter before commencing to read (even if the reading is to be
short and to consist of only one or two verses) the verse " I
fly for refuge to God from Satan driven away with stones."

This tract was composed at Hyderabad A.H. 1 180. The mecha-
nism of the pronunciation of words and even of single letters

is here pointed out with the proper accentuation.*—The next
book is the Sherh Jdm-i Jehdn numa, i.e. Commentary to the
World-showing Goblet. Writing in various hands, some negli-

gent and worm-eaten. (The contents of this book are ana-
logous to Nos. 7 and 8 in the section of philosophy, but not
the same. Both the text and the commentary are in Persian

;

the former, however, is after a few pages not given wholly, but
indicated only by a few words, and therefore, in order to read
this commentary with advantage, it ought to be perused in

connection with the text. This is a book on Natural Philoso-

phy, in which an attempt is made to describe heaven, earth, and
man, but making the commencement with the Creator of all.

There are - also a few diagrams, which, curiously enough, refer

rather to the spiritual than to the physical world.—The next is

the Sd&dt at/am allashv&} i.e. the hours of every day in the
week for what they are good or bad according to astrology ;
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this occupies only pp. 5, and gives also the interpretation of

the days and months which are lucky or unlucky.—The next is a

tract of 1 3 pages entitled Resalah ma labed minhi min al Quran,
i.e. treatise of what is required [for the proper mechanical read-

ing] of the Qur&n. After a brief preliminary, something is

said concerning every letter of the alphabet, and whether a stop

is allowable or not when pronouncing it ; as well as about the
tanwyn and the quiescent nun, and the alphabetical letters that

constitute the initials of some Surahs.—Then comes the JazH
Tarjumah Meshkdt, i.e. a portion of the translation of the Mesh-
k&t, a well-known religious and legal work of Tarmadhy, which
terminates with the Ketdb-al-Emdn, i.e. book of the faith, pp.

1J; total pp. 18.—The Resalah tajwyd, i.e. manner of nicely

reading the Qor&n, in pp. 8, with rules on every letter and their

intonation.—-The last tract of this volume is by Khajah ETassyr

;

it is on astrology, describing the planets, with their good and
evil properties ; it occupies pp. 23, and is entitled Bar m&rufat
taqwym, but contains nothing remarkable.

43. f*\y *JUj Resdldh Sowdneh. Bather negligent writ-

ing at the beginning, but better afterwards, and a few pages
are quite nice. Somewhat worm-eaten. Binding very good, of

hard leather. L. 8*7 in., br. 4*9 in., th. 0*1 in. This little MS.
contains the legends of the saints who lived during the time of

Aurung-zyb, who amounted to about a dozen or so ; it contains

also a description of the city of AurungSbad, which he restored

and looked upon with peculiar favour, and of the mausoleum
of one of his Begums ; it was composed during his lifetime but
bears no date.

44. d>jW | .JjU ^ uu \j* Howdtiffy SaWc al-adruf. Ara-

bic MS., very distinctly and minutely written. Not injured at

all, but loose in the covers, which are of good hard leather. L.
6*4 in., br. 3*5 in., th. 0*3 in. This is a book more philosophi-

cal than religious, although each chapter begins with a. quota-

tion from the Qoran. It is full of speculations, e.g. the state of

the soul when the body is asleep, the intellect of man, the

passions, &c; nevertheless the author speaks quite dogmatically.

Each chapter is called a Hatef, i.e. herald, and they are as fol-

lows :—To keep vigils ; not to trust in the present world ; guid-

ance to the road of comfort ; trust in God ; invitation to be
content with one's fate ; to be patient in calamity ; direction to

walk in the road of lively piety ; invitation to prayer. This

tract consists of pp. 36, and has no date.—The Resdldh Alkowd-

shef, Arabic Tract of Revealers, consists of seven chapters, each
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of which is called a revealer. The contents are analogous to
the preceding and occupy pp. 20. Thus :—Doubts and objections

of some men until they deny the existence of hell and of para-
dise. Reply to these objections in the remaining six chapters.

—

The next four pages are headed by a new Bismillah, and treat

on the immortality of the soul, which is demonstrated after

refuting all the objections.—The next book in this volume is

also Arabic and occupies pp. 74, and is called Kushf al-guttd,

i.e. the lifting of the cover. This book has no headings what-
ever, as is often the case with others also, and it would be ne-
cessary to read through the whole of it in order to give an ac-

curate account. A large infusion of Ssofy doctrines prevails, as
in the preceding ones ; here the first degree of wisdom is said

to be the abandonment of the world, the second the obtaining of
[supernatural revelations and] lights, and the third total absorp-
tion into the Deity ; and on these three subjects the whole con-
tents appear to turn. As this book was copied A.H. 887, it is

now 403 years old, and one of the oldest MSS. in the library.—

•

The last book in this volume is likewise in Arabic, and bears
the title Res&l&h Al-mur&sJied ; all the preceding ones are in
the same minute writing, but this is in another and larger hand.
The chief topic here also is the return of the soul to God :—

" They asked : What is the end ?

And were told : It is a return to the beginning !

"

The chapters bear the titles of directors, e. g. On the soul,

good and evil, the Barzah [Limbus] and consciousness after the
separation from the body; on the resurrection, the last judg-
ment, the lake [Kawther] and the mediation, the bridge [Sse-

r&tt] to hell, exit from it and entrance to paradise, immortality,

monotheism, and final advice.—It may be observed that all the

books contained in this volume are of great interest: inas-

much as they show how far Hindu philosophy and Ssofyism
meet on many points, but especially on that of final absorption

into the Deity ; although the authors were shackled in many
respects and wished to reconcile their system with Moslem or-

thodoxy, they are generally abused and despised as infidels in

heart by the followers of it.

45. Oj*j* ^IJj fjkrfti Jj| «JUj One unknown treatise,

and another on conjugation. The first is in a distinct and small,

and the second treatise in a large, hand ; somewhat damaged by
worms; binding hard leather. L. 7*3 in., br. 4*65 in. Although
this Arabic MS. begins with a Bismillah, nothing is given by
way of preface, and the red "his saying" which occurs in the
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very first line, and afterwards on every page, as the prefix of a

quotation, immediately reminds the reader that this is a com-
mentary to some other work. It explains certain religious ex-

pressions in a very minute and tedious way, and gives various

reasons why the letter 6 is the first in the expression Bismillah.

The next tract is in Persian, and treats on the conjugations of

Arabic verbs ; it may be of some use to beginners, and was writ-

ten A.H. 1129.

46. d l«* j I ^* «J Uj Treatise on the beginning and the re-

turn. Distinct but not pleasant writing, in some parts fearfully

cut up by worms j binding hard leather, L. 7 in., br. 3*9 in.,

th. 0*2 in. This is a treatise on Ssofy principles, divided into

three chapters. Oh. I. Division of sciences in a general way into

mundane and supra-mundane. Oh. II. On self-knowledge and
the manner thereof. Ch. III. How to know the beginning and
the end. Some of the usual mysticism of the Ssofys with a mix-
ture of quotations from the Qor&n constitutes the staple, as well

as the queer idea, already elsewhere mentioned, that the soul of

man has four feet like an animal. The Ilm-i yaqyn, i.e. science

of certainty, is the highest of all. There is no date.

47. ePjk° yJ^V i-k^'J Letters of Padre Martyn. Careful

writing by the hand of Mull£ Firuz
;
greatly worm-eaten on the

margins ; well bound in strong leather covers. L. 6*6 in., br.

8*8 in., th. 0*2 in. The first letter is in Arabic and demon-
strates that Muhammad was a true prophet ; it was composed at

the request of a certain Christian clergyman. To this there

are three different replies in Persian, by the Rev. Henry Martyn,
demonstrating the truth of the Christian religion. This MS,
was finished A.H. 1231. As these controversies are in print in

a work of some pretension in English, it would be superfluous

to say anything more.

48. cij-aj Oi^j Treatises on Ssofy doctrines. Distinct

writing ; the margins are worm-eaten. Every page is enclosed

by a frame of gilded and other lines. Binding hard leather,

good. L. 7*7 in., br. 4*3 in., th. 0'35 in. The author of the
first treatise, Emam Fakhr-al-dyn Al-Bizy, has divided it into a
1>reface and ten chapters ; the former treats on theoretical phi-

osophy, and the contents of the latter are as follows:

—

Ch. L
Physiognomies. Oh. II. How to draw conclusions about a
man's character from the country of his birth and habitation.

Ch. III. When a man resembles a beast in one of his mem-
bers, he will partake of the nature of that beast. Oh. IV. To
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judge a man from his emotions, Bach as anger, joy, and fear.

Oh. F. Character of a man according to nationality, e.g. Greek,
Turk, Hindu, Slavonian, &c. Ch. VI. Proof that in all animals
the male is stronger than the female. Ch. VII. If an indivi-

dual possesses a quality portending either good or bad, he is

not to be judged from that alone. Ch. VIII. To conclude from
the outer temperament what the inner man is. Gh. IX. How
the complexion of the members of the body points to a man's
character. Ch. X. Every limb marks some peculiarity in a
man's character.—The second tract appears to be a translation

from the Arabic, and the writer requests critics to rectify his

errors, but does not mention his name. There are three kinds
of degrees of intellect and the third is the highest, and there are

as many degrees of illumination. A close union between man
and the Deity is possible. The way to attain it. Before explain-

ing any of these doctrines, a few Persian verses are always
given and then commented upon. It would be difficult to give
an outline of this treatise without reading through the whole of
it. According to our author, involuntary adoration is paid to

God by all living beings in the spontaneous act of breathing,

wherein by inhalation and exhalation the word Allah is con-

stantly pronounced. Also traditions and sayings ofMuhammad
and of celebrated divines are now and then quoted, and some-
times greatly strained, to give an air of authority to various

Ssofy speculations. Even the practice of strutting the tongue
against the palate and retaining the breath as long as possible

so that the prayers may come from the heart alone, a practice

which we know to be in vogue with Hindu Jogys, must be pur-
sued on all occasions; and the words "0 Lord, Thou art my
object and I look for thy approbation" must be mentally repeat-

ed at all times, whilst walking, eating, &c. With a few more
observations of this kind the tract ends.—The third tract is also

of a religious character, but the author's name is not mentioned;
he merely says that he composed it at the request of some
friends. The contents are as follows :—On the existence of

God, with the explanation of possible and ofnecessary existence.

Relation of God to mankind, the evanescence of it in Him

;

His manifestation in the mirror of His existence on account
of the exigencies of His existence. God is concealed in spite

of His abundant manifestations, and distant in spite of His
great nearness, and is not known on account of the want of

intellect [in men] . In this tract also, as in the preceding one,

verses, generally quatrains, are pre§xed to the enunciation of

various doctrines.—The fourth tract is a discussion of real and
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of relative wrong and right, with a casuistical statement that
certain matters considered sinful by men may perhaps not be
such in the sight of God; it consists only of pp. 5 and bears the
date 169, which perhaps means A.H. 1169.—The fifth, i.e. last

portion of this volume consists of a number of letters, each
headed by a Bismillah and addressed by Abdullah Quttb B.
Mahy to various persons ; these letters are generally replies,

each of which fills at least one page, to many persons who wished
to be enlightened on numerous points of Ssofy doctrines ; they
occupy pp. 60 and are of some interest. There is no date.

49. <j^^t e>l*"*j Bashhdt al-fanun* Distinct writing,

damaged on the margins by worms ; well bound in hard leather.

L. 9*5 in., br. 5*6 in., th. 1*2 in. The author's name is Amyn
Al-Daby Khan B. Sayyid Abulmukarum, and, as will be seen

from the following brief abstract, he has composed a book which
consists mostly of religious subjects. On the science of inter-

preting the Qoran. On the knowledge of tradition. The arti-

cles of faith, about 60 or 70. Principles of Esllam and names
of its sects. Explanation of technical terms called the roots,

and of others called the branches, of the Law (Fiqh). Technical

expressions of the Ssofys. Philosophy, logic, and their species.

On the science of medicine. On practical wisdom. Science

of grammar, of inflection, meaning, explanation, rhetorical

figures. Science of history. Account of the prince of pro-

phets. Tlis MS. may be considered to be a little encyclopedia

of the subjects just enumerated, and was written A.H. 1265.

Then come three more pages of no value by another hand.

60. ItH^Jf i^jj Roudzat-ul-shahdd, i.e. the mausoleum of

the martyrs. Distinct writing, not much damaged by worms,
but the hard leather covers, which are good, have got loose. L.
9*9 in., br. 5'6 in., th. 1*15 in. This is one of the numerous
Shiah books written to commemorate the disasters ofthe family

of Aly and of the battle of Kerbella* ; they cannot be consi-

dered as biographies of many or of one man; there is no divi-

sion of subjects and they all agree in their pell-mell and unsys-

tematic treatment of the matter, which may be rather consider-

ed to be anecdotical than anything else. The book ends with

the following verses :—
O Creator of the world, I adjure thee by the soul of Husayn,
By the heavy heart-grief of. Husayn,
To award the remuneration due to those martyrs,

To those who have suffered affliction with Husayn.

This MS. was copied A.H. 1125.

26 m
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61. 1^*~J| oty«x»j c4L.Ji.Mj Zdd almasalek and ftio-

graphies of poets. Writing tolerably negligent Shekestah, and
greatly injured by worms throughout ; binding soft leather, which
was formerly adorned with ornamental large leaves of plants in

the corners and centre ; these are however quite shabby now.
L. 9'4 in., br. 6*5 in., th. 0*2 in. The first part occupies only pp.
10 ; it was copied on bad paper A.H. 1227, and is of a religious

character. It purports to be the provision for a pious traveller

through the journey of life, and contains various directions for

that purpose. The biographies of the poets occupy by far the
largest portion of the MS., which was made A.H. 1229 and is in

Hindostani ; the poets are of inferior note, who lived in India
about the time of Shah Adlum.

62. &lj* L-Jt «Mj Provisions for travellers. Bather nice

writing, somewhat damaged by worms ; well bound in hard lea-

ther covers. L. 8 #4 in., br. 4*8 in., th. 0*2 in. Although the
contents of this MS. are all in poetry, it was considered best to

register it here, because the subjects are all religious or in-

culcating some virtue, e.g. to strive after a pious life, to love

God, «fec. This book is moreover religious in the Ssofy sense of
the word, it describes the qualities of the Salek [traveller, but
figuratively pious man], gives directions for self-knowledge and
the proper [not the orthodox] knowledge of Esll&m. All these

subjects are illustrated by stories. The book is written in a
captivating, fluent, and even enticing style ; it was composed
A.H. 729, and this copy was made A.H. 1079.

63. cij^ lMI d£*»j Treatises of Ssofys. Distinct writing,

but every part destined to receive it was first dyed with brown
colour, so that only the margins remain fair. Considerably

damaged by worms, but strongly bound in hard leather covers.

L. 14 3 in., br. 6*3 in., th. 0'85 in. There is no Bismillah; an
Arabic sentence is always given expressing some religious or

philosophical idea, and then enlarged and explained in Persian.

Sayings of Muhammad are quoted in many instances ; after a
few pages a Bismillah introduces the reader to a treatise in

which man is on the one hand likened to the Deity, and on the

other it is also said that man is but a mixture of the elements,

who exists only as long as he is conscious of himself ; every

page gives some contradictory and new information, or sophistic

assertions, with new interpretations of words if vocalized differ-

ently. In some parts there are also marginal notes. Then comes
another Bismillah, after which again the idea is repeated that
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man is like God, because " God has created Adam according to

his own form," and therefore there are seven ascending degrees

of perfection in man, in which he resembles God, i.e. he is liv-

ing, docile, hearing, seeing, powerful, knowing, and speaking,

which are also the eternal attributes of God ; after that a great

deal is said to explain the nature of Khayal, i. e. imagination,

fancy, vision, and to elucidate this idea still more, the author
quotes Plato and Aristotle ; this he does, no doubt, because ima-
gination is the stepping-stone by means ofwhich they enter into

the closest communication with God. The treatment of the

subject is however so erratic that after a while the author says

that there is no prayer without the Fatehah, and if this be
recited, either alone or in company, it alone contains whatever
the whole of the Qur&n embraces. It would be necessary to

read all these tracts over attentively to give a correct idea of

all their contents. There is no date.

64. y^U? &*&• Safinat-ulawlia, i. e. The ship of the

saints. Tolerably good writing, each page enclosed in a frame \

somewhat damaged by worms and also by damp ; well bound in

strong leather covers. L. 8*7 in., br. 52 in., th. 0*7 in. This
is a collection of short biographies of saints who belonged to
the Sunni persuasion of Esllam. It includes several hundred
lives, mostly giving the date ofthe birth and death, and the sepul-

chral place of every man ; it begins with Muhammad, Abu Bekr,
Ofchman, &c, including also women, and comes from the Kha-
lifa and reigning sovereigns down to some of the most insig-

nificant Pyrs and Sheykhs. This MS. was written in the
Ssubah of Hayderabad A.H. 1143.

65. e>toU *ib°j— »->U£ Capital of travellers (on the road

ofpiety) . Careful writing on bad paper, each page enclosed
by a frame of two red and one blue line ; worm-eaten on the mar-
gins, and loose in the covers, which are of strong hard leather.

Ii. 7*5 in., br. 5 in., th. 0*2 in. The author calls himself the
meanest servant of the dogs who belong to the travellers (on
the road of piety) to God, and the dust under the feet of those
who know how to walk with God, Sayyid Aly Jefry Ssofy
Hakym Kumy. The work consists of 12 chapters, as follows :

—

How to become aware of one's own capacity of perception.
How to obtain knowledge by intuition. How to attain divine
inspiration by means of the canon of the blessed Jefr. How to
ascertain the mardqabat or degrees of companionship with God.
Law about" response to prayer. How to obtain response to
prayer in a favourable way by reciting the 99 names of the Most
High through the science of the blessed Jefr. Here a figure
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with four concentric circles occurs with cabalistic numbers.
Explanation about the arcana of God ; here again cabalistic

numbers with a magic circle are inserted. How to read the
Qoran to advantage by interspersing it with various intercala-

tory expressions here suggested. Again a magic circle. How
to obtain the presence of Gbd the Most High by the mystery

,
of the ineffable name, by perfect intuition and complete per-

ception. How to look into the closet (of the heart) of pious
and wise men by the favour of God, How to acquire the
capital of travellers (to God) by means of the arcana inherent
in the letters composing the ineffable name, which become
fixed in the heart, and the way of seeing and joining God the
Most High by the canon of knowledge of the blessed Jefr.

Here the diagram representing the ineffable name is twice
inserted in red ink ; further on it is said that a duly illumin-

ated heart is the recipient of emanations from God, and the
same figure as before, but more regularly and largely drawn,
is given, as representing the heart with the ineffable name.
To know the heart by means of which God can be reached, and
then follows the repetition of the same diagram from time to

time more than 15 times, of various sizes and with different

. inscriptions. The MS. is complete but has no date.

66. o*^- j 1*^ yjli^jlfi Shdrestdn divided into 4 sections.

Somewhat damaged by worms ; well bound in hard leather co-

vers. L. 10*25 in., br. 7*1 in., th. 0*5 in. The author of this

book was Behram B. Ferhad Espendyar Farsy ; it is well known,
and for sale in lithographed copies. The date of the year does
not occur.

67. (^t'jW^ e>U*"j^ Shdrestdn divided into 4 sections.

Rather coarse but very legible writing on European good paper,

without any marks of worms, but loose in the covers, which are

of hard leather. L. 12*9 in., br. 8*5 in., th. l'l in. This copy
was made A.H. 1224.

68. *J*K ****** £j~ Commentary to the Ssakhyfah Kdme-

lah. Arabic MS. with Persian interpretation; good writing,

not much damaged by worms ; each page in a frame of gold and
red. Binding hard leather, one of the covers loose. L. 9'3 in.,

br. 5*2 in., th. 1*1 inch. This is a devotional or prayer book for

Moslems. The text is always given in red, and the Persian com-
mentary ought rather to be called a paraphrase, with the elucid-

ation of grammatical points. The date of the year is not mark-
ed at the end, although it is complete, but the beginning is

wanted, and the MS. commences in the middle of a phrase.
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60. Ijla* > &K j *j*x* a*** The treatise called Ssydyah and

Ndn-u-hulvd, i.e. bread and sweetmeat. Tolerably good writing,

somewhat damaged by worms; binding good, of hard leather.

L. 8-4 in., br. 5 in., th. 0*4 in. The first tract is in prose, and
embraces all possible cases of lawfuland unlawful meat among the
principal Moslem sects, and what the custom is. Even the kind of
instruments by which animals are slain, and the manner of slaying,
are taken into consideration ; and the whole dissertation winds
up with a particular description of the principal animals, fishes,

birds, insects, &c, and their legality or illegality for food accord-
ing to the Muhammadan religion. There is no date. The
Ndn-u-hulvd is a little Ssofy poem of no great value, but popu-
lar and sold very cheap in the bazdr ; at any rate it inculcates

a few sound moral principles. This MS. was copied A.H. one
thousand and something.

60. «^&P £j& Commentary to the Aadyid. Arabic MS.,

distinctly written, each page in the beginning enclosed by a
frame of two vermilion lines ; paper of bad quality and worm-
eaten ; binding good, of hard leather. L. 7'8 in^ br. 4*5 in.,

th. 0*4 in. This is a treatise on the laws of Bsllam, and is an ex-

planation of the abridged edition of the Aadyid composed by
Emdm Alhamim, but besides the duties of religion, it contains

also the doctrine that even great and unrepenting sinners who
perpetrate capital crimes will not be condemned to perpetual

hell-fire provided they are Mahammadans. There is also a de-

scription of the miracles performed by holy m,en, and various

other matters. This MS. was copied A.H. 1 127 in Ahmad£bad.

61. fWl^ The Source of Knowledge. Arabic MS. Nice

black and distinct writing
;
pages somewhat loose, each enclosed

in a frame of two red and one black line ; well bound in hard
leather covers. L. 6'8 in., br. 4*1 in., th. 0*4 in. This book
treats on the knowledge of religion, and is entirely founded on
traditions, as every proposition is headed by the word *jy,
and it has come down [by tradition]. First a definition of

knowledge and of monotheism is given, and then the regular

subjects are treated in separate chapters, as follows :—On prayer.

On liberality. On fasting and the subjugation of concupis-

cence. On journeying, pilgrimage, and holy war. On marriage.

On purity of life. On eating, drinking, &c. On health [of body
and mind]. Oh silence and restraint of the tongue. On weak-
ness, &c. On solitude. On humility and thankfulness. On pu-
rity of thought, and veracity. On meditation about death. Or>
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asceticism. On penitence and piety* On patience, acqpiiesceiicer,

and gratitude to God. On fear and hope. On poverty and
abstinence. On monotheism, on trust in God, and on certainty *

No date.

62. fWfcH** The Source qf Knowledge. Arabic MS. Very
distinct writing, with marginal remarks by later hands here and
there. Each page enclosed by a frame of two red and one blue
line, somewhat worm-eaten ; binding of soft leather covers, and
pages loose. L. 9'4 in., br. 6 in., th. 0'3 in. No date. This
is another copy of No. 61, q.v.

63. Jj\ *1* «^>'j* ^&iUlo^ VU*U &\js The Quran

with an interlinear literal Persian translation, vol. 1 . Arabic
MS. Very large and distinct hand ; strong country paper, slight-

ly dotted by worm-holes. Hard leather covers, loose. L. 15*2

in., br. 11*5 in., th. 1*5 in. The Persian words are all in ver-

milion under the corresponding Arabic ones, which are in black.

The last chapter in this MS. is the Ssurah Beny Esrayl, which
however is not completed. There is no date.

64. ^Ji j* J2#U\^ ^i**b ^jSjLi Jla* The other

moiety of the Quran, with an interlinear literal Persian transla-

tion. This is the companion volume to the preceding, and su-

perior to it, but its covers are also loose. L. 15 in., br. 11 in./

th. 1*45 in. This volume continues where the previous one
leaves off, and goes to the end. No date.

65. *as* &\j» The Glorious Quran. Arabic MS. Each
page enclosed in a frame of twojed and one blue line ; writing

careful with all the vowels. The full stops are marked by yellow

circles, and the half-stops by a red leaf. Worm-eaten, pages
loose, and one of the covers is torn off. There is no date. The
decades are marked.

66. iJ
L»^jxrAbjf4JL* &\j*j*~b Commentary to the Quran

known as the Tefsyr Husayny. Careful writing, with a beauti-

fully painted headpiece in the beginning. Each page enclosed

in a frame of gold and blue; slightly damaged by worms ; well

bound; both covers torn off. L. 12*6 in., br. 8*2 in., th. 2*3 in.

The author of this valuable commentary is Mulldni Husayn
WaStz. A few words of the Arabic text are always given in

vermilion, and then comes the Persian commentary in black ink.

Every Surah is thus treated from beginning to end. The
full name of the author is Gayath-al-dyn Aly B. Ab-al-Hasan.
This MS. was made A.H. 976.
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67. *** JA I *&j«> ,j*jl* &ti*3]yf Treasure of subtleties

in Persian; on the religious law (Fiqh) of the Sunnite sect. To-
lerably good writing with marginal notes here and there, a little

damaged by worms; binding good, of hard leather. L. 9*3 in.,

br. 6*4 in., th. 1-2 in. The name of the translator is Nassar-

nllahB. Mnhammad, &c, known by the sobriquet Kermahy, who
appears to have been also an abbreviator. The contents are as

follows: 1, Book of purification. 2, Defective ablution. 8, Ab-
lution licit with rain-water . 4, Well-water. 5, Tyemmam [sand-

ing] . 6, Eubbing. 7, Menstruation. 8, Ordures.—9, Book
on the properties of prayer. 10, Call to prayer. 11, Condition

ofprayer. 12, Purity ofprayer. 1 3, Commencement of prayer.

14, Emamet [officiating priesthood]. 15, Renovation ofprayer.

16, Inefficacious and unacceptable prayers. 1 7, Horrible to turn

the face towards the Qeblah in the act of letting urine or of coi-

tion. 18, Water [3 genuflexions and 1 salutation]. 19, Alro-

wayh [20 genuflexions after supper in the month of Ramadzan].
20, The supplying ofomitted prayers and genuflexions. 21, Omis-
sion of prayers. 22, Erroneous adoration. 23, Prayer of a sick

person. 24, Adoration whilst reading the Quran. 25, Traveller.

26, Friday. 27, The two festivals. 28, Eclipses. 29, Rain [pray-

ers for]. 30, Prayer in fear. 31, Near coffins. 32, Shrouding.

33, Prayer at the coffin. 34, Martyr. 35, Prayer in the KSbah.
36, Book ofreligious titles. 37, Legal almsofcamels ; 38, of sheep

;

39, of other property. 40, Tithes in the strict sense of the word.

41, Alukdn [i.e. tithes from mines] . 42, Tithes [of produce from
land, &c] . 43, Mussaraf [i. e. the Zakat of poor persons] . 44,

Alms for breaking the fast. 45, Book on fasting. 46, What makes
fasting inefficacious. 47, Breaking the fast in the month of Ra-
madzan. 48, A Stakdf [Abiding in the mosque with fasting and
prayer] . 49, Book on pilgrimage. 50, Ahram [preparations to

begin the pilgrimage]. 51, Who enters Mekkah. 52, The Quran.

53, Mutamatta [desirous to perform the visitations of the sacred

localities] . 54, Janay&t [fines to be paid for various little in-

fractions of the law in the pilgrimage] . 55, Look [lascivious]

.

56, Ejlling of game by a pilgrim. 57, Transgression of time.

58, Species of Ahram, 59, Ahssdr [omission from a valid cause]

.

60, Expiration [of the season without performing the ceremo-

nies]. 61, Pilgrimage by proxy. 62, Guidance. 63, Book of

matrimony. 64, On prohibited degrees of consanguinity. 65,

Saints. 66, Kefayah. 67, Dowry. 68, Illegal marriages. 69,

Marriage with an infidel. 70, Division. 71 , Suckling. 72, Di-

vorced 73, The immediate divorce. 74, Threatened divorce.

75, Metaphorical implication of divorce. 76 and 77, other kinds
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of divorce. 78, Taalyq. 79, Divorce by a sick person. 80, Al-

rajaah. 81, Oath of a man to divorce his wife. 82, Khalaa
[other species of divorce]. 83, Tzuhar [other sp. &c.]. 84, Curse
[testimony by oath] . 85, Impotency. 86. Adat [time to expire

till a woman may again marry] . 87/ After this come several

chapters about slaves, their manumission, &c 98, Book on oaths

and their various kinds. 106, on Adultery. 109. On drinking

spirituous liquors. 110, The punishment of 70 lashes. Ill,

Commission ofadultery by a slave or infidel with a Moslemwoman.
112, BoohoTL theft. 115, Booh on highway robbery. 116, Booh
on expeditions [against infidels] . 120, Booh on Laqytt [pick-

ing up]. 124, Booh on partnership [with several mercantile

chapters] . 148, Booh on judgments and judges, after which
come several legal chapters, embracing cases about witnesses,

last wills, the establishment ofconsanguinity, acts of buying and
selling, power of attorney, treaties of peace ; in fact all the usual

cases which require to be established by legal documents. The
whole MS. consists of 241 chapters. There is no date.

68. ^ii^ *5jji J^oJl j$ ***/> &S*=!\ J&* The revela-

tion of truths, a translation of the treasure ofsubtleties on the Fiqh
(religious law) of the Hanejites. Tolerably good writing, very
slightly damaged by worms ; well bound inhard leather. L. 9 m6
in., br. 5*5 in., th. 1*8 in. The Persian translator of this book
was Karym B. Nassyr Alhdfetz Alyamany ; it contains all ordi-

nances of the Hanefite sect, and is analogous in its contents to

No. 67; but although both are translations of the Treasure of
Subtleties, it does not imply that they are translations from the
same book, as a comparison of No. 67 with 68 will easily prove.
Nevertheless there is much analogy between both works, and
the following specimen of the contents of the Hanefite ordi-

nance about prayer, ifcollated with those adduced in No. 67, also

confirms that analogy ;—Ch. I. The times of prayers. Ch. II.

The calls to prayers. Ch. III. Conditions for prayers. Ch. IV.
The properties of prayer, and the beginning of it. Ch. V. Em-
amet. Ch. VI. Renovation \i. e. when anything first inter-

rupts the prayers] . Ch. VII. What makes prayers inefficacious

and unacceptable. Ch. VIII. Instructions about genuflexions,

&c. Ch. IX. Obligatory prayers. Ch. X. On the making good
. of neglected prayers. Ch. XI, Erroneous adoration [t. c. com-
mitting mistakes in pronunciation, prostration, &c.]. Ch. XII.
Prayers of a sick man. Ch. XIII. Adoration whilst reading
the Quran. Ch. XIV. Prayers of a traveller. Ch. XV. Friday
prayers. Ch. XVI. Prayers during the Ramadzan and the
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Qurb£n festival. Ch. XVII. Prayers during eclipses of the sun
or moon. Ch. XIII. Prayers for rain. Ch. XIX. Prayers
under fear. Ch. XX. Prayers near a corpse. Ch. XXI. Pray-
ers for a martyr [i.e. any one slain by infidels] . Ch. XXII.
Prayers at the Kgbah, &c. There is no date.

69. *i^A J/! tijUJi ukl? Explanation of various meta-
physical and logical points. Arabic MS., distinctly written
but damaged by worms, and loose in the covers, which are of
hard leather. L. 8*3 in., br. 6*2 in., th. 0'25 in. The name of
neither the author nor the commentator is given; the latter

always quotes a part of the text in vermilion and comments on
it. Some texts of the Qoran are also discussed. There is no
date.

70. ^j^ji *Ulo^ JW^l ol*J Tolerably good, but further

on negligent writing and worm-eaten ; loose in the covers.

Binding hard leather. L. 9*2 in., br. 6*2 in., th. 0'2 in. This
book, named the Coruscations of the beauty [of God], is an
abridgment from a larger work of Abdullah Anssary and is di-

vided into three chapters. It is in prose, but interspersed with
poetry, and treats chiefly on the attributes and nature ofthe Al-
mighty. No date.

71. *-*J^r 1,*^ The revealer of marvels. Tolerably good
writing, somewhat damaged by worms ; bound in hard
leather covers. L. 8 in., br. 5 in., th. 0*6 in. This is a reli-

gious poem composed by Sheykh Khattdr ; it consists of several

independent cantos, each of which recounts the adventures of

some person brought to a successful issue by the miraculous in-

terference of Aly the Commander of the FaithfuL No proper
date.

72. ^^jjil«i vs>JI&° Sayings of Dilldwur Kh&n. Disa-

greeable Shekestah hand ; sticky ink, so that some pages received

impressions from each other
;
pages loose ; binding very good, of

hard leather. L. 8 4 in., br. 5 in., th. 0'05 in. The author of

this little tract, which consists of pp. 19, was Muhammad Neam,
surnamed Dilldwur Kh£n, who explains various passages of the

Qoran given in vermilion with some of his own opinions. No
date.

73. </l^ ^J^F° The Khdny collection. Distinct writing,

on bad paper, in some parts much damaged by worms ; a few
pages loose; binding good, of hard leather. L. 8'5 in., br. 5'1

in., th. 1*1 in. The author, or rather collector, of this work

27 m
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was Mcatzum Kh£n, and in 442 pp. he has united all the injunc-

tions of the Muhammadan religion. He treats of purification,

the various ablutions, and also of impurities, such as menstrua-
tions, unlawful meat. On prayer, its seasons, and on all other

analogous matters. On comparing this work with Nos. 67 and
68 much will be found entirely the same in all the three. This

MS. was written A.H. 1227.

74. u**** j*° o U*«* The Muumyat of Myr Husayn.

Writing distinct; somewhat loose in the covers, which are

good, of hard leather. L. 10 in., br. 6*2 in., th. 0*2 in. On
comparing this with the next number, I found that in both
only the introductory verses, as far as the amma bad, are the

same. The author of this book is Haqyr Ssddeq Rakany, who
explains nearly every one of the 99 epithets of God, and after

that numerous other words are explained with the signification

they enjoy among the Ssofys. For the benefit of those not initi-

ated in his philosophical nomenclature, the author explains also

the word mu&ma, which is the singular of muamyat. It is a
technical term pointing to a word in a secret way. But the

definition of this term given by Usta'd Myr Husayn Nyshaptiry,

and quoted, is much more intelligible. In fact this book may
be considered as a vocabulary of secret meanings attributed to

words by Ssofys, besides their usual significations. There is

no date. (See also VII. 146.)

75. J^r^ <sf***°
Muamdyi Husayny. Distinct writing,

damaged by worms ; well bound in hard leather. L. 7*1 in., br.

4-8 in., th. 0*2 in. The author's name is Husayn B. Muham-
mad Alhusayny. As already observed in 74, the introductory

verses alone are exactly the same here. The object of both
books is however one, i.e. the explanation of certain Ssofy
terms, and as some are contained here which do not occur in

74 the two books may supplement each other. There is no
date.

76. fel&Ji&i** Munayyat-al-mussala. Arabic MS., dis-

tinct writing on bad paper, somewhat injured by worms. L.
7*7 in., br. 5 % 7 in,, th. 0*3 in. This is a book on prayer, in

which all the circumstances which make prayers successful or

inefficacious are described according to the Muhammadan
fashion, and the various genuflexions are detailed. Neither

the author's name, nor the year in which this MS. was writ-

ten, appears.
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77. &i\5}j*i±* ^>* Commentary of the abridged Woqd-

yah. Arabic MS., written with distinctness, but so injured by
damp and worms in many places as to be illegible. L. 9*7 in.,

br. 6*9 in., th. 0'9 in. This work consists of 191 chapters on
the various ordinances on the Muhammadan religion ; a line of

the text is given and then the explanation, which is likewise in

Arabic. The order of the book is nearly the same as in some
others already specified before; it begins with purification,

prayer and its various kinds, treats of legal alms, and goes
through the same routine as the others. Many rules about
the liberation of slaves, contracts and wills, &c, likewise occur,

and therefore books of this kind are also authorities on many
points of civil law. There is no date.

78. Ajlij^oxi* The abridged Woqdyah. Arabic MS.,

distinct writing, but damaged by worms; well bound in hard
leather. L. 7*2 in., br. 4*5 in., th. 0'6 in. The abbreviator of

this work calls himself Obayd-allah B. Masud B. Taj-al-sharay-

yat, but his grandfather was the author of it. There is no ne-

cessity for describing it, as it is well known to legal practitioner
and was alluded to also in No. 77. There is no date.

79. *JUj j a I* &\}£ jit o^£&o Revelations of Adhar

Kayowdn, with two other books. Good writing, not damaged

;

bound in hard leather covers. L.9'1 in., br. 4*7 in., th. 1 in.

The revelations of Adhar Kayow&n are somewhat in the style

attributed to the pre-Zoroastrian Persians in the Dabestan. Some
verses are given, and to these an explanation is added to the

effect that Bahman means the Supreme Intellect, and in this

instance the universal Soul, &c. Ideas kindred to those of the

Ssofys permeate this little tract, which would be scaroely intelli-

gible to persons unacquainted with the Dabestan as well as with
the philosophical notions of the Ssofys. This book is also called

Jdm-i Kaykhosru; lithographed A.D. 1848.—The next piece is

the Buzah Bastdny, already described under IX. 29. The last

piece is the Resdldh Khoivyshtdb, also described VIII. 34, and
to be had lithographed. This whole MS. consist of 116 pp.
No date.

80. *2-i/*« %=* Ocean of knowledge. Distinct writing,

every page enclosed by a frame of two red and one blue line, con-

taining numerous coloured drawings of men, women, and gods
of the Hindus ; not damaged by worms ; well bound in hard
leather covers. L. 7*9 in., br. 4*2 in., th. 0*3 in. The author of

this book, which is a mixture ofsongs and tales on religious sub-
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jects according to Hindu notions, was Yr Maharaj Charandis
Saghdywjy ; it is said to be celebrated in the Bhdghfi language,
and the present is a Persian edition of it. The contents are as
follows :—How to count the breathing, and its peculiarities.

Explanation of the science of respiration, its practice and effects.

Knowledge of the elements. How to ascertain the prognostic
for a journey and other undertakings from the breath ; how to

know diseases, life, death, and the time of their taking place.

The act connected with the left breath, which is sinister, and
with the right, which is propitious. To ascertain the symptoms
of pregnancy, and to predict the sex of the infant. How to
ascertain who will be conquered or conqueror in war, and
explanation ofthe Bhakt Jog, the Sankhah Jog, Raj Jog, Hathah
J6g, and the Ashtang Jog. On monotheism. The onlyMuham-
madan figures are Khodzar and Elyds ; pp. 220. This copy was
translated and written during the reign of Ailumgyr, but the
precise date is not marked.

81. ^Ijjll! ^s-AJ-J £j~ Commentary to the Nuzhat-allaruwdh

(Delight of souls). Distinct writing, every page enclosed by a
frame of one blue and two red lines, and another frame quite close

to tho margins ; the pages are loose in the binding, which is of

strong leather, and embossed in the Oriental fashion. L. 9' 7 in.,

br. 6 in., th. 1*2 in. As the first few pages are wanting, the

name of tho commentator cannot bo ascertained. The text,

most of which is also in Persian, and contains not much Arabic,

has always a vermilion line over it, and then the explanation

follows. It is in the Ssofy style and the Ttaryqat (i. e. road
to piety), with other matters, is taught in prose and verse. This

MS. was written A.H. 985. (See No. 83.)

82. *jl*j/ij tf*i aj!a j*° l>° I6» ^jljyoy If
Sixty-four of the 150 psalms ofDavid. Arabic MS., beautifully

written, not damaged, and strongly bound in hard leather covers.

L. 9*8 in., br. 55 in., th. 1*3 in. The first two pages are illu-

minated with gold and blue. Each page is enclosed in a double

frame of burnished gold, and also the margin around it. Each
page contains only three lines in Arabic throughout the book, and
these are always explained in Persian around the margins. The
Arabic text is the same as that printed first A.D. 1671 at Rome,
and the division of the psalms is likewise according to the Vul-

gate edition. The copyist committed a few clerical errors of no
great importance ; the year when this copy was made does not

appear, but the Persian commentator's name is Netzdm al-dyn

Ahmad B. Muhammad Abd Allah.
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83. ^ 13j V I
oajj Delig h t of souls. Tolerably good writing,

worm-eaten on the margins, strongly bound in leather. L. 8*5

in., br. 5*5 in., th. 0*5 in. This treatise consists of 26 chapters

interspersed with verses and tales, mostly on Ssofy subjects ; the
Salrik, the Ttaryqat, and various other tenets are considered and
inculcated. The author does not reveal his name. This MS.
was made A.H. 1011, and with reference to its commentary, re-

gistered above under No. 81, which is excessively large in com-
parison to it, it may truly be said that the horse is smaller than
the saddle.

84. f~KJijj| ij^i* aJUj j tijfi oUJ& Traditions about vari-

ous personages, and a treatise of Myrza Abu-al Qdsem. Written
by various hands, all distinct ; somewhat damaged by worms ;

bound in hard leather covers. L. 8*4 in., br. 6 in., th. 1*2 in.

This is a collection of traditions and anecdotes, mostly of a reli-

gious kind, about Muhammad, Aly, EmfonMiisa, Jafer, &c.,and
about personages of less note, by some unknown author. No
date.—The title of the next treatise is A*J/*J|£ l#*° Ordinances of
religion according to the Sunnite sect, composed by Nassr-Allah
B. Muhammad B. Jumdl, known by the sobriquet of Kermdny.
This appears to be an abridgment of some larger work, and the
same routine is followed here in a brief manner as in the stand-

ard books, thus :

—

Booh ofpurification. Ablution, and various ex-

planations concerning it. Sand-rubbing. Menstruation. Im-
purities. Book ofprayer, conditions, qualities and mode of re-

citing. Booh of the Etnamut, i. e. Officiation in divine service.

Inefficacious prayers. Fasting. Various genuflexions. Prayers
of a sick man. On travel. Prayers on Fridays and holy days,

during eclipses, by dropsical persons, under fear. Treatment
of the dying and the dead ; prayers over the corpse of a martyr,
and in the Kabah. Book of tho Zekat or legal alms, where the
tract breaks off* suddenly.—Then come a few Persian odes by
some unknown author ; they are much worm-eaten.—The next
treatise might perhaps be called a large catechism of the Muham-
madan religion ; its author is Qasem B. Ahmad, and the con-

tents are as follows :—Description of the faith ; how to know
and to appreciate a sect, and the species of religious ordinances.

Impurities. Purification. Menstruation. Rules about prayer,

tho various species of it ; tho causes which make them ineffica-

cious. Mutual rights of husbands and wives towards each other,

and duties of children towards their parents, and vicissim, and
lastly about infidelity. A few directions for certain occasions,

and also about " the night of power."—Tho next book is the
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{ir
&£[*)\yX Treasure of lovers [of God], composed by Mahy

Al-dyn, and the contents are as follows :—On love and affection,

on permanence and abstinence, mercy and intercession, agonies

of death and terrors of the grave. Duties of Musalmans, of

neighbours, of parents, of consorts. On the excellency of Fri-

day, of the Qoran and of prayers. On lawful things and their

excellency. On justice and beneficence. Liberality, virtue,

and alms-giving. Here many anecdotes taken from Muham-
madan traditions are inserted. The remaining few pages are

filled with some astrological diagrams, and short notes.

85. e>*J^«Jl *2ytt j ^jJLa*'! aj[*a Guidance to the erring

and comfort to the believing. Nice writing on European paper,

all the headings in vermilion, well bound in strong leather covers.

L. 8*6 in., br. 6*7 in., th. 1 •!. in. The author of this book, Alyquly

Jadyd-al-Esllam [a neophyte in EsllamJ, states that he was born
a Christian, and was considered a great Padre, but that he had
become convinced of the truth of the Muhammadan religion

and had written a refutation of Christianity in the Farangi
language, and of this the present book is a translation, which
professes to consist of four volumes. Vol. I. The refutation of

the roots of Christianity. Vol. II. Refutation ofthe branches of

Christianity and establishment of those of Muhammadism. Vol.

III. Demonstration of the prophetship of Muhammad, and in-

dications of his advent, shown from their own books. Vol. IV.

Demonstration of the Emamship of their Excellencies the pious

Emams, &c. The author, who mentions neither the place nor
the time of the composition of his book, attacks the principles

of Christianity in general, but has nothing to say against parti-

cular sects except against the Rym Papa (Pope of Rome) and
his Padres ; whence a conclusion might perhaps be drawn that

he was not acquainted with other sects. This MS.,, large as it

is, embraces only the first volume, and was written A.H. 1222.

86. j\j*)i\ va>& Nakat-allasrdr. Distinct writing, but in

some places the ink has given way and has marked the opposite

pages ; each page enclosed in a frame of one blue and two red

lines; well bound in strong leather covers. L. 10*1 in., br. 6
in., th. 0*45 in. The Esrar, i.e. arcana here contained, are

explanations of some tenets of the Ssofys and their ways of

considering certain dogmas of religion ; they are far above the

understanding of the common crowd ofmen, but are interspersed

.with anecdotes and couplets. This MS. was made A.H. 1089.
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87. *j*> {^.^ Dyn Eherad. Distinct writing, on strong

country paper, with all the headings in vermilion. Binding
new, of strong leather. L. 10*9 in., br. 7*4 in., th. 0*2 in.

Every page is divided into two columns and has a margin which
is always to be read after the former ; all is in verses. Firuz,

the author, a native of Broach, travelled with his father to Eran,
where he studied for some time ; they carried letters from the

Indian Zoroastrians containing 78 questions on religious sub-

jects to be solved. They started A»Y. 1137 and went first to

Yazd, afterwards to Essfahdn and Shirfiz, whence they returned to

Surat and Bombay, where they finally settled. The just-men-

tioned questions, known well enough to learned Zoroastrians,

occupy, with their answers, the greatest portion of the book,
which contains also a few quotations in Zend characters, and
was completed on the day Bahman, in the month Sapandar
A.Y. 1155. Comp. this with No. 7 by the same author, i.e.

Mulla Firuz, who collected this library.
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IX.

TALES, MORAL MAXIMS, MUSIC.

1. ^W* jly\ The lights of Canopus. L. 8 in., br. 4*3 in.,

th. 0*8 in. The MS. is somewhat dilapidated and is written in

three different hands. The beginning is wanting, otherwise
it is complete. As the work is well known and in print, it

needs no description.

2. Jkt^jlfi The lights of Canopus. L. 9*6 in., br. 5 in.,

th. 1*2 in. This MS. is in good condition and was completed
A.H. 1210 on the 25th Muharram. It is all written by one hand
distinctly, and every page has a frame of three lines, i.e. one
blue and two red.

3. {^sj^>^ (5^1 AJchlldqi Ndssery. Bound in hard leather

covers. L. 8 in., br. 4*2 in., th. 0*6 in. This M{3. is in good
condition, in one elegant hand, black ink, each page framed,

pp. 224. The headings are all in red ink, as follows :—Preface,

and reasons for composing this book : definition of practical

wisdom. The improvement of morals consists.of three sections;

and the first section of two parts. Part J., Ch. 1. First

principles. Ch. 2. The intellect of man. Ch. 3. The forces

of the intellect. Ch. 4. Man is the noblest creature. Ch. 5.

The human mind has perfections and demerits. Ch. 6. Ex-
planation of the perfections of the human mind. Ch. 7.

Beatitude to which perfection leads. Part IL} Ch. I. The
possibility to alter morals. Ch. 2. The improvement of morals
is the noblest occupation. Ch. 3. Advantages arising from a
noble character. Ch. 4. Various advantages specified. Ch. 5,

Contrasts of character resulting in bad qualities. Ch. 6. Dis-

tinction between real good qualities and their semblances.

Ch. 7. On the superiority of justice above other virtues.

Ch. 8. How to acquire good qualities and various degrees of
happiness. Ch. 9. Preservation of the sanity of the mind.
Ch. 10. Cure for the diseases of the mind, &c.—The second
section consists of five chapters. Ch. 1. Reason for the main-
tenance of various degrees of authority and relationship.

Ch. 2. On political economy. Ch. 3. The political and the
family government. Ch. 4. Government of children. Ch. 5.

Government of servants.—The third section consists of eight

chapters. Ch. 1. The necessity of cities for security. Ch. 2.

On the excellency of love, and its varieties. Ch. 3. Populations
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and their divisions in cities. Ch. 4. Government of countries.

Ch. 5. Government of servants. Ch. 6. On friendship and
friendly intercourse. Ch. 7. Intercourse with various kinds of
people. Ch. 8. Maxims attributed to Plato, which terminate
the book.

4. <sj*U o^\ Another copy of the above, and somewhat

worm-eaten, but complete in every respect. L. 10 in., br. 5*4

in., th. 0*4 in. This MS. is strongly bound in hard leather

covers. Its contents are exactly the same as of No, 3.

6. ^ %*>
J>^ I Akhldqi Jallaly. L. 8*5 in., br. 4*8 in., th.

0'8 in. Both the covers of this MS. are lost ; otherwise it is in

good condition, and the writing is passably good and distinct,

excepting that some of the pages are soiled. Total number of
leaves, 161.—This book is analogous to the preceding one, but
not so methodical; it professes to teach practical philosophy and
the right way of living. I conclude it to be a mere imitation

of No. 4.

6. c*j£. l*j& &*> Ij ^ l#J LJ
| Stories ofRajah, Vikramaditya .

Bound in hard leather covers, writing a little negligent, and
damaged by worms; not paged. L. 9*4 in., br. 4*4 in., th. 0*8

in. Thig MS. was composed, or rather translated from Sans-

krit, during the reign of Nur-uldyn Jehangyr ; it consists of

32 short tales designated by the number of Pothis or Potlys.

Thus :
€€ Story of Sri Mahadev and Parbaty ; story of the 2nd

Pothy called Bajnya ; story of the 3rd Pothy called Jasny ; of

the 4th Pothy called Ajaya," &c. All these stories have something
to do with Vikramaditya or Bhoj-R6j6h, and some of them are

divided into several shorter ones.—This MS. was completed on
the 16 Showal in the 51st year of the reign of the Emperor,
corresponding to A.H. 1116, and the name of the copyist was
Govindfe, the son of Harydds Gujar, in the district of Bur-
hanptir*

7 # £jfj &*>\j **li AiUi| The story-booh of Rajah Bhoj.

Strongly bound in leather ; the paper is better than of No. 6,

but the MS. is likewise somewhat injured. L. 9*8 in., br. 5*6

in., th. 0*6 in. The contents of this MS. are analogous to

No. 6, and the author alludes to it in the preface, and states that

he translated it as well as this book for the amusement of his

readers* All the stories have some connection with Rajah Bhoj

;

but there is nothing to indicate the year when the book was
either composed or copied.

28 m
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8. *>UU\yi s*j3ai* v3llk» Moral tales inverses. L. 8 in.,

br. 5*8 in., th. 0'425 in. The author of this MS. was Mulla
Firuz, the donor of this library, who wrote it with his own hand.
It consists of moral tales, as the title implies, to exemplify vari-^

ous virtues, e.g. modesty, magnanimity, justice, pardon, meek-
ness, &c. The Mull&'s handwriting is beautiful ; the MS. is

strongly bound in hard leather covers and well preserved.

9. &o^Joi/o <3^l In hard leather covers, on European paper.

L> 8*5 in., br. 5*7 in., th. 0'4 in. This MS. is merely another

copy of No. 8 in another handwriting, distinct but inferior to its

prototype.

10. {*)^ u> <** *^ <V*2 •^a* j & I Evidences of Modesty, i.e.

the story of Byby Jan. L. 8*8 in., br. 6 in., th. 0*2 in. Bound
in soft leather covers, pleasant handwriting ; completed A.H.
1117. This is a tale in prose and verse. The scene of action

is in India about Bij&prir.

11. **& j &\jl\ £L>13 j sl&^li J|^| J>*&° j ^Ia* ^aLf
Description of Dehly, and some account ofNader Shah and of the

history of Erdn and India. In hard leather covers, but in some
places the ink of the opposite pages has somewhat given way,
like anastatic printing, and made reading troublesome. L. 8*2

in., br. 5*6 in., th. 0'3 in. The title is a little too pompous ; the
description of Dehly contains little about localities and history,

but much about insignificant men, and even about songstresses,

e.g. Kuman Bayi, who was*a fine danseuse and musician ; never-
theless the account is curious enough.—The next and last piece

is not a history, but the personal narrative of what Sheykh
Muhammad Aly had either himself seen or heard from his friends

in India and Er£n. This MS. was completed at Hyderabad on
the 7th Jomady A.H. 1214 by the hand of HaTetz Gullam
Muhammad, at the command of MulW Kawus Ssaheb.

12. &J)* jy& 4fUj y J*i**y> u* 0^1* j*
fj*<* fjl**- j\j^\

^Uwjli v£j,a Jlftx-i j y^\ji\ Mysteries; the fourth third} on

the science of Music, and a treatise on the rising of the monarchy

of the Eranys and the fall of the monarchy of the Farsys. In
hard leather covers, good writing, red headings. L. 8*5 in., br.

6*3 in., th. 0*4 in. The paper of the first tract, and also the

writing, is different from the second. Explanation of the ear

and the act of audition, with the proof that hearing is superior
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to seeing. Definition of music and its species. Most ancient
vocal or instrumental performers :—our ancestors Adam, Yusufr
Yunas, Dawud, Ebrahym, Esmayl, Shyruyah, after whom came
the celebrated musicians called the twelve signs ofthe zodiac.

—

Enumeration of the 12 places and the 12 melodies, &c. Arabic
singing. As it is required that one acquainted with the science

of music should have some knowledge of astronomy, some
account of it is here given. The planets which preside over the

various days of the week. Eclipses ofthe sun and moon. Names
of the 28 lunar mansions. Names of the 12 signs of the zodiac
in Persian ; Hindu calculation of the motions of the sun through
the signs of the zodiac. Station of the moon in each sign, &c.
The arithmetical portion of music, multiplication. Quotation
from Pythagoras.

Mysteries, seventh third,* on the preliminaries of the science

of geometry. The various kinds of handwriting; constituent

parts of writing.—Mysteries, eighth third, explanation of the
number of articulations on the fingers.—Mysteries, ninth third,

to ascertain the Ghary (hour) of the day or night. Mys-
teries, tenth third, how to ascertain the height of a tower.

—

Mysteries, eleventh third, to guess the number another man
keeps in his mind, to guess on what finger a ring is, and a few
more tricks end this part.

Eising of the Eranys and fall of the monarchy of the Farsys.

—

When General John Malcolm returned A.D. 1803 (A.H. 1223)
from the country of Maywar to Bombay with the intention of

proceeding to the court of Persia, where King Fatah Aly Shah
Qajar reigned at that time, the General requested Firuz Ben
Mulld K&wus to write a short account of the above subject;

accordingly he consulted various historical books and learned

men and composed this sketch, which occupies fourteen leaves

and one page. The total sum of the years for the four dynasties,

i.e. Peshd&dians, Kayanians, Sasanians, and Ashkanians, is

stated to amount to 6,024 years. The birth of the prophet
Zartosht is said to have taken place in the district of Ry on a

Monday, the 6th of the month Farwardyn, counting three years

after the deluge of Noah and 2,715 years; and the three years

just mentioned are added on account of the Persian month
Farwardyn. The title of this little tract is too pompous for the

very trifling information it contains, nor are there any data

except those just mentioned ; and the affairs of the exiles to

India, which occupy the four last pages, are taken from the

Qissahi Senjan.
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13. cJ^l^j^i Behar-i-Ddnesh
}
or Spring garden of know-

ledge. In hard leather covers, very legible but not elegant

writing. L. 9*7 in., br.6*2 in., th. 1*2 in. This MS. was
written at Hyderabad by Gulldm Muhammad, at the command
of Menucheher Shah Ben Kayqob^d. No date. This book has
been translated by Scott into English, and is a well-known book
sold in the baz£r lithographed, but this MS. appears to contain

many more stories than the usual lithographed copies.

14 #
&oG j L\** The Buhhtydr Ndmah, with some anecdotes.

In good condition, leather covers ; extremely distinct writing,

scarcely injured by worms; somewhat loose. L. 9*2 in., br. 5*7

in., th. 0*4 in. This is what would in Europe be called a novel

;

the hero of it is called Bukhtyar, and the story terminates by
his being raised to the royal throne. This MS. was finished

on the 24th of Jom&dy anterior A.H. 1077, The anecdotes

appended to the Bukhty£r-n£mah occupy 30 pp., and the last

few pages are written diagonally, so that the first and the last

line of a page are the shortest, and its diagonal is the longest.

There is no paging.

15. </* l* & U**j ^ The Behdristdn ofJdmy. Well bound in

leather, and in good condition. L. 7*5 in., br. 4*5 in., th. 0*3 in.

This is an elegant and tolerably well-known book of short tales,

spiced here and there with distichs. Towards the end there are

also a few words said of some earlier poets, such as Rudaky, Da-

qyqy, Ferdousy, 5m£rah, &c, and a distich or so quoted from
their works, and the book terminates with some stories of speak-

ing animals, which originated in India and are an offspring

of the doctrine of transmigration.

16. v 1*4*-^' V«^ j* i/j} v 1^ A Turkish booh concerning

the genealogy of Afrasyab. In hard leather covers; good writ-

ing, no marks of worms. L. 8 in., br. 6 in., th. 0'2 in. This

is a Turkish MS. which runs from beginning to end without any
stops or divisions into chapters or paragraphs. It is wholly in

prose, and may be considered a romance about the ancient

hero Afrasydb. This MS. was completed the 12th of Rabi
anterior A.H. 1168.

17. $tfj|
if*** j ^jfi J*>^' Arab proverbs and some other

compositions. Good distinct black writing throughout ; well

bound in hard leather. L. 6'4 in., br. 4 in., th. 0*3 in. The
first part of this book is Arabic and consists of 1 99 proverbs,

e.g. Do not ride any horse except your own, i.e. do not adorn
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yourself with maxims you do not understand, and do not boast
of a trade you do not know. Do not shoot arrows at an iron

figure, i.e. do not dispute with a man who is stronger than your-
self, and do not contradict any one who is more powerful than
yourself, &c.—The next is a very brieftract, how to demonstrate
the existence of God; it is in Persian and is of no great value, as

the author seems to be unable to draw light from any other argu-
ments except from physical ones.—The next tract is also in Per-
sian ; it begins with a few recipes, e. g. how to write with indeli-

ble ink on iron and bars, how to catch fishes, some trifling pieces

of poetry. Then comes the letter which His Excellency Myr
Muhammad B6qer wrote to Mull£na* Abdullah, and other speci-

mens of epistolary correspondence.—Then comes a secret alpha-

bet intended for reading the Kitab Esrdr Qdsumy, which is how-
ever not given. The next is the manner of counting from 1 up
to 10,000 on the fingers, which is not unknown and may be
found recorded in the Farhang-i-Jehangyri ; a method like this is

practised in the bazars when people wish to strike secret

bargains.—The next is an Arabic discussion by Suyutty, and
apparently extracted from his £tq£n, which is also edited in the
Bibliotheca Indica of Calcutta, on certain foreignwords occurring

in the Qordn, which are here explained in an alphabetical list

;

but it strikes me that in Suyutty the explanations are better

;

thus here at the word Sijjyl it is merely stated that Alfarydby
says after Muj£hed that the word is Persian, its first part mean-
ing stone and its second loam ; whereas in Suyutty the words
Sang and Oily, of which Sijjyl is composed, are actually given,

and the derivation is made quite plain ; this list is nevertheless

very interesting : it was finished A.H. 1234.—The last is a
Persian piece scarcely two pages long, extracted from the

Towarykh composed by Hasan RumluvSz, but of no value, as it

is extracted merely for the sake of a silly epigram.

18. Jojj \jj#°j*h> jk*- The four elements, by Myrzd Bydil.

Tolerably distinct black writing, somewhat injured by damp
and insects. Binding hard leather. L. 9 #8 in., br. 5*9 in., th.

1*2 in. This book was composed in India, and there are no
other sub-divisions in it except the four indicated in the title.

There are however numerous little anecdotes in prose ofno great
interest ; small pieces of verses and odes, among all of which
there is no stronger tie of connection than that Ssofy ideas

pervade them all, and that expressions and metaphors current

among Ssofys only, are largely employed. There is no date to

show when this MS* was written.
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19. c^mL \Jy* The Jog Bdshust. Black writing, in good
condition, by three or four different hands, in some portions She-
kestah, in strong hard leather binding. L. 8*4 in., br. 5'6 in., th.

• 7 in. This is one ofthe numerous Sanskrit books translated into

Persian by command during Akber's long and glorious reign.

This book is a collection of tales divided into six chapters which
the translator names Parkaran and calls questions : thus Oh. I.

Byrag Parkaran. Ch. II. Mumjah Byuhar Parkaran. Ch. III.

Atpat Parkaran. Ch. IV. Rashhat Parkaran. Ch. V. Apsham
Parkaran. Ch. VI. Narban Parkaran. He says that Byrag means
to shun the world's ways and dealings; Mumjah Byuhar, the
disruption from its dignities; Atpat, the beginning ofthe world;
Rashhat, the permanency, and Apsham the destruction thereof;

Narban is deliverance or salvation. They read somewhat like

the stories of Somadeva and appear to be of a moral and philo-

sophical tendency, without any love intrigues. This MS. was
written A.H. 1198.

20. *j*> cj'^j^ Jawedan Kherad, i.e. Eternal wisdom.

Very distinct black writing, in good condition, bound in hard
leather but somewhat loose. L. 8*5 in., br. 4*9 in., th. 0*2 in.

This book has been translated into various European languages,

but as there are copies differing from each other in several

particulars in MS., it will be necessary to say something about
the arrangement of this copy, which was written A.H. 1065 by
Ebn Hajy Shams- al-dyri Muhammad Hussayn ; the original book
was in Arabic, but he translated it and made some additions of

his own. The author, Fadzl Abu Aly, was an Indian Moslem.
Another Persian translation of the book is also current by
the name of Akhlaq-i Nassery, because Khojah Nassyr had
translated it. The Jawedan Kherad consists of the wise coun-

sels given by the Persian emperor Howshang to his son, which
various translators and copyists have improved upon, but our
compiler has made additions only in the latter part of the book.

The first copy ever known was that presented by the ruler of

Kabul to the Khalif Mamun. The headings of this MS. are as

follows :—Sayings of the Emperor Howshang, which constitute

the original Jawedan Kherad. Sayings ofBarzachumehr, which
fill the greater portion of the MS. There is no date.

21. f?*? J*
AiUj j l*hH\jj5**& «*li ejPjla* The Jaweddn-

ndmah, then a medical and an astronomical tract. In good
condition and compactly bound in hard leather covers. L. 7*9

in., br. 4'4 in., th. 0*5 in. The first portion is the Jawe-
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dan-n£mah and treats mostly of things pertaining to eternity

;

it is mystic and didactic. The following is a specimen :
—"Be

aware that God has adorned the soul with four feet, according to

the semblance of the quadrupeds of the earth, in order that it

may, by means of the feet it possesses, speak to all mundane
beings according to the proximity and dignity it possesses with
God. One of its feet is on the ground and its name is gb > one
upon vegetables, the name whereof is *£ U ; one foot on animals,

whose name is ejjj*^; and one foot on men, whose name is ^^
&c." The medical tract Dastur-uldltbd was composed by Mu-
hammad Q£sem surnamed Hindu Shah ; the writing is good
Shekestah, and the contents appear to be interesting. Proper-

ties of drugs and of food. Composed medicines. Brief instruc-

tions for the cure of diseases. This MS. was written A.H. 1137.

The astronomical tract is again in more careful writiug ; its

author was Khojah Hakym Muhammad B. Ayrib Alh£seb

;

it consists only of 14 pages, and is entirely devoted to explaining

and finding the various aspects of the planets, the finding of

which he calls j**+&) I ^\j^M§
\ which is rather unusual; there are

also a few prognostications.

22. l^^Ij* 1*- Jamtt al-tomathyl. Very nice, attractive

black writing, but the covers, which are good, are loose ; a por-

tion of the book is damaged by worms. L. 7*4 in., br. 4*9 in

th. 0*3 in. This is a nice collection of parables and tales inter-

spersed with a few verses. It was written by command of the

King of Golcondah, in the Dekhan, and in so easy and neverthe-

less correct Persian that it would form a very instructive, amus-
ing reading-book for students of the Persian language who
have already made a little progress in the language. There is

no date.

23. *°U f2l*> Hdtem Namah. Tolerably good writing but

much worm-eaten and on ugly paper. There is no date to show
when the MS. was written. L. 91 in., br. 6*3 in., th. 0*3 in.

This is the popular and somewhat silly romance of Hdtem Ttay,

written by an Indian Moslem, and is sold lithographed in the

bazar ; it has also been translated into English.

24. jjj& &° k& j±pM\ ***&•> The essence of the interpreta-

tion of dreams, in the handwriting of the Molla Firiiz. Beauti-

ful writing on strong greenish country paper, glazed. In
excellent condition, bound in hard leather. L. 6*7 in., br. 3'8

in., th. 0*8 in. Muhammad Aly Ssofy is the compiler or rather
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translator, of this dream-book from the Arabic.—Members of

the body, and the physical, animal, and intellectual soul. Ex-
planation of the activities of these. A true dream. Necessity of
sleep. Imagination at work in a sleeping and waking state :

its multifarious activity. Demonstration that the divine force

communicates true visions in dreams, which are in lieu of divine

inspiration; and demonstration that this divine force is not
human; how it manifests itself to man; how it can be known.
The opinion of Aristotle about the truth of this divine force.

Dreams are not only produced by the imagination alone, but
the judgment and memory also come into play. Division of

dreams into true and false ones, and the way to discern them

;

and explanation that some kinds of dreams allow of no inter-

pretation. Why the profit of any informative dream manifests

itself later, and that of an admonitive one sooner, &c.—This
appears to be a very complete dream-book, inasmuch as besides

all possible things a person can dream about, of which interpre-

tations are given, there are also objects which may stand for

each other and have the same interpretation. This MS. was
written in the 1191st year of Yazdijard, according to A.H. 1227,

bearing the very humble signature of "the most foolish of men,
Firuz B. Molla Kawus.

"

26. *J &c* AJa Delah Mahtalah. Distinct black writing,

somewhat damaged by worms, and loose in the leather covers,

which are strong. L. 5*9 in., br. 4 #2 in., th. 0'15 in. This is

a tale about a cunning woman and the tricks she played during
her life, which happened to be during the reign of the Khalif
Hardn Al-Eashyd. This MS. was finished on the 7th Ssafar

A.H. 1221.

26. u-J l**ij* Durr-ul-majdles, i.e. Pearl of assemblies.

Distinct black writing, but much riddled and otherwise damaged
by worms, although the MS. is not old, as it was made A.H.
1248. The pages are loose, and the covers are of cloth-covered

pasteboard. L. 8*2 in., br. 5*2 in., th. 0*9 in. This is a col-

lection of moral and religious tales, as follows :—On the creation

of Adam, on the excellence of liberality, on the prophets Sho-
ayb, Moses, Solomon, Jesus, Muhammad. About Aly the Com-
mander of the Faithful, about Joseph, Khaled, about Ballal

and Hallil, Loqman the philosopher. About the advantages

of making a profession of the Faith, about Sulttitn Ebr&hym
Adham ; about a liberal man and an avaricious woman ; about
the father of Ebrahym the friend of God; about the parrot
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brought to Solomon ; about the longing of Khajah Hasan of Boss-

rah ; story ofSatan and a man with reference to the resurrection

;

story of the king of Nyshapur and his petitioner. Story of

Khajah Bya, of Khajah Sofyin Shtiry, of Hasan Nriry, of Sheykh
NabrasyS. On the excellency of the blessed month Ramadzan.
Account of the house of the Kabah. On the murder of Hasan
and Husayn. Story about Abu Sayd ; about the denizens of

paradise. End.

27. cjLLJ$ vjjj ji &&~\* A story-book according to the

fashion of the Gulistdn. Very nice handwriting, but the first

seven leaves are falling to pieces and loose ; they ought to be
recopied to avoid their total loss : the rest of the MS. is not in

the least damaged by moisture and is in excellent condition,

except that the pages are loose and ought to be re-bound in the

hard leather covers, which are also good. L. 6*5 in., br. 4*15 in.,

th. 0*4 in. This is a collection ofprose stories interspersed with
poetical couplets in the style of the Gulistan^ to which also the

contents are analogous, thus :—On the manners of kings. The
morals of Durwayshes. On love and youth. On old age and
weakness. On the advantages of silence. Praise of magnani-
mity. Blame of avarice. Etiquette in society.—This MS. was
first composed A.H. 994, and the present copy made A.H. 1043,

which makes it 246 years old.

28. fl3 *^ i^jl Jj\ jUa* The first Adhydy, called Arjiin

Bakhdd. Writing somewhat negligent but legible, damaged
by worms. Strongly bound in good leather covers. L. 8*9 in.,

br. 5 in., th. 0*2 in. This appears to be part of a translation

from the Sanskrit, done by order during the time of the Em-
peror Akbar from the Mahabharat, Ramaydn, and other books.
Here we meet also with the fights of the P£ndavas, which begin
the MS. ; it contains however 18 Adhyays, i.e. chapters, where
the volume terminates. There is no date, and to read negligent
writing of this kind is not pleasant.

29. iJjUl {Job j Rayddz almuluk, Gardens of Kings.

Tolerably nice but not pleasing handwriting ; in most excellent

condition and w,ell bound in hard leather. L. 8-2 in., br. 5*1

in., th. 0*6 in. This is a collection of tales and anecdotes
illustrating various virtues, such as patience, contentment, ab-
stemiousness, &c. No date.

30. Crf&jjj c*&j^a* j jJUUb jjjj Zurah Bdstany and

Khashurasht Zartosht. In the careful handwriting of Molla

29 m
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Firuz ; very slightly damaged by worms ; well bound in hard lea-

ther covers, but they are loose. L. 6*6 in., br. 3*9 in. This is

a tale purporting to be written by Adharpajuh during the reign
ofNushyrw£n, who elicits from him information on various topics,
and obtains from him the interpretation of the book Zurah,
written in Pehlvi but coming from India. It immediately
appears that the whole is a literary forgery by some Muham-
madan, since it is well known that it is peculiar to the professors

of that and of no other religion to prefix the name Ebr&hym
to Zartosht. This copy was made Anno Yazdajardi 1187.

81. JU&£| ^ji v ^| Jwiyi 3 O'jjj kil^l**^ 4JU»j

V^ ->**$ J dt^ *Jlmj j On the danger.* of Wuzirship ; etiquette

in business transactions and the 44 Chapter treatise. Writing
good but of two kinds, and running also round all the
margins; paper also of two kinds, slightly worm-eaten; hard
leather covers, somewhat loose. L. 11'6 in., br. 6*5 in., th. 0*4

in. The first portion consists entirely of historical anecdotes

about Wuzyrs, their dangers, court-etiquette, the duties of reli-

gion. Many of these stories are narrated by Khajah Netzam-
ulmulk, and about the events he passed through when he was
in the service of Alp-Arslldn, intended to illustrate various qua-
lities necessary to a courtier. This part was written A.H. 1111.

The next portion may be called a little encyclopedia of four

sciences necessary to royal personages and to courtiers, i.e.

diplomacy, serving as a means of verbal and written intercourse

;

poetry and the art of making verses ; astronomical, and, lastly,

medical science. Then comes the 44 chapter treatise, the con-
tents of which are as follows :—1. On the knowledge of God.
2. On the creation of the prophet. 3. Gratitude to the Lord.

4. Obedience. 5. Thankfulness to parents. 6. On natural and
educational abilities. 7. On speaking. 8. Sayings ofNushyrwaji.
9. Youth and age. 10. Rules for eating. 11. On hospitality.

12. On becoming a guest. 13. On playing chess. 14. On
making love. 15. On enjoying pleasure. 16. Going to the bath.

17. On sleep and rest. 18. Hunting. 19. Playing the chugan.
20. Going to battle. 21. Accumulation of property. 22. On
keeping a deposit. 23. On buying captives. 24. On buying
houses. 25. Buying horses. 26. Getting married. 27. The
rights of a child. 28. The selecting of a friend. 29. Appre-
hension from foes. 30. On pardon and punishment. 31. Reli-

gion andjurisprudence from whom to be learnt. 32. Commerce.
33. Studying medicine. 34. Astronomy and geometry. 35.

Poetry. 36. Music. 37. Service of the king. 38. Courtier.
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39. On diplomacy and its requirements. 40. Duties ofa Wuzyr.
41. Of a commander-in-chief. 42. Of a king. 43. On bravery.
The 44th chapter is omitted and the book is not complete.

32. Jj\ *1a. }y°jli i&j Zubdat Alramuz [Essence ofsecrets]

,

first volume. Distinct writing, not much damaged by worms

;

well bound in hard leather covers. L. 12*8 in., br. 7'3 in.,

th. 0*7 in. This is a collection of tales like the Thousand
and One Nights, compiled by order of Muhammad Quttbshah
B. Quttbshah, who ordered the author to write a book for his

amusement. The author states that he drew his materials

from a number of books he had brought from fir£q ; this MS.
is rather large, but the author promises to give the remainder of
his story in a second volume. This MS. was written A.H. 1032.

33. ** U
<J°£* The parrot book. Various kinds of writing,

and some of it in Shekestah ; bad paper, damaged by worms,
pages loose ; covers are still good : the leather is painted with
dots and lines, which must have been ornamental in former
times. L. 9*1 in., br. 6*1 in., th. 0*9 in. This is the well-known
story-book of Nakhshaby, wherein a lady wishes during the

absence of her husband to see a lover, but the faithful parrot

amuses her with a story every night, so that she forgets her
wicked intention and remains faithful till her husband's return.

There is no date.

34. <j*JU:*m w^k The amusement of the assemblies. Careful,

nice writing, in fine black ink, with all the headings in vermilion.

Binding loose, but good, of dark green colour. L. 8 in., br. 5*7

in,, th. 0*4 in. This is a beautiful collection of tales to illustrate

various moral principles; in some ofthem, according to the true

Oriental fashion, animals also are introduced as speakers. The
following is a general outline of the subjects treated :—The Crea-

tion ; Adam and his children ; the supremacy of man over
brutes. Laudable and blameable qualities. Each of these

chapters is divided into several independent paragraphs, with
stories appended to each. This MS. was copied on the 14th
of the ancient month Ardibehesht A.Y. 1162, answering to

the 16th Rabi anterior A.H. 1207.
«

35. l£S|»* jUp The touchstone of knowledge. Distinct

writing, slightly injured by worms ; well bound in hard leather

covers. L. 8*7 in., br. 4*7 in., th. 1 in. This work has several

names, and more or less extensive editions ; it is also called The
Lights of Qanojpus, and has been printed and translated not only
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here, but also in Europe. The Arabs have an edition of it called

Khalelah wa Damnah, which Baron Sylvestre de Sacy edited

and commented upon in Paris; he, and after him many others,

have identified all these as derived from the Sanskrit Hitopadesa.

There is no date to this MS., but superior lithographed copies

are to be had in the bazar.

36. ^ *h> i*^l ***. US' Relief after distress, Vol 2nd.

Distinct writing, somewhat worm-eaten; strongly bound, in hard

covers. L. 10' 1 in., br. 6-1 in., th. 0-6 in.; pp. 466. This

work is translated from the Arabic; the point of each story is

that the subject of it fell into difficulties and dangers from which
he was afterwards rescued. The book sold under this title in

the Bombay bazar is much smaller than this MS., which has no
date nor the name of its author mentioned. The 1st vol. of this

work does not exist in the library.

37. yj/ 1^ &** The story of K&mrtip. Writing a little

negligent ; all the pages are loose, as well as the cover, which is

good and of strong leather. L. 8*2 in., br. 4'4 in., th. 0*7 in.

;

pp. 326. Somewhat damaged byworms.—This is a tale the scene

of which is laid in Hindostan in the town of Oudah and other

places; the hero of it is Kamrdp, who falls in love, and whose
adventures are here narrated. It is interspersed with verses

;

there is no date except the number 182, which may perhaps stand

for A.H. 1182, or for some Hindu year, as the author of the book
is ( in an English sentence written on the first page ) said to

have been Bhoput Raee Nagur.

38. jjj* I «jM? j *** **&* *^ The story of King Muham-
mad and of Gyty Efrtiz. Distinct writing, somewhat damaged
by worms; binding good leather. * L. 8'5 in., br.4 9 in., th. 0*4

in. There was a king who bore the name of Adharshah and
who had no children by his queen Zellalah, but on being informed
by his astrologers that she would never give birth to one, and
that he might, according to the decrees written in the stars, ob-
tain issue from Samanrdkh, the daughter of the king of the East,

he married her, but she fell into a deep melancholy which no
medicine could cure. At last one D£n&dil proposed to narrate

to her the love and various adventures of King Muhammad and
Gyty Efrtiz. This story had such an effect on the lady that she

recovered from her sickness, and Zellalah, the jealous queen, was
killed on account of the machinations she had perpetrated. This

copy was made at Surat A.H. 1192.
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39. **\jjlj) 3 sal^H&db **i Story of the King's son

and of the Wuzyr's son. Tolerably good writing, somewhat
injured by damp and by worms ; binding good, of hard leather.

L. 7*9 in., br. 4'7 in., th. 0*1 in. The son of the king was a
bosom-Mend of the Wuzyr's son. They were one day hunting,

but were, during the violence of a tempest, separated from their

followers. The son of the Wuzyr, who had taken refuge among
the branches of a tree, soon perceived an Ufryt approaching and
looking round cautiously. When this evil genius had con-

vinced himself that no one was observing him, he rolled away
with the greatest ease a very heavy stone from the mouth of a
cave where he had imprisoned a lady of great beauty. He now
offered her fruits of all kinds, which she reluctantly accepted.

It appears that the king's son is destined to liberate her and
to marry her. There is no date,

40. aUi^aJ i+j*\ **** j AUk VUT The booh Kalylah and

Damnah} by A dyb Nassr-ullah . Distinct writing, in various kinds

of ink, and by two or three hands, not damaged by worms ; well

bound in hard leather covers. L. 1 0' 1 in., br. 6 in., th. 2 in. This

is an old and inelegant translation of a well-known book; the

translator has so slavishly followed the Arabic text that he used

as much as possible the very words of the original, and therefore a

student not acquainted with Arabic would have great trouble to

understand this book. Also most of the couplets occurring

here and there are simply inserted, without any translation. The
whole MS. consists ofpp. 546, counting also the first ten pages,

which are lost. There is no date.

41. «jUj1*» &\ji* j 4*l3j K The Kar-namah and the Dywan of

Suleymdn. Writing by two hands, distinct, but worm-eaten in

some parts; binding good, of hard leather, L. 7*8 in., br. 4'6

in., th. 11*2 in. The first is a love story or novel in prose,

but containing also verses here and there. The preface here

is by Jyechund, the son of the author, who was a Hindu and a

Munshi near Multan. The story begins with the affairs of

Sulttan Tajwar, an imaginary king of this country, which is also

the theatre of the whole narrative ; this story occupies one-half

ofthe volume, and the other is filled with the Dywan of Suleyman,
the contents ofwhich are amatory and not very pleasing. There
is no date.

42. *iU} v |^f j ^ij-o s&i j* Ai tifjik KaltMm Nehneh,

or the religious law ofwomen and the habits ofthe Zendnah. Care-

ful writing, not damaged by worms ; well bound in leather.
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L. 5*95 in., br. 3*6 in. th. 0*2 in., The contents of this little book
are as follows:—Explanation on the religious ablutions ; times in

which prayers are not to be recited. On fasting. On marriage
and the customs of it. On what is to be done in weddings, births,

going to the bath, &c. Intercourse of wives with their hus-
bands. On cooked things. Explanation about amulets to avert

the evil eye. On matters licit and illicit. Compliance with the
prayers of women. On the arrival and the departure of a guest,

with a few other matters. This MS. was copied A.H. 1255.

43. <^y** v^ V* The Lab Labdb Methnawy. Very care-

ful writing, with ornamental printed frontispice, each page en-

closed in a gilded frame. Somewhat damaged by worms. Bind-
ing strong, in hard leather. L. 9*4 in., br. 5*5 in., th. 0*7 in.

The author of this book is Muhammad B. Muhammad B. Alhu-
sayn Albalkhy. The book commences with several prayers, and
the Methnawy verses are written just as if they were prose, for

the purpose of saving space. There are various stories, and the
phrase "his Excellency the Mulwy—may God sanctify his

secret ! —has said " is prefixed in vermilion to many passages.

The way to ascend to the various degrees of illumination peculiar

to Ssofys is here pointed out, not in a systematical way but by
means of parables and anecdotes. No date.

44. u&Jl^laJffc^jUaJ Anecdotes of wits. Distinct writing on

ugly paper, a little damaged by worms; every page enclosed in

a frame of gamboge and red. Binding of hard leather covers.

L. 8'6 in., br. 5*5 in., th. 0*4 in. The author of this jest-book

is Husayn Wdatz K£shefy, who composed it A.H. 939, after his

delivery from the prison of Herat, where he had spent one year.

The contents are as follows :—On the lawfulness of joking, and
some jests of the Prophet and other holy persons. Jokes of

Amyrs, Wuzyrs,kings, courtiers, professors, Munshis, favourites;

ofArabs, orators, scholars, judges, lawyers, and grandees. Jokes
of ancient and modern philosophers, and wonderful stories about

physicians of repute and about astrologers. Jokes of poets and
their ways of speaking in assemblies, with specimens of their

composition. Anecdotes of male and female wits, about misers,

gluttons, and children, about greedy persons, thieves, beggars,

blind and deafmen; about intelligent infants, male and female

servants; about fools, liars, false prophets, and lunatics. Pages
98. Written A.H. 1214.

46. vlj^ J#**J* J ^' u*&£ Revelation of parables, i.e. in-

terpretation of dreams. Tolerably good writing; loose in the
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covers, which are ofgood hard leather. L. 8*4 in., br. 4*8 in,, th.

0*3 in. The author of this book was Mahmtid Alhasany Alrad-
zawy, who arranged it according to the 28 mansions of the
moon, and the letters of the Abujad notation. Those, however,
unacquainted with astrology need not fear that they will be dis-

appointed ; they need only look for the object they dreamt
about, and will find what it means. Thus, for instance, there is

an article about the sun, seeing it, and all kinds ofcircumstances
connected with it ; about water, and a number of other sub-
stances arranged alphabetically, with their interpretations ap-

pended. No date.

46. u»j li j«> Uu? *&"> A copy of the Oyta in Persian.

Tolerably distinct writing on bad paper with very slight marks
of worms ; loose in the covers, which are of hard leather. L. 8*1

in.^br. 4*9 in., th. 0*3 in. After the Bismillah and the praises of

Muhammad, the statement occurs that this book was translated

from the Hindu [Sanskrit ?] language, and without any other
preamble a conversation between Parbatty and Mahadeo is com*
menced. The book is altogether mythological, but the blanks
for the headings in vermilion have never been filled in. To-
wards the end there is one Sakh-Dyv who has a great deal to do
with sorcerers, the writing becomes again negligent, and the

book terminates with a conversation between Arjtin and a Ma-
haraj. The date of the month and day in which this copy was
made is recorded, but the year omitted ; it was written by
Chaman Lai, the son of Sunbul D6s Khatry, at Aurungabad.

47. JIj^I^O* The mirror of fancy. Tolerably distinct

writing, but injured by damp and worms ; some pages are loose

;

the binding is good, of hard leather. L. 7'8 in., br. 4*5 in., th.

0*2 in. This is a little tale by an unknown author whose name
is not mentioned. It treats of love and war and other matters,

but appears to be of a trifling kind. There is no date.

48. fAS j ^jj &*j*sf° A collection of prose and poetry.

Very elegant writing, slanting diagonally on the pages; not in-

jured by worms; binding good, of hard leather. L. 7*7 in., br.

4*2 in., th. 0*3 in. The prose portion consists of anecdotes, and
more than one-half of the book is filled by verses from Naksh-
aby and others; the vol. consists of pp. 192. No date. At
the end there are some Hindostani verses also.

49. «* U ^ Ijj>« The Murzb&n ndmah. Very elegant writing,

but in the perpendicular style according to the Arab fashion,
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excepting only a few pages in the beginning, which have been
added later. Slightly damaged by worms; binding good hard
leather. L. 8*9 in,, br. 5*1 in,, th. 0*6 in. This is a collection of

tales as follows:—Story of King Nykbukht, and the injunctions

given by him to his children on his death-bed. Of Shah Ar-
dashyr and of the scholar MehrbSnbeh. Of the Kibuly Dyv
and of the scholar Nykdyn. Of Dadmah and of Dadsetdn.
Of the wide-awake man [Zyrak] and the thief. Of the lion and
the king of the elephants. Of the camel and the abstemious lion.

Of the eagle and of Azadchehr. Each of these stories is how-
ever divided into several smaller ones, in which various kinds

of animals are the speakers. This appears to be an amusing
book, and was copied A.H. 1007.

60. c^*-^! (3^ I Morals of the beneficent Distinct writ-

ing, worm-eaten in some parts ; well bound in hard leather,

covers. L. 8*1 in., br. 5*1 in,, th. 0*8 in. The beginning of

this book is wanting, but, as it has also been printed in England
and lithographed in this country, it does not matter much. No
date.

61. y^ I £j*° Rejoicer of hearts. Distinct writing on bad

paper, damaged by worms and moisture ; well bound in leather

covers. L. 8*9 in., br. 6*2 in., th. 0'3 in. This is translated

from the Hitopadesa and divided into four chapters by the order
of some one whose name has been eaten out by worms, as well

as that of the author.

62. ifjj £*J ojWj l«" Five chapters of the Mahabharat.

Shekestah writing, worm-eaten ; bound in hard leather covers,

one of which is torn off. L. 8*2 in., br. 4*9 in., th. 0*7 in. This
appears to be one of the many works produced by order of the
emperor Akber, but the translator's name is not mentioned.
No date.

63. ifjti oi*tiU Persian Maqdmdt. Nice writing, each

page enclosed in a frame of two red and one blue line ; somewhat
damaged by worms ; all the pages are loose in the covers, which
are ofhard leather. L. 10*2 in., br. 7*1 in., th. 0*4 in. The author
does not reveal his name, and the 25 Maq&nat of which this

book consists are framed according to the fashion of the Arabic
Maq£m£t, each containing some witty story in which also

various rhetorical and poetical artifices of the language are dis-

played ; here also Arabic verses are interwoven occasionally.

This copy was made A.H. 1086.
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64. <v«j^ «s*^°&° Persian Maqdmat. Fine distinct writing,

rather worm-eaten ; most of the pages are loose in the covers,

which are of hard leather. L. 8*5 in., br. 5 in., th. 06 in. The
first part of this volume consists of a little grammatical tract

of pp. 20, named Qd&dhdahl Furs, composed by Khojah Awys
Bejaptiry ; good for beginners.—The next is a little Pend-ndmah
composed by Sheykh Abd-Allah Anssary, consisting of versified

moral precepts.—The next tract consists of pp. 2£, and is a
profession of repentance, founded on a few quotations from the
Qoran ; it is called Tubah-namah.—The last are the Maqamat,
i.e. Sessions, described in the preceding No., 53, also complete
in 25 MaqSmit. Copied A.H. 1202.

66. (3*^1 Lij&gA *>l>jS£* g« ^Ijjill **&j>> The Delight of

Souls ; and the letters ofSheykh Sharfal-haqq. Distinct writing,

worm-eaten, and large in leather covers, which are also in a dilapi-

dated condition. L. 6*8 in., br. 4*7 in., th. 0*7 in. This is a nice

collection of short tales spiced with couplets here and there. It

appears the author's intention was to imitate the Gulistan, which
this collection of stories resembles in arrangement and in the sub-

ject. Then come 26 letters ofSheykh Sharfal-haqq interspersed

with verses, and every page is enclosed in a frame. The last

part of the MS. is a most wretched confusion of scraps on various

subjects, religious, medical, and philosophical, but the ugliest

scrawl of all consists ofa collection of quatrains which terminates

the book.

66. cyi I
jU <**^ ejU^Ai* The Palm-grove ofLachmy Ncvrayan.

Tolerably distinct writing; loose in the covers, which are oflea-

ther. L. 6*4 in., br. 4 in., th. 0*2 in. Although the author was
a Hindu, as the name in the title implies, he wrote in Persian, as

has been seen from several other books of his, described in this

catalogue. This palm-grove consists altogether ofanecdotes, to

many of which verses are also added. The anecdotes do not
appear to be original compositions, but culled from various

Muhammadan books. No date. •

67. otj^H^y **U o«*l/j The book ofthe nativity ofNushyr-

wan. Distinct writing, somewhat worm-eaten, and bound in

strong leather covers. L. 8*7 in., br. 5*9 in., th. 0*15 in. The
author of this book, who does not mention his name, begins itwith

the Ddstan syum, i.e. 3rd story, on the birth ofNushyrwan. This

30 m
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appears to be a late and entirely fabulous production intended
as a vehicle for the promotion of Muhammadan interesst, since

the celebrated Wuzyr Barzachumeher is here made to play the
part of a prophet and to predict the advent and divine mission

of Muhammad ; and the whole book, in which there is not a
single stop nor paragraph from beginning to end, runs upon
analogous subjects. No date.
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(VIII. 13. Rel.) ^M 3 *Ui * l*~l

(V. 1. Med.) *>**• «JUj j *ali** ai-Jl^a &ij&] yU-l

(IV. 2. Hist.) «»«»» v~> *"»«!*• </ c*!^' «->>•

(VII. 6. Verses.) **>** jUA |
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(II. 1. Dictionary. II. 2*.) f>»4J| «j»aj|

(VII. 68. Poetry & EnsM.) ^ I j Js» I w \y.i> $ \jj |

(IV. 1*. Hist.) isj*\ crfJl

(IX. 14 Novel.) *cl> jU^
(VII. 8. Versification.) jUAjn gll* ^ jW^f g|jj
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(VIII. 16. Bel. Controv.) Ijl*a3 a* IS* *j j«> *ukjU ^aai^
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(VII. 20. Poetry.) jj^* ** jjH»* e>j*i> 4*G<>Ju

(o>)
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(IV. 42, 44. Hist.) ^J\ ^jU
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(IV. 10. Hist.) *£j* J)& Ji J* f>.M\U~> g.J
G
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(IV. 11. Hist.) J>Ul ij» £OK
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*
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u

?
*i* Jilibt Jlj*.| j uoK «^»«»l o>±* «^*i WW*51*- £L>tf

(IV. 9. Hist.)

(IV. 27. Hist.) ^l» o-1** «u £Ou

(IV. 23. Hist.) «^li »i* ,^-lv v^OI (^u £L>G

(IV.
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(V. 7. Pharmac.) Jl* ui^ U ^^\ &**

(VII. 11. Poetry.) g^\ &**

(I. 72. Astron. Instrum.) *#*k* &*?

(IV. 16. Biogr.) UhJ\ &£
(VII. 15. Biogr. of Poets.) »>U| ij&

(VIII. 27. Biogr. of Prophets.) 4&SUi gjfii
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(I. 17. Astron.) >*i J*W
(I. 1. ditto.) JU*ill ^^

(I. 16. ditto.) f=*}\j#«> j ^&Sf1 g*>M

(VI. 3. Logic.) (5^^ ^ iftjj^

(II. l4f. Conjugations.) ^J* jd ^Mj*}

{VEIL 66. Comment.) (^M*^ j\?£bj}&* &\j* j&&
(I. 15. Calendar.) fJ&A fjytf J**i &^\ f*^

(1. 14. Astron.) u»°}**<i\ **! Jj& eH^s^l^yS
(I. 72. Astrology & Calendarography.) ^^L^l fJ^&J

(1. 13. Astron.) *^M $i\f J&S ^^
(I. 90. Calendar.) *ji <£i U (S*j* *«>i AH* **«• fi^
(I. 91. ditto.) v^jS (3*^ *i*j* *& l

# 1* ***•
fi>&*

(c±0

(L 22. Astrology.) <^*J^ J* O ^^ ij£

(I. 23. Astrol. Dreams.) vl^ *ri^ j cr>H^ 5Lr*$

(I. 24. 25. Astrol.)
r
>*> ja g>?* j ijA

(*)

(IV. 46, 47, 48*. Vols. Poet. Hist.f) *° G £J<*

• (VIII. 8f. three copies.) *°^ y^UU
31m
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(VII. 17, 136t. Poetry.) ^ f±
(IX. 20. Sayings of Howshang & Barzach.) *^ ejl^j^

(IX. 21. Mysticism, &c.)

(IX. 22. Pal-ables & Tales.) duS U'lf^
(II. 11. Gram.) >^j* u^lC 1*

(IV. 45. Hist.) J* Laif
1
5*U

(III. 12. Letters, &c.) vk*> ^1 j utfl^t £" l^

(1. 21 . Fig. Astron. Instr.) is**j o*f jj* </*.'j^ Si Iff?
1*

(VII. 19. Poetry.) o^>**! j*U

(I. 50. Astr. Tables.) JXjS ^/^\
(I. 19. Astron.) ***j^ **lj* ^ju U ^juu. J^a*.

(I. 18. ditto. ) ^jy. eH*- dj**

(IV. 49.) v^l **0*

(V. 13. Med.) <^l v^> Jj! ^
(V. 14. ditto.) isj*\^^^

(VII. 18. Odes.) oU)> u&*

(I. 76. Astrol.) r^l r^l c?\j±

(IV. 8. Descript. ofMekkah.) **J" &° ^?&js gj® \j&\y±

(II. 9, 10. Gram.) f
j^l^l^

(IX. 19. Tales.) ^-^^ ^^

(*)

(IX. 18. Anecd. & Verses.) J±# \jj** j** jl**>

(c)

(IX. 23*. Eomance.) &*U p>l*>

(I. 26. Astron.) ^^ ^^- c^^-r:1 *4^^
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(I. 8f. Ssofy doctrioes.) w^l s*&* ji *i«u

(VI. 5. Logic ) <Hj^ £j* *^^

(VI. 4- Law.) ^i c> «jAU.

(VII. 23, 24, 25. Poetry.) ^^ (*£* «%**

(VI. 6. Philos.) u**Jl^.^

(I. 88, 89. Astrol.) (J^ r'^t ji Ji^ J*

<*>

(VII. 29. Misc. Poetry.)

(IV. 32*. Hist.) l^Jl Lojj *JLL

(IV. 48. Geogr.) *tH\j%\ i±ij? j «tM^» S^A
(VII. 26, 27. Poetry.) «*ti ^^ J J-r-^

(Vlli 35. Sermon.) C
^J| £• *£*& ***>

(IX. 24. Interpr. Dreams.) j^ ** k±i j£*H\ l*^

(VIII. 8f. Zor. Eel.) &***&*&»

(VII. 22. Poetry.) ^*l* &> *~*±

(IV. 37. Hist.) ^ ^ ^^!>
(VIII. 34*. Eel.) *v **0 3 j&*\ ^-^jj J VU^A

(III. 13. Letters & Agric.) ^*ijj v L
: j* ^uj J Sf«*^ oi^

(IX. 27. Moral Tales.) o 1*^ u3j j> c; 1*^
(VI. 7, 8. Philos.) W ^If*. «*U JUb

(VIII. 40, 41*. Eel.) w.*|iJ| ^UUja

|
^ALi ol^&o *i«a> ^f^l AiUj V ^J ^J3 ^^Jlj*>

(VIII. 11. Eel. Miscel.)

(VI. 16. The Soul.) zjj &&*? j*
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(I. 59. Astron.) %j&x ^1j**\ &**+ jA

(IX. 26. Moral & Rel. Tales.) u^^ | ja

(VII. 71, 72*. Poetry.) ^ »•
El3tgjA.

(YIII. 23, Rel.) <£•!&* s^j oj^y j

a

(VIII. 33. Rel. Myst.) <Jj>»
f
l* j*

(VIII. 147. Ssofy Enigm.) U* ^ j*

(IV^ 60. Revenues.) cjU-j.*^ J*^ j 0±\** jA

(VII. 10f. Poetry.) j\y.\ ^ja
(VII. 73, Verses, Prosody.) lj*iJ|jju.A

(VII. 10f. Poetry.) **U j>u»a

(III. 19*. Letters.) U^tjJfc ci> &** Jj\ j&*

(IX. 25. Tale of Cunning) *JUsr* *JA

(I.. 28. Astrology.) u^s^l iW*

(VII. 69, 70. Dywans.) ^j\^

*&f ate* X yj^* j^t &sJl** j* vi*aL^ oJJ(>

(V. 10. Game-birds & Poetry.)

(VII. 10f. Poetry.) *• b &
(IX. 28. Hindu Tale.) < U *^ e>*j! Jy J 1***

(VIII. 87.) •>> ^a

(VIII. 6. Rel.) Ji* *jfjjJif** </*>' */ crf>

(VIII. 7. Rel. Poem.) **£** &J &>*

(VII. 44*. Poetry.) <>jliH &\ &\?A

(VII. 38*. ditto. ) uM erfl ol^a

(VII. 48*. ditto. )
^<* vi^l ejly^

(VII. 55*. ditto. ) (fjk* jj»± j*c\ oly.A

(VII. 45*. ditto. ) fe^ *>\)i*

(VII. 37*. ditto. )
Ool^3

5**? ejl^*

(VII, 36*. ditto. ). tf
UJ. e)(^4
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(VII. 35*, Poetry.) ^^ vlji*

(VIL 59*. ditto.
)

**-* &\y.s

(VII. 42*. ditto.
) ^1 J** crfj**

(VII. 30, 31, 32*. ditto.
)

** ^ **f^ ejl^a

(VIL 46*. ditto.
)

j***. ml^d

(VIL 64. ditto.
)

^*t* ^j** M>\yt*

(VIL 65, ditto.
) <sj¥~ eil^*

(VIL 50*. ditto.

)

^4* uly^

(VII. 66*. ditto, ) v*l* oljj*

(VIL 33*. ditto.
)

wilb e^
(VIL 57*. ditto.

) tfkji j%& *>\yi>

(VIL 34*. ditto.
) <y^ v\j>A

(VIL 58*. ditto.
)

^*J| oUp ofy*

(VIL 47*. ditto. ) Jy*i &\jl*

(VIL 52. Poetry and Correspond.) \j& is l^\ Jjk* o^a
(VIL 60*. Poetry.) J**~l JW lylj**

(VIL 39*. ditto.
)

^^J^ ^|y^.

(VIL 40. Poetry.)

(VII. 49*. Poetry.) J>j*« &*#*

(VIL 53*. ditto. ) j» v\ji*

(VIL 61*. Poetry. ) j\j«\ &j&° j o^3 e^
(VIL 56. 62*. Poetry.) *U|c**) ^a

(VIL 45*. ditto.
) </j &\)t*

(VIL 67*. ditto.) (£1* &\ji&

U)
(IV. 50. Hist.) ^^^j ^Jjly jfa
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(-0

(VII. 78. Quatrains.) ^ j*> (4* oUc ^
(VII. 77. ditto. ) e^> f

l u^ U <^jj>I If oU* bj

^ &j±> opU ^ jj oljUSkSll v**j> J<*i 111* eP

j

(I. 40."Astrol.)

(IV. 51. Trav. Astron.) &&*;<** j *Ar» «-^° Jij+l ** UJ

(I. 31. Astron.) v^A*! f
1* J* ^J 1 ^J

(VIII. 44f. Bel.) ^l/M *>Uj

(VIII. 44f. Rel.) AiijJl ^Uj

(VIII. 45. Rel. Misc.) d>j>* j* ^ J f*
1** U ^^

(II. 21. Gram.) j«> j* t>U *;> i-o^ aJUj

(VI. 9. Misc.) o*^l J C^3
' ^ *JUJ

(I. 33f. Ssofy Doctr.) &$**)[ ^ *)Uj

(I. 38. Astron.) rW v 1^ ->* a1J,^p v* ^^ ! ***"

(VIII. 79f and VIII. 34. Rel.) vltt^ dU,

(III. 13f. Agricult.) ^OJ v 1
^ J* ^Uj

(I. 37. Astron.) v^° fcO J* dJU
>>

(VII. 75. Prosody, &c)

(VII. 76. Prosody.) Jl* *#U *JU, j aaj'U^ o£,y> r
l* Jd «JU,

(II. 18. Gram.) >*> ^ j* *Jl~j

(IX. 81. Misc.) v ^ Fl
6 *»~j

(VII. 74. Rhyming.)- *4»tf ^J*°J* *3UJ

(VIII. 42f. Rel.) A5*** ^U,

(I. 31*. Rel.) **-lj s»j **U,

(I. 32. Astron.) ^^° ffj
*JUJ
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(I. 33t* Astrol.) ^ tjls* *,l-j

(VIII. 43. Legends of Saints.) £\y* *)l*j

(I. 34. Astron.) ****** j> aj^G ^ *&£ *)Uj

(II. 16. Gram.) ^\ *>i\** c^ ^J
(II. 14* ditto.) ifj^jd ^J* **UJ

(II. 19. ditto.) <J/* *JUj

(V. 11. Med.)

(V. 12. Med.) ^ (J* j* ^r ^^ ltIj)\ *^>ili *>Uj

(IV. 52.) v&j* &V& aJUj

(II. 13. Gram.) c>^ **<*> siUj

(VIII. 46. Rel.) *l»* j l**> *J^j

(II. 12. Gram.) ^ j*te* *il~j

(VII. 40f. Astron.) v il>^l *** ai^** «JUj

(I. 30. Astrol.) ifjhj** j*k **=* ^° *>Uj

(I. 36. Astron. &c.) o^fw^ V^ltf-^ lM|^ *JUj

(II. 15. Gram.) j^ (*' j* **j**o *^j

(1. 33. Astr. Travels.) «-&>
fe?

1*^ *^ J* ui^^^^6 dU,

(II. 17. Gram.) ^ |J* j* la I a* aJUj

(III. 53. Ssofy Doctr.) o^ i>| JjUj

(VIII. 47. Rel. Polemics.) ePj 1* c5j Al
i ^u ->

(VIII. 48. Rel. Physiognomies.) viy* JiK>

(I. 35. Astrol.) r>^ j* tSjti* <»j

(VIII. 49. Rel.) djSillc^j
(VII. 79. Little Poems.) e^^ Ijy>j

(VIII. 1, 2. Zoro. Rel.) ^~jtf ^i hJ

(IV. 53. Composition.) ^ U ol**** *i 1^ </". *^J ** G iu

(VII. 10, 136f. Poetry.) *** ^UAjj
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(IV. 43. Hist.) oL>* oUjt J o%W.jJ
(VIII. 50. Eel.) I**^l *>*jj

(IV. 28, 29, 30, 31*. Hist.) i^Jl&^jj

(t. 39. Astron.) Jj^ 0"l» cri«M *"*jj

(IX. 29. Moral Tales.) «-OUl u^J

(VIII. 52. Eel.) ce>»U/uli

tVIII. 5l. Rel. Biogr. Poets.) I^l *>* j ^)l~J| <>lj

(IX. 32. Tales.) Jj\ *** jy»J\ i*0

(I. 44. Astron.) *»Jl S*0

(IX. 30. Apoc. Zor: Tale.) *A3j3 ^jr^ > ^SU-U SjJ3

(I. 42. Astron.) u*^ ^i^l gO

(I. 45; Astron.) «-£« e1
! \)j* g.j y i/eW giJ

(I. 43. Astron.) ^1*^1 g.j

(I. 55; Astron.) **** i£- ^ *«> gO

(I. 52. Astron.) ^ & **** gO

(I. 47. Astron.) ^^ **l j»^ <* <**
u ^^.r^^ gO

(o-)

(VII. 82. Poetry.) is »j* ty**
- J* «* « </u

(VH. 88.) *«IJ
r
«*

(VII. lOf . Poetry; VIII. 21f. Rel.) j\ji Hi *«**

(VH. 81. Short Poetry.) <*Jt.rft& t*
1*! J *•• j*"

(VIII. 54. Legends of Saints.) ^s il I
&*""

(VII. 86, 87*. Poetry.) ess** ""* J***~

(VII. 84, 85*. ditto. ) i#ji A*lJj*&*

(VIL 29*. Poetry.) v>UJJl*»^-
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(VIL 80. Poetry. )
^ji b *+*>ol\ &LU

* (VIL 83. ditto. ) y* «> j* j* v^i «LJ~

(IV, 49f. Poetry.) jt^jJr*

(IV. 17, 18. History.) oO^^Lrt*

(VIIL 56, 57*. Rel.) ^** J^ o^*j^

(VII. 89. Poetry.) ^ -rt
l#& -r*iA* «*U *l£

(VII. 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95. Poetry*.) «*0 stf

(I. 2. Astron.) ****** u-xmti jVU|
c^

(II. 4*. Gram.) j* (b> j* *^I c
jA

(I. 92. Astron.) <y UaU ^jj j> <s*** jj
. £j*

(VIII. 17. Rel.) J* c^U* ^^
(L 7. Astron.) j*-*5 &H>* vilA**l *b

.
**—** £j*

(I. 9. Astron.) >£* &> v^ °-*W £j&

(VII. 63. Eel. Poetry.) ^U o./^ erfy.* ^
(VII. 28. Comment.) c5jyl e>lj^ c-^

(VIIL 42f. Rel.) W ^i**
r
u c-r

&

(L 20. Astron.) #15^1 **•*>> ^ ^iU. c>*

(I. 51. Astron.) ^^\ *i) £j&

(I. 54. Astron.) y^^ ^Wl **> iU ^Ai/i ^/j c
^A

(L 48. Astron.) <,p***ji ^1 **> *° jO ^-^

(II. 22. Gram.) ^Vi ^
(VIII. 58. Prayer.) *J* K «****

C-r
&

(VIIL 60. Rel.) &i& Zj&

(II. 13f. Gram.) cHy> c-r
&

(VIIL 61, 62. Rel.) fM\ u*> c^
(1. 62. Astron.) ^y j> *> 15* ^i3^ cU ^j (j cJ£

(VI. 12. Philos.) j\j u^X Zj*
32 m
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(VII. 139, 140. Poet. Comment.) ^j1** (J^ e-r~

(VIII. 77. Rel.) Ai^s+xi* Z
jS.

(I. 49. Astron.) tf&K\ g.j ji ,/fV ^ *• zT"

(I. 70. Astron ) JM* c>
(VIII. 8L Rel.) c ljjil ***'j ^

(II. 42, 43. Gram.) u^l v 1*^ c-^

(VI. 20. Philos.) &I*a ^
(VI. 19. ditto.) )j*\ J* '**

c^

(0-)

(I. 58. Astrol.) ws*^. **X *"

. (II. 23. Diet.) Jjl *J~
c Lr*

(II. 24. Diet.) ^ *k> z \s°

(I. 56. Astron.) v^lj^l j>*

(II. 26f. I. 61. Coll. of Horoscopes.) ^ e>U>

(I. 60. Astron.) tjifj vVA°l <->*> tS~-* ) wli £>&

(IV. 54. Hist.) yftU^Ti olii*

(IX. 34. Tales.) u~%^l v>
(VII. 1 Of. Poetry.) ^1 cji>

(VII. 95. Small Poems.) jk* *^ j^ V ^^ <jlj&

(IX. 33*. Tales.) **U ^^

(5)

(III. 8f. Tale.) jXjjj *iff

(VII. 10, 103f. Poetry.) *»U O^*
(VII. 101*. Odes.) j^ ^4*1 «i»ie

(VII. 102. Synonymes.) j*\j*?\ *$*
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(1.2.7. Arithm.) t*<w* o 1*- o>j i v1-* (^

(IX. 35. Tales.) <J*\bJ*>

t»

(VII. 9.8. Fabulous.) j^'lV*^ J •V*1
'
**'>

(yil. 99*. Odes.) j±to oUt>

CcJ)

(I. 6?. Astron.) (»{.>» «s**"*
J->

^ J>J *
ol** </"->

1'

(I. 64. Misc.) v-^ J
1** *^-^

(IX. 36. Tales.) ^ *I* 2*^1 »** gj*

(V. 15. Horse-book.). A* 1* wj*

(IV. 55. ditto. ) S.£*~> l? **li u«^

(II. 28, 29. Diet.) cfjP** <-&*>

(II. 25. Diet.) >>j4 U *** ^*iU"> °W ,-*iAji

{«»• J uv* tHs^
11- *"3^ ->^ tr-r»» * -Hi

51-* *»w ^*-^

(II. 26. Diet., &c.) j^
1*

(II. 27. Diet.) ^-j l* J «/>» *>**> ^^J*

(VII. 29f- Moral Poetry.) </^ »^-* *ilj*

(IV. 56. Misc.) ol^l^*"-jj/^ jl*^^J*i/y

(VII. 100. Misc.)

(t-J>)

(II. 30*. Dictionary.) ^.j* *'*' </** ^^^ u-r11*"

(I. 65. Astron.) </->j*-«Jl o^ 15

(V. 18. Pharm.) «/i** uH-*
1*'-^
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(.V 16. Pharm.) v^jA tf-^° v**^***

(VII. 17. Pharm., &c.) tj** vi*k\j*jk* j </j**° &i**lij»

(VIII. 63, 64, 65*. Qorfo.) ^^j* ^^U | c^3^ U^
( VII. 1 1 0. Poetry.) ^ **-J I oLr*

(L 66. Astr. Conjunct.) >l!f ^ JjUt u^U ^U*
(VII. 113. Poetry.) ^lilk A*Ui

(VII. 106, 107. ditto.) ^j* *i^
(VII. 109. ditto*.) ftee* &lji* j *jUi

(VIII. 8. Rel. Misc.)

(IX. 39. Tale.) 9*\)jtjj j s«M>*I^Ij **$

(VII. 112. Poetry.) j* ?> j jf~* **i

(VII. 108. Hist. Poem.) c^** ***

^Hl cjfliU ^y^ ii^iuo j^ (j^jl^ JU *JUj j &ott&«

(VII. 105. Misc.)

(VII. 111. Story.) **hjjj £* *<**

(IX. 37. Tale.) uj/lf **S

g^i j tUyi
ri/>

4*** j yJS tf-rtf|
^jjjU ^ jj^'JU

(VII. 119. Misc.) jlMl

(IX. 38. Story.) jj>l ^ * *** c4* **S

(VII. 118. ditto.) zlAjj*****

(III. 8f. ditto.) j*Ij X*i

(VII. 115, IIP. ditto.) ^ lP &**

(VII. 117. Poetry.) u*&\ j jUf ***Ai

(L57.Astron.Poem.) J^b <^|^ ^i^o ^j ^^^Los^s

(VII. 104. Verses.) **j*&> oWU

(II. 8. Gram.) </J v^ as\j3
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(^)

(IX. 41. Stories and Verses.) ^ UjJU yly.* j d*ttjtf

(III. 6*. Letters.) &i I v^
(I. 4f. Astron. 93.) f*«ia! y Itf

(VII. 97. Poetry.) o^tyltf
(IX. 16*. Romance.) v 1*-* Lr»l. V-5 J* 4/^ y ltf

(L 4f. Astron.) <JU&| Oa**3 v ltf

(VIII. 32. Rel. Polemics.) *V|c*f* v ltf

(VIII. 55. Ssofy Doctr.) cj^U djtoj* v ltf

(IX. 40. Tales.) &U l^i v-ua | *j*a j «Lk v ltf

(VII. 132, 130, 127. Ssofy Doctrines.) g\j> yltf

(II. 39. Diet, of Proverbs.) oUtt* yltf

(VUL 4. Rel. ) «^3 jj *yy> v \K

(VIII. 3. ditto.) *A?4* V 1^
(VIL 129. Romance.) ^ r |Li/

(VIII.68. Rel.Law.)
{
/^^i j*J^l^tf**^^ \&J\sJ&s

(I. 41. Astron.) ^l*^ I *>} JjIa^ Jt£*

(Vm.44f.Bd.) IfciJi^*

(IX, 45. Dreams.) ^« j6 J iJj | U-tf

(VIII. 69*. Theol.) **>> If » JjUJ 1 Olr

(I. 79, 80, 81. Astron.) ^) | £» tf*

(I. 67. Astron.) $j) b d**J I^ ^^ | & tf*

(V. 19. Med.) v*> j* V-jJ^ ^^
(IX. 42.Rules for Women. ) *il}j va \ j &\j»i *$i j a aJ *j f^ik

(VII. 121, 122. Biogr. of Poets.) U*j OS

(VI. 15. Philos.) JWj\jX

(VII. 2f . Verses.) oll^ ^JJ

(VIL 127. Poem.) jlj t^Jf
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(VII.. 123. Poetry.) (** I o Ulf

(VII. 124. ditto. ) c^jyl oUJl

(VII. 114. ditto. )
^Ufla. oU^

(VII. 125. Works.) ^ **- ^a o ult-

(VII. 125. Poems.) J**~ I vi*>\ JU* oUtf

(VII. 120. Poetry.) }jj#. *• o^
(VIII. 67. Rel. Law.) *i~ *5i j& ^mj\i &l*J\yS-

(VIII. 84f . Religion. ) &*& ^ l>>

(II. 31, 32. Diet.) olil>l>*

(VII. 130. Dywan.) ^k
i ^.jj^J^ J'

(VI. 13. Philos.) *\y*j*>£

j*>±* j\ a*£^ j y\/£' °^^° J -^p
(J

kI
' £•>-*

cu
*i*r

(I. 8. Astron.) Oa^l

(VI. 14. Philos. Rel.) J\j* ***"
f
u

l o*l*«. ^Urf-

(J)

(IV. 25. Hist.) ^;l^l ^
(IX. 43. Anecd. Verses, &c.) c5^/0 v l^ V*

(IX. 44. Jokes.) *-*i \j& I ^ IW*

(II. 35. Diet.) c^^ cir^ oli)
c^ ^ oWl uklLJ

(VIII. 70. Rel.) <jr>*.;

l
*U|*** JUs'i oUJ

. (VI. 16f. Meteorology.) ^allAJoUJ

(VII. 127f. Ssofy Doctrines.) ^ »y

(I. 68. Astrol.) <^l~ y^l j* ^1 ^1/
S^apj o&i* j ciUA^ff VUJ j ^1p «JT J$»> j ^*U &> ^jjy

(VII. 131, 133. Misc. Ssofy Doctr.)

(I. 69. Mathem.) J^
(VII. 132*. Romance in verses ; also I. 31f.) ^V° -J ^
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(f)

(I. 84. Astr. Tables, &c.) c
ys> j* *JL.j >* j r^ o^>ix)

(VII. 138, 141, 145, 146*. Poetry.) iS^M <s*&°

(VII. 142. ditto.) c?*^ j^ U-* of^° t^^°

(V. 22. Med.) liiil «>**

(V. 20. Med., also I. 8f.) </-rtf I *> b.J?*

(I. 74. Ptolemy's Almagest.) ^i'l u^ lJ c^1-^*

(VII. 143. Composition.) £^l t«*
(III. 4. Scraps.) &3|

tj*f"

(Vin. 73. Eel.) ^ *j*F*

(VII. 135. Misc. Poetry.) ^yi o^t **.?«*

(VII. 2. Verses, Corresp. &c.)^±*&* ±±*y.h **U'I **}*$»

(VII. 5. Misc. Verses.) **j&* j^l ap>«po

(I. 75. Solar Syst. Elements.) ^^ «^*s/0

(III. 21. Miscel.) jX0\ **& ±+ 3 a ;
/Uo tej+s*

* (IX. 48. Anecd. & Verses.) f& 3 j* ] **>***

(I. 86. Astron.) (s^6 v1^ 3 c^ ^y^K

(VII. 136. Misc. Poetry.) ^-j^ j iflj* J* 3 c
k] **>+*?*

(VI. 18. Morality.) v*J4\ u*^ c5^l u~U:*

(IV. 59. Biogr. of Poets.) v^» v^
(VIII. 8. Prognostics from Breath.) &j** ^^°

(VII. 137. Poems.) *±~* ^* *j$j a*IJjU±"

(VII. 144. Poetry. VII. 61f.) jlrH aj*°

(I. 78. Astron., Astrol.) *j?j r^ ^ j\j~H j****

(VIII. 24. Rel.) vex*F ^'x±«

(V. 9. Medical.) *?*b J* fi^l fi^^r****

(VIII. 25. Rel.) u***P cj-^W*
(VIII. 78*. Rel. Law.) *i [h j*&°
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(I. 34f. Arithm.) oU* j* Oal±*

(IX. 47. Tale.) JU^t ol^

(VT. 16. Pliilos.,&c.)

(IV. 58. Revenues.) ola=V cUl** j* *i«J| o!y>

(IV. 13. Hist.) o!>s/ ^biU ^i j^ ^jaix*. oly>

(II. 41. Gram. Conjug.) *Jj*j* jl^jJ/l £\j*

(IX. 49. Stories.) «*tf ^jy»

(VIII. 82. 64 Psalms of David.) *j\* jf>y>

(II. 20. Gram.) ^\ c^^
(II. 40. Gram.) ys? ^* j* c

^*
(VII. 134. Verses.) jl^t **U*>

(VIII. 17. Eel. Poem.) v*^f j*£*

(VI. 17. Logic.) cpaw) taia&iuo

(VIII. llf. Rel.) jl>*t &***

(VIII. 75*. Ssofy Terms.) ^^ <^U*o

(VIII. 74. ditto.) e^-* J*° ol****

(II. 36. Diet., &c)

(II. 34. Diet.) %J! ijs£ aJU, > kJU ^j* oW^
(I. 71. Astron.) oUAj* «i*f

(IX. 51. Eel.) vy#l c>>
(VIII. 72. ditto.) o£> j^Ka oSI&o

(IX. 53, 54. Anecdotes.) «/»J^ oUla*

(VII. 40f. Amulets.) eri^^l *y&*

(III. 18. Ssofy Letters.) tij+S* V431*

(III. 11. Letters.) «/*" «*bji&o

(VIII. llf. Rel.) ctfUUfce
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(VIII. 79*. Eel.) AJW, ^ b cjl^jil cliAl^o

(IV. 24. Hist.) gj\j)\ v^1*

(IV. 36*. Hist.) X&ji gj\j jl v***

(II. 33. Diet.) ©KU^tf v^i^

(II. 37. Diet.) ^Jlf* 8^ ttU| ^±&*

(III. 20. Letters.) ^^ <*&*•

(VIII. 76. Prayers.) ^^1 *#*

(I. 73. Astron.) *-£*** I y>\y°

(I. 53. Astron.) ^^ *•«* ^ t^**^ gO s^l^

(I. 72. Astron., &c.) e^*-***! fO53 J ***k* **** >^ a j*,?*

(II. 38. Diet.) JUa«J| ±iy*

(IX. 52*. Tale.) v^j ^ c^W*
(V. 21. Med.) v^ ^13^

(VIII. 8f. Eel.) *j± */w

(-)

(VIII. 59f*. Moral Poetry.) I^U ^ ^U

(VIII. 83. Eel.) c ljjlll ^ajj

(IX. 55. Stories.) J*' I o^ ^A Oby&o ^o
c t^jjj c^>

fjW*- 4vfc! CxiA3 ^ju» (3ll«Jj a^^j ^^ j|y jj\ &=~*

(VII. 128. Misc.) *>ky=?jk*s *°U jj*i> f=h **b <Si*>

(VII. Poet. Anthology.) \j*& &**> J'sj* *****-*; **"*

(L 34f. Astrol.) ^* y-UU A^
(VI. 11. Dialectics.) <^j-r^ J^ll! J ujl J *****.; <xi~i

(VIII. 59. Bel., &c.) \j^ j eilJ j a-!**" *^
(IX. 46. Tales.) ^jH j> iSJ ***>

(IX. 56. Anecdotes.) &i IjU^ e)U-J**

(VII. 14. Poetry.) »*! **<& ^J gU>
33 m
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(VII. 130f. Vocabulary. I. 36f. Scansion.) vfe+h yUi

(II. 44. Encyclopaedia.) wy*M\ u»i&

(IV. 61.Biogr. Diet. ofSsofys.) u*iSII o^
(VIII. 84. Eel. Law.) f&l y.i \jjtf> *JUj ^ bV,P o^ISi

(VIII. 86. Eel.) jl^Mt o&

(VII. 148. Imit. of Gulistan.)

(*)

(IV. 42, 44.) ^1 ^j« J! eUj

(IX. 57. Story.) olj^jj *°U o^
(VIII. 8f. Eel.) vi^j ^^

(0 •

(II. 13f Gram.) >*3 fkj* cuj|*a

(VIII. 85. Eel. Polemics.) e^^l *ij8j c^a*Jl ^1*a

(VII. 10f. Poetry.) ^# e*£*

(VII. 149, 150*. Poetry.) /* «=***

(VIII. 44. Rel. Speculation.) OjU)| ^1~ ^ Jo'lyk

(VIII. 42. Rel.) d**i <f j *>Uj tijb

(VII. 151, 152, 153, 154, 155*. Amorous Poem.)^ } Ju,^,

BOMI1AY : PRINTED AT THE EDUCATION SOCIETY S PUESS, BYCULLA.



APPENDIX,

This Appendix contains the titles of all the other books in the

Library, and consists of five sections, as follows ;—I. Avesta

books. II, Pehlvi books. III. Arabic, Hindustani, Persian, and

Turkish books. IV* Miscellaneous books, V. Gujerati books.

I.

AVESTA BOOKS.

Dictionary of the Avesta and Pehlvi, with English interpreta-

tion. Printed A.D. 1867. 4 copies.

Grammar of the Avesta with Gujerati explanation. Printed by
Sheheryfirji Dadhabhai Bharuja. 5 copies. A.D, 1863.

Grammar of the Avesta with Gujerati explanation. Printed

by Framji Muncherji Jamasp Asa, A.Y. 1242.

Havanim and Yespam, MS., 2 copies, with Persian interpreta-

tion. A.Y. 1102, and A. Vikram 1 763.

Havanim with Gujerati interpretation. Printed by Kawasji
Edulji Kanga, A.D> 1866.

Khordah Avesta with Persian meanings and verses by the
Desturs.

Khordah Avesta, Ni£ish and Yasht. 2 copies.

Khordah Avesta, with Pehlvi meaning, 2 copies*

Ditto, Printed by Kawasji Nushirvanji Kanga, A.Y. 1228,

Ditto. MS. from Eran, written A.Y. 1069.

Ditto. MS. and Avesta from Eran.

Prayers of the Prophet for Gushtasp in the Avesta, with Pehlvi

meaning.
Vendidad, Yzeshne, Vispered andNirang; M.S. Written A.Y,

987 in Eran.

Vendidad with Pehlvi meaning. MS. Written A.Y. 1111.

Vendidad, first and 2nd Farg., with Gujerati interpretation.

Printed by Kawasji Edulji Kanga, A.D. 1864. 2 copies.

Vendidad, 19th Farg., with Gujerati interpretation. Printed by
Kawasji Edulji Kanga, A.D. 1866.

34 m
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Vispered with Pehlvi meaning. Havanim and Yaspam with Per*
sian meaning.

Vispered with abridged Yzeshne; the Vishtasp Tasht with
some questions. A.Y. 104k

Vispered with Nirang. 2 copies.

Vishtasp Yasht with Yzeshne and Nirang.

Yasht Sada {some portion of the).

Yzeshne with Sanskrit meaning.
Ditto Pehlyi ditto.

Ditto Nirang and Vispered, M.S ; made in Erin A.Y. 1080.

n.

PEHLVI BOOKS.

Ardai ViraT: Story of the magician Okhud and Gushtperian
Dictionary of the Avesta and Bun Dehesh. A.Y. 1192.

Ardai Viraf with English translation. Printed by Dastur How-
shangji, A.D. 1872.

Ardeshir Babegan (the Karndmah of). A.Y. 1238.

Dadestan Dini. 2 copies. A.Y. 1236 and A.Y. 1242.

Dictionary, Pehlvi. MS. from Eran A.Y. 1093.

Dictionary, Pehlvi. Copied from an Erani MS. with Nosk and
Yata, A.Y. 1234.

Dictionary, Pehlvi, with Pazend and English translation. By
Destur Howshangji, A.D. 1870.

Dictionary, Huzvaresh and Pehlvi. By Destur Eraji Sorabji

Mehrji Bana. A.Y. 1238.

Dictionary, Gujerati and Huzvaresh Pehlvi. By ditto ditto.

Din Kard. 2 copies. A.Y. 1234 and A.Y. 1237.

Grammar of the Pehlvi language. Printed A.Y. 1240.

Hadukht with Pehlvi meaning. Pehlvi tradition and Avesta
dictionary.

Nirangestan.

Patet and some religious commands.
Bavayet. A. Vikramaditia9 1806.

Sitaesh, i.e. praises of 30 angels.

Sitaesh Siruzah in Avesta characters.

Shikan Gumani, Zar, and Jamaspi. A.Y. 1234.

Vajard Kard Dini. Copied from a printed book. A.Y. 1234.
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III.

ARABIC, HINDUSTANI, PERSIAN, AND TURKISH
BOOKS.

Lith. Bombay, H. li^if^^i

2 copies. Lith. Bombay, AJ>. 1828, P. ^*#~ jl>l

Lith. No date. No place, ft?** if* t£^*

Typ. A.D. J816. ^-jlij^t.

Typ. AJX 1816. ^y> &*?\

Lith. Cawnpoor. No date. if±J* ^*
Lith. Cawnpoor, A.H. 1288. j&* «~ \J>*ti\y.\

2 copies. Lith. Bombay, A.Y. 1198. *~**Ol^ (±*j> *ij* *)&b

Lith* in the Punjdb. No date. **»& &

Typ. Calcutta, A.H. 1229. A. *&l~ ^f^
Lith. Bombay, A.H. 1248. && &^

Lith. Bombay, A.D; 1832. AT *V e^ c*V/*

Typ. Calcutta, A.D. 1791. dj\^ if*^^&^&i&V~ji
Lith. No date nor name. </*0^ «-**^

Typ. Constantinople, A.H. 1153. T. u> ** I ** \j £tj G

2 copies, Lith. Bombay, A.D. 1829. P. &^~j& &j*

Lith. Bombay, A.D. 1831. P. c/J^^t oO* £*jU

Typ. Calcutta, A.D. 1827. P. t^^l^ £0
2 copies. Lith. Bombay, A.H. 1247. P. *J&> £>j $

A Bible. Typ. Rome, A.D. 1671, fol.; very tfjej* **ijj>

scarce.

2 copies. 3 vols. Lith. Bombay, A.D. 1837. P. ^^jl*
Ditto. (>lj* *1* **U ^jU.

2 copies. Lith. Bombay, A.Y. 1217. P. jj~&? <•<*

Lith. A.H. 1262, place unknown. v*»j* «***' I
&*!*>

3 copies. Lith. Bombay, a.jj s*Jj j j^ I ***• jyj j ^ tf&J^
A.Y. 1216. P.
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Lith. A.H. 1249. P. ^^ vlj*~ jj~*>

Typ. Incomplete at beginning. No date. P. j#*~*

Lith. Bombay, A.H. 1246. P. J>!l £•>

Lith. Lucknow, A.H. 1263. P. isj)& ** * «/
u

Lith. Bombay, A.Y. 1197 P. and Guj. o pl«£i~ I d Uj

Lith- Bombay, A.H. 1279. P. *• t» $ t*

4*Uc,At*M»j u^yJl AAx^j L?J 1^ A^l^ AJUj j jJU «ij*» JJO^o

Lith. Cawnpoor, A.H. 1275.

Typ. Calcutta, A.D. 1818. A. yi^fys6

Tpp. No date nor place. ji>*~ * o Ul k&Aj*

Lith. Bombay, A.Y. 1232. ^T £j>
2 vols. Typ. London, A.D. 1822. A.

tf.j*
j* u"*aJ» v 1^

London, 1st Part 1842. 2nd Part 1846. d^l j JUlvU*

Share8tani. Ed. Cureton. A*

11 copies. Lith. Bombay, A.Y. 1282. P. d^j\'j&

Lith. Calcutta, A.D. 1825. P. o^JJ

Lith. Place not known, A.D. 1819. P. o ^Ji

Lith. Bombay, A.H. 1249. P. «iiR-Jtf

Lith. Bombay, A.Y. 1231. &*j> JUS

Typ. Calcutta, A.D. 1788. Ed. Sir W. ^\ oj«* j <^U

Jones. P.

2 copies. Lith. Bombay, A.H. 1268. j*U\(£*~

lith. Agra, A.H. 1271. P. &* ** U) | e
(«U

2 copies. Lith. Shushi, A.D. 1835. P. Jos' 1 L>*°

Lith. Bombay, A.H. 1262. P. \j^ > &*

Typ. London, A.D. 1818. H. JU3 ^!^j j yjl*i jU*

Lith. Bombay, A.D. 1829. P. <yo U li^j u*~j*

"Lith, Bombay, A.H. 1266.
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IV.

MISCELLANEOUS BOOKS.

Adminstration (Civil) of the Bombay Presidency. (Pamphlet.)

^Egypticarum Originum et Temporum, &c. Jac. Perizonii. 2

vols. 8vo. 1711.

Antiquitis de la Perse (M&noires sur diverses), par Silvestre

de Sacy. Paris, 1793. (2 copies.)

Avesta in English. From Prof. Spiegel's German transl. By
A. Bleeck. Hertford, 1864.

Avesta. Zend-text, complete, by Westergaard. 1 vol. 1852.

(2 copies.)

Bayer (T. S.)—Historia Regni Gracorum Bactriani, &c. Petro-

poli, 1738.

Historia Oshroena et Edessena ex numis. illus-

trate Petropoli, 1734.

Benfey.—Persische Keilinschrifben. Leipzig, 1847.

Bomberg und Steger.—Baukunst der Inder. Leipzig, 1 844.

Botta.—M&noire sur TEcriture Cun&forme Assyrienne. Paris,

1848.

Bopp.—Zahlwbrter der Zendsprache. (Pamphlet. No date.)

———Comparative Grammar. Translated by Eastwick. 3 vols.

London, 1862. (2 copies.)

Breal (Michel).—Hercule et Cacus. Paris, 1863.

Breitschneider.—Niniveh und Nahum, mit Beziehung der Re-
sultate, Ac. Munchen, 1861.

Brockhaus.—Vendidad Sade. Leipzig, 1 850.

Bunsen.—The Philosophy of Universal History. 2 vols. 1854.

Burnouf (M. E.)—Observations sur la Gramm. de Bopp, sur

ce qui se rapporte & la Langue Zende. Paris, 1833.
— M&noire sur Deux Inscriptions Cun&formes

trouv^es & Hamadan. Paris, 1836.

-Extrait d'un Comment, et Traduction Nouvelle

du Vendidad Sade. Paris, 1829.

-Commentaire sur le Yagna. (Large 4to.)

Paris, 1833.

Catalogue of Books in the Sir Jamsettji Jijibhoy Parsee Bene-

volent Institution.

Catalogues (Foreign). By Williams and Norgate. 2 vols. 8vo.

London, 1856.

Chardin (Chev.)—Voyages en Perse et autres lieux. 3 vols.

4to. Amsterdam, 1735.
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Chwolson (D. A.). Ueber Tamuz, Ac., bei den alten Baby-
loniern. St. Petersburg, 1860.

Die Ueberreste der Altbabylonishen Lit-
eratur. St. Petersburg, 1859.

Die Ssabier und der Seabismus. 2 vole.

St. Petersburg, 1856.

Dabistan: School of Manners. Transl. by Shea and Troyer.
3 vols. Paris, 1843.

Dictionary Latin-English and English-Latin. Publ. by JR.

Chambers. Edinburgh, 1853.

Dictionary English and Sanscrit. By Williams. London, 1851.
Dictionary (Webster's English) unabridged and enlarged. Lon-

don, 1854.

Dictionary Hindostani and English, by Duncan Forbes. Lon-
don, 1848.

Dictionary New Greek and English Lexicon, by James Donne-
gan, M.D. London, 1837.

Dictionary English and Hindostani, by John Gilchrist. 2 vols.

4to. Calcutta, 1787.

Dictionary Persian, Arabic, and English, by John Richardson.
2 vols, large folio. 1 770 and 1 780.

Dhunjibhai Framji Patell, Esq.—On the Origin and Authenti-
city of the Zend Language, &c. Bombay, 1861.

Discoverie of the Sect of the Banians, &c. London, 1630.

Discussion on the Christian Religion between Pestonji Manockji,
ed. Jami Jamshid, and Rev. J. M. Mitchell. Bombay,
1845.

Dorn.—Masanderanische Sprache. St. Petersburg, 1860.

Dorow.—Die Assyrische Keilschrift. Wiesbaden, 1820.

Dossabhai Framji, Esq.—The Parsees, their History, Manners,
Customs, and Religion. London, 1858.

Eckard (Fr. S.).—Ormuzd's lebendiges Wort an Zoroaster.

1 vol. 8vo. Greifswalde, 1 780.

Elisseus.—History of Vartan. Transl. from the Armenian by
Neumann. London, 1830.

Expedition Scientifique en Mesopotamie. Publifo par Jules

Oppert.

Ferguson (James).—Palaces of Niniveh and Persepolis restored.

London, 1851.

Fryer (M.D., Cantab.)—A New Account of East India and
Persia. London, in folio, 1698. (Very scarce.)

Geographische Anordnung, &c. im ersten Fargard des Vendidad
H. Kiepert. ( Pamphlet, no date.)

Gibbon's Roman Empire (History of the Decline and Fall).

8 vols. London, 1862.
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Grotefend (G. P.)—Tributverzeiclmisse desObelisken aus Nim-
rud. Gottingen, 1852.

Gumpach (I. von).—Die Zeitrechnung der Babylonier und As-
syrier. Heidelberg, 1852.

Haug (Dr. M.)—Ueber Schrift und Sprache der zweiten Keil-

schrift Gattnng. Gottingen, 1 855.
" — Ueber die Pehlewi Sprache und den Bundehesch.
Gottingen, 1854.

Die Gathasdes Zarathustra.4 copies. Leipzig, 1 858.

Essays on the Sacred Languages, Writings, and
Religion of the Parsees. (2 copies.) Bombay, 1862.

-Outline of a Grammar of the Zend Language,
(2 copies

.
) Bombay, 1862.

-Lecture on the Origin of the Parsee Religion.

Poona, 1867.

Herbelot (M. d').—Bibliothdque Orientale. (Folio.). Maestricht,

1776. (Very scarce.)

Heeren's Historical Researches. Asiatic Nations. 2 vols. Lon-
don, 1854.

Heidelberger Jahrbiicher der Literatur. (3 pamphlets, odd.)

Heidelberg, 1823.

History of the Early Kings of Persia. From Mirkhond. By
David Shea. London, 1832.

Hoeck.—Veteris Mediaset Persiae Monumenta. Gottingaa, 1818.

Hoefer (Fred.)—Premier M&noire sur les Ruines de Ninive.

Paris, 1850.

Hblty (Arnold).—Djemschid Feridun, Gustasp, Zoroaster : eine

Kritisch historische Untersuchung. [Examination of the

1st Farg. of the Vendidad.] Hannover, 1829.

Hyde (Th.).—Veterum Persarum et Parthorum et Medorum Rel.

Hist. 4to. Oxon. 1760. (Very scarce.)

Idiomatic Sentences in English, Gujerati, Hindustani, and Per-
sian. By Bahmanji Dosabhai Munshi. Bombay, 1873.

Jones (R. Harries).—The Japhetic Races. Gottingen, 1857.

(Pamphlet.)

(Sir William).—Works. 2 vols. 4to. London, 1801.

Journey through Persia, &c. By James Morier. 2 vola. Lon-
don, 1812.

Justi (Ferdinand).—Handbuch der Zendsprache. 1 vol. 4to.

Marburg, 1864.

Kennedy (Lieut-Col. Vans).—Researches into the Origin and
Affinity of the Principal Languages of Asia and Europe.
London, 1828.

Ker Porter (Sir Robert).—Travels in Georgia, Persia, &c.
2 vols. 4to. London, 1821.
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KoSsovicz (Dr. Cajetanus).—Decern Sendavestae Efccerpta, La-
tine vertit, &c. Parish's, 1864.

Kruger (Jakob

)

k—Geschichte der Assyrier and Iranier. Frank-
fort, 1856.

Lassen (Chr%)—Zur Geschichte der Griechischen and Indo-
Skythischen Konige. 8vo. Bonn, 1838.

—Die Altpersischen Keilinschriften. Bonn, 1836.

Vendidadi capita quinque priora. (5 Farg» of the
Vend, in Zend only.) Bonn, 1852.

Layard's Nineveh and Babylon. London, 1853.

Le Brun (Voyages de Corneille) en Moscovie, Perse, Indes
Orientales, &c. Folio^ I vol. 1718. (2nd vol. lost.)

Letter from Sir Edward Ryan to the Honourable Court of

Directors.

Letter (English version of a Gujerati).

Letter to the Government of Bombay by the Managing Com-
mittee of the Bombay Association.

Lettre a Monsieur A. du P. (The well-known letter of Sir W.
Jones to M. Anquetil du Perron.) Londres, 1771.

Malcolm (Sir John, K.C.B., &c.) History of Persia from the

earliest period to the present time. 2 vols, folio. London,
1815.

Medailles des Hois Persans de la Dynastie des Sassanides. Par
Adrien de Longperier. Paris, 1840.

M&noire sur les Costumes des Perses. Par le Citoyen Mon*
gez. (No date.) 2 vols.

Menant (J. Oppert et J.) —Les Fastes de Sargon, Roi d* Assyrie.

Paris, 1863.

(M. J.)—Zoroastre: Essai sur la Philosophic Religieuse

de la Perse. Paris, 1858.— Noms propres Assyriens. Paris, 1861.

—Textes Assyriens. Paris, 1861.— Briques de Babylone* Paris, 1861.

-Recueil d'Alphabets Cun&formes. Paris, 1 860.

Mohl (Jules).—Text and French Transl. of the Shahnamah as

far as the reign of Gushtasp. 4 vols. fol. Paris, 1838.

Mosis Chorenensis Historic Armenias Libri III. Londini,

1736.

Miiller (Prof. Marc. Jos.)—Untersuchungen uberden Anfang
des Bundehesh. (Pamphlet, no date.)

(Max) .—Lectures on the Science of Language. 3rd edi-

tion. London, 1862.

Miinter (Dr. Fr.)—Versuch iiber die keilformigen Inschriften

zu Persepolis. Kopenhagen, 1802.

Religion der Babylonier. Kopenhagen, 1827.
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NeriosengVs Sanskrit Uobersetzung des Ya§na. Dr. Fr.
Spiegel. 1861.

Newton's Chronology (Sir Isaac). London, 1728,
Niebuhr (C.)—Voyage en Arabie, traduit de l'Allemand, 2 vols.

178°-
Description de 1'Arabie. 4to. Copenhague, 1773.

(Marcus).—Geschichte Assures undBabel's. Berlin, 1857.
Nineveh and its Palaces, by Bonomi. London, 1 857.

Opperfc (Dr. Julius).—Das Lautsystem des Altpersischen.
Berlin, 1847. (Bound in 2 vols.)

Etat Actuel du Dechiffrement des In-

scriptions Cun&formes. Paris, 1861.

Elements de la Grammaire Assyrienne.
Paris, 1860.

Expedition Scientifique en Mesopota-
mie. 2 vols, folio. Paris, 1863.

Olshausen (Dr. Justus).—Die Pehlewi Legenden. Kopenhagen,
1843.

Ouseley (Sir William).—The Oriental Geography of Ebn
Haukal. London, 1800.

Travels in Various Countries of the
East, more particularly in Persia. 3 vols. 1819.

-Oriental Collection. London, 1797.

(1st and 3rd vols.)

-(Sir Gore).—Notices of Persian Poets. London, 1846.
Parsee Inheritance Law. Pamphlet.
Parsee Priest Defamation Case. Bombay, 1870.

Peiper (C. R. S.)—Commentationes de Libro Persico is^^jjt*
Particula I. (Pamphlet, no date.)

Pietraszewski (I.)—Deutsche verbesserte Uebersetzung der
Biicher des Zoroaster. 1st vol. Berlin, 1864.— Abrege de la Grammaire Zende. Berlin, 1861.

(3 copies.)

-Epitome of Zend Grammar. Transl. from the

French by Edward Rehatsek. Bombay, 1862.

Rask ( R.)—Ueber das Alter und die Echtheit der Zend Sprache.

Ac Berlin, 1826.

Rawlinson (George, M.A.)—History of Herodotus. 4 vols.

London, 1862.

(Col.,C.B., Ac.)—Notes on the Early History of

Babylonia. London, 1854. (Pamphlet.)

-Memoir on Cuneiform Inscriptions.

(Behistun Inscription). (No title-page.)

-Inscriptions of Assyria and Baby-
lonia. London, 1850. (Journ. R. A. S.)

35 m
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Rawlinson (Col., C. B.,&c.)—Persian Cuneiform Inscriptions at

Behistun deciphered and translated. London, 1846. (Jonrn.
B. A. S.)

Eaj (The British). (Pamphlet.)

Religion (Die) der Feueranbeter in Indien und Persien. Altona,

1796.

Report of the Committee of Management, Bombay Association,

Bombay, 1853.

Report of the Schools of the Sir J. J. Benevolent Institution.

Bombay, 1862, another for 1869.

Report of the Board of Education for the year 1846.

Report of the Committee of the District Benevolent Society of

Bombay for 1859.

Report of the (Annual) Agricultural Society, 1863.

Ditto Student Society, 1862.

Ditto Nagdevi Charitable Dispensary.

Ditto Students' Library.

Ditto Dhunjibhai Framji Library, 1863.

Ditto Bombay Association. 2 vols. 1853 and 1856.

Ditto (Third) ofthe Bandora Dispensary. 186 1 and 1 863.

Rhode (S. G.)—Die heilige Sage und Religions System der alten

Baktrer, Meder, und Perser. Frankfort, 1820.

Rich.—Memoir on Babylon. London, 1815. (Another copy.

London, 1818.)

Ritter (Carl).—Die Stupas (Topes). Berlin, 1838.

Rules of the Parsee Benevolent Institution.

Sharastani (Religions Partheienund Philosophenschulen) iiber-

setzt von Dr. Th. Harbr'ucker. Erster Theil. 1850.

Spiegel (Dr. Fr.)—Avesta: Die Heiligen Schriften der Parsen.

3 vols. 8vo. Leipzig, 1852.
• Grammatik der Parsisprache. Leipzig, 1851.

(3 copies.)

-Die Altpersischen Keilinschriften im Grund
Texte mit Uebersetzung, &c. Leipzig, 1862.

-Commentar iiber Das Avesta. Erster Band
Vendidad. Leipzig, 1865.

Interpretation des Vendidad. Leipzig, 1853.

Vendidad in German. Leipzig 1852.— Ya$na and Vispered in German. Leipzig, 1854.

-Eran. Das Land zwischen dem Indus und
Tigris. Berlin, 1863.

—Die traditionelle Literatur der Parsen. Wien,
1860.

— Grammatik der Huzvaresh-Sprache. Wien,
1856.
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Spiegel (Dr. Fr.) Der 19te Fargard des Vendidad. (No date.)

Avesta, text in Zend. Wien, 1859. (2 vols.)

Stanley (Th.)—The History of the Chaldaick Philosophy. 4to.

London, 1662.

Stern (M. A.)—Die dritte Gattung der ach'amenischen Keilin-

schriften. Giittingen, 1850.

Strabo (Geography of). Transl. by Hamilton and Falconer*

3 vols. London, 1854.

Schwenk.—Mythologie der Perser dargestellt. Frankfurt, 1 855.

Tholuck (0. P.)—De Godsdienst van Zarathustra. 4to. Haar-
lem, 1865.

Tiele (Fred. Aug. Deof.)—Ssufismus, sive Theosophia Persa-

rum, &c. Berol. 1821.

Valentia (George, Viscount).—Voyages and Travels to India,

Ceylon, Red Sea, &c. (3 vols.) 1809.

Vendidad Sade : Die heilige Schrift Zoroaster's. Leipzig, 1 850.

Vendidad Sade en langue Huzvaresh ou Pehlvie autographic.

(Very large.) Paris, 1855.

Vendidad Sade, Tun des livres de Zoroastre, lithographic par
M. E. Burnouf. Paris, 1842-8. (Large.)

Viaggi di P. della Valle : Turchia, Persia, e India. 2 vols.

Brighton, 1843.

Voyage en Perse. Eug&ne Flandin et Pascal Coste, (6 vols.

with splendid large engravings.)

Vuller's Lexicon Persico-Latinum. 2 vols. 4to. Bonnaa, 1855.

(Also another copy, incomplete.)

Weber (Dr. Albrecht).—Indische Studien. (8 odd volumes
in all; 1855, &c.

Westergaard.—Bundehesh in Pehlvi. Havniaa, 1851.

Windischmann (Dr. Fr.)—Mithra: ein Beitrag zur Mythen-
gesch. Leipzig, 1857. (3 copies.)

Zoroastrische Studien. Berlin, 1863.

Die Persische Anahita, or Anaitis. Miinchen,

1856.

Zend Avesta. J. T. Kleucker. 7 vols. 4to. Leipzig and Riga,

1781. (German.)
Zend Avesta d'apr&s un principe tout a fait nouveau. Pie-

traszewski. 3 vols. Berlin, 1858.

Zend Avesta : Ouvrage de Zoroaster. Trad, par Anquetil du
Perron. 3 vols. 4to. Paris, 1771.

Zend Avesta. Edited and translated by N. L. Westergaard.

1 vol. Zend text. Copenhagen, 1852-4.
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GUJERATI BOOKS.

(For this list the compiler is entirely indebted to the librarian Destur Eraji.)

\ «fl*n« *vl t/^un a^icn mi^MI wft k\i*\& ^h«-

*i£?Kl fc>Mftt<A^ U3o t/*H«tfW*€l*Q.

\ *n£g *h«kmi ^\\A^\ lift inn 'u\\ <\ uifci'fl ^c-fl.

\ fcfauKt <ni >ii^H<Kl >*u& ui *Miin m<j* **U>i» fl*u

*nhi fcfauin mi^WI lift^^o ?ttw&> <*t>tiiiM

\ *Hcfl£>6 €M aftcfl >u£>t a**ii to'C "infttfl.

v uuc(U wtfl.

\ VU^M ilMWW «*U»M*fl <H*5tt<fl.

* tfSUWUa ^nci lli >n£fc» MI1MO %l*ll £>««$.

3 "^HltVHlt ^iUKlM^ Mttl^ Sl$<Nll© IRWlir^^lHlS

&IMCJ.
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^"Hi^t-n *r %?>$/ vp>.

* ni>t wn^Rni'^Hi ^w5^*? mckio c-puki a^n^i.

* 4*>tR CM.

* *Ain*fl ctmfl^t *Ui>i«2 <>(Nti£> spu«u*ft.

* *Ai<t*fl g^nnw ct«u<Nt %fl «Uvd^-v»3 *A(<(l>ti »t>i*to

R */Hsy *<r^£l clifl^t 114 ^ilWW Wl>i» SWlOHltfU

\ <*viRica £M>ti s«4l*Ml uu|Q«fl Vtrn.

\ ^*u«i *Um m& *\m*{\ ^Mi^U-fl ^Milni «mft.
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\ «tt*ttl*Kl a^lnl *l<H«Vl W>tt<§.

\ »IU "tt'Ul ^iaKl ^*n(K

* miuQ ^fcwi <Hom *h^ ct<Hi% «nPH-tI *i*t uv\ ^i Hw.

* £hkh t^*w
R ^U1l<M «V*U|d *H*W ^«1U*-

* tfl VIVA.

\ s«fli& «Hin« mi <fl*l 6i<t*tt ^tfl 1<u«m.

«t « ^^m^i^ii"^ tfvtiu<ft>tWl «*«t*t Mi>lc-ii <!SjC-flO
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\ *Al^«fl ^fturt Cl»ica^ fcfal^l ^*fti.

\ **i^ *W<iR «A*Hlct *Aii£t.

1 x$& t«ti.

\ <u*n>i arnica.

*t *HHHl*l ^«clM» <*M(i*£? J3*?<HUf.

\ *R tf/>WK» °trtl*U*fl SX^tPU *H^U*U
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1 *IM4 wt*UH cU*fl H*<l*ft 41*11.

\ *\W H«ttt <3M* <W*liai <li ^ttl^ WtM*? *l>tl£?«i-

\ *HK-tfcU *V/llU *Ml<H<MU ^ "HM *hXI*U*IV>I*I ^HRci

\ MIUQ M=Hl*n<1*ti *A SOT W\ <U* 3 lAtfftu

1 ^R^ H*1* \—*—3—*—^l—V>—*Pt UM*—M*

—

n *Aiiaj uiti ^«twi n<h <*mi<fl*HKl $i*m yHrtii *n
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v. s*>\<\ M^WMi ^ <um* «ti aTni^n»Hi.

3 «Hl"5l «H«li *t<4><l«t Vft <UM*—MM *li.

I HI. <A. ^. $kl«d>i Mi*$*Hi **\?\ «H<*t<Hi MVt 1 *ftrt \*

1 ctitfl'Hfl fl^i^s* >i«tl»Hi.

\ W&Klcft H\H Ml<H«U<rfl aHoifJ.

* £%«<tiiui «HO£kiv n«u *i =u«*^i muh«u ^^^i *u-

36 m
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\ iit-trtt.

1 %.*.<&. M\z> ^i^iti «*it«ti i-ini €lwi«M.

WU <t*fl "ft^

* «vvii«cft tf«t»(l *>U*i %^.«ni=Q >U«{fai »h&u«*.

*. ^Rllfl»fl «*$Mq1 Mttttftt &UM ^ \*M*«fl"fl U

* 3>ftfcPfl WlWl MaU^Vl «Hin«* *&<fl 6«fl-

\ ^"HW^H *lH€l«t.

1 <HtiM«t IPHlKl <*^-
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1 »M&tfa *UWl «Hl^l.

\ *i*Ml ^«*t*l >hi^ mvi$»ir m& >m MPfl £<(l d «fl*i.

\ «3W1 H^i 31^.

1 *14 MWRKI «t$J
(*W'fl »li<lMl«(l *(Kll«<t>ti otW^l.

* tfnwivfl <*$Ki<fl *h»i«$>m^U <§tett«M.

3 ^Rltfl'ti »Pl<l*Hl >U"ttl«li ^ife^'Hft'li i^tl &*U«H *»*l

m <^iw <tt^n wu * <i »nifc * *fl *. 4i a^i.
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* • h1*u«i wittii SumujjWi *ft ia«-vi ti-

\ 3l^>Ml< MWltt*U %MH2n»Hi W\ 1^M ,

l«il >Ht% \ t-uifl<1

\ 4lHRiHi 3liMie[Wi *rl UM$ 3i »Hii \.r «vt.

i "until *HMiep»ni *** \W£ <\ >Hii \ «A<K y
v
-fl«tt.

v iT*h%ki HWi*fl #*/"«* *fl \*\* «fl *3 gtfMl.

R* ^H'MlVr^Ml'iU'fl |«/*l W^l
<UU-R3-R*-RM-RV ;U.

Rfe-3°*3v9-3£-3fe-*o-*WR-**-*VtfW*-V*-*fc *fl.

* WM'llfcctltfl fcUAl £?<Ht "li^feft *fi U"H\-MV4S-"4M

MS-M*->U <U H«l«fl.

* H(fl«HMWV'fl ^lW<4 £?«U "M&ftfl *tf 1dMM-Hv9.M^-Mfc«ft

M wfl'HMttm'jl «PU mt*ft ^ \iM\ *fl<1 \o y*(Ml

\ mr*A »{l(tv(l 411A1 &>t-u «ti£un wl "umv-m* «n m<

<mtfu
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